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“Farmers’ institutes have been a success from the day of their creation; 

they have accomplished, in nearly every case, and are still accomplishing, the 

mission for which they were created. They lead to better farming, clearer 

thinking, fuller social life, which means the moral and material advance of 

agriculture. Farmers’ institutes have encouraged a firmer belief on the part 

of the farmer in the declaration of ‘the father of his country,’ that ‘agriculture 

is the most healthful, most useful, and most noble employment of man.’” 

Editor “Farmers’ Voice,” Oct. 14, ’99. 

“Tt is not all of farming to know how to do the work of the farm. There 

is a vast deal of knowledge and judgment that must come in play besides the 

work. There is a science in farming as well as in other things. And nowadays 

this science is discussed in books and papers constantly. Every successful 

farmer must learn somehow and somewhere the science of soil management, 

the science of cultivation of crops, of the science of live stock breeding, feeding 

and management. He must study the how and why somewhere, or else he is 

no farmer, no matter how well he can handle the tools. To study the how 

and why, in other words the right theory of farming in its many branches is 

what constitutes the science of farming. The foundation elements of this 

science is what we hope to see taught to every farmer’s boy and girl in the 

common schools.” Editor “Hoard’s Dairyman,” Oct. 13, ’99. 
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FARMERS’ INSTITUTES 

‘ A Hand-Book of Agriculture. 

BULLETIN No. 13. 

A Report of the Thirteenth Annual Closing Farmers’ Institute held at Sparta, 
March I4, 15 and 16, 1899. 

“The effort to extend the dominions of man over nature, is the most healthy and 

most noble of all ambitions.’’"—Bacon. 

Edited by GEORGE McKERROW, Superintendent. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

Hon. GEo. H. NOYES, 

President of Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 

Srr:—I have the honor herewith of presenting to you Bulletin No. 13, 

of Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes. 

Most respectfully yours, 

| GEORGE McKERROW, Superintendent. 

MADISON, WIs., Nov. 15, 1899. 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. | 

Board of Regents. | 

The State Supt. of Public Instruction, ex-officio. | 

The President of the University, ex-officio. 

State at Large, John Johnston. 6th District, C. A. Galloway. 

State at Large, W. F. Vilas. 7th District, Byron A. Buffington. 

ist District, Ogden H. Fethers. 8th District, Orlando E. Clark. 

2nd District, B. J. Stevens. 9th District, J. A. Van Cleve. 

3d District, J. E. Morgan. 10th District, J. H. Stout. 

4th District, Geo. H. Noyes, President. Secretary, E. F. Riley, Madison. 

5th District, John R. Riess. 

Colleges. 

College of Letters and Science. College of Agriculture. 

College of Mechanics and Engineering. College of Law. 

School of Pharmacy. School of Music. 

School of Economics, Political Science, School of Education. 

ana History. 

Courses. 

Long Agricultural Course. English Course. 

‘Mechanical Engineering Course. Civic Historical Course. o 

S Electrical Engineering Course. Courses in Economics and Political 

Law Course. Science. * 

Ancient Classical Course. Special Science Course, antecedent to 

General Science Course. Medicine. 

Short Agricultural Course. Special Courses for Normal School 

Dairy Course. Graduates. 

Civil Engineering Course. Collegiate and Academic Courses in 

Pharmacy Course. Music. 

Modern Classical Course. 

Branches of Study. 

The University presents a wide range of study, embracing more than 

three hundred subjects. Something of the extent and variety of these may 

be indicated by the following synopsis: Eleven languages are taught, viz.: 

Greek, Latin, Sanscrit, Hebrew, German, Norse, French, Italian, Spanish, 

Anglo-Saxon, and English. In ‘Mathematics there are twenty-two special 

courses. Under the Sciences there are a variety of courses in each of the 

following: Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology, 

Botany, Bacteriology. In History there are twenty-two courses; in Civics, 

twenty; in Economics and Sociology, thirty; in Mental Sciences there are 

nineteen, embracing Psychology, Ethics, Aesthetics and Logic. There are 

twenty-three courses in Pedagogics, and eight courses in Music and two 

courses each in Military Drill, Gymnastics, and Music. 
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10 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTE. 

Physical Culture:—The Armory and Gymnasium is one of the largest build- 

ings for its purposes connected with any institution of learning in the 

Country. It is provided with rooms for lectures on Physiology and 

Hygiene, and for class and individual exercise in all the forms of gym- 

nastic practice. There are also the most abundant and approved 

facilities for shower, sponge, and swimming baths. 

Adequate accommodations are provided for the woman’s gymnastics 

by the construction of an addition to Ladies’ Hall, which has been fully 

equipped. This furnishes ample facilities for systematic courses for 

young women, and is under the immediate direction of a trained 

instructor. 

In Mechanics and Engineering:—Elementary Mechanics, Mechanics of 

Material, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory of Construction, Thermody- 

namics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic Surveying, 

Geodesy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, Steam Engineering. 

Hydraulic Motors, Hoisting Machinery, Theory and Construction of Loco- 

motives, Railway Locomotives, Railway Location, Railway Equipment, 

Construction and Maintenance of Way, Railroad Field Work. : 

In Electricity:—Elecirical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Construc- 

tion, and various forms of drawing are given; also shop work in wood, 

iron, brass, both hand work and machine work, machine designing, con- 

struction and testing machines. 

In Agriculture:—Various courses are given in agriculture. Animal Hus- 

bandry, Farm Management, Dairying, Agricultural Chemistry, Veteri- 

nary Science, Agricultural Physics, Horticulture ana Economic Entomol- 

ogy, ete. 

In Law:—Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence, Real Property, Constitutional 

Law, Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, 

Corporations, Domestic Relations, Admiralty, Insurance, Estoppel, Pari- 

nership, Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Jurispru- 

dence, etc. 

In Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 

Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany, and Practical Laboratory Work. 

General Facilities:—The faculty embraces upward of 115 instructors. The 

laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped; embracing the Chemi- 

cal, Physical, Metallurgical, Mineralogical, Geological, Zoological, Botan- 

ical, Bacteriological, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, Agri- 

cultural and Pliarmaceutical Laboratories. Seminars are held for advanced 

study in History, Language, Literature, Mathematics, and other branches. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 51,000 

volumes; of the State Historical Society, 204,000 volumes, including pamph- 

' lets; of the State Law Department, 32,000 volumes; of the city, 16,000 vol- 

umes, besidés special professional and technical libraries, making in all more 

than 303,600 volumes, thus affording very exceptional opportunities for read- 

ing and special research. 

For further information send for a catalogue, or address the President or 

the head of the department concerning which information is desired. 

©. K. ADAMS, President.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

Agricultural Committee. 

Hon. O. E. Clark, Chairman, . . Appleton. 

Hon. J. H. Stout, . . . : ‘Menomonie. 

Hon. Ogden H. Fethers, . és . Janesville. 

Hon. John R. Riess, 2 : : Sheboygan. 

Hon. J. E. Morgan, . a < x Spring Green. 

Hon. C. K. Adams, . . e - Madison. 

Officers and Instructors. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

Ww. A. HENRY, : . ‘ = Dean and Director. 

S. M. bABCOCK, . . . . Chief Chemist. 

F. W. WOLL, . : . ° Chemist. 

F. H. KING, « a = 5 Physicist. 

E. S. GOFF, - 5 . 5 Horticulturist. 

W. L. CARLYLE, . i 2 a Animai Husbandry. 

H. L. RUSSELL, 5 . s 5 Bacteriologist. 

E. H. FARRINGTON, . a = ‘Asst. Professor of Dairy Husbandry. 

A. G. HOPKINS, . . « ° Instructor in Veterinary. 

A. R. WHITSON, . . : : Assistant Agricultural Physicist. 

U. S. BAER, . : . . Cheese Instructor. 

R. A. MOORE, - 3 ; : Assistant to Dean. 

ALFRED VIVIAN, . ‘ 5 : Assistant Chemist. 

L. H. ADAMS, i : 2 = Farm Superintendent. 

IDA HERFURTH, . e = ra Clerk and Stenographer. 

EFFIE M. CLOSE, . : 5 % Librarian. 

Farmers’ Institutes. 

GEO. McKERROW, - z 2 Superintendent. 

HARRIET V. STOUT, . - ‘ Clerk and Stenographer. 

I. The Agricultural Experiment Station is devoted to a study of prob- 

lems incident to the agricultural development of our commonwealth. It is 

supported jointly by the general government and the State of Wisconsin. 

Each year an annual report of several hundred pages and frequent bulletins 

are issued and distributed gratuitously among the farmers of the State. Any 

farmer wishing to receiye these reports and bulletins regularly should send 

his request on a postal card addressed to Agricultural Experiment Station, 

Madison, Wis. 

Il. Agricultural Instruction at the University. The College of Agricul- 

ture offers instruction in agriculture to graduates of our own or other col- 

leges, a four years’ course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in 

Agriculture, special instruction to students of mature years, instruction in 

the Short Course in Agriculture requiring two winter terms of fourteen Weeks 

each, and the course in Dairying Jasting one term of twelve weeks. For 

information concerning these courses see this bulletin and write for catalogue, 

illustrated circulars, ete., addressing W. A. Henry, Dean, College of Agricul- 

ture, Madison, Wis. 

| III. The Farmers’ Institute. Each year this practical school for the 

farmer holds more than a hundred two-day meetings in the farming districts 

of our commonwealth. These meetings are for practical instruction and 

conference on all matiers pertaining to the farm and farm life, and at them 

60,000 copies of the Farm Institute Bulletin are distributed annually. Any 

community can secure an institute upon early application to the Superintend- 

ent. For further particulars concerning this school for the farmer, write to 

Geo. McKerrow, Supt., Madison, Wis. 

' 
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PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

. 

Closing Farmers’ Institute 
j HELD AT 

i SPARTA, WIS., MARCH 14-15-16, 1899. 
< 

; The meeting was called to order by W. H. Hanchett, after 

which Mr. C. P. Goodrich was called to the 

Chair by Superintendent McKerrow. 

Prayer by Rev. William Crawford, of Sparta. 

Piano Solo, Mrs. Mary Jones. 

| a ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

| 
Mayor D. W. Cheney, Sparta, Wis. 

' ~ Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- 

* Fa ° men:—From the small number of our 

3 ioc Ps own citizens who are present at this 

f Bee | session of the Institute, I take it that 

t bees = re aie they have learned who was to make 

i pees 3 7m a the opening remarks and have escaped, 

a 2 er ey so that you who are strangers must 

| 3 Bes ask a 2 take your medicine and look pleasant. 

I e e ae ee € | However, I will not occupy the time 

| SR oP ad ee | with any long, drawnout address of 

| Se e | welcome; in fact, I desire to make it 

¢ tes f z entirely informal, that you may feel 

| | that it is all the more hearty. And so, . 

53 in as few words as possible, let me say 

| on behalf of our people that we were 

5 | really glad when you decided to close 

{ % “ | this Institute work in our city. While 

| Bet : at all times we are pleased to entertain 

\ ope Rec mer strangers, conventions, public gather- 

Ih ee ings of all kinds, in this instance we 

| y D. W. CHENEY. are more than pleased, because we 

} 
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18 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTE. | 

have learned from experience the ben-| have just closed a contract for the 

efits to be derived from these Insti-| erection of a salting station, and our 

tutes, and in this connection let me| farmers this year will cultivate about 

call your attention to one or two/|three hundred acres of cucumber pick- 

things. les. I trust the advantages and disad- 

Within the past two or three years, | vantages of this business will be thor- 

: and I believe primarily through the in-| oughly discussed. 

fluence of the Farmers’ Institutes,) I am unable, Mr. Chairman, and 

Sparta has nearly doubled its inhab- Gentlemen, to place in the hdhds of 

itants. We have erected new churches, | this association the keys of the city, 

school houses and other buildings,| because last summer I turned them ~ 

have established an electric lighting | over to the Sunday School picnic and 

system, sewerage, and have com- somehow we have never been able to 

| menced paving the streets. Acre prop-| find them since, so we have adopted _ 

| erty around town has increased in| the “open door” system. So, gentle- 

value nearly seventy-five per cent., and | men, likewise ladies, during your stay 

I understand it was through the Farm-|in Sparta, if you see anything you 

ers’ Institute that our people have| need, take it. 

gone largely into the small fruit busi- seh 6 

ness and diversified farming has taken 

the place of the old methods. This has RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF ; 

' been of much benetit to our citizens. = 

! Last year our growers received for Supt. George McKerrow. 

their products $36,000 in round num-| In response to this hearty welcome, : 

bers, while in this immediate vicinity | let me say that we are thankful that the 

: $13,000 were paid. Our one creamery keys are lost and cannot be found, and 

i in the city paid out to its patrons last | after the proposition that your Mayor 

! year $37,000, and I speak from a has made, I would advise the citizens 

! knowledge of the facts, gentlemen, when | to see that there is nothing left on the 

i 1 say to you that of the four hundred | clothes-line after dark. 

; thousand dollars now in deposit in our} We are here to hold this Closing 

j city banks, considerably over one half | Institute; we are here to benefit the 

1 belongs to the farmers and the wage- farmers in attendance in the vicinity 

; earners. Being situated in an agricul-| of Sparta, as much as possible. We 

| tural community, that which affects| are here for the other purpose of 

| the farmer, directly or indirectly, af-| bringing together some of the best dis- 

fects the city, and so I say to you gen-| cussions along certain agricultural 

tlemen that Farmers’ Institutes are|lines that we can make up a good 

doubly welcome, partially perhaps Farmers’ Institute Bulletin for 1899. 

from a selfish motive in that we expect|We trust that in these discussions 

| to get considerably more benefit than | every farmer in the audience will take 

i we give. part; it is your meeting and the suc- 

; For some time past our townspeople | cess of it must depend upon you. 

‘ and the farmers have been working Thanking you again, Mr. Mayor, for 

@ hand in hand for bettering conditions, | the hospitality extended to us, we will 

| and among other things our people | now open this meeting for business. 

i 
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SOIL FERTILITY AND MANURES. 19 

SOIL FERTILITY AND MANURES. 

‘ H. A. BRIGGS, Elkhorn, Wis. 

i Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- twenty or fifty years? I think we can 

i men:—As has been said, this subject | all do it if we run our farms intelli- 

of soil fertility and manures is a most gently and grow such crops as we can 

; important one for farmers to consider, | grow to advantage, and feed them out 

not only in Wisconsin, but all through | on the farm intelligently. 

the United States, and the more I have 

traveled with the Farmers’ Institutes |y7,,urial Value of Different Feeds. 

and have heard discussions on this 

subject, the more I am convinced that| When we speak of fertility from a 

it cannot be enforced too much. farmer’s standpoint, we generally 

MANURIAL VALUE OF FEED STUFFS. 

i NITROGEN @ ~=PHOSPHORIC ACID GA POTASH SS 

COST-----12° An® A2® por lb 

! PouNDS OF FERTILIZING INGREDIENTS PER TON~ 

FERTIUTY MANUAL AETER FEEDING 

CORN STALKS %405 *304 QS 
TIMOTHY HAY 431 323 SS, 

CLOVER °° 726 545 NZASSSSOSS 

WHEAT STRAW 198 40MM, 
- 

; CORN 531 398 ili 
BARLEY 477358 NS 
OATS 618 463 USS 

WHEAT 665 497 Zs S 

WHEAT BRAN 1041 78! 2 

| PEAS 906 680 z= oe 
LINSEED MEAL-OP- 1578 Se — 

CHEESE 1218 913 s 

BUTTER A2 —-B2WXzeacn SS 

BEEF 949! 712 AE ZAZA SS 

Now, the chemist will tell us that speak of his barnyard manures, such as 

I the fertility in our soil will certainly | he is accumulating from day to day on 

become exhausted if we crop it con- his farm. These vary in quality a 

tinually, thus using all the available | great deal according to the quality of 

fertility that there is in it. Now, how|the feed. For instance, corn fodder 

; can we manage our farms so as to get has not nearly the fertility in it that 

the most money out of them and still clover hay has; clover hay has not 

, leave them to our children in : as much as wheat bran. Charts 

shape for the next generation after we| giving the relative value of different 

| have handled the land for ten, fifteen, feeds appear from time to time in our 

i 
; 
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20 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTE. | 

bulletins, and should be carefully nia passing off into the air. Now, if 

studied. | ne had piled his horse and cow ma- 

How can we handle the manure on/|nure together, there would have been 

our farms to the best advantage and | moisture enough in the cow manure to 

save all the fertility, or nearly all the| retain the ammonia in the horse ma- 

fertility, that there is in it? When a|nure, and kept it from heating; but 

nian starts to build a barn he should| he was only looking at the one thing 

always have this matter in mind and_/ of getting it out of his barn, regardless 

should build so as to save all the| of saving the fertility that was in it. 

liquids as well as the solids; he should 

build for the convenience of his stock Absorbents. 

as well as for convenience in getting If you are not situated so as to be 

this fertility on the land. able to get the manure right from the 

barn to the field, then you should pro- 

My Method. vide a good shed for it, with a tight 

Since I have given this matter care- | fioor, which may be of plank, cement, 

ful attention, my plan has been to|or solid clay—anything that will pre- 

take the manure from the barn to the| vent it from leaching away. It should 

field every day, as nearly as possible. | be covered so that it will not get an 

Of course there are some scatterings | excessive amount of rain. In that way 

in the yard that we cannot get every | we can save the fertility in it, but we 

morning, but five-sixths of all the ma-| must have moisture enough to keep it 

nure that is made on the farm goes! from heating and going off in ammo- 

direct from the barn to the fields.|nia. Another thing; in order to save 

I know there are a great many farmers | the fertility in our barns, we want to 

- who say that it goes to waste in the| be sure to have some kind of absorb- 

field, that it ought to be decomposed | ent to take up all the liquid manure. 

beforehand. Well, now, the chemist| Nearly all the farms in Wisconsin are 

tells us that we can add nothing to its| using straw or corn fodder for this pur- 

fertility by decomposing it; it is never| pose. If you will run your corn fodder 

better than when it is first made, and | through a corn cutter or shredder, that 

by getting it on our land, especially on| makes the best kind of an absorbent. 

our grass land, there is but little| It will take it up like a sponge. I like 

waste, not any, in comparison to what| it much better than straw; I have no- 

it will be if left in our yards or in| ticed where we have used the corn fod- 

piles back of the barn to heat and|der that the floor would be perfeculy 

mould. I was considerably interested | dry in the morning. 

| about a month age in going into a| Now, I spoke of feeding our stock 

: barnyard in Southern Wisconsin, | on the farm with a view to the manu- 

) where I supposed every farmer took| rial value. We should make that more ; 

the best care of his manures, to find| of a study that we may get the best 

that his cow manure was piled in a| returns out of suca feeds, and I know 

great pile back of the barn, as high as| of no kind of stock that is better for 

he could pitch it, and that the liquid| keeping up the fertility on the farm 

manure was running off in little rivu-| than the dairy cow or the mutton 

lets. His horse manure was piled up|sheep. They are the two classes of 

back of his horse barns and was|live stock that are paying the farmer, 

steaming and heating, and the ammo-'as a general thing, better than any 

. 
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¢ 

; other kinds of live stock, and also put- | Mr. Briggs—I haven’t seen any ice 

ting fertility in the very best shape | that I thought would do any damage. 

possible, where we can get the best re- | Of course, if there was very much ice 

sults from it. I should keep it until the ice was gone. 

‘A Good Plan. Mr. Hanchett—What would be the 

effect this year where the ground is 

‘ My method of handling the manure) ».72n six or seven feet deep, if we 

is to spread it on grass jand. I prefer should have heavy rains? 

grass land because the clover or the 

timothy stubble and roots retain all of Mr. Briggs—If it is put on grate 

the liquid that there would be in case oat on clover sod, when there = 

of a rain. The objection often comes moisture enough and heat enough, so 

up that so much of it will run away that the surface will be thawed out, 

when a little rain or snow comes. the liquid manure will filter through 

Now, a person who has watched that the grass roots, and there will very 

very closely will find that it runs but little fertility run away. 

a very little distance from the place Mr. Scott—What would be the loss if 

where it is first spread. I have talked the manure is allowed to remain in the 

with farmers who have made experi- yard? 

ments in top dressing on grass on a Mr. Briggs—It would depend a good 

side hill, and have watched the effects. deal upon the condition that it was left . 

In many cases where it has been op-|in. If it was spread out, as it is in 

served, this running off has not been | many farmers’ yards, from six inches 

noticeable more than eight or ten feet | to two or three feet, lying there all 

from where the manure was spread. summer and the stock running 

Another great advantage in this sys-| through it, I should think there would 

tem is that it helps to get a catch of | be seventy-five per cent. of it go to 

seeding, which is quite difficult in| waste. If it was piled up in good piles 

much of the land in Wisconsin, partic- and taken care of, perhaps there 

ularly on our sandy farms. You can would not be more than thirty or forty 

nearly always get a catch by sowing | per cent. of it get away. 

. fall grain and top dressing it with | Mr. Scott—Would there be as much 

stable manure, or even dry straw, or) if you pile it in the fall? 

anything you have about; then a Mr. Briggs—No, if you pile it in the 

grass seed in the spring and you will| ray, it freezes up and there is practi- 

seldom have a failure. The manure| caily no waste, bit what I am looking 

acts as a mulch; and all the fertility| oyt for in all my farm work is to save 

that there is in it goes in the ground; | work, Where a farmer has a whole 

rain coming in the fall and winter, and| jot of boys and girls, more than he 

the snow, breaks down the solids in| ;nows what to do with, it may be an 

the manure and gets it just where the| sqvantage to work as unhandily as 

plant life can get a good hold of it] is possible, but where you have to hire 

early in the spring. the work done, it makes extra cost 

Saas Ree oe every time you handle a forkful of 

DISCUSSION. manure. If a man has his barn built 

. Mr. Kellogg—Would you advise put- | properly and the floor so he can drive 

ting manure on side hills if there was | through, he can put it onto a sled or 

: ice there, as at the present time? wagon and take it into the field and
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dump it cheaper than any other way | clover hay and ten tons of bran, and 

that he can handle it. that if you fed a cow the same thing, 

‘The Chairman—When a man is sell- | and came to analyze the manures, that 

ing off some of his crops from his farm | the sheep manure would be worth any 

and buying food for his stock, isn’t it} more than the cow manure? If you 

well to take into consideration the ma-| are feeding to a dairy cow she will 

nurial value of these feeds? possibly take more out of it than the 

Mr. Briggs—It certainly is. We find | sheep will. If that is so, of course we 

that bran, oil meal, and cotton-seed | get it back. It does not seem to me 

meal are not only richer in feeding | that the cow does get out of her food 

value, but are much richer in manyrial | any more than the sheep, and certainly 3 

value. There is where the cow comes the manure would be just as valuable 

in as being an excellent animal for | after all the products were taken into 

keeping up the fertility, because we | consideration. 

have to feed her more of this protein Supt. McKerrow—Is it not a fact that 

food, and that supplies in the manure| the manurial value from a given 

the nitrogen that we need in our land.| amount of feed will vary with the 

Mr. Arnold—The value of manure|same animal? For instance, if this is 

. depends on the quality of the feed.|a young growing sheep, it will extract 

The chemist tells us that sheep ma-|more nutriment from the same amount . 

« ure is worth twice as much as cow| of feed than an older sheep. The same 

manure and horse manure, when fed! dairy cow wili extract more out of her 

upon the same article. Now, isn’t food at one time than at another. The 

there a good deal of truth in what the conditions of the animal are to be 

farmers generally believe, that if you taken into account as well as the feed. 

keep a lot of sheep, you can enrich! Mr. Briggs—In feeding to our live 

your farm to a larger extent than in | stock, certain animals take out of that 

any other way? Is there any method | feed and put back onto the land less 

whereby the animal can add to the fer-| than others. You spoke of the dairy 

tility of the food he consumes? If}cow. She is giving large quantities of 

the sheep eats the same food as the| milk, and of course it takes more pro- 

cow, and the manure is worth twice as | tein out of that feed and there is less 

much, I would like to know why. to go back on the land. It is the same 

Mr. Briggs—I don’t think it is worth | with a growing animal. 

twice as much. It is in a more con- Question—What is the object of 

densed form, less water in it. plowing under? 

Mr. Arnold—Well, the liquid manure| Mr. Briggs—In some kinds of soil it 
from the cow is worth more than the| is of great benefit. You get the vege- 

solids, so that does not explain it. We) table humus in the soil and it lightens 

learn from the professors themselves|it up, so that it will take and hold 

that analyses show that sheep manure| moisture better, and the roots can pen- 

is worth twice as much as cow manure. | etrate the soil to better advantage than 

| The Chairman—But there is only| they could where it is a very heavy 

half as much of it. clay soil. But the main thing is to get 

Supt. McKerrow—It is in a more con-|it so it will hold moisture better; for 
densed form. instance, in the State of Michigan I 

Mr. Bradley—Do you think that if| understand they have been cropping 

you fed a bunch of sheep ten tons of! for a number of years and putting no
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fertility back on the farms, except, or quicker; you can see the difference 

commercial fertilizers. They have had| in the corn just as far as you can see 

‘ rainfall in the last year of something | the field. I will tell you of a little 

over eighteen inches of water and still) illustration of that which I noticed 

they are complaining of drought. By|when I was quite small. My uncle 

experiments at the Experiment Sta-| lived on an adjoining farm to us a 

tion they found that the soil was des-| number of years ago, when they used 
titute of humus and vegetable mould; | to think that they must leave the ma- 

they had plenty of fertility but they! nure in the yard until they cleaned 

lacked humus, and that the soil with | house, about once a year. They drew it 
the proper amount of humus would | out and plowed it under immediately, 

hold fifty per cent. more water than| his tenant commenced plowing around 
the other. The humus holds the water| the field and had about two or three 

in the soil so that the crops can get at} rods. In manuring that corner of the 

it and feed on it, and also aids in| field he had nearly a load left and he 

breaking down the fertility. spread it on this fall plowing. I hap- 

Question—Did you ever try putting pened to be present when my uncle 

this coarse manure in new seeding of ne hay os he —_ along = 
clover? road he saw what was going on, an 

he says, “Van, what did you put that 

Mr. Briggs—Yes, if I hadn't any manure on that fall plowing for? You 

other crop to put it onto, I would) nient just as well have put it in the 
either pasture it or cut a crop from it. road. We shall get no benefit from it.” 

By spreading it thin, not later than That excited my boy curiosity, and I 

aS Ap oe ae ane watched it; you could see better results 
come on during the winter and break 
Gown. and by Sulan lover it with a from that fall plowing top dressed for 

three or four years longer, than you 

brush or harrow there will be but could where it was plowed under. 

ig — oe oe ‘Mr. Arnold—It has been my custom to 

hay into the hay mow with much more cane pene ane ee 
suiiature in it & {© has eume of the land in the fall of the year, dragging 

eas straw fi ic © neces bas found it in with winter wheat, and always 

it to be any disadvantage but rather a Seek cetee Ot cares hw ae 
Ronee r Roberts says where manures are com- 

sea posted, there is a loss of fifty per 

Question—How would it do to! cent. Now I want to know where that 
spread that coarse manure on fall| goes to. 

plowing? Mr. Briggs—It depends a great deal 
Mr. Briggs—That would do very|on how it is composted. The experi- 3 

well if we did not have any rains or| ment you referred to is where it was 

snows to wash it off. But clover or| piled up in heaps in the yard and left 

grass land is superior to fall plowing,| there for six months.. If that manure 

because the roots and fiber retain the| had been composted under a shed ana 
fertility, whereas, if there is nothing| just heaped up, there would not have 

to catch it, it is liable to be lost. How-/| been nearly so much waste. 

ever, I have a neighbor who practices} Supt. McKerrow—The manure in that 

after that method and I must say I| experiment was piled two feet deep. 

never saw a man bring up land better! Mr. Arnold—What I want to get at
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is whether this loss is by evaporation | very rapidly, while the soil that has be- 

or drainage? come depleted of humus, especially soils 

Mr. Briggs—Both. There is very lit- | locked up so that the atmosphere can- 

tle loss by evaporation unless there is/not produce this action, will lose the 

some heating going on. Just as soon | nitrates very rapidly. I think we should 2 

as the manure begins to heat, it loses| have our soils well filled with humus = 

fertility very rapidly, and if you have|so as to subject them to the action of 

not a tight floor, it gets away by leach-| the atmosphere. 
ing, but it does not lose very much if Supt. McKerrow — Captain Arnold 

it is just exposed so a very little water | dwells on nature’s plan. It is a pretty 

gets on to it. good thing to follow nature’s plan, if 

Mr. Arnold—It seems to me there is| it fits conditions, but nature’s plan is 

no loss by leaching where the water | to have all the fertilizing material right 

doesn’t go through the compost heap /|on the soil and not in the compost heap. 
and whatever loss there is must be by Mr. Scott—Following nature’s plan, { 

evaporation. You said in your re-| this great territory of the United States 
marks that manure is of no value un-| would only support two hundred thou- 
ti] it is composted, and if you want to | sand people. To-day it supports many 
get immediate results, decomposed ma~/| millions. We have to improve on na- 
nure is the best; in my opinion the) ture. é. 
fall of the year is the ideal time to put Mr. Arnold—Nature did not do any 

out manure; that is nature’s time and plowing. Nature furnished us with 

it is better than when the ground is some pretty good farms. 

frozen. There is no action of the ele- Mr. Bri I -want this manure to 
ments during the winter season until 
the spring opens, and, as you say decompose—Il want the plant life to 

while we must Soca aaa and it is feet 00 B Jant at Sant ee 

best to instruct people to AS out the Oe Sa ene he ee eae ; and then the roots will be left in the 
manure at all the seasons of the year 

when it is most economical, I think eran Set) ae ee 

the ideal time is the fall of the year. apd yor win ten he Pe 
: in the soil; keep it there for the grain 

Mr. Briggs—I will agree with you crop that is going to follow. 

there, providing we have made all of] The Chairman—I think the farmers 

our manure in the fall and could get| of Wisconsin are fortunate in having 

it right from the barn to the field. had this subject of fertility discussed at 

Mr. Scott—Cannot this decomposi-| every Institute for the past ten years. 
tion go on in the soil just as much as|1I am sure that we have kept our soils 

in the compost heap? in better condition than the farmers of 

Mr. Briggs—Certainly, and that is| ther States on account of it. 
just where I want it. I have been traveling around some 

Mr. Scott—And isn’t there an advan-| for the last two or three years, espe- 
tage. in having it go on in the soil?| ially, in the state of Michigan. I 
The scientists tell us that it is a good| have been attenaing Farmers’ Insti- 
thing to have our soil well providea| tutes there, and I think that this 
with humus, aerating it, helping the| Winter I never saw that subject on 
action of the oxygen and such action in | ®2Y Program but once, and the farm- : 
the soil will tend to develop the nitrates | in lands of Michigan need just this 

———————
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treatment we have talked about, for | the next generation was going to do. 

the reason that they have ‘been a us keep ahead and keep up the 

years robbing that land of its fertility | fertility of our soil in this beautiful 

without one single thought of what | State of Wisconsin. 

CROPS TO GROW. 

W. C. Bradley, Hudson, Wis. 

* same thing.” I think you will all 

Ba ee " agree with the minister that the crop 

4 oS cae Seiaar of boys and girls growing on Wiscon- 

ude Sees = sin farms to-day ana being educated 

: : e as Be : Ye our public schools, perhaps not to 

ee N aaa make farmers but to make intelligent, 

5 es ce law-abiding citizens, are the best crop 

o E that we can grow on our farms. 

; “3 But there are other crops, and per- 

haps some of you are asking, What are 

E the best of those other crops to grow 

on our farms? This will depend, first, 

" } on the farmer himself. Something de- 

= Be pends on his family, then consider- 

$ able in his location as regards distance 

‘ to market. Then, something will de- 

j }| | pend on the condition of the surface 

. of his farm, whether it is level or very 

ri | rough. Then, on the condition of the 

be! , soil, whether it is low, marshy, sandy, 

es paces or heavy, clay soil. All of these things 

f Aa =. | | we must take into consideration in 

| order to determine which are the best 

W. C. BRADLEY. i= for us to grow on a Wisconsin 

farm. 

Ladies and Gentlemen:—At an Insti- 

tute meeting the other day the ques-| The Stockman. 

tion came up “What is the best crop In the first place, the farmer himself 

‘ to grow on a farm?” The minister, will have to give these different things 

who was present, said that he thought | a good deal of thought and study in 

a crop of boys was the best crop to order to know what he is capable of 

grow ona farm. Some one in the back | growing. If he is a fairly intelligent, 

part of the audience improved on that | industrious, thoughtful man, who has 

by declaring that a crop of girls was | a good deal of love of live stock feed- 

the best thing to grow on a Wisconsin ing and the capacity for growing those 

farm. The minister was too much for | different crops that he can turn into 

him, and he said, “Oh, the boys always feed for his live stock, why the crops 

embrace the girls, so it comes to the| for him to grow will be such as will
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give him the most feeding value. It| according to the location he is in, is 

does not make much difference where | what crops he can sell from the farm, 

we find this man, whether it is near selling the least manurial value in the 

- a market or many miles from a mar-|crop; to raise those crops that will 

ket, whether he is on sand, or sawdusu, | take out of the farm the least fertility, 

he is going to grow those crops that | and the ones that he can get the most 

he can turn into food to carry live) money out of. A man’s family has a 

stock of some kind. Where we iad eed deal to do with the crops he 

these men, we find successful men ai- | should grow. If he has a large family 

most always, because in growing the | and can depend upon them for a good 

crops that can be turned into foods,| deal of help, he can raise crops that 

we find he can keep up the fertility,|a man with a small family, or a man 

as Mr. Briggs has just told us, by it.| whose family is detrimental to him in 

That land will produce more and more his farm work, would not grow suc- 

each year, and he is not selling off cessfully. If he is on rough land, his 
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MountTAIN Farm, Home oF Mr. BRADLEY. 

his fertility by the bushel or the ton. crop rotation must be of a different 

His crops gradually become better and nature than if he is on smooth land, 

he can raise more and more each year. because his rotation on rough land 

must be a very limited one; most of 

The General Farmer. the ground must be kept seeded into 

But there are a great many farmers grass and only a limited number of 

who are not given to live stock grow- acres plowed. If we plow rough land, 

H ing and these men do not want to we will soon exhaust the soil, as we 

{ grow crops for this special purpose. have often seen, especially where grain 

When we find men of this kind, we has exhausted the soil of fertility, of 

must allow them, perhaps, to take up humus, and then our land not only 

a rotation of crops that would be ob- dries up very easily, but it is subject 

} jectionable to the live stock feeder, to washing in heavy rains. The 

1 and the thing for this man to study ground must ve allowed to stay in 

| 
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grass a good deal of the time. My) would have to be of a different nature 

jdea is that most of such land should than on rich prairie soils. In some 

be kept in pastures or grasses, and a’ sections of the State there is scarcely 

limited amount in the smooth places any rotation of crops adopted at all. 

can be used to grow such grains as Where the principal crop has been 

will give us the best feeding value to potatoes, year after year, they tell us 

supplement the grass feed or for it is almost impossible in some sec- 

winter feeding, a few acres of oats or tions, to get a rotation of crops; that 

barley, corn or potatoes, on the level is, that they cannot grow clover. We 

portions of the land. cannot depend on a rotation of crops 

without clover, and their soil in some 

A Good Rotation. places has become so exhausted of its | 

On a level farm we could grow a vegetable humus, it has been cropped ' 

larger variety and ought to do so. Our so many years with potatoes, that the | 
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Tue Best Crop ON THE FARM 

j rotation would be three or four years. available potash in the soil has be- 

| We commence, perhaps our land is come so exhausted that it is almost im- 

| seeded with clover, then put on corn possible to get a stand of clover. For 

; and potatoes, then sow again to grain that reason they say they cannot use 

j of some kind, oats or barley. Then this rotation of crops. 

| seed again with clover or timochy, 

making a three or four year rotation. Rotation for Light Soils. 

In this way we distribute the fertility It seems to me where our soils are 

on the soil more equally, we distribute light that we ought to be very careful 

f the work over the farm more evenly; | to save the fertility and secure, if pos- 

we keep out the natural tendency for sible, a rotation of crops that will put 

foul weeds or wild oats. If we are on back in the soil the fertility, the hu- 

light, sandy soil, perhaps our rotation | mus, the nitrates and the potash that 

E
e
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| are necessary, and use such a rotation | often you can get a crop of clover :n 

as will take out of the soil the least of that way where otherwise it will be 

these elements, and furnish the soil almost impossible. 

with the successive crops which will Another way would be to sow a light 

help to put into it those elements that seeding of oats in the spring, allow the 

| they lack most, and this should be the sheep or calves to pasture on this, 

study of every farmer. It seems to feeding down the crop and then leav- 

me that in sections where it is hard to ing the land, it seems to me that clover 

get a stand of clover, we will say a would stand a good chance of getting 

soil where the potash and vegetable a catch where it will live through. If 

humus has been exhausted by con-| the soil has been exhausted of the 
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Mr. BRADLEY’s JERSEY Cow, ViroTa Eurora, No. 42884. 

54 lbs. milk per day. 21 Ibs. butter per week. 

tinuous cropping, without returning vegetable humus, a good idea would be 

anything to the soil in the shape of to sow a crop of rye and then plow 

manure, with such a worn out field, let under that crop when cne rye is about 

us sow rye on it in the fall. Almost sixteen or eighteen inches high. Then 

any land will grow rye. Then, by | sow a crop of buckwheat and plow that 

{ sowing clover seed or timothy seed in under, and then sow rye again in the 

| the spring on the rye, and then a little fall. In that way we lose the use of 

| later, when the rye is perhaps a foot the land for one year, but we fill it 

high, mow that rye, allow it to fall| with a good deal of vegetable humus 

| back onto the ground, acting as a sort that will be valuable for storing up 

of mulch, a protection for the seed, | moisture the coming season and fur- 

4 
\ 
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z nishing plant food with some of | naturally shades the ground and we 

elements lacking in the soil before. must follow nature in this regard. 

# Some of you will say that this plowing | That being so, should not we plant 

in of green manure will not add any- ‘some crop in the ground and keep it 

thing to the soil and that may be | growing ana keep the ground shaded 

true, but we have changed the me-| during the heat of the season? 

chanical condition of the soil and fur-| Mr. Bradley—Yes, there may be 

nished vegetable humus that was nec- | parts of his farm where the farmer 

essary in order to get a crop of clover. does not want to sow clover. He can 

/sow rape and white turnips and use 

Good Crops. | them as a feeding crop after he has 

One of the best farmers I know/cut off his barley and oats. It will 

grows on a 160-acre farm, 20 acres hay, not only shade the ground, but it will | 

40 pasture, 20 wheat, 20 barley, 30 furnish us good fall feed at the same 

oats, 20 corn, 3 potatoes, 3 pop corn, 2 time. Then there is another crop that 

fruit and vegetable garden, and the comes in here. Some of these crops 

rotation is complete in four years. He) Will take out from the soil more 

j sows clover with all grain, which fur- rapidly than others, and the foods we - 

nishes fall pasture for stock, and buy ought to be taken into considera- 

| seldom even has a failure of any crop. tion, their prices, e.c. If we are grow- 

Farmers should study the tables of | ing wheat largety to sell, we will soon 

the composition of crops, of the rob the soil of .he phosphoric acid and 

composition of manures, read Thomp- nitric acid. There is nothing we can 

: son’s Science in Farming, How Plants| buy where we can get the phosphoric 

Grow, etc., and there would be fewer acid back so cheaply as bran. There 

4 crop failures. are many farmers who seem to think 

‘ that if they get manure enough on the 

aa farm that they can grow a crop suc- 

DISCUSSION. cessfully-and yet there may be some 

Mr. Arnold—In studying crops to of the elements that are lacking. 

grow, there are two things to be con- You see we must study all these 

sidered, profits and condition of soil, things, and the things we buy we 

and it seems to me that the farmer, Should know the nature of their 

everything else being equal, should compesition and what they can do in 

raise a crop that will shade the soil/ the soil, not only to keep it shaded, 

during the heat of the season. Now, but to furnish the fertility that each 

there is no evaporation unless there | crop needs. 

is heat and moisture, and in my ex-| Mr. Briggs—What season of the 

perience these farms where they have year would you sow rape and white 

been cropped short, where they have turnips? 

raised small grain and the ground has Mr. Bradley—We sow them at the 

q been left bare from the time this small same time as we sow the grain. If 

grain is grown until the fall, those | it was a very wet season, perhaps it 

farms have gradually been growing| would be well enough to sow the rape 

poorer. We have been in the habit of a few days after you have sown your 

laying it to the taking off of so much oats or barley. 

in the crop, but does not experience Mr. Wing—I want to speak of al- 

prove what 1 have said, that nature | falfa. I do not mean to say you can 

aii
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grow it all over Wisconsin, perhaps|ing will kill them. You simply run 

, there is not a quarter of the State, per-| your mower through it, mowing as 

haps not ten per cent., but I will say |close as you can. Too many farmers let 

that if ten per cent. of you have suc-| it get too high. 
ceeded with alfalfa, it will be worth 4| A Member—I have tried alfalfa to my 

hundred dollars, yes, a hundred and| satisfaction about a hundred and fifty 

fifty dollars an acre in the results| miles east of here. I have cut it three 

yielded. I have studied your soils/| times this summer and it is rather too 

{ enough here and compared them with | ripe for my cattle, they don’t like it. z 

other soils, that I know will grow Mr. Wing—Cut it early. 

alfalfa, so that I know that you have ‘he 'Member—I cut it as early as 

| lots of land that will grow it. there is anything to cut; it grows rank 

i There are three things to conside: | on the land where I sowed it. I have 

} in sowing it. if the soil is poor, it| tried it on low ground, deep, black soil. 

; will do no good; it wants a rich soil | Alsike will grow there but I have no 

and a soil where the water does not| success with alfalfa. I would like to 

I stand in the subsoil nearer than three | ask Brother Bradley if it is desirable to 

feet from the surface; it wants a good,| tramp the ground in the spring when 

rich, deep soil, a soil underlaid with | you seed your clover? 

| gravel, if you have it. If you have| Mr. Bradley—Three years ago 1 

| alfalfa you' have a gold mine; you! sowed three or four acres and used it 

| have a food that will make more milk | as a calf pasture, sowing clover in the 

| and more growth on your animals| spring and harrowing it in, and found : 

i than anything that I know of. I have | it was all right. I did not expect when 

grown it since 1886, and I know what \I put the calves in there that the clover 

| I am talking about. was going to live, but it did live, and 

} The second condition is to keep it| the tramping seemed to be all right. 

| mowed. Cut it off three times the first | Perhaps it wouldn’t do to put in heavy Ss 

! ; year and at least three or féur times| stock, but I think that calves or sheep, 

every year after that. Failure nearly | where we take them off after allowing 

always comes from sowing it on the | them to eat down some and let it grow ¢ 

wrong soil or else sowing it on the right | up a little, then put them back again, 

} soil and neglecting to mow it. There is | do not hurt it. I think there are many 

i a reason for this; it grows up six or| places in Wisconsin where the land is 

| eight inches tall and a fungus grows | light and ought to have some packing, 

on it if it grows too long. Mow it off | especially in these sandy soils where 

promptly close to the ground and it will | it is so light that it will drift. 1 think 

spring right up and grow vigorously 'in such a location, by putting in sheep 

for another month; then it is packed or calves on the seeding, of either rye 

together, but that doesn’t hurt it for or oats, it would be beneficial for the 

hay. Cut it off before the leaves drop stand of clover. 

off. I would like to see every farmer Mr. Wing—But they must not forget 

try an acre of it. to take them off before it is too long. 
| Supt. McKerrow—Do you leave what The Chairman—It has been stated 

i you cut off as a mulch? here that the ground must not be left 

| Mr Wing—I would not mulch it as | bare during the summer. You know 

} you would mulch strawberries but rake | some of us old fellows used summer fal- 

i it off. Weeds are deadly to it, the mow- | lowing in the east and we found that 

:
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£ the ground was very much more pro- | quite answer Mr. Goodrich’s question to 

: ductive after it had been kept bare all| my satisfaction. There must be some 

| summer. Now, how do you reconcile) process going on while this land is rest- 

a that? ing. I can remember when it was the 

4 Mr. Bradley—Well, in the old way of | practice in our part of the State when 

summer fallowing, the way they did | wheat growing was the great interest 

out in Minnesota and do to-day, they | there, to summer fallow, and invariably 

plow under a crop, usually weeds, in| we got a better crop. I must say that 

{ June, perhaps, allowing that ground to | as yet I have not been able to find any 

. stay bare. Now, the ground would no| evidence that plants gain from the 

f doubt be better with some crop sown | ground being shaded. The gain in my 

t upon it as soon as the first plowing was judgment is in the development of the 

} made. | think the land will be in better | nitrates there that are breaking down, 

} condition for a crop next season. The) also the mineral elements, rendering 

I fact that the Chairman got a better crop | them favorable for plant life by this 

was because he gave the land a rest and | process of cultivation, and also in the 

; then turned under the first growth of | development of the nitrates. 

that land, which was in fine condition. Supt. McKerrow—There is a gain in 

Question—Suppose 1 should summer | the sense that you get a better crop fol- 

fallow a small plat of ground and my lowing, but while we are fallowing, the 

$ neighbors had very rich land around | processes of nature are going on, refin- 

it, with a very perfect soil in good con-| ing and making available those ele- 

' dition. Should I get any benefit by | ments that are there. Now, the nitrates, 

summer fallowing on account of my|Wwhen made available for plant food, 

neighbors having so much better|are inclined to escape quite rapidly; 

ground than myself? Would not the) they become volatile and go off in the 

nitrogen inoculate my land from my|air. If there is a growing crop there to 

neighbors? eatch and hold them, then they are 

Mr. Briggs—Wouldn’t that be rob- saved. So in the summer fallowing we 

bing your neighbors? are simply changing the form of the 

Mr. Bradley—No, I don’t think so. elements in that soil by allowing the 

4 ‘There is plenty of nitrogen in the air if| air to work in it more freely. 

you have the right kind of crop to put| Mr. Scott—But it would lose the ni- 

it into the soil, and perhaps the clover | tTates by that process. 
crop or the pea crop, or perhaps a bean Supt. McKerrow—That is what the 

crop will act in that way. scientists tell us, that they escape when 

There is another thing farmers can do | there are no plants to hold them. 

that they do not do in order to keep| Mr. Scott—Many years ago when we 

their land in better condition, and that | had saltpetre beds for the manufacture 

is, in sowing with the last cultivation of gunpowder, they simply incorporated 

of your corn. Go through it and sow | horse manure in the soil and put it with 

rye or barley in your standing corn the requisite amount of moisture, and 

with your last cultivation, that will fur- | they found that the nitrates developed 

nish you fall feed and it will also keep | Very much more rapidly by stirring and 

the land shaded to help keep the fertil-| rubbing it, while where the air is ex- 

ity in the soil, and it will not be any | ©luded they lose very rapidly. 

detriment to the corn. | Mr. Arnold—Then if that is true, cul- : 

Mr. Scott—The term “rest” does not’ tivation means manure.
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Supt. McKerrow—It is said, you|“Why it looked good.” “Why didn’t 

know, by some of the old writers,| you’ mow it?” “It was not haying 

though the new writers do not believe| time.” That was what was the matter, 

it, and of course it is not technically | he was six weeks too late. 

true, but in a certain sense cultivation] 4 Member—One great disadvantage I 

does develop the elements in the soil.| ting with alfalfa in this climate is its 

We have on our farm many spots that|rank growth. It is harder to handle 

have been summer fallowed every year} than Mammoth clover. In an ordinary 

where foul weeds are growing, and we| wisconsin season we cannot cure it. If 

know that the next crop that grows| we Jeave it as long as our red clover, it 

there starts off very rank, showing that| is too rank, stocky, woody, and if we 

there is an excess of nitrogen, it is 4/ cyt it early, it is the same as when we 

very rich green color, but usually there | ¢yt Mammoth clover before it blossoms, 

is a failure in that particular spot to/ jt is impossible to cure it. It does not 

develop that crop, and ripen it properly, | thrive in our soils as it does in soils 

showing that the other elements are} fyrther South or West. I have helped 

lacking—have not kept pace with the| prow alfalfa in Western States, on the 

nitrogen. Pacific coast, and I have tried, I think, 

Mr. Bradley—There are places in the] sour different times, getting a good 

State where they have been keeping UP | stand in Waukesha County, and I have 

this cultivation of crops year after year} not been successful. 

until it is all fallowed, they have got to| ‘~he Chairman—It thrives at Fort At- 

. do something else. kinson just the same as almost every- 

Supt. McKerrow—They have culti-| thing else does. 

vated out the vegetable humus. Pro-| wy, Wing—This first crop may be 

vided that that soil is supplied with the| yseq as a soiling crop, and your second, 

requisite amount of humus, there e2n| tr, and fourth crops, I think you 

be no loss in its cultivation. | would have no difficulty in curing. 

-Mr. Wing—I think you are all right. | Supt. McKerrow—There are some 

I think summer fallowing undoubtedly | men growing a little alfalfa in Wauke- 

renders the nitrates available, but all | sha County that are thoroughly suc- 

experiments, I think, show that those| cessful. I have a neighbor who cut 

are subject to leaching out. If your) three crops last year from a high clay 

plant is to take them up you must have| knoll. I took a great deal of interest in 

‘the plant there. It is like money, it|those crops, because I am trying to 

must be in somebody’s pocket, or else| grow some myself. These crops were 

it is going to be lost. You must have| all mowed and cured out nicely. Prob- 

it in the pocket of the plants before it is | ably the poorer ‘soils in Waukesha 

safe. I cannot let this question of alfalfa | County will fit the best conditions in 

drop as it has. The gentleman over | Ohio, but this crop was very good. I 

here says his alfalfa grew too rank. I|paye seen it growing in the country 

do not see that this is a charge against | two different places for the last eight 

Wisconsin. A neighbor of mine WaS| years and I have been very well pleased 

talking alfalfa. He says, “I raise it, it| with the results there, and the climate 

is no good.” “Why not?” “It has n0| and soil are very much like a large por ! 

leaves on it.” “When did you mow | tion of Wisconsin. Now, we would not 

it?” “At the usual haying time.” | advise Wisconsin farmers to go into 

“How did it look six weeks after that?” ' growing alfalfa in a wholesale way, but 

|
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still if you think you have land so sit- | fact, soils do accumulate largely of ni- 

uated that you might experiment in a | trates when they are dry. It seems to 

small way, you can easily satisfy your- | me that it is important to cover up this 

self whether you want it or not. Out |soil in the fall, keeping it covered in the 

around Sun Prairie, in Dane County, | winter, and in order to keep our corn 

they have been growing it with pretty | fields covered up in the winter, for a 

good success. number of years I have practiced sow- 

Question—What is the best way of ing rye in the corn field at the last cul- 

sowiug this alfalfa? tivation, letting it come up and get 

Mr. Wing—If your land is free from quite a good start before the winter in 

these bare corn fields, and it seems to 
weeds I would say to run about fifteen 

- me that must have saved some of the 
pounds to the acre after the danger of fertilit I 14 46 ts 
frost has gone by. I don’t know when we ack hc iperiarar gcc peeaieart as ~ 

haps farmers of this State, especially those 

that would be around here, per in the dairy business, after cutting up 

after the first of May. If the land is all their corn, that they sow some kind 

foul with weeds, I would say that about |.» +.) grain in their corn field, fur- 
when the oats are in bloom, cut it all nishing a covering for the ground in 

down. There is nothing so good for the fall and early spring. 

horses and sheep or cows, but, of/ wr seott—it seems to me that the 
course, you must use your judgment | aqvantage that Mr. Taylor speaks of is 

about the quantity, or they will bioat.| simply to prevent the leaching in the 
Mr. Taylor—We have confined our | fall and spring rains, but leaching is 

remarks a good deal to keeping the | one thing and evaporation is another. 

ground covered in the summer time. The Chairman—This morning we 

The object of summer fallowing these | have been worrying ourselves about how 

fields has been for the purpose of put- | to keep the water in the soil. We have 

ting on a fall crop. You notice this | that fixed pretty well, and now we are 

| covers up the soil in the fall of the year | going to discuss the question of how to 

and takes up the nitrates that have| get the water out of the soil where it 

been accumulating. As a matter of | has too much of it in. 

7] | 

|
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| 
| TILE DRAINAGE. 

1 

| H. E. Nicolai, Big Bend, Wis. \ 

a black sandy loam, underlaid with 
i SaaS 3 ae 7 |sand and clay, while the latter was a 
~~ * | | boggy marsh, full of small springs. The 

Sua 3 -...| | top soil was muck underlaid with clay 
(ae esis hee s and gravel. The drains had to be 

| 0. ga Boat doubled wherever the ground was 
| ee ae ee — es | (springy, making them only two rods 

| - B+ “em oe _| | apart, and the depth of the tiles is 
| oe eg >. Se  —| ‘| about four feet. The cost of this piece 

Rear pm od bas? >| | was about $30 per acre, while the for- 
Rees oe a ee | | mer was only about $10 per acre. Both 
Pas: Slee . Beene st pieces have been in cultivation ever 

| ae s ba aa | |since they were drained ten years ago, 
rea ee h..-—- '| |and have produced wonderful crops. 

| reo aad r F | cs ie The average cost per acre of tiling a 
| a " -- = wet marsh is about $20. 

ta ~ 5. The most profit in tile-draining is de- 
| . rived in fields that have small basins in 

. ‘ v4 them on the elevated parts of the fields, 
} ; which fill with water during the spring’ 

= ve : = ct me keep the lower levels of the fields 
Ne ——— | :«*| wet and cold until the water evaporates 
— ——$——— —— /in the basins. One drain with a few 

{ . H. E. Nicowat. laterals in the basins will usually be 
enough in fields of this kind, and the 

To lay down a specific rule for tiling | COSt will be very small when compared 
would be an impossibility for anyone, | Wiih the benefits derived from them. | 
as different lands and conditions would| The benefits to be derived from tile- 
vary the cost of draining, both as to | drainage depend largely on the location, 
the number of drains required, the|the value of the land, and what crops 
amount of labor expended in digging,|the land is used for. As no two fields 
and also the size of the tiles used. present the same condition except level 

marshes, one must rely upon his own 

Different Treatment for Different | judgment according to the conditions 
Lands. and location of the land. | 

I have one piece of border land con- 
taining fifteen acres, in which the How to Tile Drain. 
drains are from four to five rods apart,| First ascertain how much fall there 

and the drainage is perfect, while in|is in the piece to be tiled, from the | 
' another piece of only half the size, the| upper end to the outlet. If there is 

drains were put four rods apart and|a gradual fall from source to outlet, | 
proved to be insufficient to drain the/no survey is necessary; but if the land | 
land thoroughly. The former piece is|is nearly level, or if there are depres-
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sions or basins so that it is hard to de- , willows and rushes, also under water 
termine the amount of fall, obtain the | during wet seasons. Surrounding this 

f services of a competent surveyor to| last strip were about four acres of 
determine the fall from the upper end | what is usually known as border land 
to the outlet. This fall should be di- | (too wet to plow and not wet enough 
vided up by setting stakes every hun- | to be called marsh), making about nine 
dred feet and drawing a level line on | acres in all. It was worth, for grazing 
these stakes. The stakes should be| purposes, at the outside figures, not 
driven close to one side of where the | more than $40 per acre. The expense 
ditch is to be dug. The fall can then | for draining it was as follows: . 
be divided by measuring from this line escapee deara at ci nee ‘ae 

soeree hotiom (of fhe ditch. | Prom 4 siege ae. tiles at. 2850 per ec. aes to % inch of fall to the rod is enough, | 432-4 in. tiles at 16 per M......... 6.91 
and in large tiles less fall will do. 512-6 in. tiles at 25 per M......... 12.80 

| Wotel <<. Foss<iecs2.;cs-acsecsereee @ ORR 
Digging the Ditch. 10 per cent. discount for cash....... 6.35 

Commence at the outlet to dig the Zetia te tat anew ol fr te. $ 5.16 
ditch. If the banks of the ditch have a Hauling tiles from factory............. 15.00 
tendency to cave, the tiles should be put | For making dike and open ditch........ 10.00 

uy ae See as the Mitch Jn ive, but ‘Total cost for 9 acres............. $176.66 7 the banks stand firm, it is better to al ae eee a ee 
commence laying the tiles at the upper 

end, after the whole ditch is completed. This land worth $40 per acre, and The lower part of the ditch should be costing $19.62 per acre for draining, 
dug with a tile-spade, the bottom cost $59.62 per acre. The real value of 

cleaned out with a tile scoop, and the | the land now is $100 per acre. 
4 tiles laid with a tile hook. This basin was the receptacle of a 

The tiles should be covered with | great deal of surface water from a 
loose soil to the depth of twelve|neighbor’s farm, and to prevent it 
inches. This can be done by breaking | from being flooded during the heavy 
down the top of the bank on both sides | rains, I dug an open ditch on the upper 

t of the ditch, after which the filling of | side to a point beyond the natural out- 
i the ditch can be done with the horses | let of the basin, putting the dirt from 

and plow, care being taken not to let | the ditch on the lower side for a dike. 
the horses get into the ditch and dis-|It requires a little repairing every 
turb the tiles. spring, but aside from that it has 

worked to perfection. 

The crops raised on this piece of 
Cost ct erating: land the past few years have been the 

I will give you a description of a| admiration of the whole neighborhood. | 
piece of land which I tiled eleven years The crop this last year was a fair yield | 
ago, and also the expense of tiling it | of Early Ohio potatoes, followed by a 
at that time. The piece in question heavy crop of fodder corn, which in 

s consisted of about an acre, covered turn was followed by winter wheat. 
with water the greater part of the At the first of the year the wheat was 

: time. Surrounding this water were in good condition, but of course it is 
; about four acres of land grown to | now killed, owing to the severe winter. 

{ 
| 

ie 

' 
ae
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Another Experiment. reclaimed and it need not cost more 

My last experiment was on 15 acres | than $25 per acre. The larger the piece 
of border land, along the Fox River.| tained, the less the expense per acre 
It was too low to admit of any fall to| fT diking and pumping. The follow- 
the river, except when the river was ing hints will be useful to those inex- 

very low. I dug an open ditch six feet | PeTienced in tiling. 
wide at the top, two feet at the bottom, 

and three feet deep, along the lower Practical Suggestions. 
side of the piece to be drained, to re-| First get the fall of the land and 

ceive the water from the tile drains. | then lay out the drains in a systematic 

The dirt was all put on the river side| way. Never lay the tile less than three 

of the ditch for a dike to prevent the| feet deep; four feet is better. If tiling 

water from the river overflowing the| is let by the job, see to it that it is 

land in case of high water. I also dug} done according to agreement and al- 

| : apn eh 
| ee : 

| f ee | 

| 

: i 

TILE DRAINED LAND ON Farm OF Mr. NIcouat. 

Tomatoes in the foreground, potatoes and currants in the distance. 

an open ditch from the river to the | ways inspect the work before the tiles 

dike, connecting it with the first open! are covered. 

ditch by means of a flume which | Put a wooden box at the end of each 

passes under the dike and can be tile drain where it discharges into an 

opened or closed as the case may re-| open ditch, but have as few open 

quire. When the river is low I keep! ditches as possible. 

the flume open; when it rises so as to| Use 2%-inch tiles in all laterals for 

set back into the open ditch, I close the first six or eight rods, and for a 

the flume to prevent its filling the | longer distance if there be plenty of 

ditch, and what water collects in the | fall. Half an inch of fall to the rod in 

| ditch from the tiles can be pumped | the laterals, and one-quarter of an inch 

| out over the dike. |in the main ditch is sufficient, although 

In this way any level marsh can be| more fall would be better, as smaller 

|
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tiles could be used. The main ditch | better let me have it, I can make good 

i should be dug a little deeper than the| use of it.” But the next year and the 

laterals, so as to join the laterals near| next year after, when he went by 

the upper side of the tiles in the main| there and found magnificent crops of 
ditch. | corn, such as he had never seen on my 

: | farm before, he went to tiling, and he 
f Later Treatment. | has buried four times as much money 

If your land should not produce any-| as I did. 

t thing the first or second year, ao not} Mr. Briggs—In a very heavy, clay 

e get discouraged, but give it a coat of| soil, how close together would you 

4 wood ashes or barnyard manure, and’ have to put the tile and how deep? 

: you will be astonished to see what} Mr. Nicolai—Where it is very stiff 
i crops it will produce. | clay, I would put them down two rods 

5 If your drains will discharge its apart and four feet deep, if you can get 
¥ water on a neighbor’s land below | them down so deep—if they have fall 

‘ yours, get his consent first, as you enough. 

| have no right to flow any more water) Mr. Briggs—Will the water ever 

on to his land than there is naturally soak down to them? 

I flowing over the surface. Remember- 4 Mr. Nicolai—Yes, if they are covered 

ing this fact will save hard feelings,’ with loose soil first. 

| and sometimes a lawsuit. j Question—Don’t you put something 

| eS mi ra on. | over before you put on the loose soil? 

E | Mr. Nicolai—No. If it is quicksand, 

hi DISCUSSION. _I put marsh hay or straw over it, 

5 Question—How do you pump at that simply to keep the sand from coming 

\E place? ' in after I have covered it. Quicksand 
[ Mr. Nicolai—I have a tread = won’t run unless there is some water. 

but the seasons have been so dry and|I have taken up tiles that were laid 

there is so little surface water falls on| in quicksand where I put them in 

the land, that there are very few/ trenches where it was too wet, and in 

seasons that you need to pump; in| all the trenches I have taken up I 

¥ fact, I never have had any pumping to| never found a tile filled with sand. If 

| do since the first year that I put in the| they are laid properly, so there is a 

f tile, and I have taken out the pump| gradual fall, what little sediment there 

t and use it for other purposes. When | is runs in at the joints, the water will 

, you have to do permanent pumping, a| continually carry out at the outlet. 

i good large windmill, or two of them, Question—Can you explain how til- 

p would be the cheapest. |ing will take the water out of land * 

i The Chairman—I did some tile which is blue clay and almost impervi- 

draining on my farm about fourteen | ous to water? 

years ago, I think. When I com-| Mr. Nicolai—It won't take it out. I 

menced working at it, a neighbor was| have tried it and the water would 

going by, and he says, ““What are you| stand over the tiles for a week at a 

doing?” I answered, “I am putting|time until the sun and wind would 
¢ some tile drains in the ground.” | evaporate it. 
f And he says, “That costs money. If Question—Suppose the land is blue 

i you have money so plenty that you can|clay. Would you put the tile down 

f afford to bury.it in the ground, you! four feet? 

i
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| Mr. Nicolai—No, I don’t think it Mr. Wing—I am glad to hear you 

i} would be any advantage. speak of this angleworm, because we 

\ Mr. Arnold—It would not be worth | have what we called exhausted soils 

| draining if it was blue clay, would it?|in Ohio. They have become tough and 

| The Chairman—Yes, it would. I|hard, and in those soils the angle- 

know of some land that is blue clay| worms help us out after we put on 

land with a little black soil on top of it. |some manure. Of course we do not find 

Mr. Nicolai—I would take that little | them in the clay, but after the manure 

| black soil and shove it down on top|is put on and the humus gets down 

} of the tile and fill the trench up with | they work through. 

{ mixed blue clay and black soil, that Question—Do you think there is any 

| will drain it off in good shape. It is | truth in the theory that high gravelly 

ii the black soil that furnishes the good | ground can be benefited by drainage 

| drainage above the tile. in dry seasons? 

i The Chairman—Many people are Mr. Nicolai—It depends on what 

i skeptical about this thing just as I| your high ground is. In land where 

| was. I had read a great deal about tile | the surface soil is underlaid with sand 

| draining, about how much good it|or gravel, as natural drainage, you | 

I would do to the land, and when Ij}cannot benefit by tiling, but heavy 

| commenced digging a ditch through | clay soil can be benefited by drainage. ~ 

| some blue clay, I said, “I don’t see|It depends on where your land is lo- | 

| how it is possible for the water to get | cated, what the value of it is, etc., as | 

j through that. It is no use, it can’t| to whether it is profitable. | 

| draw from each side.” But it did, but Mr. Wing—You would not think it 

not until the ground had once been | necessary to give a quarter of an inch 

frozen, and after it had been frozen | fall to the rod, if you don’t have that 

twice it did still better. I looked at | much? 

it like this, that the land is not so Mr. Nicolai—No, I stated that; less 

{ impervious but that it gets full of water, | fall may do. 

and when it freezes it expands. It The Chairman—One inch to the hun- 

commences to thaw out from below, | dred feet will do, if you have fine work 

making little channels through the | enough. 
clay, and the clay being released, it Mr. Arnold—In tiling will the siphon 

| doesn’t pack down so solid as it did| principle work; is it tight enough. 
| before, so it is much better each year. Mr. Nicolai—Yes, in clay land, you 

| Question—Do you understand that|can get it tight enough to draw out 

the soil thaws out from underneath? | water, but it won’t do you any good. 

| The Chairman—Yes, sir. You let in the air and it will spoil 

Mr. Nicolai—It thaws out from both | your crop before you can get the water 

sides. But I will give another ex-|out. I have seen it worked in tiling 
planation in regard to loosening the| with clay. 

clay soil. You all know that angle- Question—Didn’t you find it essen- 

worms will not work in water, but just | tial to lay the tile so that there will 

as soon as you dry out the water and | not be any depression where the water 

give them a chance, they will work | will fill up? 

over the soil to the depth of the water, Mr. Nicolai—I never laid any where 

and in that way I think the clay soil I had any depression in the tile. 

is helped very much. ! Mr. Wing—In Ohio, when we trusted
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f to the colored brother to lay tile, he; you how to put it in. It was a low, 

would have a low place in the ditch| boggy marsh; I dug a ditch four feet 

and the water would stand clear up;| deep and a little over a foot wide at 

‘ if you don’t see it in time you will! the bottom, so that I could get two 

have to dig it out. It does not hurt} good sized stones, one on each side; 

ty so much where there is a strong cur-| then I covered it with large stones on 

H rent, but where there is just a little} top, and filled in with gravel, chink- 

shower that will carry in a little earth,/ ing it on the side for about a foot, 

% after awhile it will harden there and| making it tight; then I used boards 
. fill it up full. in the bottom to put my stones on so 

i Mr. Briggs—What effect have clover| they would not slip in the mud, and 

z roots and alfalfa roots upon tiling? after the ground got thawed it run a 

f Mr. Nicolai—I never had any expe-| nice stream of water. During the dry 

i rience, but I should think it would! season this winter it has run a nice 

: bind it up. stream of water. 
The Chairman—I have known alfal- Supt. McKerrow—Do your tiles run 

fa roots to get into tiles. water in cold weather? 

Mr. Wing—That will not happen un- Mr. Nicolai—Yes, sir, most of my 

less you have running water. I saw it| tiles are running water now. Of course 

in one case where the alfalfa roots) most of my ground is springy. On 

completely blocked the tile. most land there is no water run only 

k The Chairman—You don’t want any| in the spring of the year. 

eh willow, cottonwood, or elm trees grow- The Chairman—Now, we will sup- 

r ing near your tile. They will get in| pose that there is some marsh land 

i through the small openings and ob- running by the side of the hill, high- 

} struct it. | land, and we know that along next to 

. Mr. Nicolai—Hadn’t you better in-| the highland the marsh is apt to be 

i clude all trees? | the wettest. Now, how would you run i 

| The Chairman—Maybe, but oaks! your tife, parallel with the side of the 

; won’t bother. hill, or run it right down through the 

i Mr. Arnold—Is not underdraining| marsh to the creek forty rods from 

; just as good where it is made out of} there? : 

2 stone as out of tile? Mr. Nicolai—I would run it parallel 

Mr. Nicolai—Yes, but it is a great) with the hill. 

f deal more expensive. The first drain- The Chairman—That is the way I 

1 age I did was stone, and it cost me/| did, and it dried the land for twenty 

; about a dollar a rod, but it was done} rods beyond it, just cut off that spring 

L in a good, workmanlike manner, so it! water. 

it is a good drain today, and I think Mr. Nicolai—Springs are frequently 

it was put in eighteen years ago, be-| cut off in that way and it will save a 

fore we had any tile factories in our} great deal of tile; it will make dry 

section. land out of small fields which are 

Mr. Wing—Hasn’t that drain got lots| kept wet by the seepage of these 

of fall? springs over the land. 

Mr. Nicolai—No, it has no more fall The Chairman—I want to say just 

than my tile. I don’t think more than| as Mr. Nicolai did, that if it is going 

Hy half an inch to the rod, and some| to cost more to tile the land than the 

f places not that much, but I can tell! land is worth, of course it won’t pay
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| to tile it, but even in such cases aj Mr. Arnold—Have you ever had the 
I man may have a we. spring running/| water analyzed from these drains, to 
t diagonally through a field and it may| find out whether it is taking off any 
| pay him a great profit to tile that. | fertility or not? 

That was some of the first work I did; Mr. Nicolai—I never have, but I am 
I had a field of twenty acres that was| convinced that they do, in certain 
cut in two diagonally by a spring, re- | cases. R 

7 sulting in all of five acres of wet land.| Mr. Arnold—How would you stop 
| I run a tile through the whole field, | that? 

so I could. plow it; it worked splen- Mr. Nicolai—I don’t know that I 
{i didly, and after one has commenced | could stop it, nor could I stop losing 

to tile some such place as that, he will|some of the fertility under any cir- 
see other places, and he will keep on| cumstances. I am one of those who 
tiling until he makes a garden of his! believe in manuring in the fall or the 

I whole farm. winter, or any other time that it is 
i Mr. Nicolai—I have had the same convenient, to get it on the land as 

Ht experience as Mr. Goodrich has, in re-| quick as poss.ble, spread it on broad- 
| gard to my neighbors accusing me of «ast, and in that condition, I am going 

throwing away my money, and also| to lose some of the fertility anyhow. 
| in regard to the fact that after I com- Mr. Arnold—won’t you believe if you 
i menced to tile I did not stop until| havea growing crop on the land there 

every foot of my land that needed it | would pe less than without any? 
| was tiled. I have tiled about snty| Mr. Nicolai—There wouldn’t any 

| acres now, and I have noticed that all| crop grow just now. There is a chance 
| the men in our section, after they have |as soon as i.e water gets out of the 

once commenced it, cannot find a/land. I know of one place where the 
stopping place until every foot is dry, | basins were all ulled up with water 

| and that is very good evidence that it | two weeks ago, and it has all sunk 
i pays. away, the land is dry, and if there was 
| Mr. Wing—I have a neighbor who|any manure scattered on the top and 
| began laying tiles and his father | soaked up in the water, some of the 
| thought he was crazy. He came out fertility is gone, but I would rather 
| from town afterwards and saw the | lose a Portion of it than be compelled 

crop of clover and the wheat growing | to drag out my manure after the frost 
on that land, and he turned the tables | is out of the ground. 
on the boy. He says, “Joe, this ought Mr. Thorp—This tile we are talking ¥ 
to have been aone long ago.” about is about four feet down in the 

Mr. Nicolai—There is one very great | ground. If there is any fertility in this 
advantage with tiled land, and that is | water that floats on the soil, it is going 
its early use in the spring. I notice | to be filtered out before it reaches tae 
that my tiled land is ready to work a/ tile, and be kept in the soil. I have | 
great deal sooner than ordinary up-/ been watching some people in my 
land, because the tile is at work all neighborhood who have been putting | 
winter where there is no frost under- in quite a number of thousand feet of 
neath, and just as quick as the frost is | tile; two or three years ago, in fact, _ 
out, your land is dry and you.can go| one young man put in 20,000 feet at 
right to work on it and put in er one time, in one season. He hired a 
crop. lot of men and they came and tile-
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q drained diagonally across eighty acres | man did not touch on, and that is in 

a which was almost a worthless piece of | regard to the water flowing onto the 

land before he began. That slough | other man’s land. You had better get 

7 ran down for miles and the water came | his consent. This .ast man I spoke of 
7 coursing down through there in the | putting in so much tile, was troubled 

spring on each side of the ditch. It| with the water in the spring, flowing 
was a boggy marsh, part of it he could; over from his neighbor’s land and 

mow, and part of it he couldn’t. He| dowm through his; he wanted him to 

put in 20,000 feet of tile and the result | go in witn him and put in a ten-inch 

is that he plows tae whole thing now, | tile, and he wouldn’t do it, he said he 

A and that eighty acres of land is the| wouldn’t have anything to do with tile, 

most valuable he has on his farm. I} but when he put this ditch through 

asked him if he thought he would do} there for his own benefit, he put a 

i any more, and he tells me that as| dam across and held the water back 

soon as he can he is going to tile all| onto his neighbor's land, so it couldn’t : 
of his land that needs it. Another man! overflow his land, and all the water 

who lives along Horicon marsh I know| had“to go down through that ten-inch 

of. The marsh extends in the shape or! tile, and if there was any surface water 

sloughs around up through his farm.| he held it back. 

; He commenced tiling there and I guess} Mr. Arnold—The great German 
| he will never get done. He manages | chemist, Liebig, demonstrated fifty 

LY to get good crops where he does tile;| years ago, that if you take liquid ma- 
iF so much better crops than he used to! nure and run it through the earth cov- 

get that he buys his tile by the car-| ering tiles, that you will have pure 
ke load, and his neighbors are following, water when it goes through. I would 

: suit and putting in carloads of tile in| not be afraid to tile drain land on 
, the same kind of places. So it seems) account of the loss of fertility, but I 
. to me there must be something in it,’ think you would lose less if you had 
ce if we are unfortunate enough to have | a crop growing than without it, ac- 

that kind of land. I am very glad I cording to these experiments. 

k haven’t that kind of land myself. | Adjourned to 1.30 P. M. 
: There is one point that the gentle- 

{ 

| 

|
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 P. M. W. C. Bradley in the chair. 

. 

ROAD IMPROVEMENT. 

E. G. HARRISON, Office of Road Inquiry, Washington, D. C. 

Good Roads—Business Men Want 

{ Sar Them. 

f ae Now, I am not here to tell you what 

t 3 you ought to do or what you must do in 

= ee Wisconsin, I can only make suggestions. 

fos # s The National Government does not pro- : 

= eee. fe hes pose to insist upon any of its plans, but 

ae Bnwg merely to throw out suggestions for the 

Re ey benefit of the States. They must take 
= = sf aS up and do the work. Many suppose that 

a this road question has assumed great 

‘ ee y importance, from the fact that wheel- 

pete ‘ men and those interested in the manu- 
é ie be facture of bicycles have stirred up this 

i SG matter, merely for the benefit of the 

g wheelmen. I want to disabuse your : 

5 mind on that. The wheelmen are good 

Y & agitators, but it was not through them 

“ that congress was induced to take the 

small interest that it has taken in this ! 

matter. It came from the business men 

of this country, largely from the busi- 

ness men in the city of New York. The 

E. G. Harrison. | New York Board of Commerce in 1891 | 
‘sent a memorial to congress asking 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: | them to take up this road question, 

—aAs you have been told, I came here to! and in that memorial they presented . 

represent not the National Government, | certain facts. They stated that the 

nor even the Agricultural Department, | country was suffering largely for better 
but the Road Division of that Depart- | means of transportation of farm prod- 

ment, which I am sorry to say does not | ucts and for a distribution of commer- | 
claim the attention of our Congressmen | cial and manufactured products. It suf- 

as it should. That will be evident to| fered in its competition with foreign 

you when I tell you that all the appro-| countries for want of good roads 

priation we get for running this Depart-| similar to those they have there, 

ment amounts to $8,000 a year. that it was a financial problem 

| 
i ee
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that needed* the consideration Se by several hundreds of thou- 

congress. Upon that representation | sands of men during the years, we find 

! the consuls of the different countries | that the average haul is twelve miles. 

were asked to give information, so that The next thing was to find out what 

z congress could act intelligently on the|it cost to haul a ton one mile, and so 

r subject in relation to the roads that | inquiry went out all over the United 

were constructed in foreign countries, | States and of course the answers varied 

those that are more intimately related | very. much, the expense being very 

in their business matters, France, Eng- | high in those hilly and mountainous 

land, Germany, etc. The consuls made | countries of Virginia and Pennsylvania, 

their reports and those reports have| while on flat prairie countries, the 

been published and sent through the | cost was much less; but the average of 

; country through your congressmen. To | the whole country was found to be 25 

; be brief on that subject, they showed cents per mile per ton. Now with a 3 

< that in foreign couniries, about three or twelve-mile haul, the average haul cost 

four times as much could be hauled with about $3 per ton for a two-horse load. 

| one horse as can be in this country in | It was found that the average load was 

the movement of farm products. The | 2,002 pounds. 

| i next move was to have congress take 

i up this matter, and make inquiries Money Wasted. 

; through the United States to see what Naw. the waiten is. cam the pacino 

i it really cost here in the movement of ee caring oe that pecinay ee 

ee each a oes oe | tainly no other business in the country 

duction, which is your farm, to the | °2: Manufacturers, in locating, con- 
nearest place of shipment; whether it | = ee, pagal ee 

be at the railroad, steamboat, canal, or | Son sk ee ee ee 

; wherever it may be. The road division primary hauling, and so they place 

was instituted for agricultural purposes | bite cairatage a seek 
| to make these inquiries and to present | cxputine (ham eaten ponte gr 

i pone aoe pease: As a matter of curiosity we wanted 

to find out how much farm products 

The Road Division—Its Work. were sold and shipped, and for this 
In that department we have three per- | purpose we go to the census bureau, and 

séns, Gen. Stone at the head of it; the| find that, for the year 1895, there were 

clerk who attends to the correspond- | 323,000,000 tons of farm produce hauled. 

ence, and myself, the Road Expert. You | We will call that three hundred millions 

see there is not much left for the pur- | in round numbers. At $3 per ton you 

pose of paying expenses after we get | see the cost of this primary transporta- 

our salaries, but still we are going along | tion was the enormous sum of nine hun- 
and doing the best we can. dred millions. As I told you the con- 

The inquiry started on this line. We | suls found out that there was a saving 

first had to ascertain how far in miles in foreign countries of from one-third 

the product had to be moved in order | to one-fourth, and you see what an ad- 

to have the approximate transportation. | vantage that gives them over us in the 

After careful,inquiry and the sending matter of getting their products to the 

out of 12,000 circulars, and from facts’ markets where they are sent out to the
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world. You farmers know that not so What Good Roads Will Save. 

very long ago we depended upon our, jt ys pursue this inquiry and see 
products being consumed in this coun-| whether this thing can be solved in 

try, but now we raise too much. We | this country by our own people. Let 

must export much of our agricultural | ys find how it has worked among intel- 

products to foreign countries. You have | ligent farmers living along lines where 

to come into competition with foreign | they have good roads. Right here I 

countries and meet their demands on might as well tell you what a good 
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Sample of stone road being built at Menomonie, Dunn Co., by Senator J. H. 

Stout, under supervision of Expert Harrison, on gravel foundation 
with four inch covering of stone. Road roller at work. 

this matter where they have good, hard | road is. It is defined in the New Jersey 

roads from their market towns to their|law relating to state aid. It is the 

farms. We have to cut down our ex-| most concise definition I ever heard. 

penses. Raising large quantities won’t | The Act calls them “permanent roads,” 

do it. We will have to save in the ex-|and there it means roads made of 

penses somewhere. We have to meet | stone, materials that won’t wear out so 

the methods they have adopted in Eu- easily as other materials, where they 

rope. | will last for all time to come. So a 

| Ree
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permanent road is defined as “one that| that demanded that action should be 

is hard, smooth, and fit for use at all| taken, not the bicycle men. The farm- 

seasons of the year.” If you can get a| ers and the State Board of Agriculture 

} better definition for a good road I) started this matter nearly ten years 

| would like to have it, and would cer-| ago, and it was evolved out of their 

tainly use it. Along these kinds of) minds, this matter of State aid. They 

| roads we sent our circulars out to get | had seen that in the poorer farm dis- 

information. We went to the old-fash- | tricts it was impossible to build roads 

ioned turnpikes built in Kentucky in| and pay for them. They wanted to 

the time of Henry Clay, and some built} get somebody else to pay for them. 

in Pennsylvania, some in Ohio, some "| This was the principle, they wanted 

| New York; then we went to New Jer-| the cost of the distribution so placed | 

| sey, where they have their splendid | that all who were benefited by the good . 

system of free turnpikes, and to Massa-| roads should pay a certain portion of ' 

chusetts, Connecticut, and so on. We) the cost, and having that in mind, they | 

| found that the cost of transportation | evolved this plan that the State should ' 
there is very different from what it is| pay one-third of the cost, and the indi- ' 

on a common road. It is eight cents| viduals benefited, along the line of | 

per ton per mile. In New Jersey it is| road, should pay a certain percentage | 

only six, because the grades are much | and the balance be paid by the county. ' 

| easier than in Pennsylvania in the hill | That is the State Aid Law of New Jer- 

| country, so we take the average as we| sey, and it is upon the principle that | 

found it, eight cents. Now, there is! all who are benefited by the road shall 

| considerable difference between eight help pay for it. This includes cities; 

cents and twenty-five, about two-thirds | that is, it taxes all the cities, for road 

saving, and that is important, isn’t it?| purposes. In the State of New Jersey . 

' If we apply this to the total cost of the | the railroads pay considerable taxes, 

| primary transportation of farm prod-| and in addition to their regular State 

| ucts, it is a saving of six hundred mil-| tax, they pay one-half of one mill 
| lion dollars. Only think of that! The|and that amounts to one and a 

| cost of the National and all the State) half million dollars for the purpose of 

Governments combined just previous to| carrying on these kinds of improve- 

the war with Spain, is what could be| ments. The railroads do not object to 

saved if we had good, hard roads. paying if they know that the money 

Will it pay to undertake this? Of|is going to be properly used; in fact, 

course we cannot do it in a few days, | they were the main supporters of this 

but we can make a beginning. That|idea. This makes a proper distribu- 

beginning has been made in a number | tion of the cost, and we thought there 

| of States in this Union, and you will|in New Jersey that it was fair and 

be surprised to know how rapidly it| right. There is no doubt that our cit- 

is progressing, and the States that do|ies are built up from the agricultural . 

not take hold of this work will surely | districts around them. | 

“get left,” as the boys say. 

A Mistake Corrected. 

State Aid in New Jersey. At a meeting in Poughkeepsie, New 
Now, I will refer to New Jersey. | York, I was speaking on this subject, : 

There it was the farmers themselves! and a legislator got up and said, “Mr. 

a a
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Harrison, you propose that the city of | but you need the country to feed those 

' Poughkeepsie shall help pay to build | factories and everybody else.” They 

the roads in Poughkeepsie County. | had never looked at it in that way. Be- 

Now, where is the justice in this propo- | sides it is a great mistake to suppose | 
sition? We in Poughkeepsie keep up| that the country people do not help to | 
our own streets. Why should we build | keep up the roads in the cities. They 
roads for the farmers?” I thanked | do. All express wagons, wagons of bur- 

him for asking the question and I said, | den, hacks, the city railroads, all con- 

“Suppose to-night we build a wall| tribute to keep up these streets. It | 
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Rock crushing machinery at work and loading wagon with small size of the 
crushed stone. 

around this city of Poughkeepsie | has gotten so in Philadelphia that the | 

twenty feet high and twenty feet thick, | street railroads pay for the whole 

no outlet except the river and the rail-| street, from curb to curb, for the priv- 

, road, how long would you live in|ilege of collecting their rates of car- | 

Poughkeepsie? How long would there | riage, that is, the five cent fare. It was 

be any Poughkeepsie to live in? Don’t | found that they could carry passengers | 

you know that Poughkeepsie was built | for three cents, and for the purpose of 

up from the agricultural districts? You | allowing them to maintain the five-cent 

have some manufacturers, it is true, | rate, they agreed to maintain these
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streets. Now, who pays for that? Village Improvement. 

Every time you go into the city, don’t) 1 want to take up, for a few moments, 

you pay your fare on those cars, and| a phase of this good roads matter, dif- 

every .time you pay for an express| ferent from anything that has yet been 

package, don’t you help pave the| suggested, and that is as it relates to 

streets? village improvements. Our work is in 

the rural districts—the farmers are all 

What Other States Are Doing. | interested and so are those in the vil- 

What we are after is a proper distri- )lages. Good roads have become a 

bution of the cost and this distribution | necessity to the farmer and they are 

can only be done through State Aid. | certainly a necessity in village improve- 

H The State Aid principle has been taken | ments. When people begin to realize 

i up in Connecticut, following the New | that “cleanliness is next to Godliness,” 

| Jersey law; then came Massachusetts, | then they begin to make improvements 

i 
| 
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First gravel road in Rock Co., Wis., from Milton to Milton Jct., 1¥ miles. 

Built by special town appropriation of $500. 

From photograph furnished by Ezra Goodrich, Milton. 

and then New York. In Massachusetts; on the right line. We wish to get 

the State pays three-quarters of the ex-| away from filth in our surroundings, 

pense, but the agricultural wealth in | and that is closely connected with the 

that State is very small compared to | good roads movement; so we have to 

that of the cities. In New York the| begin right down in the families, and | 

State pays one-half, and under that want to talk to the mothers, because 

system there has been no raising of the| there the foundation of the home is 

taxes at all upon farm property. In | laid. 

many places in New Jersey the tax is| It appears to me that there is a mis- 

now much less than it was before, on | apprehension in one respect in regard 

account of the small expense of main- | to teaching neatness. The mother will 

taining the roads. educate the children, but there comes a
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time in their lives when there seems to| never gets less than thirty cents a 
be a separation, the girls are still kept| dozen for his eggs, and it is largely on 

' up to practical ideas of neatness, but | account of his attractive way of putting 
the boys are allowed to drift, and they | them up. : 

5 go as they please; they are not sup- 

posed to keep up these little niceties Organization Necessary. 

that make so much difference in the On this line of village improvement 
, home. Now, we want our boys to be| we find that the best method is to have 

cleanly in their habits so that they will| an organization, in fact we cannot do 
| be interested as they grow up in mak-| anything without organization, and in 
: ing their surroundings nice and com-| this work the ladies have taken the 
' fortable; they will take pride in mak- principal part. In the Eastern states 

: ing home beautiful, and the surround-| and some of the Northern states, as we 
t ings neat, sidewalks in good condition, | call them, these village improvement 
; fences and everything else kept up, and| associations are very important ad- 
} then, very naturally, follows the desire | juncts in movements for the improve- 
; to have the roads in better condition. | ment and uplifting of the people in the 

| sei ee er 
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Section of permanent country road, with 8 ft. stone and 8 ft. dirt track. Stone 
can be placed in center with dirt track on each side, if preferred. 

oe i2FT 

1 

Biren orren 

Section of permanent country road, with 12 ft. stone track and sloping shallow 
ditches for sled track in winter, when needed. 

A friend of mine in Pennsylvania, an| way of better life and higher civiliza- 
uneducated man, has this feeling so| tion. In passing through that country 
strong, that when he makes a bargain| you can immediately tell a village 
with a hired man, it is part of the bar-| which does not have one of these or- 
gain that during certain months the| ganizations. The first improvement 
hired man must take a bath every day, | that follows their effort is in the side- 
and never less than once a week; he| walks, then the village is lit up, and 
provides a room with hot and cold wa-| them you see a general improvement in 
ter for that purpose, and he thinks it| the yards, the Planting of trees and 
pays him. The idea of cleanliness goes| shrubbery in the yards and along the 
through everything on his farm. He is] sidewalks and they have had great in- 

i the father of six boys, who have grown | finence on men all through that section 
up to be neat, and it is a pleasure to go| of the country. The planting of trees 
to their place. I know a young man|not only helps to make a road look 
who carried this same rule of neatness| beautiful and attractive, but in many 
and tidiness into his farm work, and he| places it enhances the value of the 

: | 

om se
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property and helps the road, because| the country homes be made more at- 

the trees absorb a great deal of the| tractive. The plan of-operation is pub- 

water that would otherwise be laying| lished in a bulletin by our department, 

along the road. In some of those places | and we shall be glad to furnish them to 

they have obtained legislation, so that| any one interested in this matter. If 

there is a bounty paid to taxpayers who} you wish the bulletin send to the Office 

improve their highways by planting| of Road Inquiry, Washington, D. C. 

trees along them and making sidewalks * 

for the children to go to school upon. |* 

This work has been largely done DISCUSSION. 

through the influence of women in these Mr. Arnold—Give us the best prac- 

! local organizations. I have just come | tical way to build a good road. 

from Kentucky, and though it is a| Mr. Harrison—It depends altogether 

grand old state there are places in that| upon conditions. As an engineer I 

country where the dirty, filthy viflages| would have to know the conditions 

are a disgrace, and the influence upon| that would have to be met before I 

the people is very easy to see. Those| could give a recipe or a specification 

people will not turn out to any kind ofa| for the construction of a road. The 

public affair, such as a lecture or a talk| conditions are very different in differ- | 

which is likely to do them good, and| ent parts of the country. On general s 

you cannot blame them when you see| principles we want to find out what it 

the kind of roads they would have to| is that makes the road bad. It is the 

walk or ride over. The streets were| water which is the enemy of the road. 

almost impassable by day, and no lights | If we had a roof over all of our roads, 

at night, even in towns of considerable} we would not be here discussing the 

size. road question. We must get rid of the 

storm water and the spring water. In 

; Let All Take Hold | Louisiana an enterprising man built 

Here in Wisconsin you will have no| ten miles of road by building a board 

such difficulties as they have in that | roof over the roadway, at his own cost, 
country, and when an improvement 1s but it was quite an expensive way. We 

once started it is appreciated. If you will | make a roof over the road of such ma- 

only organize in your different vil-| terial that horses and wagons can pass 
lages, you will be surprised to see| over it with as little resistance to the 

how many little things will come | Wheels as possible. The main thing is to 

up for discussion in your meetings, | get rid of that enemy to the good read, 
from time to time. The beautiful | water, in the best possible way; and he, 

Orange districts of New Jersey|is a good enemy to fight because he 
that are known all over the coun-| Will run from you every time you give 

try have been brought to their present | him a chance. The reason he stays with 

condition largely through the Village | you is because you will not let him run; 

Improvement Associations, and people | you have your roads flat. Holes and 

come from great distances and purchase | ruts form which retain the water. 

property there, because of the ad- The first thing we want when we go 

vancement that has been made there by | to build a road is the proper founda- 

these organizations composed largely of | tion, and it is just as necessary for a 

the women of the town. This work will| road as for a building. Of course, the ‘ 

naturally spread into the country, and! earth is the natural foundation, but 

I i el
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that is effected by water in two ways, , have been trying, have you tested put- 

| by underground springs and by storm | ting oil on the road? . 

water. The underground springs are Mr. Harrison—Yes; we are working 

cut off by ditches, or in some cases by | at that now. When we are ready to 

underground drains. The storm water | say that it is practical, we will issue 

has to be taken care of. If you are go- | a bulletin on that subject. I will tell 

ing to put an artificial surface over | you my experience and you may take 

yout road, stone or gravel, and you can | it for what it is worth, though we are 

make it water-tight, you will have no| not recommending it, or saying it 

difficulty in turning the water off, but | ought to be used. These experiments 

; if your land is like that down in Louis- | are being made by Maj. Meigs, of Kea- 

iana, and you can’t have gravel or | kuk, Iowa. He is a U. S. Civil Engi- 

stone, you can make the water run off, | neer and ,in charge of government . 

by putting drains in the center of the |‘grounds; the Standard Oil Company is 

: roadway that will carry off the surface furnishing him with crude oil. This 

water. When we construct an artificial | is the second year of trial, and it arose 

E road, after we get a foundation made | from the fact that the Pennsylvania 

! a perfectly hard by rolling and packing, | Railroad had been using oil on certain 

and it is the foundation that bears the | roads in a section of Pennsylvania 

weight of the wagon—it is not the | where I used to live. They have been 

stone, it is not the gravel—the earth | doing that three years, putting it on 

must be kept hard and dry, and” we | twice a year. Where the public roads 

make the earth dry by drainage and | cross the railroads, they receive the 

roll it until perfectly hard. Then we | benefit of that oil. The oil seems to go 

put a roof over it, and construct it of | down and percolate into the voids and 

gravel or stone, thoroughly packed so | then harden, and a second coat fills 
that it will wedge together and water | the voids up, and it makes the road 

will not go through it; unless we have | surface perfectly water-tight. 

done just that, we have not made a Mr. Briggs—How will that act on 

road. The.old fashioned way of throw- | sand? 

ing loose stone or gravel on the road is Mr. Harrison—I don’t know, we 

not a thing that pays, the road is a | neyer made experiments on sand. We 

failure. If you have stone in your |are going to experiment in Louisiana 

town or county, it is best to have 4 | on a common dirt road. 

: stone crusher. The crusher is the Question—In some of the central 

i cheapest form of handling stone to | portions of the State where we have a 

make a good road. The crushed stone | great deal of sand, we have put on 
| should be put on in layers, kinds and | graye] and cemented it with clay. What 

sizes together as far as possible. Do | go you think of such a road? 

not have a crusher unless‘ you have a| wr Harrison—When you talk to me 
screen with it, which will separate it | about gravel, I don’t know what you 
into sizes, putting the coarser material | mean. I must see the gravel before 

together, on the earth foundation. | can tell whether it is suitable for road 
Small and large stones will not com- | surface, The proper proportion in twen- 
pact well. Put it down in layers and | ty pounds should be ten pounds of peb- 

roll them thoroughly, compacting them | pes not less than one-quarter inch nor 
until they are perfectly water-tight. over three quarters in diameter, and 

Mr. Briggs—In the experiments you |there should be six pounds of sand and 

i
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four pounds of clay. The pebbles come | you hardly know you have a load when 

together like marbles, and as they only | you are on a steel track. At Omaha 

touch at one point, they easily move | we wanted to test these roads with ref- 

about under horses’ feet and under the | erence to the horses’ power to pull over 

wheels. Those interstices can be filled |them. I got the smallest horse I could 

by sand. Now, the sand don’t turn | find, one that weighed about a thousand 

water; it is nothing but an aggregation | pounds, and I had three Studebaker 

of little stones; there are still small | wagons, and from the Government I 

voids left. In order to fill them up, | got a hundred and thirty Indians. In 

we take just enough loam to do it.|this way we put eleven tons on the 

If the sand is not very coarse you had| wagons and after he started that 

better have seven pounds of sand and | little horse walked right along. The ye 

three of loam. That will percolate | reason is, there is so little resistance 

down by heavy rolling, dampening it|in front from the wheels. A good 
the night before rolling, and in that|road is simply one that is hard, and 

way you can get a fairly well-protected | that means we have eliminated the 

road; but it is not perfectly water-| obstructions that pile up in front of 

tight. the wheels. The railroad is nothing 
Mr. Briggs—Is the iron track practi- | more than an improved highway, im- i 

cal for a country road? proved by laying a steel track which : 
Mr. Harrison—Last year I put down | offers very little resistance, and thou- 

three steel tracks, one in Ohio, one at | sands of tons are hauled with compara- 

the State Experiment Station at St. 'tively little cost. Get your road as 

Anthony Park near Minneapolis, and | hard and smooth as possible; this re- 

the other at the State College in Ames, | moves the resistance and the power 

Iowa. It was not what we wanted, but | necessary to draw loads is greatly re- 
we got as near to it as we could; those | duced. 

samples can be seen by ay one. We | Mr. Briggs—Do you think it would 

do not at this time recommend any |ever be possible for us in Wisconsin 

money spent in this way, but we are ‘ get good highways under a path- 

putting down those samples and will | master, or district or town system? 

continue to, wherever we can get the | Mr. Harrison—My experience extends 

steel, “in order that people may see i over the United States and I have 

them. Mr. Wilson, Secretary of Agri- | never known a place where such sys- 

culture, is satisfied that it is the only | tems were successful. 

road that will solve the road question Mr. Wing—You said that the pebbles 

on prairie lands. They can be put down | shouldnotbe larger than three-quarters 

at a cost for track of $1,500 a mile.|of an inch. Suppose that the pebbles 

‘ There was one put down at Omaha, | at the gravel pit were larger. 

which cost at the rate of $250 a mile for| Mr. Harrison—Screen them out. 

putting down. Steel has gone up more Mr. Wing—How deep ought this 

than double in price, therefore it is not | gravel to be put on our roads? 

likely that we will put up any more| Mr. Harrison—After the road beds 
steel roads until the present flurry in | have been rounded up and hardened 

the price of steel, caused by the war, | by rolling, they should be four to six J 

is over. I drove over a bit of such |inches deep when finished by rolling. 

road in Pennsylvania, and the horses | Gravel is not a typical road. The loam 

were always glad to get on it, in fact, will wash out, the water will dissolve
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it, and it wears out quickly. A gravel| Mr. Harrison—There is no rule on the 

road is not nearly so economical as a/subject. We build roads to suit the 

stone road. The stone road will stand | economical conditions and for the pur- 

the abrasion of the wheels much longer. | pose for which they are to be used. A 

Therefore, we make it thicker on ac- | general country road is not traveled so 

count of not having to repair so often.| very much. We have found out that 

‘Many people think that the thicker the | for a farmer’s road the average width 

road is, the better it is, but there is |is eleven feet. For economical reasons, : 

, nothing in that. Six inches will make|we have built them in New Jersey, 

a tight covering; we generally put it | many of them about ten feet wide, and 

at eight. All over eight is spending |a great many only eight or nine feet. 
je money uselessly. Of course that means | It is of more advantage to have more 

after it is thoroughly packed. in the length of road than in the width. 

i. Question—We have here a great|For instance, if you had $10,000 to 

deal of what we call gravel, which | spend and you thought you could build 

runs all the way from coarse sand up| five miles of road sixteen feet wide, 

to stone as big as a man’s head. How | wouldn’t it be better to have ten miles 

would it do to run that through a | of road eight feet wide? That is simply 

stone crusher? a question for you to solve yourselves. 

p Mr. Harrison—Very well. We often Question—What about the width of 

use the largest stones from the gravel | tire? 

pits for making roads after crushing Mr. Harrison—That is a very import- 

them. ant question. A narrow tire is a road 

Question—How fine will a crusher | destroyer, a wide tire is a road pre- 

break? server. All of these systems of roads 

Mr. Harrison—It will break in vari-| are generally followed up by a general 

ous sizes. You will find that some | encouragment of the use of wide tires. 

pretty large stones will go through the | The encouragement is done by allow- 

crusher -and that is the reason it is | ing a rebate on the road taxes, and in 

mecessary to have a screen. If stones | some places they get as much as one 

come out too large, put them through | dollar a wheel for wagons carrying a ~ 

again. We cannot set the crusher so as| ton or more the first year. Where this 

to make just one size. If I could havea | encouragement is given we find a great 

crusher that would break the stones all | number of wide tires are used. Then, 

up one size, I would like it, and would | there is another thing I want to call 

make them about one and a half inches | your attention to in “this connection. 

in diameter, as nearly equal as possible, | Having the wide tire, if you put your - 

so that the sides would come together | horse to the wagon right, you will help 

and they would fit close. In India they | your roads. Have your evener extend 

build macadam roads and the natives | right out until the center of the single 

sit down and fit the stones together | tree is on a line with the wagon wheels 

with their fingers. Our rollers do the | and you will have the horses walking 

same thing as they do by hand. The | right in front of the wheels. As horses 

crusher breaks them into various sizes. | will not walk in a rut the wagon wheels 

Then, for the surface we use the size | will not go into the rut but follow the 

of an inch and a half. horses’ steps. This keeps the road com- 

Mr. Thorp—What is the proper width | paratively smooth and entirely free 

for a permanent country road? from ruts. 
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I want to make it more clearly un-|years and paying double toll. They 

derstood as to what the position of the | brought extra teams ten miles just to 

Government is in regard to this road’ pull the load over that hill, and they 

movement. It finds out facts in relation | have been astonished since they in- 

to public road matters and publishes | quired into the matter to find how 

them through bulletins, which you can | much could be saved by going around 

all receive by sending for them. | that hill. 

The work is broadening. I am now Under this State Aid Law, of which 

engaged most of my time, going to the | I have spoken, the State aids the coun- 

Legislatures of the various States to | ties in building roads. That is purely 

explain the laws that have already been |a local matter whether the counties 

adopted, which give good results. Leg- | shall take it up or not, but they are 

islators are not supposed to know all | moved to do it by the petition of per- 

the details connected with road mat- sons residing along a road that is asked 

ters, and they often make great mis-|to be improved. There are certain 

takes and pass objectionable laws. We | conditions attached to it. -The road 

are also working through the Agri- | must be a leading road, leading from 

eultural Colleges and Experiment Sta- | important points to the market towns 

tions, which are supported largely by |or railroad depots. The State officer 

the National Government. I think we | takes that into consideration before 

are doing our greatest work there. We | permission will be granted to receive 

reach the young men of the country | State Aid. The petitioners agree to 

and instruct them in the most modern | pay a certain amount of the cost of 

way of constructing roads, which can | the road; in New Jersey it is ten per 

be built at the least possible expense. cent in New York it is fifteen per 

Mr. Briggs—Will you please explain; cent. In some places the petitioners 

the difference in the expense in mak-| petition in this way, that the township 

ing a road around a hill or going over|shall pay that fifteen per cent. The 

it. leading roads, then, are first improved. 

Mr. Harrison—That is an important | Under any system it will be many years 

question, and its importance is en-| before all the little local roads can be 

hanced here in the West, where your|improved, as is provided for under 

lines have been laid out according to| these general State laws. 

the section lines, and are generally Supt. McKerrow—From your experi- 

adopted as roads. Very often they run| ence what has been the effect of hav- 

right over hills, regardless of the con- | ing sample roads in a town or county? 

tour of the country, and put the people Mr. Harrison—It is good. The gov- 

to great expense in drawing their loads |ernment has no money for such ex- 

over the hills when they might go| periments, but when an Experiment 

q around. They would often be surprised | Station is willing to pay for the labor, 

f to see how little the difference in ex-|the government sends an expert to 

pense would be to go around, while, of | build the road for the purpose of in- 

course, the difference in expense of | structing the people as to the practical 

hauling would be largely saved. I know | methods of constructing roads. The 

of such a road in Pennsylvania where | town and state officials having charge 

there is a rise of eight feet to the hun-| of roads are invited to come there and 

: dred, and the farmers have been haul-| inspect them. The second sample road 

ing over that hill for nearly a hundred | was built at Geneva, New York, at the
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Experiment Station. The town voted| market farms, would be greater than 

Z $4,000, individuals mzde up about $3,-| it would be in a general farming coun- 

000, and that paid to build a road out; try. There it was very important; 

from Geneva to the Experiment Sta-| they haul their truck out at a season of 

tion. It was looked upon by many peo-| the year when the roads are the dry- 

ple as a wild, visionary scheme. They | est; in the summer time the sand is 

had some macadam roads, but they| very dry and loose and the wagons 

were made of soft limestone unfit to| plow it up. I have seen a pair of 

use for roads. Having this money to| horses with a load of three-quarters of 

spend, they brought the surfacing stone| a ton, going on a level and stopping 

from a distance of nearly four hundred | every one hundred yards to let the 

miles and used the native stone for| horses breathe. They could not haul 

foundation. We had a hard time to} more than thirty or forty baskets of 

get the city council to vote $4,000 to-| truck. After building the new roads 

ward this road, but the next year they | there, a wagon with two horses draws 

voted $125,000 for the improvement of | from a hundred and fifty to two hun. 

that city and the surrounding towns,| dred baskets of truck. There are . 

and now they are building large num-| places there where estates consisting 

bers of roads. Wherever these sample | of farm lands could not be settled; they | 

roads are built, it is an incentive to| could not get bidders for property that 

others to start. We have built sample | is now selling for over $100 an acre, | 

roads sometimes at places where there | and rentals have gone up in conse- 

are no agricultural experiment stations, | quence of these roads. Of course I do 

but it has been at the request of the/| not want to say that the increase has 

officers of the State Agricultural Col- | been anything like that in all parts of 

lege or the Experiment Station, to | the United States, but there is a gen- 

build in a certain section of the State | eral increase and improvement. 

in order to show them as a sample. As I see so many ladies here I want 

Supt. McKerrow—How would it an-| to say something that will be particu- 

swer in case the State was giving State | larly interesting to them. Where sys- 

aid, for you to build a sample piece of | tems of Good Roads have been estab- 

road in each township or each county? | lished it is found these sections of the ' 

Mr. Harrison—That is the Massa- country are much more desirabie ta 

chusetts plan. They are building sam-/| live in. At all Farmers’-Institutes we 

ple roads, one in every county, the| hear the question discussed, “How 

State paying three-quarters of it and| shall we keep our young people at 

the county or local authorities making | home?” The answer is we must make 

up the balance. They propose to build | our homes attractive, and unless we do 

them in such a way and on such roads| we are not apt to keep them. I can 

as will eventually be connected and | tell you how it affects the social life in 

make long continuous lines. | New Jersey. Large school houses have 

Mr. Thorp—Will you give us the in-| been put up at central points in place 3 

crease of value of farm property | of the little school houses at the cross 

touched by these New Jersey perma-| roads; wagons are sent out to gather 

nent roads? up the children and it can be done at 

Mr. Harrison—It is a very hard mat- | very small expense on good hard roads. 

ter to do that, but the increase of val-| It has been found cheaper to consoli- 

ues in New Jersey, where they have! date these schools and make them bet- 
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ter. There are more High Schools and| crushed the stone which the farmers 3 

better ones. The social conditons are| hauled. First, the farmers gave the 

very much improved; they have lec- stone out and out, to get the thing 

tures and concerts. The mail is de-|started. Then they were crushed and 

livered twice a day, where it was with| hauled and put on the road not in a 

. great difficulty that it was delivered | very systematic manner, and that cost , 

once a day before. The Rural Free) about $700 a mile. 

Delivery embraces twice the territory]! Mr. Goodrich—We built a little stone 

7 that can be covered on common dirt] road down in the southern part of the 

roads. State this year and paid 90 cents a 

Mr. Kellogg—What was the cost per| yard for the crushed stone, delivered on 

mile of the road at Geneva, where you| the road. I haven’t figured how many 

had to bring the stone four hundred | yards it would take to build a mile. , 

miles? Mr. Harrison—A road eight feet wide 

Mr. Harrison—I cannot give the ex-| and eight inches thick will take about 

act cost, but it was about $2,800 a mile, | 1 900 cubic yards to make a mile. 

as near as I can recollect. Dr. Porter—I live thirty miles south 

Mr. Briggs—What would be the cost | of here and we have lots of limestone. 

‘ of building that road if the stone were | what would be the life of a road in a 

right on the side of the road? city like this with eight inches of that 
Mr. Harrison—I believe a road of | crushed limestone? 

that kind in Pennsylvania costs about; yr Harrison—I would haye to see 

$1,100 per mile, in round numbers. The| the stone, there is so much difference 

stone were given by the Pennsylvania | in |jmestone; some of it would make a 
Railroad out of their gravel pit, and we sorry job. That was the condition of 

hauled them about three-quarters of 4| ine limestone in Western New York; 

mile. The labor was done in the old-| ome roads made of it wore out in 

fashioned way, working out the tax; | three years. There is a great deal of 

the men would not get there with their | ine soft limestone that it would be a 

teams until eight o'clock, and about 4 | worthless expenditure of money to use. 

o’clock they would begin to hustle off.| phere is some limestone that is ex- _ 

There seemed to be nobody in control; ceedingly good; it has considerable 

they were working out their taxes, You) sijica in it, and it makes good roads. 

ae In some parts of Kentucky they have 

Mr. Briggs—Don’t you think if you | it; in Ohio and Pennsylvania, but the 

had hired the teams and controlled the | trap rock, or igneous stone are much 

time, that you could have done it in! petter, Any stone that will pass 

half the time? | through fire like the granites or 

Mr. Harrison—I certainly could have syenites or trap rocks, will stand the 

done it cheaper. Roads of that kind| aprasion of the wheels much better. 

have been built in Canandaigua ni Mr. Arnold—What kind of soils re- 

. about $700 a mile. quire the greatest depth of stone, sand, 

Mr. Goodrich—This $700 per mile) oy clay? 

only just covers the expense of the) Mr, Harrison—A sandy soil is one of 

stone, not for grading and fitting the | the best kinds to put a stone road on. 

roadbed? The trouble is to get the sand to stand 

Mr. Harrison—When the road was) still while you put it on. 

built, they borrowed the crusher and Mr. Arnold—At Portage City they
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5 have three inches of Montello granite, | put the stone on that; the object was 
and it makes very good streets on that | to keep the sand in place till the work 

sandy soil. could be done. In New Jersey I have 

- Mr. Harrison—Of course, that would | used pine needles and coarse sea grass 

not be enough on clay; sand is the best | to keep the sand in place while we put 

foundation if you can keep it steady. | the stone over it. Sand makes a good, - 

I know of a place in Massachusetts on | dry foundation, as no water will inter- 

the sand near the ocean, where they | fere with it. The road should be about 

laid down cheese cloth on the sand and | six inches deep on the sand. 

BARN BUILDING. 

J. E. WING, Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 

North and South, and we are always in | 

ao eo aS oe hopes it will be the South, but often it 

+ -| | turns out to be North. This winter we 
Ea Sa eee a a je Rocke had it thirty degrees below zero and 
aces ‘ 4 Kee ioe eae Ds thousands of cattle shivered around 

Bt - oreo ¥ ete barbed wire fences; but some of us 
_ " be be ee mene Soe 

LR OR ec re Sea have learned that we cannot farm with- 

B ie 2 ee | | out barns. I have come up here to 
- * eae , eee -| | discuss this thing with you, not to tell 

2 ae ee ps es | you that any certain type of barn is 
permet ce nak fee Be necessary for you, because our barns, 

a | = = | | to be model barns, must fit our condi- 
oe f= | | tions. You must consider the cfops 
a 2 = | | you grow and the kind of stock you 

bee a = = | | keep, and the kind of a man you are. 
= a Some men wouldn’t have a barn unless 

it had four cupolas, and other men, like 

i i myself, wouldn’t have a cupola as a 

i gift. 

p Essentials for a Good Barn. 

I think we will get a better under- 

J. E. Wine. standing of this subject if we take up 
certain features that I consider essen- 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-| tial in every barn, looking at it from a 
men:—I did not come up here from | business standpoint. I am not talking 

Ohio to boast to you about our barns, | for the benefit of the man who has a 
for really we have not as large a pro- great deal of money and wants a very 

portion of good barns in Ohio as you| fine looking barn, a little better than 
have in Wisconsin. Down there we anybody else’s, without regard to 

live on the dividing line between the| whether it will pay him or not.
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In the first place I think a barn gravel or sharp sand in those places 

should have a good stone foundation | where you think the eattle might slip, 

under it, set below the reach of frost.| make shallow groves in the cement 

In Wisconsin I don’t know but that| with a fork handle. If you have any 

might be impossible, but put them objection to the cattle lying on the 

down, anyway, so that the chickens | floor, put a wooden fioor on the cement 

won’t scratch out the earth from under | under your cows. They will then sleep 

-them. In my opinion a man should not | on the wood and it is cheaper than to 

have any sills next the ground, or any | put sleepers and all the wooden frame 

wooden floor in the basement, first, be-| work beneath it. 

cause they are unnecessary; next, be- 

cause they are sure to decay; and last, Necessity of Sunlight. 

because the rats harbor under them./ nother point that is essential in 

Put your posts right on good stone and| 4 parn is that the entire lower = 

then lay a cement floor; or if it is a stery be fitted for stock. You 

sheep farm, like mine, good hard earth| may not have enough stock to fill 

is all you need. For horses, a g00d| jt when you build your barn, but we 

earth floor is all right. Of course you | are a growing people, our farmers are 

must bed properly so that the horse | geyeloping in their stock breeding and 

will not rest directly on the soil, but | gairying, and you want to build that 

cement is the next best thing, and for | barn large enough for a little growth. 

the dairy farmer, cement is all right. || think this basement should not have 

a stone wall. I know that many of you 

Cement Floors. will not agree with me, but I don’t like 

Since I came here some have ob- | to put stock against a stone wall. If 

jected to me that cement is not practi-|1 build a stone wall around this base- 

cal for Wisconsin, and that. the cattle ment, I will not carry it up to the top 

would slide around upon it. I thought of the lower story, I will only carry it s 

that might be true until 1 saw cement up four or five feet, and then wood 

floors in several of your best barns, | above. I will have plenty of openings 

and they meet all of your conditions. all around to let in the light and air. 

! The stable at the Experiment Station I prefer a wooden wall, because it is 

should be referred to, because it is a dryer and warmer, and because there 

f model, not only in the cement floor, is so much better chance to let the light 

but in the fine provision made for sun- j through. You can hardly put too 

light to come in and for foul air to be much glass in on the south side. Sun- 

q taken off. The cement floor costs light is really the source of all life on 

more to begin with than the wooden (this globe, and the sun shining down 

floor, but if you use good Portland ce- upon animals has a powerful effect. It 

ment it will be all right for all time. 1 | not only does good to the dnimals, but 

think the cement will last fully as long | it is a source of death to all unhealthful 

as your native limestone rock, and cer- | germs. You will not find tuberculous 

tainly as long as sandstone rock. If cows coming out of sunshiny, well ven- 

you are afraid that the cattle will slip | tilated stables. I have seen some very 

on.the cement, perhaps near the door | sad cases of farmers putting a lot of 

where the snow is liable to blow in, do cows in a stable where they thought 

not leave it as smooth; use very fine they were perfectly comfortable be-
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cause they were warm, but they did not; Improved Ideas in Barn Building. 

let in the air or the sunlight and v| It used to be supposed that a barn 

| and by they would have to call in a/ must have two or three cross ties to 
veterinarian and find out that the cows| keep the roof from spreading, but in 

had tuberculosis, and a large number| those days hay was pitched from one | 

of them had to be slaughtered. man to the other and it did not make 
any difference if we did have all of 

The Hay Mow. those cross-ties; but this is the day of 

The next thing is the mow floor. 1| machinery and there should be no 

think the mow should have depth. 1 | cross-ties at all at the level of the 

want a barn high, and I want at least | eaves. The cross-tie comes at the level 

a twenty foot mow. This will contain | of the basement floor and unless you 

three times as much hay as a ten foot | pull in two this tie, or crumble up this 

mow, on account of the extra pressure | brace, there will be no trouble. 

packing the hay together, and that ex- One reason why you must not have | 

= Ee ; | 
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WoopLaND Farm, Home oF Mr. WINa. 

tra depth costs very little in proportion. | the cross tie is that you must not make 

I made a careful estimate once when I it necessary to raise all your hay or 

was building a barn and I found that | grain above the cross tie in order to 

the ten feet extra height in a barn | carry it in. You must have it so that 

40x60 would cost not over $50, and so | you can use the modern hay machinery 

I felt that I could not afford not to| that merely lifts the hay above the 

build the additional ten feet of height, | level of the floor and then lets it slide 

because the roof and the foundations| back. You must have it so you can 

cost just as much, although it seemed | use a sling and a modern carrier, so 

at first’ that I had too much storage | you need not carry it so high, and you 

room; but I found that it came in very | thereby save an enormous amount of 

well after awhile. labor in lifting that hay, to drop it,
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both for your horse and yourself, and | you must provide chutes, starting near 

it is better for your hay, too. I want the floor. In our sheep barns we can 

to put it in just moist enough to pack hardly give too much air. We have a 

a little. Where it is put in from a basement practically like a covered ! 

height, it will damage just where it is barnyard. The entire side on each side 

dropped. is filled with doors twelve feet long. 

The Roo. Se 
h Another thing that every good barn per half and leave them open, and the 

ie _ reise nies sheep have all the benefit of being out- 

side. We put 1,100 thin Mexican lambs 

a good roof; one is, it should have suffi- in our barn and fed them as well as we 

aa hic Ce — oo could, giving them this pure, fresh air 

Z all the time, so they were really out of 

roof with the steeper pitch below; it a t when it was very cold or 

looks better and it contains fully as} ee 
windy; we took all but six of these 

. tmuch. I mean the hip roof. Another j,.hs out of this basement, every one 

thing, it must be covered with good ++ ang I think that is something to 
shingles. At one time in Ohio a few) boast of. I have a neighbor who has 

years ago, every one had to have an a barn that cost a .great deal more 

iron roof on his barn. I don’t think you. 

will find one of our farmers putting | money than ours, a good looking barn, 
but they neglected this one item of ven- 

theme nowalars: Siar of the me | tilation. He put 1,300 lambs in there, 

you are painting them and the-rest of and he has never had any luck with 

the time you are dreading the painting them, and he cannot understand the 

of them. | eee 

Ventilation. The Joist Frame. 

I have not spoken about veattation | Now a word about the joist frame. 

much, but I think very few farmers | The time has gone by to build the old- 

realize how important it is that the fashioned solid-timber frame. Frames 

basement floor should be sufficiently | built of 2-inch stuff are so far cheaper, 

ventilated.“ I have ridden by some | stronger, too, better in every way. They 

barns in your State that it seems to me ‘can be framed and raised in the time 

were sufficiently ventilated, because I that would be consumed in “laying off” 

could see.clear through them. I 1ike | the old timber frame and whittling the 

the barn at your Experiment Station; | pins. Every stick is a 2-inch joist, . 

, the sun shone in brightly and helped to either 6, 8, 10 or rarely 12 inches wide. 

warm it. It was not at all cold in there | These are so put together that they are 

and yet the air seemed pure enough | spliced at any desired place, breaking 

for anyone to breathe. You have got | joints in splicing. There is no patent 

to have a balanced ration of air just | on the joist frame. There are several 

as much as of food, and when you get | forms; perhaps as simple and strong as 

very much of this “second hand” | any is shown in the illustration. There 

breath in the barn, the balanced ration | is no difficulty in the pbuilding; carpen- 

of air is gone. You must have this air | ters are often prejudiced against them, 

taken off regularly and properly; you | but this prejudice disappears with fa- 

cannot depend upon knot holes for it; | miliarity and the carpenters themselves
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i become the most enthusiastic advo- |The other fellow did sweat a little. 

i cates of the joist frame. but he was in the mow. It took two 
i The saving is in buying the stuff, it | big men to keep it back there. 

| need not be so costly a grade, in sav- 

ing the use of long timbers, in time of 

building and the result is a far stronger DISCUSSION. 

and more durable building. Then by Question—You have not stated how 

you are going to get that hay scattered 
6 - ee over the mow, when the thermometer ; 
Fs a a is about 120 degrees. 

= 4 Had & y Mr. Wing—I put three darkies in 
oe ie a es there. 
> y a | | ti 4 Question—But if we haven’t all got 
EE Ee I carkies? 

i 2N ee 12 Mr. Wing—I have a good many that 

a Pa I can spare. = 
Sete, aed fa of a Question—What is the object in hav- 
4 ) fi A ei = x ing a cement floor in preference to a 
a i = a cedar block floor? 

See | Pa Mr. Wing—I haven’t had any exper- 

ience with cedar block floors. I should 
Joist frame, showing open center. [think it would cost more and be more 

2 bents. difficult to put down. 

Question—How long should the chute 

enema be to make a draft in the barn? 

; | : | Mr. Wing—I should take it clear | 

ee i a8 pas i P= labore the roof, but I would have one 

ra  - [ines in the chute pretty near the 

ae ie aman Tea: | floor to take off the lower strata of bad | 
= accion ce air, and another near the ceiling. | 
a = E a : Mr. Goodrich—It is well enough, isn’t 

Pe a a ES se 7d it, to have a barn well enough venti- 

ink emres | | lated so that the air is pure and so that 

eS a re | Zs it won’t freeze in the night with the 
4 a thermometer down below: zero. 
er Mr. Wing—That is all right, but 1 

| cannot see the harm if it does freeze a | 

Joist frame. End bent. Ready for little; better have cold air than impure | 

rafters. | air. 
| The Chairman—I want to call atten- 

the use of the open center and the sling | tion to Prof. King’s article on barns, on 

carrier one can put in hay very rapidly, | page 50 of last year’s Institute Bulletin, 

as fast as a load each ten or fifteen | No. 12. | 
minutes, if he can get it dry and to the} Question—Could you raise calves in : 
barn in that time. We have put in 20 | such a basement as you describe when 

large loads in an afternoon, and it was | it goes down to 50 below zero? 

not hard work—not for me, I mean. | Mr. Wing—I never lived up at the
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North Pole and I don’t know. I would , wider or narrower, it don’t matter much, 

have the calves warmer than 50 below | but when you take hay in the barn and 

zero, but I would see some way drop it from the middle, you have to 

or other that they should have a bal- | carry it back to the sides, and it is bet- 

anced ration of air as well as of t000.| ter not to have to carry it further than 

Mr. Convey—In unloading hay from | twenty feet; the darkey gets tired. If e 

the outside wouldn’t you have to lift it | you build it narrower than forty feet 

more than you speak of? there is nothing saved; it will cost you . 

Mr. Wing—We have a door made) very nearly as much in lumber to 

reaching from the mow floor to the build a barn thirty feet wide as forty. 

peak of the roof, three doors, each ten Question—Can you place that barn 

feet high, so we fill in and close the| the long way, east and west? 

lower door; then the second one and| -)fr, Wing—That depends upon your 

almost never the top one. It turns to | jocation. -I prefer to have the long way 

the southeast and lights the mMoW | east and west. 

above. Question—Don’t you think that the _ : 

Mr. Convey—Did you ever have any | germ that causes consumption will die 

trouble with your cement floors by the | in three or four hours in sunlight, 

cows slipping into the gutters? where it will live thirty or forty days 

Mr. Wing—No, sir, but I have see | in the dark? 

that trouble where poor cement was Mr. Wing—Yes. ‘ 

used, but I do not think you would) jy. Chairman—There are a good 

have that trouble with good cement. many things that are essential in good 

Mr. Briggs—What is the advantage | harm pbuilding. One, of course, is a 
of having those braces pull instead of good covering outside. One of our 

push? dairymen, I believe, has discovered that 

Mr. Wing—A brace that resists the | sim milk is superior to linseed oil for 

thrust by pushing has to be pretty | paint. How is that, Mr. Thorp? 

large. It takes less power by using the | Mr. Thorp—I read in an agricultural 

pulling, and smaller timber. | paper about two years ago of a man 

Mr. Briggs—Do you say you use NO | painting his buildings, part of them, 

sill? | with Venetian red and skim milk, and 

Mr. Wing—At the bottom I would | part of them with oil and skim milk, 

use no sill. jand last year I did it myself. A year 

Mr. Briggs—How do you fasten the | ago last fall I painted the end of a new 

posts; wouldn’t they slip off the foun-| shed to try it, and in the spring 1 

dation? | wanted to wash it off with a force 

Mr. Wing—I have never had any | pump, and I couldn’t do it, so I painted 

trouble. I think the weight of the| all my buildings at a cost of $14.00. I 

barn would hold it down. don’t know how long it is going to last, 

- Mr. Briggs—I think it would spread | but the cheapness of the material will 

apart. © enable me to paint them several times 

5 Mr. Wing—It can not pull apart—the | and I find they hold their color a great 

tie is at the level of the mow floor and deal better with skim milk and Vene- 

consists of 3 pieces of 2x2 timbers—you tian red than they did with oil and 

can’t pull them in two. I think a barn/ Venetian red. 

should be forty feet wide, a few feet | Mr. Wing has given us some good
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ideas, if we were going to build a new | pole right on the first sill above, and in 

barn, but a great many of us have old | putting our hay in, it strikes on that 

barns. He is right about that point of | pole and it throws it half way across 
the hay dropping so far to the mow. | to the side wall, and it is very easy to 
We all know that it is hard to move it | handle. We move the pole from place 

; a from the spot it drops to; it seems to/to place as we get the hay in, and 
be so solid. Now, to overcome that, in| carry it up with us as we go. 

my old-fashioned barn, we put a long! 

eee ae 

: SILO BUILDING. 
$ 

THOMAS CONVEY, Ridgeway, Wis. 

The first thing we must take into con-| have to use very strong timbers. 
sideration in building a silo is its loca-~| Again, the sharp angle in the corner 

tion. Persons undertaking to handle| of the square silo makes it difficult to 

silage will find that the nearer they| pack the silage, and that is where the 
have the silo to the stock, the more| spoiled silage is always found, if any- 
convenient it is. We can put it in the} where. Where we have been using 
silo by horse power, but in the major-| silos for several years, we are more in- 
ity of cases we have to move it to the| clined to take into consideration the 
stock by hand power. durability of the silo than the cost of 

Another matter that must be taken | it, as we used to. 

into consideration in handling silage f 
is, that there is a big advantage in Location of Silo. 

placing your cutter so that you will] As to building it in the barn as com- 
have the least possible elevation. In pared with an outside building, of 

some cases you can cut from the sec- course there is less likelihood of decay 

ond floor of the barn and will require | in the outside building, unless you have 
a very much shorter carrier. When your barn perfectly dry. I have found 

you have a carrier twenty-five feet or | that people who have built stone silos, 
longer, it will take fully as much pow- | or a framework of timber and filled it | 
er to run the carrier as to cut the|with brick, as a rule are the best 3 
silage. Sometimes it might be of ad- pleased with their work. I find that | 

vantage to have it in a hillside. people who have built cheap buildings 
on poor foundations are very much | 

The Round Silo. dissatisfied. I know of several stave 
As to the form of the silo, all of us | silos that are giving good satisfaction, 

are of the opinion that we should pre- | but it is my opinion that they are giv- 
fer a round silo, or as nearly round |ing more satisfaction inside of, than” 
as possible. The round silo is very | out of the barn. A great many of us 
much cheaper than the square or rect- | have been very careful of having silage 
angular, owing to the fact that every | freeze, but I know of a case of a silo 
piece of timber that you put in a/| being burned down last year and the 
round building tends to make it) party fed the silage all winter long. In 
stronger, whereas in a square silo, you hols of snow storms or rain, it didn’t
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seem to injure it much, so that if 10 ft. overground, the latter being on } 

silage can be kept in the form of a/a level with the top of basement under 

stack, I do not think we need be so| the barn, and the last 16 ft. of the silo | 

fearful about the frost as we have good quality of 2x6 except four pieces ; 

been. Silos are now being built in sev-| 4x6 placed at equal distances, through 

eral localities with common piece stuff | which rods will run to hold the build- 

without bevels, and they say the build-| ing together. All the timber will be 

ing goes together just as well and| treated with hot tar on all sides be- 

gives just as good results as where| fore being put up. The 4x6 pieces can 

they use the beveled material. support the plates on which rafters 

_ - 5 
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Corn field on the farm of Mr. Convey. Nota weed in sight. 

What We Shall Build. jean be placed, and the usual style of 

We have filled a silo of the square| roof put on. We intend to fill the silo 

form for the eleventh year; it has|from the upper floor of the barn, as it 

given fair satisfaction. Rats have) will be just outside. We shall use hay 

damaged the building and silage to| carrier and overhead track to feed the 

some extend the past two years. We|silage, a box being attached to trip 

shall build a round silo next year, 20| pulley. We can extend the track to the 

ft. in diameter and 36 ft. deep; a light|center of the silo if necessary, and 

wall 10 ft. underground, a heavy wall| hoist with a horse if we want te. A
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serious objection to a very deep under-, box under which there are two piecee 
ground silo would be that a dangerous] cf 2x4 scantling; he puts enough into 
gas might accumulate there that] the box for one teed for sixteen cows. 
would be dangerous to human life.} Then he raises it up with his windlass 
This must be provided for by keeping| and shoves a plank under it, then he 

| the silo doors open until it is necessary | hitches his horse onto it and draws it 
to close them, and except in the case} in front of his cows. = 
of deep underground silos there will be Mr. Thorp—If he had an overhead 
no danger. track he coula get it out very easily; 

that is what I am calculating to do for 
DISCUSSION. : feeding steers. 1 expect to go twenty 

Mr. Briggs—How high ought a silo| feet into the ground and ten feet 
to be built? above, and have the windlass, but I am 

Mr. Convey—The higher the better, going to put the silage in whole and 
provided you have power enough to| use a swing for taking it up; wind it 
run the carrier. There is no objection | up with a windlass to an overhead 
whatever, as far as I can see, to build- | track and drop it directly into the 
ing at least a portion of the silo un-/| rack. 
der ground, at least eight or ten tet. Mr. Taylor—I built my silo ten years 
If you have to carry it out and your ago and built it square. I am intend- 
silo is sixteen feet or more in diameter, ing to build another one this year and 
you can rig up a plank with cleats on, | build it round; I don’t know yet how 
or something to carry it out. To those far 1 am going into the ground. I ob- 
of us who are depending on silage for | ject to going into the ground at all, 
summer feeding, it will keep better | and I would like to keep on top of the 
down there than above ground. eae as long as I can. A neighbor of 

Mr. Thorp—I have built seven feet |! mine who used to come to my place 
underground and I am going to try|taiked about it nine years betore he 
twenty feet. My men had rather get | built his, and we talked the matter 
the silage out below seven feet than| over pretty carefully. He was some- ~ 
the seven feet off the top. One man thing of a mason and he built a silo 
gets in there and hands it up to the| after his own ideas. He made it twenty 
other and tney have a couple of steps, | feet across and thirty feet deep, of 2x4’s ‘ 
so they can get it out by handling it| he formed the frame, then he put a 
only once, whereas, when they get it| strip on each 2x4, two inches wide, so | 
from above, it has to be handled twice.| he had an open space and the upper 

Mr. Goodrich—I know of two silos Part was five .nches wide. Oucside he 
that are entirely in tne ground, or at/ put on two thicknesses of half-inch 
least one .s thirty feet down in the lumber, he didn’t put any paper on be- 
ground ana eight feet above, and the tween, because this was inside his 
other is twenty feet in ne ground; the barn. He went down into the ground 
latter has veen used for three or four eight feet. He put a temporary lining 
years, and the owner thinks it is lots| around inside, leaving a space of five 
ox work to lift ic out, but of course it inches, and he filled that with grouting 
takes less work to fill it. He has it| and coarse sand, putting in just 
covered over with a floor, with a wide| enough Portland cement to make it 
door through it, and he raises it with a| hard. It filled this space clear up; then 
gear and windlass; he puts it into a|he put on a coating of water lime;
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then he ‘took off the 2x4’s and made;I examined it, I think, in July, anyhow, 

it smooth and nice, and he has filled|it was about two months betore I put 

iF it now two years and it seems to be a|my silage in. There was a mistake 

perfect silo. He isa practical man, a| made in putting the cement on. My 

keen observer, and knows a good thing/ mason said that one-third Portland 

when he sees it. A friend of mine in|cement would be sufficient, but that. 

Indianapolis built a silo and as he turned out to be wrong, it should have 

stood and looked aown into the hole,| been one-half, and the silage is spoiled 

a friend said to him, “It will be pretty|on that side the air passes through 

hard work to throw this stuff up out of|the cement. A silo must be perfectly * 

that hole.” “Oh, pshaw,” he says, “let| air-tight; that is the first thing to look 

the hired man do it.” Now, he has told| after. I visited a stone silo yesterday 

me since that if he were going to build| that was filled a year ago, and the 

another, he wouldn’t go more than six silage is the best I ever saw. This silo 

feet in the ground. At that distance| is cemented inside. 

you can reaca it with a large barley Mr. Nicolai—I aave lathed and plas- 

fork and throw it up to the barn floor, | tered my silo, but it has not been on 

but when you get below that, it is| long enough to determine its value. 1 

pretty hard work. So I have had the) built my second silo fourteen years 

idea that I wouldn’t build more than|ago this coming summer. I put in 

six feet in the ground. twelve feet of mason work and then 

Mr. Arnold—I ean’t see what a man/! fourteen feet of frame on top. The ma- 

can gain by going down four or five|son work goes three feet below the 

feet deep, because it is going right|level of the basement, which is nine 

against the laws of nature to say that| feet high. Two years ago I cut off the 

a man can get up with a load better/ corners, because the silage rotted in 

than fre can come down, and work in| the corners. I commenced at the bot- 

the dark better than in the light. tom with mason work; then I cut off 

Question—Would you cement this the corners of the frame work, then | 

down twenty feet, or would you put in| went over the frame work and lathed 

a stone wall? and plastered; the first coat was ordi- 

Mr. Thorp—I expect to cement it up| nary plastering; then two coats of 

with a layer of brick; back it good and| water lime and cement. I found, when ¥ 

tight. When I get within three or four} I commenced to look over my silo, that 

feet of the surface, I will add another|the boards were sound except the 

tier of br.ck, so there will be two tiers | sappy part of the board. I concluded 

of brick all the way. I would save it by lathing and plaster- 

Supt. Mckerrow—I would like to| ing and I think it will stand. It is 

hear from some of the gentlemen who| 2x4 studding, with inch boards nailed 

have used lath and plaster. to them, tarred paper, matched fenc- 

Mr. Hodgson—I have one side of my| ing and then lathed and plastered; so 

silo lathed and plastered. Two years| far it works all rigat. There is about 

ago there were two feet of decay. I ex-| half an inch between the original wall 

amined the wail and 1 thought it was|and the lath. ~ 

all right, but it was all gone, just the} Mr. Taylor—What kind of paint 

shell left, all gone with dry rot. Early | would you put on the inside of a silo? 

in the spring I plastered it and let the Mr. Convey—For a wooden silo | 

piaster lay until it was thoroughly dry.' prefer gas tar. Set fire to it and let it
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burn until the blaze gets quite feeble. inch lumber should be of uniform 

Smother the blaze and apply it while width erected perpendicularly. A very 

still hot. I treated a silo that way ten few strips nailed on the outside of 2x8 

years ago and all parts of the work so stuff will hold them in place. Each 

treated are perfectly sound to-day. side of the octagon should be of such 

Gasoline and gas tar have been recom- length that the lumber will fit in snug. 

mended, but neither is a substitute for Another thing to consider is that it 

hot tar, because it makes just a thin you are lathing and plastering, you 

coating of the gas tar with poor re- must have a rigid wall so that the set- 

sults. There is another form of silo }] tling of the silage will make it com- 

would like to call your attention to. pact right next to tne wall. 

Some of you no doubt would like to Mr. Thorp—This building a silo in 

build a silo in the barn, and it is not the barn is something I would not 

necessary that you should go to a want to do and for this reason—we are 

great expense. Two courses of lumber adding to che capacity of our feed 

with tarred paper between the two, room and diminishing the capacity of 

breaking joinis, will do. Arrange 2x8 our stable room; if we do that, we will 

pieces in the form of an octagon of find that we can keep so much more 

the size of the silo, placing them on stock on that feed than we ever did be- 

the foundation. Overlap the ends and fore, that we will have to build an ad- 

spike together. Use 2x8 stuff every ditional barn. We might as well save 

four feet, horizontaily, of course. The the room insiae and build outside. 

e 

SILO FILLING. 

W. F. STILES, Lake Mills, Wis. 

Now that the silo is built and the The Corn Binder. 

crops grown, the next thing in order is By properly planning the work and 

filling. This time we will use corn, as using the right machinery, the labor 

this is one of the cheapest crops to required can be greatly reduced. We 

grow for this purpose. It is best to can all remember the time when the 
have about three varieties. In this way only machine we had with which to cut 

the time of filling can be extended, and our corn was the old style, fullswing, 

if the early variety becomes too ma- right hand, quick draw corn knite. 
ture, we can commence upon the next, This machine did not easily get out of 

which will be at the proper stage. It repair, and it was very cheap. It 

is a good thing to have one of the worked too slow, however, and the 
Southern varieties to cut in at last, as| power used in running it became 

these keep green until frost, and thus scarcer and more expensive each year. 

we have the heaviest variety to put on Thus from necessity—and necessity is 

the top to pack and preserve the rest. the mother of invention—the inventive 

at sr nie ieee
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| genius of the Yankee brain was put at, keep them from rubbing against the 

j work to construct a machine that could load. 

be operated by a much cheaper power. 

The result thus far is a corn binder, The Feed Cutter. 

which works on much the same prin- As we are intending to cut our silage, 

i ciple as the grain binder. These ma- | the next thing in order is the feed cut- 

| chines do not work to perfection in all ter. This should be placed on a plat- 

cases, but they are a great help in fill- | form which is about on a level with the 

ing a silo. The bound corn handles| platform of the wagon, and when pos- 

much easier than the loose, and the sible in such a position that the loads 

} loads can be put on and taken off with can be drawn directly along side of it. 

much less labor. | The bundles can then be placed upon | 
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Filling the Silo on farm of Mr. Stiles, showing engine, cutter and 

elevator with men at work. . 

The Best Rack. the feeding table with the least amount 

Next in importance to the binder is oi labor. 

a low wagon upon which to draw the The Power. 

corn. The truck wagons found upon Various kinds of power are used to 

many farms are very good if the proper | run the feed cutter. Some prefer one 

rack is used. This can be made by|kind and some another. Most farmers 

using a long wood rack. Upon this rack | with small silos use some form of horse 

should be built a solid floor six feet | power, either the sweep or tread. A 

wide, extending to the hind wheels, | certain number of horses are needed to 

over which a shield should be made to} do the farm work, and it is just as well
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{ to use them in filling the silo as to let | usually regulated by the time it takes 

them stand idle. In purchasing a/to get a load through the cutter. As 

| power, be sure and get one that is large | Mr. Convey will enjoy seeing the rest 

| enough. The same advice may be given | of us sweat, he will keep the knives 

1 in regard to the feed cutter. When | sharp, and the machinery in good shape 

| once started the large machines run|so that he can run as many loads 

nearly as easy as the smaller ones. A| through in a day as possible. As Mr. 

| sudden jar, such as an extra amount of | Briggs and myself are good husky fel- 

j feed, will not affect a large machine as| lows, we will each have a wagon to 

| it will a smaller one. Another advan- | haul the corn from the field and put it 

| tage in case of the feed cutter is that if| upon the feeding table. 1 prefer to 

| you wish to get an engine and do the; have each man take off his own load; 

| job up in a hurry, you have the ma-/ then if there is any truth in the saying 

| chine with which to do it. that “a change is a rest” he will have 

{ the benefit of it. If a man is to take 

The Work of Filling. | off his own load he will put it on so 

| The amount of help one has in filling | that he can take it off in the easiest 
| the silo will determine the best method | manner possible. In loading I prefer 
| to be adopted in regard to the work.|to commence at one end, building that 
| In case of a small silo, two men can do | 8 high as possible, and so gradually 

i the work all right. A larger force| Work to the other end. The load is 

i properly placed can do the work to bet- | then taken off in just the reverse of 

| ter advantage, as each man has_his| Which it was put to. In this way there is 
| special task, and no time need be lost| 20 binding by one bundle overlapping 

| A in going from one place to another. A|@nother. The chief point to be sought 

| good plan in some cases is to exchange | for in the man who is to be in the silo 
| work with a neighbor, and thus the | is not that he is a big strong fellow, but 

| proper number of hands can be se-| that he is a man who can be depended 

i cured. A force for a silo large enough |¥Pon, who understands the art of 
i for twenty-five cows is four men, ana | ramping well, and who has a good 
| if a sweep power is used, some one to | head and knows how to use it. There- - 

| drive the teams. The corn for a day’s | fore I have reserved Mr. Arnold for this 
run we will suppose has been cut with | Job. To lighten his work he will have 
a binder by the boss, while the men are | 4t the end of the feed carrier, a swing- 

; doing the chores and getting up the|ing slide with which to deliver the ~ 

first load. silage to any part of the pit he desires. 

He prefers to use the forces of nature 

Placing the Men. and lets gravity do much of the work 
As men vary greatly in their ability | of distribution. His work will then be 

bn to do certain kinds of work, the hands | to see that the ensilage is well mixed 

should be placed at the jobs for which | so that all places will settle evenly, and 

they are best suited. To illustrate, | that when he comes to feed it out to his 

suppose those four men we have on this | cattle they will not get all ears one day 

program for the silo subject are the | and all leaves the next. The ensilage 

ones to do the work. As this is Mr. lat the sides should be kept a little 

Convey’s silo we will have him tend to | higher than in the middle and tramped 

the running and feeding of the cutter. | Some, and in the rectangular silos the 

The rate at which the work is done is ' corners should be well packed.
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Other Important Points. put it in uncut; he is a very good mem- | 

The rate of filling does not seem to| ber of the church, and he told me that : 

be of very great importance. Some fill | he wore out that part of the bible that 

in three days, while others take three tells about Job, and sometimes he had 

weeks to put in the same amount. The|to read two chapters. After that he 

chief point is to fill fast enough so that | cut it. 

it will not spoil by heating. When the| Mr. Hodgson—I don’t know how it is 

weather is quite warm it is not advis-| down Brother Taylor’s way, but I have 

able to stop filling for more than two| been taking it out of the silo, and I 
days. never have worn out a single chapter. 

The length to which the silage is cut | After thirteen years’ close observation I 

varies all the way®from one-fourth of | never have been able to find any good 

an inch to two inches. The shorter|Teason why we should cut our en- 
cuts pack closer and more feed can be | Silage corn. Some of us may not like 

put into the silo, but when cut short it | taking it out, but that does not affect 
runs slower through the feed cutter.|the quality of uncut ensilage, it does 
As in many other matters, it is best to | Dot affect the principle. Certainly the 

strike a medium. The half or three- | cost of putting it in is much less. I can 

quarter inch usually give the best sat-| bind with the McCormick machine and 
isfaction. down to that point it costs the same as 

In regard to cover, various kinds are | it costs the man who is going to cut it. 

used. Many remove the ears from the| It has been suggested that this en- : 
last few loads and cut as short as pos-| Silage should be cut in lengths, from a 

sible; some cover with oat chaff and| quarter of an inch to two inches long. 
then sow on oats and wet it down.|! visited a silo two or three weeks ago, 

Others cover with boards with paper | Where the ensilage was cut a quarter of . 

between. an inch long. The moment I went into 

— the door of the barn I knew there was 

something wrong with the cattle. I ex- 

ee amined them, and the stables, and in 
Mr. Goodrich—If one is feeding corM| the bottom of the mangers I found 

right along to cows, as we all have_to| about six inches of this sour ensilage, 

at that time of year, it needs no cover- | and the man didn’t know what was the 

. ing and none will be spoiled, for we are | matter. His cattle wouldn’t eat their 

taking it off every day. meal, because it had been thrown in 
Mr. Stiles—In a warm time, if you | there with this poor ensilage. My first 

are not feeding very fast, some will | point in favor of the uncut silage is the 

spoil. I know of some cases where| cost; my second, the quality; and the 

they have two silos. They cover with | third is the corn. I think your cattle 

boards and paper between, then around | like to have the husk on the corn. 

the edges they put sawdust; then wet | Then the acidity of the ensilage that is 

it all down, and this is left until win-|cut. We-believe that just the moment 

ter, when the second silo is opened. the juice is exposed to the air, that 

Mr. Briggs—Did you ever practice | the sugar will turn to acid. These are 

putting corn in whole? some of the reasons why I put it in 

Mr: Stiles—I never have and I don’t | whole, and I put it in in bundles. It 

believe it would come out as good. has been suggested to me that it can- 

Mr. Taylor—One of my neighbors has | not be taken out in bundles, it takes so
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long. We have various ways of getting varieties, it is quite mature before it is 

it out. I have hired men using from | cut and the ensilage comes out sweeter. 

t different silos, and invariably they Mr. Briggs—Has anybody ever put 

{ claim that they can take the uncut en-/any corn in the silo after it was 

| silage out of the pit so much quicker | frosted? 

} than the cut, because it is in bundles. Mr. Taylor—I have. We put in 

} We give one bundle to each cow. ‘That|some one year; we put it in one 

| weighs about twenty-five pounds, and|day and the next day we found 

} the man hands out a bundle at a time. | that it was quite dry, so we sprinkled 

| Mr. Briggs—The fact that that man/|it pretty thoroughly with an ordinary 

allowed that old ensilage to stand in| garden sprinkler. We didn’t begin 

| the mangers, is no argument against |that way; at first*we put about four 

the cutting of the ensilage. pails of water on each load and 

} A Member—In filling our silo this| watched the hired man get himself 

| last fall, I broke my feed cutter. Wej|very wet while he handled that wet 

} had gotten to a stage in filling it that|corn. We did that in the morning and 

{ we had to keep on or spoil the lot.|in the afternoon we rigged up a plat- 

| While I was making repairs | put it in| form with a barrel of water on it, and 

{ whole. We fed that out about two| sprinkled it with the hose. I was sur- 

} weeks ago, and as far as my judgment | prised to find how little difference there 

goes there was not one particle of dif-| was in it. I would rather not have it 

t ference in the quality of the cut and the | frosted, but I would not stop on that 

uncut. account. I will agree with Mr. Hodg- 

Mr. Thorp—I want to ask Mr. Hodg- | son that if uncut ensilage is well 

son if he has had any experience with | packed, that you will get a sweeter en- 

| regard to whether cows digest this un-/ silage, but the extra labor more than 

cut ensilage any better than the cut? | overcomes the difference. Then, again, 

Mr. Hodgson—My brother experi- Where the stalks are. so long you will 

mented on that line very largely and find four or five cows eating at the 
| he found that a great part of the cut en- same stalk. 

silage passed undigested. | Mr. Convey—I have seen Mr. Hodg- 

Mr. Goodrich—I have examined the | son’s silo containing his uncut silage. 

ensilage in a great many silos, and I would like to ask him if he thinks 

among others that one spoken of by | that he could manage his uncut silage 
Mr. Hodgson where the ensilage was With a round silo as well as with his : 

uncut; it was the sweetest that I ever rectangular or square silo. 
saw, but there was considerable dam- Mr. Hodgson—I prefer a round silo. 

age next to the wall, apparently be- I have been asked how I would manage 
cause it did not fit tight to the wall. | with a round silo, if I would commence 

Mr. Stiles—I have visited a great | in the center or at the outside to put 

many silos this winter and I find that| the corn in. I have a round silo; 1 

where you put in green corn the en- commence and lay the ends to the wall, 

silage comes out much more acid than leaving a certain space between the 
where it is quite mature. Where they | butts of the corn and the side of the 

are putting in this big Southern corn, | wall. I go to the center, so I put it in 

they have to cut it green and I found it going around, and the pressure will 
quite sour, but where you use the Dent! come so that you will have no air :
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chambers outside; the pressure is out; Mr. Stiles—I visited thirty, and they | 

all the time. were all filled with cut silage. : 

Supt. McKerrow—Your idea is to Supt. McKerrow—Thirty years ago 

have the stalk laid round and round, | how many silos would you have found 

the ends to the wall, and that will press | to visit? 

towards the wall, and the next time Mr. Stiles—I couldn’t have found 

your stalks would come in between the | any. 

butts and the wall. In effect you Question—What length do these gen- 

would be laying your stalks length- tlemen find gives the best satisfaction 

wise with the outside wall. in cutting silage? 

Mr. Hodgson—Yes. I kept it as level The Chairman—I don’t think there is 

as I could. I make my tiers about two | any rule. I cut mine an inch; some 

feet high. In taking it out you com-| cut it an inch and a half, others three 

mence on top and- work round and quarters of an inch. I don’t think it 

round, just reversing the action in put- makes very much difference. 

ting it in, going round and taking the| A ‘Member—I have experimented in 

bunches up. I never cut the bands. cu' ting from three quarters of an inch 

Mr. Taylor—The State Dairymen’s | to two inches. There is no trouble in 

‘Association asked Mr. Stiles to get up| the cows raising and masticating it at 

a silo census for them and he spent a | two inches, and I think it makes a 

lot of time and money in visiting them | sweeter, better ensilage. 1 prefer it 

and making up a report. How many cut that length. 

silos did you visit, Mr. Stiles? Ss 

GROWING CROPS FOR FILLING THE SILO. 

H. A. BRIGGS, Elkhorn, Wis. 

Mr Chairman—I have never grown | riety of corn that I like very much for 

anything for the silo but corn, and it | the silo, and I do not know what to 

doesn’t make much difference about | call it. It has always been called blue 

what kind of corn you grow if you will | or black corn. It was one ot the very 

only have enough of it to fill the silo few good things that I ever knew of 

well. coming from the Patent Office, out of 

the seed department. There is a little 

Varieties of Corn for Silage. more sugar in it than in the ordinary 

I have grown and filled a silo with | field corn, and it grows something like 

Dent corn, something like Pride of the|the Flint corn and makes good en- 

North, putting it in about the time it | silage. There are a great many suck- 

is fit to cut up, and had excellent silage. | ers and a great deal of foliage, it will 

: I have also put in Evergreen sweet |ear very heavily; it is difficult to husk, 

corn, letting it get pretty ripe, and 1| but it will grow, I think, from one- 

have put in Dent corn when it was a| third to a half more fodder to the acre, 

little bit dry, and mixed it with Ever-| than the Pride of the North does. The 

green, half and half. I have now a va-! stock eat it as fodder corn well.
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4 Look for Maturity. Mr. Briggs—Oh, where it is of the 
I do not think it makes much differ-| Dent varieties, I should say from four 

ence what variety you use to fill a silo,| to five or six inches. For this black 

only grow the largest variety that will| blue corn I speak of, not quite so thick, 
mature properly. I have used B, & W. | because it suckers out so, perhaps one 

| but it does not mature in our climate | every seven or eight inches. 
| sufficiently but what there is too much| Supt. McKerrow—I drill twelve or | 
| water left in it for silage. I have been | fifteen inches and I easily get twelve . 

putting five or six loads on top of silos) to fifteen tons to the acre. 

| as much for weight as anything, but 1| yr. Taylor—Don’t you want a big 
do not get as good results in the feed growth of corn? 

; na Mr. Briggs—I don’t want a coarse 
Tse cmes aie growth. 
DISCUSSION. Mr. Taylor—We plant about four | 

Mr. Goodrich—Don’t you find that} stalks every four feet in drills. I be- 

q Evergreen corn makes pretty sour en-| lieve we want a stalk of corn to grow 
5; silage? naturally and don’t want it to be inter- 

Mr. Briggs—No, not putting it in the] fered with by other stalks, we want 
. way I did. In growing corn for the) the sunshine upon it. We want a good 
: silo, I like to have a variety, so that it| dark green color in the stalk and then 

will mature at different stages in case| we will develop more sugar and starch 

of accidents or storms. in that stalk if it is not interfered with 

Question—How do you plant your! by some other growth, and we get a 
corn? big ear on every stalk and many will 

Mr. Briggs—I drill it in. 1 plant | grow two ears. If we don’t have a 

twice as thick as though I was going | good ear, it never fulfills its mission. I 

to husk for ears. The ears will be | object to suckers on the ground, just as 

smaller, but there will be more of them|I object to suckers in any other com- | 

to the acre. munity, and would prefer to grow a 

Question—Have you tried planting it kind of corn that doesn’t have any. 

. ten or twelve inches apart and leaving | You grow a large, healthy ear of corn 

about the same width that you would | and you have stalk enough to get along 

ordinarily plant? with, and if you put it in the silo, I 

Mr. Briggs—I have planted it that | would like it to grow a hundred baskets 

way, but you get larger ears. I don’t | of ears to the acre. 
think you get any more pounds of corn, Supt. McKerrow—You would not ex- 

and you don’t get as much fodder. pect the stalks to grow as well where 

Supt. McKerrow—Your drills are as | this large ear is not perfected? 

far apart as in ordinary field culture, I Mr. Taylor—I want to get that ear 

understand. About how much do you |pretiy well developed. We don’t raise 

get to the acre? it for the stalk, we raise it for the corn. 
Mr. Briggs—That depends altogether |I used to think the big corn was the 

upon the condition of the ground and | best kind when I put it in the silo, but 

the kind of corn. It will vary from ten} when I took it out and talked to the 

to twelve up to twenty tons. cows about it, they thought the smaller 

Question—How close in the row can | kinds were the best. 

you drill your corn? Mr. Goodrich—My idea is that I want
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to raise all the corn I can and all the;four feet and be very yellow. The 

fodder I can to go with it. Instead of | cows didn’t like it. Then we planted it 

having one stalk that has an ear on it,| about eighteen inches apart, with a 

I would rather have two stalks with | hand planter; I think it was not as 

two ears on each, weighing half as| sweet and nutritious as if it grew in its 

much. I get more fodder and just the| natural character. 

same ear. Mr. Briggs—Mr. Taylor says he 

A Member—I planted Pride of the | don’t like suckers. This blue corn that 

North, twenty-five quarts drilled to the | I speak of nearly every sucker will have \ 

acre, for about six years. I find that |a good-sized ear opon it. F 

by having small stalks and getting a Mr. Taylor—Then it isn’t a sucker. 

small developed ear and more of them, ‘Mr. Wing—For several years I have 

providing it is in the proper condition, | been in the habit of raising two crops, 

that I like it better. a crop of early Ohio potatoes, and after 

A Member—I think Mr. Taylor is| the last cultivating of the potatoes, go 

correct, at least partly. At one time|right through and plant corn with a 

we used to sow corn with a common /|hand planter. In order to do that the 

corn drill, and it would grow up about! soil must be rich and deep. 

FEEDING ENSILAGE. 4 

ALEX. A. ARNOLD, Galesville, Wis. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-| the use of some clover hay. Then, with 

men:—Good silage can be fed ata profit | this thirty pounds of ensilage and ten 

to all kinds of cattle, and to sheep and | pounds of clover hay, feed ten pounds 

horses in limited quantities. I say|of meal, composed of four pounds of 

good silage; if I had to have a silage| bran, two pounds of corn meal, and 

made out of immature corn, | would|four pounds of oats, and there you 

prefer not to have any. I think some-| have a pretty nearly balanced ration. 

times mistakes are made in feeding too|I like oats for dairy cows or for grow- 

much silage in early feeding. Nature’s|ing animals, as a ground feed;eit has 

condition is that the animal should not | lots of protein, lots of phosphoric acid, 
have too much of that kind of laxative | and that is what the animal needs to 

food. I think, therefore, that it is bet- | give it vitality. : 4 

ter not to feed to exceed forty pounds 

per day to a grown animal, to a dairy The Cheapest Feed. 
cow. I prefer thirty pounds with ten If I had to feed exclusively on en- 

pounds of clover hay. I like to bal-| silage, I should want to keep my cattle 

ance the ration, the ration of roughage, | in the barn, and I do not believe any 

as it is called, and the ration of meal. | animal can thrive unless it has a cer- 

Corn stalks being one to seventeen and|tain amount of sunlight. Darkness 

the corn one to nine, would be the same | means death and sunlight means vital- ~ 

as one to thirteen, and that you see is|ity. It means that to the growing 

* a wide ration which we can balance by | corn; you have got to have a good vig-
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j orous growth and a good green stalk; ;it depends upon what the animal is s 

and you have got to develop a good ear, | doing. 

j otherwise you don’t have a good plant. Mr. Porter—There is something the 

4 I call that good ensilage, and when | matter with my silage. It is black, but | 

well matured, planted about as thick | perfectly sweet. It was not frosted. 

} again as ordinary corn and growing | The cows don’t eat much of it. 

| about the same heft of ears as stalk,| Mr. Goodrich—It has not water 

and fed in the way I have suggested, it | enough in it. 

} is the cheapest ration we can give to Mr. Porter—I think you are right. It 

| our cattle. was put in too mature. 

t ae Mr. Goodrich—Yes, it will turn out 

I DISCUSSION. perfectly black. 

Mr. Hodgson—Do you feed your en-| Mr, Convey—Was it some of Mr. 
silage before milking, or after? Brigg’s black corn? 

Mr. Arnold—After milking, for fear) Mr, Porter—No, it was Hvergreen ' 

there should be anything wrong about | corn. . 

it, and I Ike to feed the meal on top; Mr, Taylor—I think there is the dif- 

t of the ensilage. I think the cow does/ficulty. Evergreen corn develops too 

| better fed in that way. much sugar in it. 
Question—Will Shorthorn cattle eat Mr. Arnold—I had a neighbor who 

ensilage? had that same experience. I know how 
: Mr. Arnold—They will if they get a) it was put in his silo and I think I 

chance. know the reason. It was too mature, 

Question—How much ensilage would | it dried, and when it came out of the 
you feed a yearling steer? silo, it was all turned black, burned. 

Mr. Arnold—He would take pretty Mr. Porter—Last year my corn was 

nearly as much as a cow. I don’t think | frosted. I gave it a wetting, but it was 

it is profitable to give him forty pounds | jn the samecondition,though not asbad. | 
a day. The steer should not be in a Mr. Linse—I put in a lot of frozen 

very warm stable afd I do not believe | corn this year and it was my best en- 

it is good policy to feed too much of| silage, but I wet it enough so that it 

that kind of food to a fattening steer,' had plenty of moisture. Seventeen 

; especially in the finishing off. a ago we thought ensilage had to 

Question—Why do you feed your en-| go in perfectly green, and we com- 

silage after you milk? menced cutting when it was just tas- 

Mr. Arnold—It is not necessary, if|seling out; that ensilage never kept 

! you are sure your ensilage is good. any better so far as looks were con- 

Question—Do you feed ensilage twice | cerned, but it was sour as vinegar. 

a day or only once? Now we are apt to go to the other ex- 

Mr. Arnold—-Twice a day. I feed| treme; we let it get too ripe and dry, 

ensilage twice a day, hay twice a day,!so we must watch it. As much care 

grain twice a day, and turn them out | must be used in making good ensilage 

once a day to the sunlight and the/|as in making good hay; you must have 

straw pile. About twenty pounds of | moisture in it, and to have good, sweet 

EC silage would be about as much as the| silage, we want to carry on the ripen- - 

yearling ought to get. It don’t make so| ing just far enough, and not too far. 
much difference about the size of the| The Institute adjourned till 7 o’clock, . 

animal as the amount of food it takes; | P. M. 

{
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EVENING SESSION. 

* whe Institute met at 7 P.M, Supt. McKerrow in the chair. 

Supt. McKerrow—Wisconsin always held the first Farmers’ Institute among 

likes to be in the front rank, and par-| the Indians. This past winter we held an 

ticularly in agricultural matters. I be- Institute on the Oneida Reservation, 

lieve that we can claim the first State | and I believe we will now listen to the | 

system of Farmers’ Institutes, and I be- | first paper ever read at a Farmers’ In- | 

lieve we have the right to claim that we | stitute by an Indian. : 

EDUCATION OF THE INDIAN FROM AN INDUSTRIAL STANDPOINT. 

JOSIAH POWLAR, Oneida, Wis. 

and I appreciate very greatly the honor 

= 7 z ass shown to both myself and the Oneida 

ee 7 ee) | tribe, by the kind invitation of your 

. ae gh. oe Pas bp : 7 sa Superintendent, to address you, on the 

Fig 2 Bi) < Br | |subject of the industrial education of 

- Ses i | |the Indian. I crave your kindly con- 

ioe [oe ae : sideration for one of another race and 

1 eee yee eins? tongue, who addresses for the first 

1 sence =F eS Ph yy. pt time such an audience as this. 

; ete ~ .- 7 a Industrial Education Necessary. 

i ie ee ee eee The subject assigned to me is “The 

Oe Serena 5 | | Education of the Indian From an In- 

ag 2 oe o eres Ss, e dustrial Standpoint.” Certainly indus- 

j | ae =i | | trial training is the most necessary 

: 4 m| | education for the Indian farmer as well 

P: as the white farmer. You adopted 

ees red Americans have learned the science of 

| eed farming, and the art of every line of 

Pe] manual labor, and the Indian must 

: | ee have the same training if he is ever to 

L ced be self-supporting and prosperous. The 

aboriginal American possesses the 

JostaH PowLaRr. same mental and moral qualities as 

other races, but has not had the train- 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-| ing necessary to make the best of these 

men:—It is certainly a great pleasure qualities. He is physically able to 

to me to be present at this gathering, ' work, but is hindered by the lack of in-
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terest, lack of perseverance and deter-| ing use of the industrial education of- 

mination. To-day the Indian under-| fered by the government at the differ- 

stands that he must work to live, but | ent industrial schools, such as Carlisle, 

in many cases it is demanded of him: Hampton and Haskell Institutes. Year | 

to do that which is only accomplished | by year the number of our children at- 

by many years of careful industrial | tending these schools is increasing, . 

training. and a large part of the education re- | 

: The government has allotted lands to| ceived is industrial and manual train- 

each member of the different tribes on a | ing. 

majority of the Indian reservations. Have We Been Fairly Treated? 

5 =e ee teste arene ee pik In addition to this education, the In- 

ee Gunns - see agers dian requires your fraternal assistance 
/ look at the subject in the right light. in the uplifting and civilizing principles 

The Indian holds these lands for his = 
of responsibility and duty. He has 

sole Benet, ee Bae Ge aoe been dependent too long, he must be 

eene cs a ea ee trained to shoulder his own responsi- 

| them productive. Some of our people] jjities and in this he requires your | 
have stock, but they do not yet under-| | +4 assistance. Review briefly __the | 
stand that they must take care of the | history of the “Red Man” once roam- 

same, and not allow it to roam about |. . 5 
x | ing over the plains and mountains, liv- 

and make a living after the fashion of | . ‘ =: . 
: . ing by hunting and fishing, yet inde- 

wild snimals. [anne and self-supporting. From the 

landing of the Pilgrims, in 1620, to the 

Progress We Are Making. | ponane time, the North American In- 

What the Indian now needs is train- | dians have been wronged, crowded out, 

ing in all industrial lines, and to be/| pushed to the wall, and murdered, as 

made to understand that industrial | though they had no rights which the f 
training will advance him individually, | white man was bound to respect. ‘They | 

and also aid tribal development. All|have been subdued, humbled and 

human beings acquire civilization by | placed on reservations to be supported 

learning to work with their hands, and | by the government, most of them in 

as soon as the Indian becomes accus- | idleness, filth and degradation, until 

tomed to the comforts of modern civil- | the spirit of true manhood and freedom 

ization, and learns that these comforts | has been crushed out of them. They 

can only be obtained by work, he will| have been regarded as savages, with no 

soon find that work is necessary, and | souls, ever the prey of the lust and 

that it adds much to his general com- | greed of the white man, and their op- 

fort and happiness. After he becomes | pressors have had the support of the 

comfortably situated he will take pride | politician, and many United States sen- 

in his work, and become ambitious to | ators and representatives in Congress. 

have as good, or even a better farm | Christian friends of the Indian have 

than his neighbor. done much to enlighten the world of 

I hope it will not seem like boasting | these abuses. If, instead of the cold 

when I say that since the allotment of | lead bullet as an educator, the govern- 

land in severalty to the Oneida Indians | ment had earlier substituted industrial 

they have made much progress in farm | and manual training, in all probability 

industry, and appreciate and are mak-! we should not be wards of the Nation
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to-day, but self-supporting citizens. ,even the present generation of my race 

We would have been able to show how shall be made to compete with the 

false is the statement that “fhe only | white man, and add their support to the 

good Indian is the dead Indian.” How- | great industries of America. Then will ) 

ever, we do require more indus-| the Red Man become a self-supporting ! 

trial activity if we are to reach the| member of society, with knowledge and 

height of American civilization. I be- | appreciation of the duties of a full citi- : 

lieve the time is not far distant, when |zen of this great American Republic. 

FLORICULTURE. 

MARIAM JEWETT, Sparta, Wis. 
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Home oF Miss JEWETT. 

i The art of floriculture has suffered | plant’s place in the world of plants and 

| much from its separation from its sis- | of nature and of man. By keeping the 

i ter arts. Its devotees have -kept their | eye continuously at the microscope one 

gaze so concentrated on the minute | may—one does become sensible of in- 

beauties of their productions that the  numerable beauties unseen and un- 

greater have often been lost to sight.| dreamed of before, but one will inevi- 

They have so devoted themselves to| tably lose all sense of perspective. The 

selecting and propagating innumerable | eye is no more constructed for being 

varieties of geraniums and verbenas | always focused on small objects than 

each with its pecular markings that) the mind is, and the eye or the mind 

they have lost sight of the plant that| so held to service will in time rebel. 

produced the blossom and of that | Something akin to this is what the or-
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dinary mind feels about this long strug-| able corner. Were you ever favored 

gle of florists and gardeners to produce | with a bouquet from that garden and 

a new marking in a verbena or a new| did you ever try to arrange that bou- 

curl on the wings of a sweet pea. These| quet? If so you douptless found that 

things are, without doubt, well worth | no satisfying or artistic result was pos- 

the struggle that has been necessary to| sible. All that could be done was 

' bring them to their present high state| simply to bind the collection together 
of perfection. But is there not some-|in any way that might happen. Al- 

thing else equally necessary? Our sense] though each flower in itself was beauti- 
; of the beautiful in nature is cramped | ful there were so many inharmonious 

and meager on account of this placing} colors and so many varieties of flowers 

} of the emphasis so generally on one| their short stems brought each so close 

! and but one of the many beauties that| to its neighbor that no definite impres- 

should appeal to us. The blossom is| sions were possible to us. The. only 

: without doubt nature’s final and great-| thing the eye could perceive or the 

est effort to produce the beautiful, but} memory retain was a kaleidoscopic 

| the accessories of leaf and stem, of fore- | combination of colors. 

ground and background, of atmosphere | ‘Roots, wood, bark and leaves each 

: and motion are capable of giving much singly perfect may be | 
more satisfaction to our sense of the| But clapped hodge-podge together they 

beautiful than ‘the flower alone. don’t make a tree.” 

Neither does a mass of flowers 

: The Old-fashioned Garden. clapped hodge-podge together make a 

We hear much about the “old-fash-| bouquet, nor a mass of flower beds a 
ioned garden,” but if we ask what this , garden. 

garden was, we shall find, I think, that 

it was generally a small enclosure be- An Eye for the Beautiful. 
tween the house and the street, into Now “a thing of beauty is a joy for- | 

which were crowded all possible vari-| ever” to him who truly sees it, and to 

eties of plants whose roots the good| more than one I doubt not has come 
wife had been allowed to slice off from| the fear that he must apply to himself 

her neighbors’, or the seeds of which | those lines of Wordsworth’s in which 

she had been able to gather from her| the poet has drawn in colors that shal! 

neighbors’. If she were successful in| never fade the portrait of one mentally 

her botanical collection the grass dis-|/and morally poverty-stricken. You 

appeared bit by bit and the flower beds| know the lines: 

increased in number and complexity | “A yellow primrose by the river’s brink 

and jostled each other for room more} A yellow primrose was to him 

and more. Here.a bed of variegated| And it was nothing more.” : 

and variform poppies swayed in the| But, I venture to assert, that there are 

wind, there a bed of rose-moss crept| but few to whom a yellow primrose in a 

over the ground. Side by side you! green nook by the river’s brink does 

found the peculiar reddish-purple of the} not give at least a start of pleasure. 

petunias and the lavender of the aster| There are but few to whom its appear- 

and both next door to the scarlet of the| ance is not like a burst of sunlight in 

phlox. Hollyhocks, tiger lilies, dahlias,|a cloudy day. But the old-fashioned 

bleeding hearts, Johnny-jump-ups and | garden and—alas—many new-fashioned 

the dear old pinks occupied every avau- | gardens do not form pictures destined 

: a
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to “hang on memory’s wall.” And | cultural talk. And nature has at her 

why not? Because, to use a truism, we] command all the varieties of poppies 

do not follow nature when we plant a/ that we have, put did you ever find her 

garden. 
| bringing together all or many of those 

Nature’s Plan. | various formed and colored beauties | 

Nature, wise old woman that she js, and putting a fence around them? Oh, 

does not spread out all her jewels to) no! She separates them by miles and | 

our view at once, nor does she display | often by the breadth of the continent 

them without their appropriate settings. | OT even by old ocean itself. Doubtless 

Her primroses are placed singly where she could have brought all these varie- 

they may be reflected in the glass of) ties together and she could of course 

the river or, if in a mass, that mass | have made her poppy beds square or 

will have. a background of tree and | diamond-shaped. But no; those spots 

bush and a foreground of greensward. in the natural landscape that hold the 

Her lilies in their stately courtesying eye, remain in the memory, and become 

always withdraw into the shadows of truly “a joy forever” are rarely any 

some leafy nook. Her roses always—| mass of gorgeous blossoms, and never 

always grew on bushes, and did you @ mixture of numerous striking fea- 

ever think how much more bush there | tures. But rather some one or two 

is than blossom. things are so placed as to strike and ‘ 

But perhaps you think of that hold the eye, and in the distance there 

“Dear common flower that grows be-| Will be a few groups that seem to ac- 

side the way centuate the one particular beauty, and 

Fringing the dusty road with harmless | 2bove all there will be plenty of room 

gold.” | and green—great stretches of green, 

Yes, the dandelion does grow in masses | Nor is the poetry of motion often lack- 

but yet not so lavishly but that the | ing to the picture. 

fresh green of the spring grass | 

balances it six to one—nay, usually six- Man’s Mistake. 

teen to one. The goldenrod perhaps | Thus does nature. But how does 

j you have also thought of as an example | man when he would have a spot to rest 

of masses of flowers. Nature does his eyes upon through the long sum- 

sometimes mass things heavily. But I| mer and to speak a word of cheer to 

think you will find the golden rod se the passer-by? What does he do with 

dom stands alone; it fringes the edge | these same materials? First he plants 

of a wood; it encircles a solitary tree | a row or more of trees in a parallelo- 

or a mass of green underbrush; the red| gram all around his house, so that 

sumach is quite likely to grow with it| when they are grown if, from a dis- 

in one place and the purple aster in| tance, you jook toward his habitation, 

another. But always the eye has some-| you know it is there because you see 

thing to rest upon in addition to the| that mass of trees and the smoke aris- 

mass of color. And her poppies nature ing from the invisible chimney. Did 

always places at the tip-top of long| you never notice in looking over this 

slender stems that nod and beckon in| country from some high point like 

the breezes. And, did you ever think, Castle Rock that there was scarcely a 

that their time of blooming is just single vista through which one could 

when the grass is “heading out,” if I | get even a glimpse of the many beau- 

may use an agricultural term in a fiori- | tiful homes scattered about?
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And after the trees are planted how, packets of seeds offered for sale in the 

does he who would add.beauty to his| boxes in the stores. It is almost im- 

surroundings proceed? Often he plants} possibleeto buy anything except mixed 

a few flowering shrubs—“bushes’—| colors in flower seeds. 

probably he dots them into the straight 

lines of trees. And then he cuts out a Imitate Nature. 
flower bed or two in the middle of any| And what would I have? First I 

small stretch of lawn he may have left,| would cut down some of those trees so 

and in these flower-beds he plants the| that you can get a view out and we can 

greatest number of varieties of asters or} get a view in. Break up those straight 

of petunias that a paper of seed of|lines as much as possible. Have a 

| mixed colors will produce. Is the pic-| group of trees here and another there 

ture exaggerated? I think not. Trees| planted irregularly as nature arranges 

are nearly always planted in straight| them in the spots we love to look upon. 

; : 
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THE JEWETT GREEN-HOUSES. 

rows, and the house is often so sur-, Use shrubs in groups by themselves or 

rounded that it can not be seen until | with the trees. And flowers—remem- 

we are within a few paces. And the| ber to use them and use them as neigh- 

flowers are in beds of intricate form,| bors, near neighbors to the trees ana 

bounded in all kinds of artificial ways—| shrubs and the house. Don’t isolate 

by stones, shells, bricks, boards or wil-| them and don’t jam them in together 

low twigs, and these beds often cut| and try to have a botanical kaleido- 

up and make small and cluttered what| scope. If you have but a little room 

otherwise might have been a rete! | for poppies have only the single red 

stretch of green grass. And to be con-| ones this year and wait until next 

vinced that the flowers are often of al year to enjoy the white and pink ones. 

most surprising mixture of colors and} And don’t dig a hole in the middle of 

forms you have only to examine the | the lawn for them, but plant them 

} ————
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where they can hold some relation to, to make it lighter and more porous. 

some other part of the landscape. But our ordinary soil here is light 

Utilize the angles formed by *two parts enough for nearly everything. Mix 

of the house or the space where a walk | your soil well and see that it is neither 

e divides into two or makes a turn. Or| too wet nor too dry. Never attempt to 

fringe a group of trees and bushes in a| handle soil that is very wet. If only a 

distant corner with something brilliant | little too wet you can mix enough dry 

and striking. Plant some hollyhocks | soil with it to make it right. If too 

behind other things where only their| dry add a little water and mix it until 

tall swaying heads can be seen. it is all alike. Have it damp enough so 

But enough of “do this” and “do| that it will cling together when pressed 

& that” from your self-appointed and|in the hand, but not so wet but that 

most pert critic. I will stop and try| afterwards a touch will crumble it up. 

to give you a few practical suggestions 

about the handling of plants in the Slipping. 

house. But this, too, I am afraid, will ‘And now the plant—first a cutting— 

be full of “do this” and “do that.” or, if you wish, a “slip.” Here are 

some branches from which I will make 

House Plants. some cuttings. Don’t use the whole 

And, first, two principles it is neces-| branch. About two inches is the usual 

sary to adhere to most rigidly. One is,| jength of a cutting. Find by trying 

never have so many plants that you} with the knife where to make the cut. 

can not give each all the room it needs.| Up here it would be too soft and sappy. 

‘And the other is, never try to keep | It would wither away without making 

plants to which you can not give the roots, Down there it is too hard and 

proper conditions. If you have no very | woody. Roots would start but slowly 

sunny window restrict yourself to be-| jf it all. Use a sharp knife. Be careful 

gonias, ferns, palms, primroses, cycla-| pot to crush the stem but draw the 

men. But if you have a window to the| knife across, making a clean cut just 

South without a porch over it then you) below a joint. Trim off the lower 

may reasonably hope for success with | jeaves and if the cutting is too long cut 

most of the blooming plants. off the top. Put the cutting in some 

damp material to form roots. Coarse 

The Right Soil. sand well pressed down is best. Keep 

Next I wish to say a little about soil.| the sand moist, and if the atmosphere 

And first let me say with emphasis that] is dry and warm frequent light sprink- 

almost any soil will do for any plant. | ling of the leaves will prevent the cut- 

This is proved over and over again by| tings losing too much by evaporation. 

florists in different localities. One| Many things will root readily in ordi- 

j must use clay, another a light sandy | nary soil—this geranium cutting for in- 

loam, another a heavy black soil, and| stance. Let us pot it now. Throw 

all can and do succeed. Take any good] some soil into this small pot with one 

soil you may have, enrich it with well-| hand and holding the cutting with the 

i rotted manure (from the cowyard it is| other in the center of the pot fill up 

best). Use about one-fifth manure—| the pot with soil and press down hard. 

very well-rotted, remember—to four-| Put your fingers close to the cutting 

fifths soil. If you have a heavy clay|and make the soil very firm. Most 

soil a little sand or leaf mold will help| amateurs do not begin to press the soil 

be 
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hard enough. When finished the soil | Moe begin to take possession of the soil 

. should be within about one-half inch | —the soil is almost sure to become sour 

of the top, so that in watering you can | ana unfit for use. So get used to re- 

pour in enough at one time to soak| potting, keep some soil stored for use 

through. Water thoroughly and do not|in winter, and give your plants pots 

keep in bright sun for a week or two. | just the right size for them now and 

| Be careful not to over-water until roots| expect to repot in perhaps two months. 

are formed. Occasional light spraying | Slow-growing plants like palms and 

is gcod for the leaves when the soil| ferns only need repotting once in a 

does not need water. year or more, but most plants need 

Here is a cutting from the sand with| three or four shifts each year. And 

| roots just formed. It is perhaps three now we will repot this plant. Put a 

or four weeks since the cutting was) piece of broken dish or crock in the 

made. Fill the pot half full of soil.| bottom of this pot over the hole. That 

Put in the cutting and, holding it erect| is enough for this four-inch pot, as we 

and neither too high nor too low,| know that this geranium will need re- 

throw in more soil and press down very| potting in a short time. If it were a 

! thoroughly again. Water immediately | palm that I knew would stay a year in 

: and whenever necessary but not so fre-| the pot I would put in three or four 

quently as you would if the pot were| mcre pieces. Or if it were a larger pot 
full of roots. more drainage would be necessary. 

: Throw in enough soil to raise this ball 

| Repotting. of earth up to within a half or three- 

Here is a plant that has grown for | (uarters of an inch of the top of the pot. 

some time in this small pot and it is a| Keep the ball in the center, fill up with 
question whether it needs repotting yet | Soil and press down. Don’t break the 
or not. Look and see. It is not nec-| ball but press the soil down around it 

essary to get a knife to dig with. Just| With your fingers. If you can not get 

spread the fingers of the right hand|® finger in between the ball and the pot : 

over the soil in the pot, invert the pot| Use a stick and ram the soil down hard. 
with the other sand and a rap or two| It must be just as hard as the old ball 

of the edge ot the pot on the edge of | of earth, or the water will all run down 

the table wil! leave the whole mass of|®ronnd the edge and leave the center 
earth in your left hand. You can al-| ry. 

| ways do that if a plant has been prop- € . 

erly potted in a clean pot and you Watering. 

| choose the time when it is neither very} But when shall I water my plants, 

1 wet nor very dry. The roots to this! you say? When they need it. That is the 

plant are only just creeping out to the| only honest reply any one can make to 

outside. It does not need repotting| the question. I can not tell unless { 

yet. Let us try another. There—that| know the habit of the plant, whether it 

is what we call root-bound. It hurts) is making growth rapidly, whether the 

some plants to get so root-bound as pot is full of roots and what are the 

that, but a geranium will blossom the | conditions of temperature, moisture in 

better. In repotting use a pot only | the atmosphere and sunlight. To water 

i about an inch larger than the other.| intelligently you must know the condi- 

Repot often, for if a plant is given a pot | tion and requirements of each particu- 

too iarge—one in which the roots can | lar plant. But when you do water, wa- 

| sr ak a aac
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ter thoroughly so that it will run out| and sprinkle the leaves of the plants 

at the bottom of the pot, and do not both on the lower and upper side as 

water again until the soil has dried out.| often as you can afford time. Of course 

. If it is a geranium let it get dust dry—| our living rooms are too warm for al- 

do not let it wilt, but it should be hard | most all plants, but that is something 

and dry. A calla or an umbrella-plant | that can not be changed unless you 

you can soak each day at least. But| have a place for plants alone. 

there are no other plants that do not| And now I can not close without pay- 

need to become somewhat dry before | ing my respects to the angle worm. He 

they are watered. is harmless—perfectly harmless, unless | 

The worst thing you have to contend | there are so many in a small pot that 

against in an ordinary living room is a| they plow the soil up too much and 

dry atmosphere. On this account the make it too open and porous. So don’t 

kitchen is usually the best room in the| bake your soil and so destroy its fer- 

house for plants. Have a hand-sprayer | tility. 

GLEANINGS. 

MRS. F. H. MERRELL, Portage, Wis. 

We are told that in olden times it The Wife’s Province. 

was customary for the women and chil-| Farmers, come to the Institute and 

dren of the family to go into the har-| bring All your family with you, is the 

vest field, and following the reapers, | invitation printed upon the programs 

gather up the heads of grain which fell| and distributed throughout the state 

from the sheaves. In the times of| this winter, and every winter since the 

famine the poor were often permitted] work began the same spirit of welcome 

to glean, and in such cases were al-| ic the wives and daughters has been 

lowed to carry home the product of| maintained and the usual courtesies ex- 

their labors, much or little in amount, | tended. 

according to the care and thrift of the) Twelve years ago when such meetings 

reapers who went before. were almost an experiment in this state, 

i Now as I enter the field in search of I remember that the women waited in 

a subject upon which to prepare a paper the hotel or the grocery while the men 

for this Farmers’ Institute, I find that | and boys went up to the hall to see if 

so many diligent and thorough work-| any other women folks were there. 

ers have been in the same field before, | After dinner, if reports were favorable, 

that only scattering heads are left to| we went up ourselves for an hour or so, ~ 

me, which, if they prove upon the gath- | and stayed such time as we could spare 

ering to contain but little grain, I can|from the all-important work of g08- 

but ask the sympathy and indulgence | siping, sight-seeing and shopping. L 

of my audience. would like to know if such is the com- 

I am a farmer’s wife. I was born| mon practice yet? I fear it is, but why? 

and reared upon the farm. It is but| Because perhaps you say you are not 

natural that my interests and my sym- interested in the breeding or feeding 

pathies should center there. of the cattle, hogs, sheep, etc. You 

1 
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don’t care about farm drainage or crop|we undertake the business manage- 

1.tation. Well, you ought to, in a cer-| ment of a farm. 

tuin degree at least, for the income of 

the family and the value of the farm Our Boys and Girls. ‘ 
depend upon these very things, and I There is another side to the question. 

think the time is here when we women! The boys and girls of our homes absord 

ought to have a fairly accurate knowl-| and reflect the conditions which sur- 

edge of the business that is furnishing| round them. Father runs the farm us 

us a living. Unavoidable circumstances | he likes, pockets the profit if there is 

of one kind or another may put us in | any, and growls at hard times if there 

a position where it will be necessary| isn’t. Mother plods along year after 

fur us to assume management of that| year with no companionship, no rest, 

business, and many are the mistakes| no recreation. It is no wonder that in 

and discouragements we could. avoid it| such an atmosphere our sons and 
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Ft. Winnebago Farm. Home of Mrs. Merrell. Front view of farm buildings 

which occupy the exact site of old Ft. Winnebago. The smaller 

windmill pumps water from the old well built by the 
soldiers in the center of the hollow square. 

a due knowledge of it is provided for. ; daughters get a dislike for farm and 

The father of our little ones may sud-| country life and leave it at the first op- 

denly be cut down in the vigorand prime} portunity. 

of life, and as we return from the new 

grave on the hillside it may be, where A Mutual Interest. 
we have left him sleeping, we have not This state of things will be largely 

a woman’s heart or a mother’s love if; done away with when the fathers and 

we desire anything more than to keep| mothers have each an active, living in- 

our cnildren together and our home in-| terest in the other’s work, when there is 

tact. A woman’s wit and insight is a|a spirit of co-operation manifested and 

proverbially wonderful thing, but it is| nurtured among the different members 

hardly to be relied upon in the matter-| of the farmer’s family. In this age of 

of-fact struggle that commences when | co-operative effort, I know of no greater
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necessity for it than among our rural} plied with reading matter of a kind 

homes, right in the homes themselves. | which furnishes entertainment for the 

I do not mean that there should be| family and profitable instruction as 

an interchange of labor, that you should | well. Too many homes are there where 

go into the field, or that he should come | only a local weekly with a patent in- 

- into the kitchen to work, but that there | side furnishes the mental nutrition for 

should be an interchange of plans for the household and perhaps the neigh- 

the year’s work, the needed improve-| bors. It is an age of cheap papers ana 

ments or the farm management; and| cheap books, and although there are ) 

right here let me say it is a good idea | some publications that would be dear at 

to include as many of the children as| any price, still it is not a very difficult y 

s are old enough to understand such mat- matter to make a few wise selections 

ters. Do not be afraid, my dear farmer | which will furnish rest and stimulus to 

friend, to take your wife and children | the different members of the family. 

into your confidence. You will find en-| . 

couragement in her interest, and in A Study for the Wife. 

their hearty willingness to help, a‘lev-} Jt is quite time our farmers’ wives 

erage that will not be small in lifting pegan to get awake. We are too prone 

mortgages. to follow in the ruts and to adhere to 

The financial side of this question is| tne traditions of our ancestors, forget- 

worthy of least consideration. The hap-| ting that as there is advancement and 

piness and development of a family de-| improvement in all lines of labor, so 

pend almost entirely upon this under-! there must be in our own if we but find 

standing and consideration, and the| it out. Thereare fifty agricultural schools 

man who gives his family a chance to| and colleges in the United States where 

develop intellectually as well as physi-| much attention is paid to the scientific 

cally may not lift the mortgage fr oe feeding of all kinds of farm animals. It 

the farm quite so quickly, but he runs| seems to me that it would be a great 

no risk of making a transfer of it from| geal to the point in this age of balanced 

the farm to the lives of the wife and rations if some practical attention was 

children. It is an easier thing to pay | paid to the feeding of the farmer him- 

interest upon a mortgage than upon a | self. 

blighted life or a starved soul, and) (ooking is an art which has enabled 

when your sons have grown to man’s! man to subjugate to his use many of 

estate and are filling positions of re-| the elements of nature, and yet it is so 

sponsibility and trust and your daugh- | little understood and so much abused 

ters it may be are filling with becoming | that often the articles of food in their 

dignity their own sphere in life, your|raw or uncooked state would more 

bank account may not be long, but — nearly meet the requirements of the 

can still with truth look back upon @| human body. 

life whose success is not counted ms I do not mean to imply that the 

material things. cooking of our farmers’ wives is bad, 

| or that all the bad cooking is found in 

Reading for the Farm Home. | the country, but that if we more clearly 

It has been said that, “There is no understood the important part that the 

entertainment so cheap as reading nor | food and its preparation plays in the 

any pleasure so lasting.” A few, a nourishment and growth of the body, 

: very few, of our farm homes are sup- there is not the slightest doubt but
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that some of our articles of diet would; We know the difficulties of reaching 

undergo a change or else be laid aside and interesting the women on the farm, 

entirely. and yet the future welfare of our state 

2 By demands that something shall be done 

Bea ee to increase the economic value of their 
. The time is not far distant when our| labor. 

states will provide departments of do- I believe there are some efforts being 

mestic knowledge that will reach and| made along this line in several of our 

include the women on the farm. It is) states. The next step in the right di- 

a comparatively easy matter to reach| rection will be taken when the corps 

. the women of the towns and cities, but} of workers who now travel the state 

the isolation of our country homes is| doing missionary work among the 

an element that has always worked| farmers shall be paralled by another 2 | 

. against any effort to bring about a|corps doing equally efficient work 

change in their manners and customs, | among the women of his family. | 

EDUCATION. 

L. D. HARVEY, Supt. Public Instruction, Madison, Wis. 

By what right does the state engage 

in the business of education? By what 

right does it organize a system of 

— schools and provide for their mainten- 

oo Sie, ance through taxation? By what right 

Etec > does it determine what instruction shall 
Eo %, be given in those schools and what the 

_ 4 qualifications of the teachers shall be. 
oes og) By what right does it establish and 
ed maintain institutions for training the 

. Aer teachers of those schools, and by what 

. Si ao right does it go still further and say to 

i the parents of children in the state of 
y- Wisconsin that they must send these 

bs i children to some school, public or pri- 

FE vate, for a certain portion of the year. 

ki The state is here touching the indi- 

vidual very closely, and there must be 

i some basis of right for this action on 

] the part of the state. 
I shall not attempt to discuss this in 

basis of right in detail, but simply state 

L. D. HARVEY. this single proposition, which, as I un- 

derstand, is the fundamental one upon 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- | which the right of the state to establish 

men:—The subject of education is a| and maintain an educational system 

large one and an important one. | rests. It is this, that the state has a
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right, and it is its duty to do whatever | Training the Mind. 

ig needful to be done for training in| In this training of the intelligence 

good citizenship, because upon good there are several things to be consid- 

. citizenship depends the perpetuity of — and I believe that we must take 

the state. 
|up, first, the matter which is to be 

| taught. What shall it be? I cannot 

| undertake, to-night, to discuss fully the 

Demands of Good Citizenship. | courses of study of the various kinds of 

schools in an educational system; but, | 

Now, what are some of the things|}rieqy, there must be a training which 

which good citizenship demands? |!) .,4) cultivate the different powers of 

shall speak briefly of two or three of the mind, the different forms of its 

these. 
activity—the memory, the imagination, 

First, I take it that good citizenship | the reasoning powers, the judgment. 

demands a trained intelligence, and by| we get that training sometimes 

that I mean something more than the | through books, but many timés outside 

mere storing of the mind with knowl- | of books, and we should do far better, 

edge, the accumulation of masses of | [ think, if we had more of the training 

material. The words “trained intelli- in dealing with the material which lies 

gence” mean power to use the intelli- | outside of the text-books. Too often, in 

gence to certain definite purposes and is text-book work, we stop short of 

ends, and that is the fundamental thing | the truth. We simply cram the mind 

which the schools must undertake. | with facts and fondly imagine that we 

‘That is basic. No man can succeed in| are training the mind of the child and 

any vocation who does not have | developing it, whereas, .it frequently 

trained intelligence, and the better the | happens that instead of forming and 

training, the more highly developed the | developing, we are warping and stunt- 

intelligence, other things being equal, | ing the intellect. We give no time for 

the greater the success of the individ-| the assimilation of this material; it is 

ual in any department of life. Without | not worked over in the mind of the 

a trained intelligence the individual is | child, thus becoming a part of his living 

liable to become dependent upon the | being, which is the essential thing. We 

community, and the people at large are | have come to believe, too many of us, 

taxed for his support and maintenance. | that education is a thing of books, that 

But the state has not done its full| we are simply to gather up what others 

duty when it simply provides for the] bave said, to accumulate that knowl- 

training of the intellect. It must go edge, and that when we have done that, 

further than that and do something for | we have become educated; but you 

the development of character, a charac- | need not go very far in any community 

ter which shall guide and control the | to find men whose opportunities for % 

actions of the intellect for the well be-| the study of books have been very 

ing of the individual, and of the state | meagre, but whose intelligence is keen, - 

of which he forms a part. Any public | whose reasoning power has been devel- 

school or any private school, which ional oped, and this has happened because 

; not undertake to do these two lines of | these men have secured their training in 

work, is failing in those things which | contact with the things about them, in 

are absolutely essential, in my judg- | the doing of things which their envi- 

ment, for good citizenship. 
ronment has given them to do. So I
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i think we may learn a lesson from these | the things which the individual, even 
i instances which occur all about us, and|if he does not have to do, will be the 
H it is possible that in our schools we may | better for because he can do; because, 
i incorporate into the training of the in-| after all, education does not mean stor- 

telligence something further, and some- ing the mind and spending the time »f 
thing even more beneficial than much our lives in idle dreaming; its results 
of the work that we have been doing. are shown in doing; in the activities of 

As I sat here to-night and listened to life; and it is not complete or valuable 
the very excellent address of the young | vntil this training of the intelligence 
lady who gave us some very practical | shows itself in the doing ot things 

= illustrations in making cuttings and/ worth doing; then education has be- 
. potting plants, it occurred to me that| come a vital, valuable thing. So, then, 
| the training which enabled her to de-|I would plead for the white man, for the 
. termine just how much of a cutting to| white boy and girl in our schools, that 
. use, and just how to place it in the pot, | they may have training of the eye and 

was as valuable a training as would | the hand, as well as the red man, or 
) come, perhaps, from the study of equa-| any other man. 

tions or the solving of a mathematical 
problem, or the declension of a Latin Training Eye and Hand. 
noun. As I listened to the speaker who Why should the eye be trained? How 
just preceded me, and to his strong plea many of us go through life and see the | 
for industrial education for the red | heauties that lie about us? If in our | man, I said to myself, why specially for | schools we undertake the training of the Indian, why not for the white man, the eye, so that the individual may see 
as well as for the Indian. things about him as they are, and in 

i ae their relation to other things, we open 
Industrial Training. up a broad vista for that individual, the 

Tke great majority of our children mn exploration of which will be a pleasure 
the schools must earn their livelihood and a profit to him all through his life. 
by the toil of their hands; they cannot | In doing that, we are training his intel- 
all live by their wits; they must live by | ligence in a way which will be of use 
taking part in the ordinary vocations | to him, no matter where he may be, 
which demand manual labor. whether in a lawyer’s or a doctor’s of- 
Now, what does this industrial train- fice, whether in the pulpit, on the farm, 

ing do? It seems to me that it does | in the shop, or engaged in the mercan- 
this. Whenever any individual under-| tile pursuits, he will always be the bet-« 
takes any piece of industrial work, I| ter for that training. But, when we 
care not whether it be the use of a tool,| confine the work of training in our 
the potting of a plant, or the plowing | schools to the printed words on the 
cf a field, or any other line of industrial page, and nothing more, we are depriv- 
work to which he brings his intelli-| ing the ‘child of something to which he 
gence, there come into activity the same | is entitled. 
qualities of mind which are brought in-| Buc let us follow that a little further 
to activity by the very best of the work into the training of the hand, so that : of the schools. Not only can you bring every movement may become automatic. 
these qualities of mind into play, but | There lies back of the movement of the 
you are bringing them into play in re-| hand the activity of the mind—the 
lation to the vital concerns of life, with | mind to direct, to guide, to determine
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what the movements of the hand shall) cerns every other field of human en- 

be, the mind to judge whetlier or not deavor. There should be implanted in 

the act of the hand has been performed the mind of the child an ideal which 

in the proper way, with proper ac- will not permit him to cut a slip and do — 

curacy, or whether it must be done|it carelessly; which will not permit 

again—until the act of the hand be-|him to do any piece of work in any 

comes an habitual one. At every stage | other than the best possible way; there 

in the progress, until it becomes purely | should be implanted in his mind an 

automatic, there must be the control of | ideal which will demand always of 

the hand by the intellect, and I take it him truthfulness and honesty; which 

this is one of the best possible ways of| will not permit him to act a lie, 

training the intellect. In this training while he would not tell it by words or 

that we are to give in our schools 1| write it; which will not permit him to 

would have, not only the training that think first and foremost and always of 

comes from the accumu!ation of all that himself, and last, if ever, of others; an 

has beer given to us in books, in our ideal which shall develop unselfishness, 

study of the problems of science, | care and thought for others, considera- 

mathematics and classics, but I wouid | tion for parents, for mates, friends and 

have that training of the intellect | associates. These are the ideals which 

which comes with the training of the| will develop good citizenship, patriotic 

eye and the training of the hana, be-| sentiment, and the qualities which go 

cause, in the training you are doing the|to make up American manhood and 

vital thing; you are training the indi- | womanhood. 

vidual to command his own powers and These ideals are not mere day 

to do something in the world’s work. |dreams. They are ideals whose reali- 

z zation must be desired by the child, 

Development of Character. and for which he is willing to strive 

But that is not enough. You may and work, and the teacher who does not 

train an individual in all these ways, succeed in developing such ideals is 

and yet he may become a curse to the failing in a very vital point in this edu- 

community, unless you have also devel-| cation for citizenship. 

oped solid character, and so in the edu- | z 

cational institutions, supported by the Cultivate Truthfulness. 

state, it becomes the duty of the nate | But we must go still further than 

by every power which it can command, | that. These ideals must find their 

to see to it that the people who are | working out in habits where the mind 

charged with administering this work | comes to work automatically, as the 

shall be people who are able to develop hand comes to work automatically un- 

and round out the character of the| der the law of habit. We must culti- ~ 

young who are coming under their in- vate a habit of truthfulness—when the 

struction. That means two or three | individual tells the truth, not as the 

things. One is, that in the work of the | result of a careful weighing of proba- 

schools, in the development and forma- | bilities, not because, after thinking the 

tion of character, there should be im- matter all over, he concludes in this 

planted in the minds of the children | particular case that honestly is the best 

high and noble ideals of living, acting, policy—not at all, but when he tells the 

thinking and doing, not only as con-| truth just as a matter of habit. He 

cerns the field of morals, but as con-' does not think of telling anything else.
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y He does the honest thing, the generous; you consider your child’ and your 
: thing, in the same way—because he has | neighbor’s child, and the future of 
: always done it. these children in the state, and as indi- 

; But even that is not all. There will | viduals, will you put over against a few 
come times in his life when the actions | paltry dollars the question of the train- 

| of the hour are not habitual ones, when | ing of the child’s intelligence, of the 
i he stands confronting new conditions, | formation of the child’s character, mak- 

ql and new problems are sprung upon him | ing him a useful and valuable member 
/ in a moment. Then the judgment/ of society? If you do, I fear you make 

must come into play to determine] a grave mistake. 

i whether he shall do this or the other 
thing; when this judgment has decided 

! for the right thing, there must be the The Best is the Cheapest. 
trained will back of it which impels No, my friends, in determining who 

: him onward to do that right thing, even | shall be the trainer of the citizens of 
: though it is the first time it has come this state, the question of money con- 
; up for his consideration and determin- | sideration is the last one. The first 

"ation. question is always, what are the qual- 
So there are four things, vital in the | ifications of this indivdual who is to do 

development of character: 1—A trained this grand and noble work, this making 
intelligence; 2—The formation of high | of men and women. You would not 
and noble ideals; 3—The formation and | think of putting into a factory a piece 
development of good habits, intellec- | of machinery that was inadequate, be- 

| tual, moral and physical; and 4—The/ cause it was cheap. You would not 
development and training of the will of | think of putting into your factory a 

the individual. |cheap superintendent, just because he 
was cheap. No, you always look for 

| SQ Ts the best equipped and the best qualified 
Now, how are we to get this trained | individual to do that work. And why? 

intelligence? How are we to get this| Because there is money in it, that is 

development of character? We must | why. And there isn’t any money in a 

get them through an organization of | business unless it is organized and con- 

the educational forces of the state and | ducted on this basis,is there? When you 

of the community, remembering always farmers buy stock, what do you buy? | 

that the central force in bringing about The cheapest you can find? It has 7 
these results in the individual is the | taken a long time for the farmers in | 
teacher, and in determining the fitness! this state, and others, to learn that it . 

of the teacher to discharge the dt.ties| doesn’t cost any more to keep blooded 

which lie along this line of training for | stock than it does mongrel stock, and 

citizenship, we must keep these ends| that the product is worth very much 

in view. more. Now they are looking for the 

In the selecton of a teacher, shall we | best they can find, and that is business. 

say it is best to get one that can be had| I wonder when it comes to the train- 

for $15 a month? We can get that sort | ing of our children, whether we should 

of people who are called teachers, and | be any less considerate in the choice of _ 

sometimes, my friends, I fear the ques-/a teacher than in the choice of a hog 

tion of whether it is $15 or $25 a month| it will pay best to keep on the farm. 

is the uppermost question. But when ' That is a plain way of putting it, but it
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is the plain business proposition which | a sum of money is expended annually 

confronts us. i for so vital an interest, where so little 

So I want to plead with you, Jadies | business management is introduced into 

and gentlemen, ‘you who are interested | the handling of the enterprise. I have 

in educational movements in the com- looked for it in vain. You will find it 

munity where you live, you who have|in no municipality, in no state or na- 

children to be trained with all their tional government anywhere. This is 

possibilities of manhood and woman-| always the end of business organiza- 

hood lying dormant, ready to be devel-| tion—to reach the desired ends most ef- 

oped, I want to appeal to you, when you | fectively with the least waste of time 

are selecting the person who is to train|and money. That is what we under- 

the children—yours and the children of | take to do with business organizations 

your neighbors—that you will keep in| and that is what we ought to undertake 

mind the qualities of heart and mind | to do in our common school system in 

which are needed in the teacher if the the State of Wisconsin. Are we doing 

best results are to be secured. There it to-day? The City of Milwaukee has 

is something more necessary than | 851 teachers, I think the best body of 

merely putting a teacher into a school-| teachers in the State of Wisconsin, 

room. 
nearly every one of them a university 

or Nermal school graduate, with expe- 

Supervision Necessary. rience. Those teachers are gathered 

If any of you gentlemen were en- within a little area not the size of one 

gaged in an industrial enterprise where of your townships, where they can be 

you employed a number of men, would visited very readily, twenty of them in 

yet set those men to work and then go|2 single building. And yet I think it | 

off and leave them, or would you watch will surprise you when I say to you that 

them and see that their work was prop- the city of Milwaukee spends every year 

erly organized and carried out. One in the supervision of those 851 teachers, 

thing is sure, if you do not you will go $20,000 more than the entire State of 

into bankruptcy, your business will be Wisconsin spends in supervising the 

closed up. The same thing is true in 8,416 schools wherein there were 9,000 

the matter of education. There must teachers last year. It may also be in- 

iP be a business organization of these eau-| teresting to you to know that in the 

cational forces if you are to get the best | Office of the City Superintendent of 

results. 
the City of Milwaukee there is ex- 

‘There are 300,000 children in the|Pended every year $7,000 more for 

schools of this state under the super- | S@laries than is expended in the office 

vision of the County Superintendents, of the State Superintendent of Public 

and o? the 300,000 less than five per Seneucston! in Wisconsin. 

cent. will ever get beyond those schools. | 

We expended last year $3,171,000 in the 6 

maintenance of these district cat | Business Principles. 

We have large industries, commercial | Now, the point I want to get at is 

and political interests in this state, but| this: Why is it that the people of Mi\ 

I want to inquire of you as intelligent | waukee expend that amount of money 

citizens, as business men, if you can tell|in the supervision of their schools? 

me of any other interest in this broad | They do it because they believe it pays, 

land, so great as this, where so larg?! just exactly as every great industrial
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1 enterprise in that city and in every send The Training for Farmers’ Children. = 
spends large sums of money for close! {| want to talk just a moment on an- 

f and effective supervision so as to well other phase of education. You are 
| the desired ends with the least waste of | gathered here at this Farmers’ Insti- 

time. They are adopting business prin-| tute to discuss the problems which con- 
ciples there just as they are in every| cern the farmer; a large number of 
city in this land. Have they all made | these Institutes are held annually. We 
a mistake, or is the mistake on the have a magnificent agricultural depart- 
other side? Is it not possible that there | ment in connection with our State Uni- 
could be a little more money put into| versity, doing a grand work for this 

' the supervision of the 8,416 schools| State. This work is worthy the support 
than we are now putting in? Would| of every public-minded citizen, and I 
we not get better results if we could|am not putting it on any theoretical 

: have better business organization? I| grounds. I am not talking as a school 
want you to consider seriously whether | teacher now, I am putting it simply on 
there is not an opportunity for the in-| the grounds of dollars and cents given 
troduction of business organization and | back to the people of this State, because 
business methods in the handling of | of the work done through these agencies, 
this great interest, the education of this| and I want to suggest to you that I be- 
vast number of children who go to| lieve in the extension of the idea I spoke 
school but six or six and a half months | of a few moments ago, of the training of 
a year, whereas in Milwaukee they have | the eye and hand by manual training in 
ten months. There are forty-three | the schools; it should be carried out so 
counties in this State with a number of| that the bay and girl upon the farm 
schools ranging from one hundred to| and in the little rural school, not hav- 
two hundred and ninety-four, each| ing the opportunities for the better ad- 
county under the supervision of a single| vantages which the city offers in its 
superintendent, and there are many, | school systems, could receive the bene- 
many schools in many of those counties | fits of such extension. I would give 
which the superintendent has not vis-| them that training of the eye and the 
ited during the past year, and in some| hand, that cultivation of the taste that 
eases for two or three years. My| should lead the boy and girl to see more 
friends, an effective supervision is as beauty in farm life, in the country = 
essential in the school room as it is in| about him. I left the farm when I was 
the chair factory or on the railroad, or | fifteen years old, and one of the reasons 
anywhere else. Remember that at least | why I left it was that there was so little 
one-third of the teachers in these| there which furnished anything pleas- 
schools are new people, absolutely with- ing, nothing but hard work and long 
cut experience in teaching, and they|days, one after the other, the year 
need the help of the supervisor to pre- through, and no prospects ahead that I 
vent loss of time and energy. So I plead | could see. I had none of the training 
with you to-night for a business organ-| for which I am asking now, the train- 
ization of the common school system of | ing which would lead me to see that 
the State of Wisconsin. That is the| there was an ample field for the exer- 
standard by which you run your farms, | cise of my best powers upon the farm. 
your factories, your creameries, and| If we could introduce into the homes of 
dairies, the standard by which every | the country some of this training in the 
business enterprise is carried on. theory and art of agriculture, some of 

, 

7
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these simple things which should show | which I believe it is entirely feasible to 

to those children the possibilities for | introduce. I know there is agitation 

finding employment pleasurable and to-day to put this work into the district 

profitable on the farm and in the coun-| schools at once. You cannot do it, my | 

try, I believe we should prevent some friends. 
i 

of the rush of the country people to the| I have worked in these schools for i 

city. We shall keep the boy and girl| twenty-five years and have seen such 

on the farm only as we make it more | experiments tried, and the only result | 

attractive to them, and I speak of the| would be to put back the work which | 

girls because they need the same kind| you want to do, ten or fifteen years. | 

of training. I would not have this edu- Let us organize schools in different por- | 

cation of a quality which shall simply | tions of the State, awaken an interest 

fit the individual for the farm, because in our Normal schools, and in the | 

I believe that the kind of training| meantime have the work so organized 

which would best fit them for the work) on a business basis that it can be in- 

of the farm is at the same time the best troduced in every school where the 

possible training of the intelligence and | children are old enough to receive in- 

the best preparation in life. ‘struction. 

I believe, then, that we need a trained <s 

intelligence, not simply from the study 

: What We Need. of books, but a training of the eye and 

If we could have established in many! the hand that can go on and keep pace . 

of the townships in this State a high | with the study of pooks. We need de- 

school which should bring in the boys | velopment of character, and in order to 

end girls from the surrounding coun-|do that we must have the highest 

try, and we could have given in those quality of teaching power if we get the 

schools instruction in the fundamentals | best results. In determining the qual- 

of agriculture so that the work there|ity of the teaching power, we need 

should be correlated with the work of careful consideration; we need to look 

the Agricultural Department of the|at this matter purely from a business 

University, we should introduce into) standpoint of the ends to be sought and 

our educational system something that | what is necessary to secure those ends, 

it sadly lacks to-day, and fmentrs| and then, shall we pay for it? 

| }
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THE WORK OF WOMEN’S CLUBS. : 

MRS. A. C. NEVILLE, Pres. State Federation of Women’s Clubs, 

Green Bay, Wis. 

Sa intellect. Even St. Paul, who had a 
Ae " keen insight into most things, failed to 

a to een. gees. = foresee the place she was to fill in the 
Se jac world. In his letter to the Church at 

’ ees Corinth he wrote: “The head of every 
ia man is Christ, and the head of the 

J ghe woman is the man; a man indeed is the 
Sere image and glory of God, but the woman 

eS Ne =, |is the glory of man; neither was the 
peters es man created for woman, but the woman 
Ra es -|for the man.” Putting forth boldly 

, ee Aaa = | these and other assertions regarding 
ane a = | woman's position, a second thought 
RS ON "= | caused him to add concerning this, “I 
Sp en 4 {| have no commandment of the Lord but 

eee | cive my own judgment.” 
toe nie a got Since time began there has been a 

' % ca 2 eS Ea gradual evolution in the development 
‘e ee as ray of woman, and consequently in her 

= rs ee ee Be a place in the conduct of affairs. There 

Qe ee Leo were learned women in England in 
cee Elizabeth’s age, but learning was not 

popular. It is not half a century since © is 
Mrs. A. C. NEVILLE. Tennyson wrote: 

There is a world of mind and a worid| “She knows but matters of the house 
of matter. In the beginning it was the) And he, he knows a thousand things.” 
physical that predominated, and man—| Jane Austin was no mean writer of 
ihe man with the strongest brute force. | fiction for her day, yet she was consid- 
was exalted as leader. As time passed | ered a “blue stocking,”’and her writings 
mind found its place in the develop-| did not add to her popularity. She 

ment of the world, but learning hid| gave expression to her discontent and 2 . 

itself among the religious orders, and | contempt of the age in which she lived, 

many rulers of great nations knew not; when she wrote: “A woman if she = 

even the letters that spelled their| have the misfortune to know anything 

names. should conceal it as well as she can.” 

Women’s Place in Olden Times. Women’s Sphere To-day. 

What, was woman’s place in this age In the last century there were many 

of darkness and ignorance? She was| brilliant women, sparkling in conversa- 
the slave, the drudge or the plaything | tion, wielding an influence in politics, 

of man, supposed to be without soul or| but in the nineteenth century they are
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found filling a new place, and because; houses. So they have, but it became ' 

they were ready for it they have | necessary, for men have pushed into | 

quietly, without ostentation, taken their | their sphere as weavers, bakers, mil- i 

exalted position shoulder to shoulder | liners, dressmakers. 

with man. They aim no higher, and| One of the multi-millionaires of New 

are sharing his burdens while enjoying | York, not long ago, had a chef to whom | 

with him the wholesome pleasure of | he paid a salary of $5,000 per annum— 

life” Now that they have come into| note that when a man is a cook he be- | 

their own no one rejoices more than comes a chef and draws a salary, not ) 

their co-worker; he gives them the | wages. This chef resigned his position 

lighter end of the burden and shields | because his employer—you would not 

them even more tenderly than of old, | say master—added salt to the soup F 

while through their eyes he sees the which his dictum had passed upon as 

world in another light and is finding | perfect. So men stepping into woman’s | 

new manhood and new happiness. place become autocratic and demand 

The intellectual awakening of women and receive higher pay for the same 

in our day can not be traced to any one work, where woman takes the man’s 

set of influences; there have been many | place conditions are reversed. In days 

at work. The clubs, which are a part| gone by certain duties were performed 

of the general evolution, have had much | at “early candle light,” and who was it 

to do in showing to them the wealth of | furnished the candles? From early 

their own minds, in quickening their dawn women slaved at this unsavory 

mental and spiritual life. Woman’s| toil. The tallow was tried out and 

sense of duty, which is strong and melted while the air was redolent. It 

which when she disregards it causes her| was well that the houses stood apart, i 

‘to suffer, gives her a feeling of respon- for it was always “Candle day” in some 

sibility towards the development, te tool and where would have been 

mental improvement of self that finds | the fragrance of the eglantine, the four 

its answer in club work. Through | o‘elock and the pink, had our dear, 

them she has stepped out into the free- | dainty old grandmothers had only the 

dom of the outer air and has found a/| smell of melted tallow in their nostrils 

kinship with the whole world. | from Sunday to Sunday? Man stepped 

I have said before and I hope I may | in‘ and took to himself the lighting of 

be pardoned for repeating here that | the world, and now “we press the but- 

women have found time for self-cu' ture, | ton and he does the rest.” He makes 

for clubs, through the changes in their the butter and the cheese, he makes the 

relation to labor, caused by men taking | shirts, he launders the linen and he 

to themselves much of the work that} makes the bread, the cake, the crackers. 

was formerly considered exclusively So we might go on through the whole 

theirs. Many of the things which x cme of baking, weaving, sewing, 

the old time bound them down, which | but it is unnecessary for my point. 

held head and hand in the thraldom of} A pretty clock once stood on the : 

weary work, have, through the develop- | dressing table of a young girl, of which 

ment of science, become unnecessary. |.a friend said to her, “Excuse me, my 

There is a cry among men that women | dear, but your clock does not seem to 

are crowding them out in their domain, | keep correct time.” “Oh, you are mis- 

becoming clerks, lawyers, doctors, | taken,” replied the girl, “ihat clock is 

brokers and even practical builders of all right, the trouble is you don’t un-
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derstand its peculiarities; when both its; have been freed from the .drudgery of 

lands stand at twelve it strikes six and| half a century ago and have now time 

1 know that it is half past four.” for culture, for entertainment, for clubs. 

Longfellow said truly, 

+ “Things are not what they seem.” Women’s Clubs. 
Club life is uplifting. It takes us 

Intelligent Methods. out of the ruts of thought and action 

To some masculine minds women|and gives us a broader outlook; a 
seem to be wasting time in attendance | deeper insight. After the first pleasure 

at clubs for which home duties are neg-| of the study of art, literature, history, 

lected, and they judge so because the| politics, philanthropy, it is discovered 

housework is not done as their mothers | that the true secret of knowledge is not 

did it. They forget that it is they, with | “to know, but to do.” 

| their multiplied patents, their improved | Shakespeare says:— | 
clothes wringers and dish washers, | “Thyself and thy belongings 

sewing machines and cooking utensils, | Are not thine own so proper as to waste 

in which a whole dinner may be cooked | Thyself upon thy virtue, they on thee. 

at once, who have made housekeeping | Heaven doth with us as in with torches 

light work, besides the greater part as| Not light them for ourselves; for if our 

done of old, to-day they do themselves. virtues 

The art of spinning, weaving, salting | Did not go forth of us, ’twere all alike 

down meats and stringing apples have| As if we had them not.” 

become lost arts in the family economy The Wisconsin State Federation of 

by the march of progress. But the sci-| Women’s Clubs is to-day composed of 

ence of home making and home keeping | 115 clubs with anindividual membership 

has become a finer art. If the old ways, of over four thousand, and these four 

are gone the new ways are better.| thousand women, while aiming towards 

Woman to-day is giving to the home a| intellectual development, towards cul- 

more intelligent service than ever be-| ture, towards betterment of self, have 

fore; she has studied sanitary laws, and| gained the true wisdom of altruistic 

the air is pure and the drinking water | thought, and are reaching back to help 

free from the contamination of out-| others to come up higher, for Goethe 

buildings—that sure breeder of typhoid | gives assurance, “On every height there 

and diphtheria. She has studied psy-/| lies repose.” 

cology and knows that her child thinks Some years ago in a fine public dis- 

; before he speaks, that the development | course I heard it said, that it were well 

i of the mind must be slow; and so be-| if all could realize the power of indi- 

7 cause she knows her children grow| viduals when combined in a mass. A 

' normally into the similitude of the| torchlight procession is made up of 

divine mind. She knows food values, | many single men, each bringing his sol- 

[ and so the bodies of those of her house-| itary lantern from his own home, but 

hold are properly nourished and the| when they are massed together and 

| mechanism not stunted nor worn out on| their various lights, blue, red and green 

waste material. and white, may be seen playing and 

‘Women have had time to learn these, | flashing in the far distance they present 

and a thousand other things, because|a sublime spectacle and scem a grand 

men have taken upon themselves so| army marching on to victory. So club 

| much that of old was their work they| women bring together their diverse 
i 

i ee 4 - .
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many colored lights and let them shine, tee would lend its aid in the improve- 

before men, and they appear not simply | ment of the schools of its district. The 

as so many separated individuals, but} Art Interchange Committee would assist 

as the Sacramental host, moving on as| in instruction as to what may be done 

with flaming torches and streaming| to improve the school rooms and send 

banner to the conquest of the world. to it cases of traveling pictures to be 

used either in the home or the school. 

Clubs for the Farmer’s Wife and| From the Reciprocity Bureau it could 

Daughters. obtain the loan of excellent papers on 

A half dozen or a dozen neighboring almost any line of study prepared by 

women in a farming community form a Club Women with access to large ref- 

club,—they may call it a Kensington | erence libraries,—Town and Village Im- 
Club or they may call themselves The| Provement, a work introduced into the 

Daughters of Ceres. They meet once a| federation this year, would be found as 
week, and some one reads while the useful in the country as in the town, 

others sew and they have many delight-| for there is always room for improve- 

ful afternoons. At first only the pleas-| ment everywhere. It has been said 

ure of intercourse holds them together, | that Uncle Sam keeps house on bache- 
then comes the desire for a more formal| lor principles, and so this branch of 

organization, more definite work. A work has come to be known as a little 

president is elected and the meetings house cleaning out of doors. As wom- 

thereafter are conducted according to|en’s clubs in other states are doing 

parliamentary usage. Where is the gain what they can for the beautifying of 

in this formality, you ask? It teaches| their own towns and have been able to 

how to properly conduct a meeting,| accomplish great things by combining 

how to put a motion, the rules of de- their forces and creating a public senti- 

bate, above all how to be governed by a; Ment that has made the community 
majority. It rubs off rough corners, | @shamed of what it has placidly put up 

and the characteristics of each become | With before then, why may they not in 
rounded, symmetrical, and women so| Wisconsin, and together cause our 

trained may be thrown into any work | beautiful State in town and country to 

with others without inharmony or fric-| blossom like the rose? ; 
tion. The club, from reading stories or 

books, excellent in itself, takes up a Children’s Aid. : 

serious course of study, and then, or/ In the Talmud it is saig, “The breath 

even at the first, adds its torch to the| of the children is the salvation of the 

light of the federation and is helped as} world.” So the federation aims in this 

it is helpful. branch to interest and work through 

Such a club can be sustained as well | the children. They are formed into Jun- 

in the country as in the city, if dis-|ior Good Road Leagues and furnished 

tances are not too great, and it will be| badges which show their membership. 

the more valuable to its members be-| They are taught that they may serve 

cause of their separateness from the| their community by taking out of the 

distractions of town. It would find help|road these round stones that never : 

for its work in the federation. The|crush but roll back and forth, with 

Library Committee would furnish it|every passing wheel, working a larger 

outlines of study and traveling refer- and larger hole in which water settles 

ence books. The Educational Commit-| until the road is filled with deep ruts,
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Children in many places properly en-) try is free from the menace of sewer 

couraged have taken great pride in this| gas and dirty alleys, but has it yet | 

work, also in reporting needed improve-| learned the distances foul disease- 

ments to proper authorities which they, | breeding germs will travel through the 

passing over the roads so many times | soil viciating the well water. 

weekly to and from school, discover be- 
fore others, and promptly reporting| The Farm Home and Surroundings. 

save delay and added expense. The) Some homes on the farms of Wiscon- 
work is further promoted through the gin are as beautiful in the refinement 
children by the “Do” and “Don’t” cards | of surroundings as any to be found in 

which are furnished free by the feder-/ the cities. But there are others, more 
ation and now hang in every room of | especially in the northern part of the 

very many schools. They are printed | state, far otherwise. In the cities it is ; 
on large squares of cardboard and read: | the fashion to keep all the machinery 

DO of work out of sight. Kitchens are 

Make your street and yard in front — e na Se ye us ae 

and rear cleat and attractive. and odors, while on one of the beauti- 

__. Piant shrubs, vines and flower seeds. | +) avenues of Milwaukee, stables cost- 
Pick up loose paper. ing thousands of dollars are placed out 

DON’T of sight below a hill, at the back of the 

Throw upon sidewalks or into the | 8Tunds, so as not to interfere with the 
street fruit skins or waste paper. view of the lake. Sometimes = the 

Spit on floor or sidewalks. country, in the exaggerated idea of 
Throw stones at birds. utility, all other is lost sight of, and 

Injure trees or flowers planted in outbuildings crowd close to the house, 
public places. shutting off the view of distant hills or 

Mark walls or buildings. rippling streams, and are always a re- 

: minder of the drudgery of life, to say 

On many of our Wisconsin farms| jining of even .more disagreeable 
there are attractive homes, some of things. “ 

which have been illustrated in previous | If the buildings are there the women 

= — but frequently we ~~ — | of the household can do something to 

and I might say health sacrifice 0 | 
what is thought to be convenience, and | re sess eax un 

the ‘barn, the granary, im fact al the | off the unsightly things; if they are yet 
: out-buildings, elbow the house in UN-/+, >. puilt they can use their influence 

wholesome proximity. to have them relegated to their proper 
In an old churchyard in a Kentish place in the rear. Those buildings do 

village there was not long ago discov-| 14+ gain interest or beauty, either 
ered the following epitaph: when covered with posters of a by-gone 

“In the morning I went forth well, circus or advertisements of stove pol- 
Brought home my death, took by 4@| ish, plug tobacco or its antidote, where 

smell; you are requested “not to spit your life 

Therefore in death always prepare, away.” 
To meet our Lord and Saviour there.” In Wisconsin, as in most other parts 

Thus it is to Heaven we ascribe the | of the country, we have been too busy 

ills brought on by ourselves. The coun-! clearing up lands and growing out of 

|
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the log cabin period to have had time belp, women in many towns are open 

to devote to the esthetics of life, to that | ing rest rooms for country women, 

which is the development of beauty, | where they and their children may 

but now, in most parts of the state, we spend the time while waiting for hus- 

are free from the long grind, and wood- | bands detained by business, and club 

piles are relegated to the rear. Vines | women meet them there on an equal 

clamber over the porches, lawns are | footing, and mutual good is gained. The 

cut, trees are planted along the road| world of thought grows broader as 

sides, flowers are in front instead of | progress is made, and a woman is no 

vegetables, and the homes become an longer judged by the abundance of that 

expression of the culture of their in-| which she has. To the woman of the 

habitants, and preach a sermon to the | country, as to the woman of the town, 

passer-by. is now opened a field of new opportun- 

“Go make thy garden as fair as thou ity, and each is only judged by the 

.cans’t, heart, the intellect, the spirit, which 

Theu workest never alone, she makes manifest. 

Perchance he whose plat is next to thine 

Will see it and mend his own.” Committees Appointed. 

* The line of demarkation between city 

and country, like the Mason and Dixon Supt. McKerrow named the following 

line, is fast disappearing, even in imag- gentlemen as a Committee on Resolu- 

ination, and women’s clubs have had tions: C. P. Goodrich, Ft. Atkinson; 

much to do with the advance. In some | #- C. Taylor, Orfordville; L. E. Scott, 

places instead of forming what has long Neenah. 

been known as city federations, coun- The following Ladies’ committee was 

try federations or sectional federations appointed to pass upon certain exhib- 

_ are organized, and city and country its: Mrs. A. A. Arnold, Galesville; 

clubs hold quarterly meetings together, Mrs. A. C. Neville, Green Bay; Mrs. H. 

and each are stimulated to new growth. | 4. Briggs, Elkhorn. 

To make acquaintance with the farm- The Institute adjourned until 9:30 

ers’ wives, to give them pleasure and | next day.
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SECOND DAY. 

The Institute met at 9:30 o'clock, March 15. Thos. Convey in the 

chair. Prayer, Rev. David Ferguson. 

BEE KEEPING. 

N. E. FRANCE, State Apiarist, Platteville, Wis. 

Wisconsin averages as many pounds | 000 to 50,000 pounds of honey per year. 

of honey per colony, and of as good| Some devote their time to the produc- 

i quality as any state in the United|ing of choice queen bees, and one lady 

} . States. She also takes the lead in the| sold 1,000 queens last year. 
manufacture of beehives and supplies, 

as is shown by the manufacture in Wis- Useful Contrivances. 
consin for last year, of 30,000,000! Smokers of various kinds are in use; 

section boxes, 100,000 beehives, and|the best patterns are the Crane, Cor- 
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Best extractor. Pail funnel. Comb and un- 
i capping oife “Cneapping box. , Storage Smokers. 

Ee 01 ir n 7 
| foney token from unfinished seotions. = Bee Veils. 

two bee-keepers of our State making | neil and Bingham, and lastly the Clark. 

23,000 pounds of beeswax into comb| Smoker fuel, composed of plainer shav- 

foundation. ings, punk, wood, cloth, hard dry split 

| Beekeeping is carried on by ladies as| wood or even dry oat straw, cut short 

well as by the gentlemen. Our State| through a feed cutter, will make good 

has lady beekeepers, who, by the man-| smoke. Whatever is used should be 

| agement of their bees, secure from 15,-' well compacted to burn slowly and 

: 

. 
| 

| 
1
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make plenty of smoke. One. thing, sold at home as off grade, or the honey 

should not be used as fuel, and that is| should be extracted from them, and the 

tobacco, as it will flavor the honey and| side walls shaved part way down and 

injure its market. saved for another year. Often such ex- 

Bee veils are a convenience to wear| tracted honey is not ripened and will 

at certain times. The old-fashioned | require some means to ripen it. A good 

patterns have had their day, such as a| way is to put it in a bright tin can, 

sunbonnet with a veil in front, coil of| which can be set in another a little 

wire cloth around the head with a cloth| larger. This larger one should be sup- 

cover, or even the globe veil. I prefer | plied with boiling water, and either set 

a black cotton veil with a piece of|on the stove to keep up the heat, or over 

ladies’ good veiling in front. This veil,|an oil stove, and coiled pipe in the 

with rubber band, fits around the crown|lower can. Never use heavy comb 

of a good straw hat, and should be se- | foundation in a section box, but nearly 

cured below by a similar band under the| full sheets are best either in section 

” arms. This hat and veil, when not in| poxes or in frames for the brood cham- 

use, should be found in its place in the! ber. 

tool house. 
: Extracted Honey. 

Care of Implements. Extracted honey should seldom be 

All implements, when not in use,|taken from the combs until the bees 

should be kept in their place, under| have ripened and sealed it. The cap- 

cover. An organ box, with hinged door | pings I let-fall in the upper stories of 

arf shelving inside, placed in the most | hive bodies, with a copper wire cloth on 

convenient place in the apiary, affords |the bottom to allow most of the honey 

a cheap tool house, and should be sup-|to drain out. The cappings are then 

plied with all necessary implements. | soaked in clean water, adding enough 

cappings so that the honey sweetens the 

Marketing Honey. water until it will float a fresh hen’s egg. 

Comb honey made from white clover, | Put a cheese cloth over the open-headed 

basswood, willow-herb, button-ball, | barrel and set aside for next year, when 

golden rod, or mint of the valley, is| you will find you have the best of vin- 

always in demand at good prices, if|egar. The cappings and broken comb 

they are put in neat pound section |are melted ina bright tin dish and then 

boxes, which are cleaned of all propolis | drawn in a liberal supply of hot water, 

and other stains, and carefully graded | to allow any sediment to settle, in cool- 

when put in non-drip shipping cases. To|ing. If an iron kettle is used to melt 

those who produce such honey. I would | the wax in, it will be sure to darken the 

advise stamping each box, when crated, | wax, and reduce its market value. 

with your name, address, and producer; The extracting combs are stored 

of this honey. In a few years this will | away in our beehouse in the fall, on 

furnish you with more orders from con- 2x4’s, so as to hang the same as in the 

sumers than you can supply, and do| hives. We leave a little space between 

away with the commission of middle- the combs to prevent mold, and if there 

men. Never buy honey to fill orders, | are any moths they can easily be fumi- 

+ and affix your brand, for you may oa gated and destroyed by putting two or 

get complaints and ruin your market. — spoonfuls of sulphur over coals of 

Unfinished sections shouid either be/ fire, or on a red hot iron, in the room.
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H The honey is taken from these combs) every other egg, so as to give room for 

‘ when the cappings are shaved off by the|the care of these queen cells when 

i use of the Cowan Reversible Extractor, | formed. This comb is given to a strong 

which throws the honey out and leaves | queenless colony that will properly feed 

the comb to be replaced in the hive and|and care for these eggs, and in a few 

refilled with honey. When full, the old|days you will have a fine lot of sealed 

pattern of funnel would often tip over,| over queen cells, far enough apart so 

the same as some other things that get | that you can save all of them. 

: full, so I use instead a pail with a short} Two queens will not live in one 

funnel at one side of the bottom, which | colony so we remove these queen cells 

is a good improvement. before their time of hatching—fifteen 

days from the egg. Cut little blocks of 

The Queen Bee. wood, about two inches square, from 

We are all aware that all kinds of|!nch lumber; then bore a 1% inch hole 
farm stock have been improved by the| ‘through each block, and put a wire 

‘ careful selection of the breeding stock.|‘lth on either side. Also bore two 
i This rule also holds good in beekeeping, | ®™All holes, % of an inch, in side of 

and all queens should be raised from| block adjoining the large hole. One of 
selected stock. When the honey har-| these smaller holes is supplied with a 

sponge soaked full of honey, and the 

- —— ; other is the queen cell, the point end 

Cee Mee | opening into the middle of the block. 

tee, Me iS NGRR)| | These blocks should be put in a frame 
tis? eer ee | (| and given a strong colony of bees. « In 

eee ee ee SSSC_‘| this way the queen cell will not be in- 

sr oe | Er jured and the queen will soon hatch. 

J i 4 la Ded ) In a few days our colonies should be 

—<<mmr «| ~=S «= *|:«(| queenless, and ready to receive these 

| BRR wel af | |new queens. If a queen’s wing Is 

eh .\ P clipped it should not be the upper por- 

BS = = | Vj ~. ‘| | tion of the wing, but the feathery por- 

eel i} ar Pa || ‘| | tion, and they should be clipped for the 

=| : aN | | same reason that we clip one wing of a 

= Be ees| | chicken. 

Queen rearing and introducing. Wintering the Bees. 
We never allow bees to swarm, as 

vest has commenced from this select|they are apt to do when we are busy 

i stock, remove one of the brood combs| haying, or away from home. If bees 

and exchange for a new comb, built| are wintered in a cellar or pbeehouse, it 

from a full sheet foundation. The| should be dark, with a uniform temper- 

queen will nearly fill it with eggs at|ature of from 42 to 45 degrees; there 

once. These eggs, in normal condition, | should be free circulation of air to pre- 

will produce our choice queens. Cut| vent dampness, and a full supply of 

this comb of eggs into strips and fasten | honey and young laying queen. Indoor 

into frames half full of comb by the use| wintered bees should be removed to the 

of a teaspoonful of melted wax. With/ same stand as they last occupied, about 

a small stick or match remove at least | sundown, so the bees will get settled
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down by the time the morning sun ap-, then about three tavespoouuls of sul- 

pears. We prefer to keep them in the|phur. I want it so that the room gets 

cellar until warm weather, and sofc| blue with smoke as I look in through 

maples or something else will furnish|the window. I have tried various 

natural pollen. In spring, during cold| amounts and whenever the little millers, 

. days, when sunshine would induce bees| which come directly to the window, 

out to-perish, single-walled hives should | will drop from the effects of the fumi- 

be shaded with a board or something of | gation, 1 know I have it strong enough. 

the kind. Large, double-walled, chaff-| Mr. McKenzie—Can anyone readily 

packed hives have each year furnished | learn to divide bees instead of letting x 

us our strongest colonies when honey | them swarm? 

season came, so that, for some years| Mr. France—l think so, yes. There 7S 

past, most of our bees are kept in such | is one thing in bee culture that 1 would 

hives on summer stands the year| recommend as a first investment. 1 am ‘ 

around. We are particular in each| advertising nobody’s books, but there is 

apiary to have a wind break on the} a little book called “The A. B. C. of Bee 

north and west. Culture,” which costs $1.00 or $1.20, 

and you can turn right to it and get 

Foul Brood. whatever you want on bee culture, It 

I have here illustrated a comb af- ri ag 2 ove enw tm Deiat ae 

fected with this contagious disease ~ 
called foul brood, and also -.e various Bisa i nasptcacapn = eee 

ages of a bee from tne egg to the - 
from the boxes? 

hatched bee, and under the same the Mr. France—Any time when the sun 

stages of this disease. It has destroyed chien, 
large apiaries, but by careful treatment | 

Pelican son ineied beat ee eee 
in their own hive. Even the diseased a = ep = up 

combs can be melted and the wax be er en — 

pee ee tee eery ee ere eee Mr. France—Yes, I should clip the 
essary. As State Inspector I have ex- A 

amined several thousand colonies, and qusen's: wings of each: colony. 

have cured nearly every case without Question—You spoke of clipping and 
dividing, which is best? 

expense to the owner, except my board ‘ 

a couple of days, and perhaps 25 cents Mr. France—I would do both. 
z Question—Is it best for the farmer to 

worth of comb foundation per colony. let them swarm naturally? 

Se pars | Mr. France—It depends upon how 

DISCUSSION. | much time he has. If he can leave the 

hay field and watch those bees, let 
Mr. Wilcox—How much to the hun-| them swarm naturally. 

dred feet of cubic space would you usé) A Member—The wife does that. 
of sulphur and would you place it above) Mr. France—She has enough to do 

or below the comb? at home without watching and ringing 
Mr. France—The room in which I) the bell for us to come home. 

fumigate is about eight feet square. 1) Mr. Richardson—What is the cause of 

put a kettle in the middle of the room | foul brood? 

on the floor, with coals or red hot iron,| Mr. France—I am at a loss to know.
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Of the four thousand cases 1 have had, tinguishing features between the Carnd- 

i in the State, 1 have followed as closely | lian and the native bee. 

i as 1 could the back track, the history,| Mr. France—The bands on the abdo- 

} and the majority of cases are contagious | men in the queen bee are quite light- 

f from some other locality. I think,|colored; with the Carnolians it is al- 

f however, that it sometimes develops} most iron gray in color. 

| from a filthy condition. Question—Will bees work on alfalfa? 

i Mr. Wilcox—Is foul brood an infec-| Mr, France—Yes, a is the gfeatest 

i or a contagious disease. In other | honey plant of Colorado. 

| oa pe tact or is) Question—Will they work on red 
words, does it come from con or is_ uest 

it in the atmosphere? in| clover . 7 a ae 

Mr. France—I don’t think it floats Mr. ce—No, not very much. 

the atmosphere. I often find - place | re bn kato = — own = = 

where one hive is affected and the very | produ oney for the mar! 

next one not. the outlook now for Wisconsin honey is 

j Question—Do you prefer to keep your | good; it is to-day in great demand and | 

! bees in an underground building during | at a much higher price than we have 

the winter, or in some building above | had for the last two or three seasons. 

ground? Let us not throw it away. 

Mr. France—We can hold the temper- Mr. Menn—Which is the more profita- 

ature for the wintering of bees a little | ble, comb or extract honey? 

better below the surface than above| Mr. France—If one lives near a mar- 

ground, although either one is Sood. | ket where they can put comb honey 

The point is to keep it dry and at a uni- right on the market, it is usually the 

form temperature. There are many most profitable. If we are far away 

buildings in the State above ground from the market generally extracted 

where the walls are perhaps @ ae honey is the most profitable. 

thick, packed with sawdust or some-| Mr. Kellogg—What prices do you ex- 

thing in the shape of a lining, which | pect ~ year? a woe te 

makes an excellent building above Mr. France— year extract hon 

ground. | went from five to six and a half. Comb 

Mr. Stiles—Do you think it is advis-| honey ten to fifteen, I look for at least 

able for the farmer to put them in the | ten to fifteen per eent. better next sum- 

cellar under the house? mer. 

Mr. France—I think over half on Mr. Wilcox—The color of the honey 

i bees that have been wintered this eae | is a great point. In extracted honey it 

in this State have been put under don’t make any difference, but in comb 

| dwelling houses and many of them are honey it must peck ig sh ; 

; coming through in good shape. | Mr. Briggs— % ce give us 

Mr. Hodgson—Do you prefer the are list of the best plants that produce 

ian or the black bee for general pur-| honey? 

poses? Mr. France—That would depend much. 

Mr. France—I prefer the Italian. | upon the locality in the State. What is 

. With me the Carnolian bees have pro- good in one part res sed grees Bas 

; ‘duced a little more honey, but other another. A good deal o' e State, the 

qualities considered, I do not consider | first bloom is ere a 

them so valuable. the varieties of fruit bloom. In the souc 

Mr. Briggs—Give us some of the at and central parts of the State white
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clover, basswood and buckwheat. We) from a stream and I keep water in the 

used to have a great deal of buckwheat, | yard all the time for the bees to drink 

but we have to go into the north cen-| during the summer season. It should 

tral part of the State now in order to get | be kept in a dish that is not too cold. 

buckwheat honey. In that part of the; Mr. Goodrich—How is sweet clover? 

State, where the timber has been cut off} Mr. France—In many localities it is | 

and fires have passed is the willow-|a good honey plant, but take the State 

wort, or fire weed, and along the Wis-|as a whole, it is not a very productive ) 

consin river is what is called mint,|plant. Dr. Miller, just over the State . 

bergamot, also what is called button-| line in Illinois, has a field of sweet 

ball. Alsike clover makes as good as | clover as good as any place I know of. 

any honey, but we are dependent upo? | Two years ago he had ten thousand 

the farmers who raise it. It has been filled sections made from sweet clover. 

my observation that bees would even | Question—In what kind of a vessel do 

leave white clover and go to alsike. | you keep the water for the bees? 

Mr. McKensie—Can you have as good| Mr. France—In many places I have a 

success with bees at a distance from a pail with a faucet that will allow the 

running stream as near it? water to drip and run out on a board 

Mr. France—Bees consume a great with little grooves, so that the water is 

deal of water and we should think of all the time running across those 

that. My home is quite a little ways | boards and it gets warm in the process. 

POULTRY FOR FARMERS. 

C. E. MATTESON, Pewaukee, Wis. : 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- not make anything out of poultry if 

men:—In taking up the subject of| they could, for they generally house 

“Poultry for Farmers” it certainly gives | them in some little 8x10, out of the way 

‘ me a great deal of pleasure, because I| house, little attention being given to 

claim here to-day, as I always claimed, warmth and comfort, and generally a 

that poultry is a branch of farming, | thing that is never thought of is a bal- 

and, although being a poultryman my- anced ration, which is certainly of 

self, the farmer with the same expe-| great importance, especially in the win- 

rience can make more money out of | ter time when we are after the cream 

than we can, for he has nearly all of of prices. 

the raw material right at his hand, Now, to make anything out of poultry 

without spending any time or labor in| we must make it a winter business, in 

getting it elsewhere. fact, I should hate to undertake to make 

a living out of summer poultry farming, 

Farmers as Poultrymen. as the profits are too small. If fowls 

In the first place we must conebiien} are to be profitable they must be kept 

that poultry is not eared for on the| comfortable, and I do not think any 

farm as it should be, in fact I think a| fowl is comfortable roosting in tree 

great many times that farmers would| tops, or on corn cribs. Good housing,
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good breeding, and good feeding, work | plastering I put tarred paper between 

hand in hand in this business. Good| the studding. This is a very simple 

housing does not mean that it is best to | process. Take a 36 inch roll of tarred 

keep them indoors all the while, but| paper and saw it in two parts; then 

that they should have comfortable quar-|from these rolls cut off strips long 

ters in cold, stormy and inclement| enough to reach from the upper floor 

weather to do their work in, letting| to the sills, and fold it and place it be- 

; them out of doors at all times when the | tween the studding, tacking a lath to 

weather is not too cold. | either side, being careful not to let it 
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Farm Home of C. E. Matteson. 

. The Best Poultry House. | touch the outside wall. This gives you 

What experience I have had with the, two dead air spaces, after it has been 

different plans of house, I like the) lathed and plastered, and nothing gives 

scratching shed plan of a house the best. | a hen-house the inside finish that a good 

It seems to be more the natural condi- | coat of lath and plaster does, as it is so 

tion, and my eggs are always more fer- | much easier to keep rid of the red mites. 

: tile gathered from this house than from | The scratching shed of this house al- 

the original long house plan. The cen-| most explains itself and, although 

i ter part of this house is what I call the | cheap, costing but very little, a hen- 

roosting room, and is built very warm, | house is not complete without it. It is 

f first by placing building paper on the|5 feet high at the eaves, 7 feet high 

; studding, then siding over this with six | where it connects onto the main build- 

; inch drop siding; before lathing and | ing and is enclosed with drop-siding. 

|
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Two colonies, of 35 fowls each, occupy ration. They have too much carbohy- 

this house. Each colony has one of the| drates, and must be narrowed down by 

scratching sheds and one-half of the| using animal food of some kind, and 

roosting room. All of the feeding is| green food of some kind. 

done in the scratching shed and in the 

corresponding yards in front of the What I Feed. 

south side. It is a great mistake to| My method of feeding is this: The 

have too much glass in a house, for the| first feed is fed in the morning, which 

reason that it will radiate cold at night,|is always some fine grains, cracked 

when your fowis are on the roost, as | wheat, wheat screenings or cracked 

well as heat during the day time, aan) corn, thrown or puried in their litter. 
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Poultry House, with Scratching Sheds on each side. ' 

your fowl are busy scratching, which is| This is given more as an exercising ra- ' 

just what we do not want. tion than as food, for this exercise must 

be had if your fowls are to be healthy. 

A Balanced Ration. Towards noon, say about 11 o'clock, 

| Feeding is something we have all got|they get their so-called morning 

i to learn a great deal about yet, and to|mash, which is fed in hods, and 

| be a successful feeder we must first | only a light feeding is given them, for 

| study the laws of foods, and also what|if they are permitted to gorge them- 

! we are feeding for. Eggs are nearly all| selves until their crops are full, it stops 

protein, with some fat in-the yolk, and | the exercise for that day, and, as I said 

| no carbohydrates, so reason must teach | to you before, without this much desired 

us by this that the wide grains that are exercise your fowls will neither be 

| raised on the farm are not a balanced | profitable nor healthy. 

| .
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The foundation of this mash is milk j it is a sure sign that they have been 

placed in kettles and brought to boil- | overfed the night before. 

ing point; then stir into this boiling | 

milk enough buckwheat middlings to} Other Healthful Foods. 

make a nice thick gravy. Auter this| Besides these feeds I keep green food 

mix up to a crumbly state, with equal before them at all times, and as an ani- 

- parts of wheat middlings, wheat bran, | mal food I wish to speak very highly of 

and ground oats. This mash should al- | green cut bone. It has given me the 

ways be mixed up three or four hours | best results of anything I have ever 

previous to the time of using, so as to | used, being full of phosphates, lime and 

get it into a half-cooked state, making| nitrogenous matter. Now, when I say 

it easier to digest and assimilate. | green cut bone, I mean just what I say, 
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Brooder House and Yard. 

The third feed I give them at night,, for I find that some are claiming that 

which consists of some of the whole| these so-called animal meals are just as 

grains, wheat, bariey or oats, and in| good or even beiter than green cut 

real cold weather an occasional feed of | bone, when, as a maiter of fact, they 

corn is all right, always being careful| should never be compared for a mo- 

about feeding too much. A good way of| ment. Animal meal is the product of 

telling if you have fed too much is by | soap factories and rendering establish- 

watching the fowis the next morning. ments. At such places immense quan- 

They should all be out in their shed as | tities of bone and meat of dead animals 

busy as larks every morning at umrise, | of all descriptions are placed in a large 

not even excepting Sunday. If they | pile until a sufficient quantity is ob- 

linger on their perches after that time | tained to fill a large vat. Once in the 
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vat the steam is turned on until the) are all hatched, and to wait 48 hours 

j grease is all extracted. Then the fibres, | will do no harm. It is a great mistake 

1 skin, muscles, etc., are pressed into| to feed sooner than that, leaving them 

cakes, then dried and ground into these in the machine during this time (if it 

so-called meat meals, which is certainly isa well regulated one, as it should be). 

not a wholesome food for poultry. | Then we will take them to the nursery, 

I do not think it would be advisable | where they receive their first introduc- 

for the average farmer to get rid of the | tion to their foster mother, the brooder, 

h common barnyard fowl] that is gener- | and their first food is dished up to them, 

' ally kept on the farm, and go into pure | which is generally rolled oats and bread 

bloods, though I recommend pure | crumbs, equal parts. I feed this dry to 

bloods, as I always have, for they are | begin with, until they have learned to i 
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Inside view of poultry house, showing lath partition and roosts. } 

all bred for special purposes, put you) eat nicely. Then it is better to moisten 

are liable to get disease, vermin, etc. In| slightly, using water at first, for two or 

that case discouragement is sure to be| three days, then using sweet skimmed 

the result. But what you can do, is to | milk, both to moisten their food with 

| introduce a pure bred male, being care- | and also giving it to them to drink. 

| ful to get one free from disease and | When they are five or six days old we 

| vermin. . gradually commence to feed equal parts 

} 
of corn mea! and wheat pran scalded, 

Care and Management of Young | and, as they grow older, say when two 

Chicks. weeks old, we feed cracked wheat and 

In the first place, chicks should never | corn, one feed each day. At that time I 

be fed for at least 36 hours after they | entirely drop feeding the rolled oats and 

ee
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bread crumbs, and commence to feed | who has ever realized the magnitude of 

cut bone plentifully, keeping it by them | this business. Who has ever realized 

after they are four weeks old. At this| that the much-neglected American hen 

age, if they are for broilers, I use a/almost takes first place among the 
great deal of cracked corn, but if they| products of the country, corn and hay 

are intended for my future laying stock, | ajone excepted. Right here I would like 
the cracked corn is left out, and we use to quote you a few statistics, taken 

either wheat, peas or oats in its place, from the Iowa State Register. For in- 

peas being by far the best. Fresh 5 
stance, in the United States the aver- y 

water should be kept by them from the 
age products are as follows: 

start. 
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Hot Water. Brooders. Hot Air. 

Exercise Necessary. ERE cn cnncocsevonanae 237,000,000 

The temperature of the brooder|Sheep ............+..++++ 106,000,000 

should be pretty close to 100 degrees for | Dairy Cows ............. 263,000,000 

two or three days. After that it should|Swine ................-- 86,000,000 

be cooled down as the chicks grow/ Tobacco Crop ........... 43,000,000 
older. Above all things, see that the| Potato Crop ............ 80,000,000 

little chicks have plenty of exercise, get-| Oat Crop ................ 120,000,000 
ting them outdoors on all pleasant days| Cotton Crop ............. 290,000,000 

to harden them up. Much depends upon| Gorn Crop .............. 440,000,000 
this. . Hay Crop .............+. 460,000,000 

A Few Figures. No. of Chicks Raised..... 3,350,000,000 
Before closing I would like to ask | No. of Eggs Marketed.... 13,000,000,000 3 
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From this table you will see that the, house that is boarded up on the inside, 

production of chicks in this country last the mites will spread from the roosts 

5 year reached the enormous number of| onto the cross pieces and it is quite a 

3,350,000,000, and the number of eggs| job to get rid of them. Simply white- 

produced was over 13,000,000,000, and wash thoroughly, at least twice a year, 

the total valuation of chickens and eggs perches, nest boxes and all. 

combined reached the enormous sum of| Mr. Robinson—I have some full 

$300,000,000. © blooded Plymouth Rocks that I am 

So let us not ignore the little Amer- | quite anxious to keep pure blooded, and 

ican hen, but try to better her condi-| especially to keep the proper color, but 

tion. Give her better feed, better | I have found that the pullets that lay . 

housing, and by all means a little bet-| the best, lay the first and most per- 

ter breeding, and I am sure there will | sistently during the winter, are much 

be less hard times upon the farm. inferior in color and size to many of 

ipprses Sia es my pullets that have not laid yet. Now, 

what shall I do this spring, shall I breed 

DISCUSSION. my best layers and sacrifice the barring 

Mr. Nicolai—What time do you start| and size, so that my stock will not show 

your chicks for pullets for use in lay-| up so well or take so many premiums? 

ing the following winter? Mr. Matteson—Were these pullets ~ 

Mr. Matteson—What breed do you re-| hatched at the same time? 

fer to? 
Mr. Robinson—The pullets that laid 

Mr. Nicolai—Any breed. I keep the| first were not the earliest hatched. 

Brown Leghorns. Mr. Matteson—That is the case a 

Mr. Matteson—Well, the Brown Leg-| great many times. There is too much 

horns can be hatched as late as the first | of this fancy breeding going on. It 

day of May. The American class will| should be put down by the producer. 

have to be hatched at least a month} Mr. Robinson—But these fowls of 

earlier, if you are using the larger | mine that are not so well barred are 

breeds, the latter part of March is about | just as well bred as those that are bet- 

right. 
ter barred and have not laid yet. 

Mr. Hodgson—What is the reason) Mr, Matteson—You will find that is 

that high bred stock are apt to get dis-| so, especially in the white varieties. 

eases? 
The American Standard says there 

Mr. Matteson—I did not mean to say shall not be any color on the pure 

that, I said you should be very careful | breeds, and it is always noticeable that 

where you get your pure bred stock | the best stock shows that brassy color. 

from, because you are liable to get more! Mr. Philips—What market do you 

disease and vermin than you are pure|raise your broilers for, and how many 

blood. Of course you need have no fear | have you hatched now? 

about getting your eggs. I was speak-| Mr. Matteson—I try to sell most of 

ing of purchasing pure bred males. my broilers in Milwaukee, eighteen 

Mr. Wilcox—How do you get rid of|milesaway. At the present time I have 

} the lice and mites? nearly eight hundred chicks doing 

Mr. Matteson—The perches of your nicely, that are four or five weeks old. 

house should be movable and you| Mr. Hodgson—What do you do in the 

should dip them into whitewash once a | case of picking feathers out of the neck? 

week. Your house should be lathed; a| Mr. Matteson—That is called feather 

’ 
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pulling. It is pure mischief. It is aj they don’t get into business until the 

vice contracted through idleness. If| best prices are past. She may lay as 

they have the habit, wet a sponge with | many eggs, but she won’t lay as many . 

kerosene and put it on the feathers, and | in the season of the year that you want 

they won’t like that very well. But the| them. 

best way is to keep them busy, just} Mr. Imrie—What kind of floors do 

short enough on their feed so they will| you have in your roosting sheds? 

keep scratching. Mr. Matteson—Earth, by all means, it 

Mr. Jones—How about eating eggs? | is much better than anything else. In 

Mr. Matteson—It is a vice just the| the summer time, after the fowls are 

F. same. sold off, clean out about three or four * | 

Mr. Jones—Would you put kerosene| inches of this earth, draw it out to the 

on each egg? field and bring back the same amount 

Mr. Matteson—To prevent it I would| of fresh earth. It furnishes a dust bath 

take some decoy eggs, china eggs, or| Where they can dust themselves when 
| something of that sort, and scatter them | the sun shines in the winter. 

around, and by all means use them as} Mr. Arnold—I can make an old hen 

: nest eggs, but it is a difficult habit to| lay just as well as I can a young one. 
cure. Mr. Matteson—Tell us how you do it. 

Supt. McKerrow—Will hens that are| Mr. Arnold—Cut its head off. 

properly fed and have a small feed of} Mr. Wing—What do you use for grit? 
bone meal every day, eat their eggs? Mr. Matteson—I use fine, sharp 

; Mr. Matteson—Oh, yes, if they have| gravel. 

once contracted the habit, and if you; Mr. Stiles—What is the size of the 

have old fowls on your place that have | roosting perches? 

this habit they will soon teach the! Mr. Matteson—I use 2x4’s, and every 

whole flock to do it, but then you should | perch should be movable so you can 

not have any old hens on the place. | take them out and whitewash them. 

Mr. Richardson—How much space| Mr. Stiles—I have a couple of pieces 

would you allow for roosting room and| of glass here that were in a rooster’s 

also scratching shed for twenty-five | gizzard six days, and they are pretty 
| chickens? well worn off. 

Mr. Matteson—The roosting room| Mr. Matteson—I understand Mr. Scott 

should be about one-third as*large as|to have some glass balls. He killed 

the scratching shed per hen, and the| some roosters and the pieces of glass 

roosting room and scratching shed com-| that they swallowed were worn per- 

bined, you should allow about six feet |fectly round. If I were breaking up 

per hen. glass for the fowls, I would make it 

Mr. Thorp—What is an old hen? about the size of a pea, cut in four 

Mr. Matteson—Anything past fifteen | parts. 

months with me. You may think by| Mr. Richardson—You seem to suggest 
that that a hen that is past that age | to the farmers that they can make more 

won’t lay as many eggs. I never| profit out of winter eggs than out of 

have claimed that they will not lay as | summer eggs. 

many eggs, but that you get their; Now, I believe that they will have to 

product on the market in the summer] be at it several years before there is 

months when they are not profitable.|much profit, on account of the extra 

They go into moulting in the fall and! food and care in the winter. I believe ~- 

.
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that nine out of ten farmers can make, shall take. I say it is no more work 

more money by’ keeping a large flock of | or trouble to get eggs out of pullets in 

non-setting varieties during the winter | the winter time than to get eggs out of | 

by just feeding them enough to keep hens in the summer time. 

them healthy and not trying to get eggs,| Mr. Thorp—Your claim is that it is 

and letting them lay during the sum- the best plan to keep pullets so as to 

mer; because in the summer the cost of have eggs when they are high in the 

keeping them is practically nothing. winter. How many pullets do you keep 

Besides, the farmer is not going to doa through November and December, and 

great deal for his hens during the win- how many eggs do you get? 

ter. Mr. Matteson—I have about a hun- 

: Mr. Matteson—In the first place I do| dred and sixty laying pullets this win- 

not claim that there is any such thing|ter. My aim is to have eggs to fill my 

as a non-setting variety. I have Leg-| machines when I want them. During the 

horns that are called non-setting, but| months of November, December and 

they are setting just the same. In re- January we got from one hundred and 

gard to producing eggs in the summer sixty about ninety eggs a day, and got 

time; have you kept an account so about two cents apiece for them. 

that you are sure that these eggs don’t| Supt. McKerrow—I was going to ask ¢ 

cost more in the summer time than in @{r. Hodgson or Mr. Robinson if they 

the winter time, for the reason that the thought, from observation, that the 

cost of feeding both winter and sum- | average farmer who keeps his flock of 

mer has all got to be charged to your | hens in the average way, after he fig- 

cheap summer eggs, while if you keep | ures out the loss from their scratching, 

a fowl laying you only have to charge the damage to other things, can figure 

her up with the feed she eats as she| out any profit from this summer lay- 

goes. ing? : 

Mr. Robinson—My proposition is| Mr. Matteson—That is the kind of ar- 

simply that it is a question for the ordi- | gument I am trying to make right along. 

nary farmer to decide whether he shall | There is no profit in summer eggs. 

keep what we call the non-setting va-| Mr. Arnold—According to all this, 

rieties; shall he keep the Plymouth | then, the average farmer with his aver- 

Rock or the Cochin Chinas, or the| age hens, treated in the average way, is 

larger kinds, or shall he keep the | considerable of a fool. 

smaller kinds. But my point is simply Supt. McKerrow—No more than the 

this, that unless the farmer takes great | average man in any other line. 

care of his hens, he had better keep the Mr. Nicolai—If we would all go to 

non-setting variety, because the Plym- poultry raising for winter eggs, would 

1 outh Rock, if it is not cared for in the| not the average farmer have a better 

winter, will not lay any eggs. Then, | chance, just as the average dairyman 

you commence to feed them in the | has? 

spring and get more profit out of them.| Supt. McKerrow—When the summer 

Of course, if they handle hens as you poultry farming grows to be more val- 

\ and I do in the winter, they can make uable than winter poultry farming, then 

more profit, but I am talking of the| it won’t be the average farmer that will 

average farmer and his ways. be following it; it will be the progres- 

: Mr. Matteson—Of course I am not | sive farmer. 

here to recommend what breed you; A Lady—What is the best general hen 

J 
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as an egg-producer for the farmer, for |fowl, you have to have some of the = 

eating and for laying? Asiatics, but if you want light weights 

Mr. Matteson—Of course you have got | you can select some of the American 

to select from some of the American | fowls. 

classes, for instance the Wyandottes.| Mr. Callender—What do you do with 

It should be understood that you cannot | the upstairs in your chicken house? 

combine two qualities in one hen, hut; Mr. Matteson—That is where I keep 

as near as you can get to it, I would | my feed. i 

recommend the barred Plymouth Rock; Mr. Powlar—Would you recommend | 

or the Wyandotte. an incubator for a farmer who keeps 

The Lady—What about the White|one hundred hens, more or less? 

Plymouth Rock? Mr. Matteson—I don’t see how you - 

Mr. Matteson—That is of the same|can make any profit with poultry with- 

class, an excellent fowl. out an incubator. 

Mr. Hodgson—What kind of laying| Mr. Powlar—What machine do you 

places do you provide and where do you | use? 

place them? Mr Matteson—I recommend the Mon- 

2 Mr. Matteson—The nest boxes should | arch machine. I build my own ma- 

always be a little lower than the perch. | chines, but I am not building to sell. 

Mine are set right in the partition in| The Chairman—Can you give us some 

this roosting room and they are double, | instructions as to what is necessary in 

movable boxes. This building fronts|an incubator? 

south. : Mr. Matteson—The first and all im- 

Mrs. Thorp—Where can you get the| portant point is that they should be 

Wyandottes? self-regulating. Such is not the case in 

Mr. Matteson—I don’t know. I| ninety out of one hundred. The Mon- 

haven’t any for sale. There are a great/arch is perfectly self-regulating, no 

many advertised in all the poultry | night work about it. Besides that, it is 

journals. packed with two inches of insulating 

A Member—Mr. Alexander, of Viro-| material and a dead air space. Then 

qua, sells them. probably one-half of the cost of the ma- 

Mrs. Sargent—Do you call the Wyan-| chine is the nursery below the egg 

dottes better than the Plymouth Rock? | chamber, where the chicks are put in 

Mr. Matteson—There is but very little| after they are taken from the egg cham- 

difference; the Wyandotte is a pound| ber. They should stay in the machine 

lighter all around than the barred | at least thirty-six hours after they are 

Plymouth Rock. hatched. 

Mr. Wing—I want to say a word for| Mr. Arnold—Can you get sufficient 

the Buff Wyandotte, or any of the buff| grit out of ground oyster shells, such 

breeds. They lay every once in a while | as is on the market? 

and they are delightful to fry if you| Mr. Matteson—No, oyster shells are 

have any ministers or other friends| digestible. I have not used them for 

that come pretty often. nearly eight years and I defy any one 

Mr. Hodgson—Which fowl is the best | to find a soft shell egg in my place. All 

for the market? you need is to aid the digestion with 

Mr. Matteson—It depends on the mar-| charcoal and glass; then make them 

ket you are furnishing. If you have a| work for their living and they will get S 

market that needs a large roasting | all the lime they need out of their feed.
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: Mr. Goodrich—We have heard about Mr. Matteson—Cabbage and mangel 

beautiful hens; which is the most beau- wurtzels. 

tiful, a hen that will lay an egg every Mr. Kellogg—Do you think one 

day all winter,.or one that will only lay | farmer in ten will succeed with the 

an egg once a week in the summer | brooder and the incubator? 

time? Mr. Matteson—As I said, only a small 

Mr. Matteson—There is too much of | per cent. succeed in any occupation, and 

this fancy poultry farming going on. | this holds good in poultry. 

When we buy a fowl, we should ask| Mr, Arnold—I believe that chickens 

how many eggs it lays in November, | are like some other kinds of animals, 

December and January, instead of ask- | it is not the show chickens that lay the 

ing about their points of beauty. best, as a rule. 

Question—Would you recommend the Mr. Robinson—With me the smaller 

Des Moines incubator? heng are the best layers. I want to ask 

Mr. Matteson—I would not. which is the best place to put the incu- 

Mrs. Sargent—Do you ever use coal) bator, whether upstairs or in the cel- 

ashes? lar? 

Mr. Matteson—They are all right if Mr. Matteson—In a dry cellar or a 

you are going to market your eggs at | dry room where the sun does not shine 2 

the stores, but I have had some diffi-|in. If you have a good machine it 

culty in incubating them on account of | won’t matter if it goes even a little be- 

the shell being too hard. low freezing in that room. 

Mr. Herbst—Isn’t it true that certain Mr. Hodgson—If an incubator doesn’t 

parties will get more eggs out of the | work right, isn’t it the fault of the per- 

Plymouth Rocks than others? son who keeps it, generally? 

Mr. Matteson—They have a tendency| Mr. Matteson—There are incubators 

to take on fat and unless you are care- | on the market to-day that nobody can 

ful in feeding the production of eggs | run, and a good machine anybody ought 

will stop. | to be able to run. 

Mrs. Sargent—Do you feed clover| A Lady—What is the weight of your 

hay? broilers at ten weeks old? 

. Mr. Matteson—I do not, but it is an} Mr. Matteson—If you have given 

excellent article to feed. There is more | them good growth from the start they 

lime in it than in any feed we can use. | should weigh a pound and a half at ten 

Pour boiling water over it and let it | weeks. I have had them weigh two 

stand two hours, then chop it up and | pounds at eight weeks. 

feed it to them, or you can chop it up| Question—Do you feed sunflower seed | 

first, then pour boiling water over it | to your poultry? 

afterwards. Mr. Matteson—No, I do not feed it 

Mrs. Sargent—What kind of green | myself, but it is all right, one or two 

stuff do you feed in the winter? feeds a week. F
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| 
i TRUCK FARMING. 
; 

H. E. NICOLAI, Big Bend, Wis. 

Like all other farming, truck farming: In choosing a location for this line of 

has its years of depression, and like all farming, a sandy loam for early pota- 

other lines of business, when in a de-| toes and sweet corn, and all kinds of 

pressed condition, it endeavors to cut vine crops, is preferable, while a deep, 

down expenses by labor saving machin-| rich muck is best for cabbage, cauli- 

; ery, and in this way the low prices are flower, celery, and all kinds of root 

overcome to a great extent. crops. If the location is such that irri- 
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: View on Farm of Mr. Nicolai. 

| Study Soil and Location. gation can be applied, no pains should 

: For the best results the soil and lo-| be spared to apply it. 
| cation should be adapted to the crop 

| grown. If you cannot choose your soil Preparation of the Soil. 

: and location, then grow only such va-| The best soil without manure will 

4 rieties as are adapted to your soil, and| give unsatisfactory results. Land that 

ft} the person must be well suited to this | has been in clover one year, or the same 
at particular line of work in order to be/ followed by potatoes or corn, will be in 

i successful. As Mr. Utter, of Caldwell, | good condition for any garden crop. 
iH truly says, “You cannot do garden | Manure the land late in the fall or dur- 

i work with a sulky plow, self binder, or | ing the winter, by spreading it on 

if hay loader.” broadcast. The manure should be short 
: it 
i
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and well rotted. Plow the ground as deep. For sowing seed fill boxes about | 

soon in the spring as it will work up| 4 inches with rich, light soil (rich muck 

nice and mellow, and then harrow it|is preferable). Water daily with warm 

once a week until planting time, to keep | water, until the plants are up. Trans- 

it from drying out. In case the land| plant from box to box two or three 

becomes packed by heavy rains before | times during the spring, as the plants 

planting, it should be thoroughly pul- | become crowded. At the last trans- 

verized by a smoothing harrow and rol-| planting put 18 plants in a box and 

ler. The rows should be straight and| pinch off the tops to make the plants i 

no further apart than necessary to in- | stalky. 

sure ample room for thorough cultiva- . 

tion and the development of the plants. Setting Plants. 
{ 

When the time comes for setting u 

Cultivation. 
plants mark the ground 6 feet one way 1 

Seed should be procured early, and| and 6 and 9 feet alternately the other nf 

from reliable seedsmen, regardless of | W4¥ for large varieties, and 4 feet in- ty 

; cost, and it should be tested before | Stead of 6 feet for the dwarf varieties. ‘" 

} planting. No general rule can be given | This will give a chance to pass back ’ 

{ for the cultivation of all kinds of vege-| and forth with a horse and stone-boat f\ 

tables, as different varieties require dif-| when setting plants, and also to carry f 

ferent machinery in order to save labor. | out tomatoes during the picking season, q 

The harrow can be used on potatoes, without stepping on the vines. In set- HI 

sweet corn, and peas, both before and | ting plants in the field, the easiest way I! 

after the plants are up, followed by the} I have found is to hitch a horse to a Pi 

weeder and then the cultivator, while | Stone-boat, put two or three boxes of f 

among the smaller varieties the garden plants on the boat, and drive in the \ 

] rake can do good service, followed by | ailey-way, setting a row of plants on i 

} the hand cultivator. For tomatoes, mel- | each side. Four men can work to good ) 

{ ons, cabbage, and many other varieties, |advantage in that way—two to dig i 

3 the one-horse cultivator and hoe are holes, one to distribute plants, and one i 

; about the only tools that can be used to | 0 cover. 
b 

i good advantage. 
| The plants should be thoroughly f 

} All crops should be cultivated at least | Watered before they are disturbed in the q 

once a week and after every rain as boxes, and care should be taken to dis- ) 

soon as the soil is dry enough to work turb as little dirt as possible when re- ; 

up mellow. While the plants are small moving the plants from the box to the . b 

the cultivation should be close and deep, | ground; also to expose the roots to the 

but after the roots begin to spread out, sun as little as possible. The holes 

shallow cultivation is best, as root should not be dug any faster than they 

pruning is injurious to all plants. The| are wanted, and the man covering 

ground should be kept level and smooth. | should keep up close to the one distrib- 

uting. Plants set in this way, if they 

Tomatoes—Seed. are good and stalky, will never wilt a 

My method of growing tomatoes is | leaf. 

as follows: Sow the seed about March 

1. It the hot-bed is used, instead of| How to Grow Early Muskmelons. 

placing soil on the manure, use boxes 18| Melon vines cannot be transplanted 

inches wide, 4 feet long, and 6 inches successfully, hence we have to adopt 

nance
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some other means to overcome our How to Prepare the Hotbed. 
short seasons. Select a tough sod (such I prefer the double hotbed, which is 

as is usually found in old pastures—it|13 feet wide and any desired length, 

should consist of black loam), and cut| according to the number of plants you 

into pieces from 6 to 8 inches square,| wish to raise. Select a protected place, 

and about 4 inches thick. Place them, |a south slope is preferable. Drive three 

grassy side down, and close together, so | rows of posts, 4 feet apart, and the rows 

; as to form a level bed. Plant about|6% feet apart (2x4 pine will do for 

May 1 and put from six to ten seeds in| posts). Board up the outside of the 

each sod. When the plants throw out| posts with common inch boards. Nail 

their second leaves, thin them down to | a 6-inch board on the side of every sec- 

four in a hill, and when they are ready | ond post across the bed for a brace. 

' to be moved to the field, thin again by Saw off the posts level with the top of 

taking out the weakest plant of each | the outside boards, and the center posts 

hill, leaving three plants to grow. | level with the top of the cross pieces. 

| 
' | 
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View of Farm Buildings of Mr. Nicolai. 

When ready to be removed to the; Nail a 10-inch board on the top of the 

field, mark the ground 6 feet each center row of posts, and a 2x6 on the 

way, and plant as directed for tomatoes, | top of that, for a walk. This will leave 

only instead of using a stone-boat use | 2-inch space on each side of the 2x6 for 

a truck wagon to haul out plants and | the sash to rest on. Nail a 6-inch board 

distribute plants directly from the/on the top of the other two rows of 

wagon to the hill. Place the sods about| posts, and your frame is completed. 

i two inches below the surface of the | Bank up the outside of the frame by 

: ground. | taking the soil from the inside. If the 

When the vines cover the ground and | ground is frozen, the frame can be put 

. the melons begin to form, cut a path/on the top of the ground and banked 

. between every second row and always|up with manure. The hotbed should 

? walk in these paths while picking and be about 3 feet deep or more. Fill with 

3 carrying out melons. fresh horse manure to the depth of 2% 

| ——
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feet. If a quick heat is required, pour DISCUSSION. 

on some hot water. | Mrs. Sargent—What do you do for the 

The cover of the hotbed should be jittle fly on the muskmelon vines? 

of glass to start the send ant | Mr. Nicolai—I use land plaster with a 

the plants are well established use glass | |, is bas a but of late ye I 

and cloth alternately, that is, three feet | ittle Paris Green, but of late years 
have not been troubled, because my 

of glass and three feet of cloth. This 
: 

will keep a more even temperature and melon vines are well established mn the 

will save opening the bed on sunn y hotbed and when they get out in the 

days. I change my glass and cloth | field I have no trouble. 

once a week by taking off a sash at one | Question — Would 7 recommend 

end and moving the next one into its | transplanting? . ) 

place, and so on, which places the cloth| | Mr. Nicolai—If you are go's to have \ 

where the glass was the previous woek. | PC tomatoes by the middle of July, PY 

The covers should be removed from over you want to transplant three times. ! ) 

the plants about a week before they | A Member—I believe that to have any ry 

are set out into the field, in order to one of these small early tomatoes that : 

harden them. 
the large tomato will pay just as well. sy 

Won't they come into bearing about as ‘ 

Garden Truck Gathering and Mar- quickly as the small kind, if properly Fr 

keting. started; the Pondenova variety, for in- ‘ 

The gathering and marketing of gar-| stance? 
d 

den truck is one of the important items Mr. Nicolai—No, not the Pondenova, i) 

of this business. Most vegetables are Or any late variety, and I would not br 

perishable, and must be upon the mar- | recommend anybody to use such a large “ 

ket when just right, to sell for the top | coarse tomato. It will take three or \y 

prices. The sorting and packing should | four days longer to ripen and in many i 

be done by a careful and honest person, | cases it will get too ripe on one side 4 

so that the products will have an at-) before the other side is ripe enough. 

tractive appearence, and not belie the Question—Will you tell us a large 3 

quality. 
kind of tomato? 

y 

If shipped to commission houses use | Mr. Nicolai—The Beauty, the Favor- | 

packages of the same size and form as ite, the Dwarf Champion. For family 4 

j are in general use in the market shipped | use I think the Dwarf Champion is ) 

i to, being careful to pack so that the con- | 2bout as good as anything you can get, 7 

1 tents will reach their destination in the | and will ripen about as early as any 4 

; best condition possible. If located near | good variety, and yet it will keep in 

| a large city, the grocery, restaurant, and | good bearing until frost comes, 10 mat- 

j hotel, are the best customers, as orders | ter if you pick your first tomatoes the 

: can be taken from day to day and | 4th of July. If you cultivate it well 

i filled according to the needs and wants | and keep the soil loose around it, you 

; of the consumers. But in the latter | will have nice ripe tomatoes on the 

{ ease a good salesman is necessary. | same vine to the first of October. 

i There are five essential points for the Question—What time do you trans- 

success of truck-farming—a suitable lo- plant into the field? 

cation, nearness to market, earliness of | Mr. Nicolai—That is a question that 

: vegetables, good quality, and a good) has to be decided by the person trans- 

salesman. 
| planting. I have transplanted as early 

ee
e
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i as May 6th, and I have had tomatoes) varieties. The last two years the Tip 

frozen June 1st. Top has been my favorite, and the 

Mr. Linse—Do you trim the vines? Princess; I have also used the Early 

i Mr. Nicolai—Not after they are in the | Netted. 

field. Question—Are the Tip Tops so high 

Mr. Scott—You spoke of starting your | that the boys can’t get them? 

muskmelons in the sod. How will this} Mr. Nicolai—We have so many that 

method do for early cucumbers and for | the boys have all they want. 

watermelons? Question—How is the Thomas Hyb- 

Mr. Nicolai—It will answer. I have} rid? 

raised cucumbers in that way, also| Mr. Nicolai—One of the best. 

crooked neck squash. Mrs. Sargent—When you raise celery 

Mr. Hauser—What variety of musk-| from the seed, do you transplant or do 3 

} melons do you raise where you trans-| you cut down to make it stalky? 

i plant them, early or large? Mr. Nicolai—I have cut it down and 

| Mr. Nicolai—I have raised both var-|that is the only way you can do for 

\ ieties. market gardening. You might trans- 

Mr. Hauser—Do you think it is nec-| plant for home use, but raising celery 

t essary to have as much as six or eight | has been overdone, so that we have to 

inches square of sod around the plants?| expend as little labor in raising it as 

Mr. Nicolai—You could use a smaller| possible, in order to get any profit out 

amount, but ‘you would be just so much| of it. | 

further behind in the season. You want| A Member—It has been recommended | 

to give your plants a chance to grow. I| to put it into trenches and then,I read 

would rather have the sod eight inches| that you should set it out on top, earth- 

square than less, and start my seed/ing it up. 

early enough so that the vine is large} Mr. Nicolai—Nearly all the celery 

enough to fill the space. If it fills the} raising near Milwaukee is now done in 

space and has to go out in the field the| that way. Of course the old way of 

vine becomes spindling and the wind/raising celery was to plant it in 

whips it to pieces and you loose rather | trenches and level it up by hand, but 

. than gain. The same is true of the to-| that is expensive. 

mato plant. When the tomato plants Mr. Hauser—Where you transplant 

get so that they touch and prevent the| these muskmelons, do you put manure 

sunlight from striking through, they |at the bottom, or around the plant, at 

keep on growing, but they grow up-| that time? 

ward. When you get them out in the | Mr. Nicolai—Land for melons and in 

q field, they lop over and then the ales all garden truck should be very 

will strike in where they were shaded | rich, so that it does not need manuring 

before and they will sun scald. It makes | in the hill. That is expensive, and un- 

a puny plant. You have got to have) satisfactory; when it becomes dry you 
your plant a good dark green, and so| will do more damage than good, because 

arranged that the sun and wind will|it will dry out under the hill. You 

not get at it too much. That is the} should use a very rich piece of land, the 

reason we use a large sod. richest you have, and then carry on at 

Question—What variety of musk-| least thirty loads of well rotted manure 

melon would you recommend? to start with, as large as your two best 

Mr. Nicolai—I raise three or four| horses can haul, and if you use the same
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land again next year, keep right on put-) Mr. Nicolai—No, not altogether, but 

ting on that amount of manure every | usually it comes the handiest, because 

year, you cannot get on too much. If| you have to put on the manure in the { 

you put on all that you can plow in| fall and during the winter. I want to 1 

it won’t hurt the plants. say that Mr. Thomas has almost ex- : 

Question—Is there any vegetable be- clusive control over the seeds of the | 

sides the onion that will follow itself | Thomas Hybrid; I am a near neighbor 

year after year on the same ground, and | of his but I have never been able to 1 

do well? 
get any. Perhaps some of the boys in { 

Mr. Nicolai—I never raised the onion | the neighborhood know where his seed 

for market more than two or three | patch is. When we go to buy them we : 

times, but it is better to rotate all gar-| always get ‘them mixed. 

den crops as well as general farm crops. Supt. McKerrow—We have here with j 

Mr. Hauser—Would you recommend | us a representative of the pickle com- 

spring plowing altogether for garden| pany and we would like to hear from 

stuff? 
him. 

gia Ge anon ses 
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MR. GRAVES. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- | lowing that is what we term the gray, 

men:—I represent the H. J. Heinz Com- | sandy loam; then comes the clay loam, 

pany, of Pittsburg, Pa., the largest | though we seldom recommend that for 

pickle manufacturing concern in the | growing cucumbers. We instruct farm- 

world. Our crop of pickles last year | ers to plant five feet one way and eight 

was 500,000 bushels. We raise pickles | feet the other, and that is so that when 

in New York State, in Canada, in Michi- | the pickle season comes they can be 

gan, in Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, Ti-| picked to better advantage without de- 

nois and Iowa, so you see that if the| stroying the vines. We recommend the 

crop is a failure in the East, it is not planting of six seeds to the hill; when 

likely to be in the West, and if it is a| they come up, if they are strong, pull 

failure in the West it is not likely to be| out two or three, as the case may be. 

in the Bast. We are not placed in a po- | One pound of cucumber seed will plant 

sition where we have to go to any one| and replant an acre of cucumbers. The 

else to help us out. cultivation of the cucumber vine is like 

the cultivation of anything else. We 

Soil—Seed—Cultivation. 
recommend the use of the hoe a great 

Now, I have been asked to come here | deal; however, we want the fields clean 

and say something with reference to the| so that the cucumbers can be found to 

growing of cucumbers for pickle facto- | better advantage, and if there are a 

ries. You prepare the soil the same as | great many weeds in there you cannot 

you do for tomatoes or any other garden | pick all the cucumbers off; you won't 

truck. The sandy loam soil, for raising see the little ones nor some of the larger 

cucumbers for pickles is the best. The | ones either, and they will destroy the 

yery best soil is black sandy loam. Fol-| strength of the vines.
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: About Picking. ; you must not expect to get 960 bushels 
The picking of the cucumber is the from an acre; it is not practical, for 

main thing. If you haven’t help you | one hill is not as good as another. 
do not want to raise them at all. That Many farmers have told me of getting 
sounds like a bold statement for a man | 400 bushels to the acre, but I put it at 
to make who is coming into your midst | 100 bushels, because I do not wish to 

| to establish a pickle factory, but I re-/ exaggerate in any way. I have been 
peat it, do not go into it if you have- in this business twenty-eight years, and 
n't the help to pick the vines, because |! speak from actual experience. I have 
that is the main thing. When I am known pickles to be raised on a piece 

| asked what is the average crop of cu- | of ground for thirteen consecutive sea- 
cumbers to the acre, I say about 100|S80ns. Of course it was manured occa- 

| bushels of the small ones and about 16 | sionally, not every year, so you can see 
; to 30 bushels of the larger ones. At the| that the cucumber vine does not drain 
i same time there will be many farmers | the soil of its vitality very much. 
I who will not get more than forty or fifty 
! bushels out of his crop, simply because Free Seed. < 

! = he has not attended to the picking © When we enter into a contract with 
} properly. He picks only every third|a farmer, one of our specifications in 

or fourth day and sometimes lets them | the contract is that we furnish him the 
go a week, and when you allow four| seed free of charge, and we do that be- 
or five big yellow cucumbers to remain | cause we get the very best seed that 
on the vine, you have finished that vine. | is to be had, the most profitable to the 
Now, we make this statement, that the| farmer, and we don’t want him to ex- 
smaller you pick the cucumbers from| periment with different kinds of cucum- 
the vines, the greater the number of! ber seeds. We have had farmers that 
bushels you get. I sometimes see peo-| have laid our seed on the shelf and 
ple shake their heads when I say that,| bought something that was well recom- 
but it is true. There are some flower-| mended, and when the Pickles came z 
ing plants, which if you do not pick the| to us they were long green fellowg. 
flowers off will bloom very little, and| They thought they were planting even 
it is so with the cucumber. The more| better seed than ours, but we couldn’t 
you take off, the more will come on./ use that man’s Pickles; so you see it is 
You can prove that statement very|to our interest to plant seed that is 
easily by taking a few vines this sum-| profitable to you and it is to our inter- 
mer and picking them very carefully | est also to give you seed that we know 
and leaving a few right beside them| to be the very best there is. We use 
without picking, and see what the re- | the Early Frame variety. We know all 
sult will be. I have heard farmers| about the different kinds, the White 
make the statement that they have Spine, and the Early Jersey, and all 
picked a bushel of cucumbers from one| the rest, and have experimented with 
hill, and I know it to be true trom | them, but we have come back again 
actual experience, because I have done | and again to this variety. We cultivate 
the same thing. I am talking now it ourselves in the West and ship it to 
about the average season. There are| the East, and vice versa. We experi- 
960 hills in an acre, planted as I told | ment with our seed and know that it is 
you, five by eight. You see it is possi-| right before we hand it out to the 
ble to get a bushel from one hill, but | farmer. 

.
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DISCUSSION. what shall we do with this land prior j 

: to that? Shall we make a seed bed 

Question—How do you pick your CU-| out of it earlier in the season oF shall , : 

cumbers, cut them off with the shears? | we let it lie and grow full of weeds? 

Mr. Graves—No, pull them off with] Mr. Graves—We plow in the fall and 

your hands. again in the spring; then plow again, 

Mr. Nicolai—What is the proper time|so it will be mellow. We have raised 

for planting cucumbers for pickle pur-| cabbage on our own grounds, and it is 

poses? out of the way by the time we want to 

Mr. Graves—About the 10th of June. plant pickles. 

= By that time the bug season is out of Question—What do you pay for the 

the way. If you plant in May, you are larger size? 

likely to be bothered with the bug} Mr. Graves—Fifteen cents for the 

which destroys the vines. If you plant| /arge size, which is over three and 

in June there will be so many cucumber three-quarter inches. We have no use 

vines, the bugs will have more than | for what we call sizers. 3 

they can take care of. Question—Is it policy to pinch the 

Question—How many pickers to the| ends of the vine off? 

acre? S Mr. Graves—It is not practical, there 

Mr. Graves—That depends upon the| are too many vines to pinch. 

season; three men, three boys, or three Mr. Arnold—How often should you 

girls will take care of two acres in an| pick? 

crdinary season, but if it is a good sea-| Mr. Graves—Every day except Sun- 

son, they can’t do it; you will want four | day, after you begin. 

or five, and it will keep them jump- Question—What was the average 

ing. 
crop raised at Ripon last year? 

Mr. Arnold—What do you pay @ Mr. Graves—A hundred and eighty- 

bushel? two bushels and a half. 

Mr. Graves—Forty cents a bushel; we Mr. Arnold—How many pickle fac- 

have a contract here; fifty pounds | tories are there in existence in the 

standard weight to the bushel. United States besides your organiza- 

Mr. Hodgson—What is your standard tion? 

as to size? Mr. Graves—I don’t think I can an- 

z Mr. Graves—The forty cent pickle is| swer that question; there are probably 

all sizes, not exceeding three and three-| forty or fifty. As a rule we have more 

quarter inches in length. pickles than all the rest combined. 

Mr. Wileox—Do you contract for a Mr. Taylor—What do they cost per 

term of years at forty cents or only for | acre to produce? 

one year? 
Mr. Graves—At 100 bushels to the 

Mr. Graves—We have a contract here | acre, the small size, and fifteen to thir- 

for five years. When you are growing | ty bushels the larger, they cost any- 

cucumbers for a pickle factory, if you where from 20 to 25 cents, making $25 

sign a contract you know what you will| per acre; that is, from the time you 

get next August and September when | put your plow in the furrow down to 

you bring your pickles to the factory; | the time you get your money. Of course 

there is no uncertainty about it. that does not include manure. Some 

Mr. Thorp—If you are going to plant | years we put $25 worth of manure to 

these pickles the 10th day of June, | the acre on the ground.
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Dr. Porter—What is this plant that is; avoid having large pickles on Monday. 
{ to be established here? Question—Do pickles grow more 

Mr. Graves—A building about 130x rapidly on some days than others? 
180 feet is to be built, costing about! Mr, Graves—Oh, yes, you will find 
$3,000. that out very soon. 
Question—What is the expense of Mr.-Hodgson—I found that there was 

picking? a great deal of difference in the growth 
Mr. Graves—That depends. If you| of pickles on different days. 

have a large family it does not cost Mr. Graves—A man who attends to 
much. It costs from 5 to 12% cents, de-| all these details carefully and intelli- 
pending upon what labor is worth in gently, will make a success. It is not 
your locality. at all unusual for a farmer to raise 

| Mr. Nicolai—If the cucumbers are| 400 bushels of pickles. We are going 
| planted about the 10th of June, it is|to have a pickle factory here; we are 
} all right, but if sooner than that, the going to make some contracts, and 
} grub worm is liable to cut off the| there will be some farmers who will 

plant. Clover sod is not troubled much | come in with 40 or 50 bushels at the end 
i with grub worms, but old pasture or| of the season. We will make a contract 
| timothy is. In our section of the coun-|a second year with that man, and give 

try we call breaking, breaking up the| him a chance, but if he does the same 
old pasture or timothy sod. way we drop him. We don’t want a 

Mr. Hauser—The question of Picking | farmer of that kind when we know that 
is the principle work about the cucum-| he can easily raise 100 bushels to the 
ber business. The cucumber is the| acre; he is not doing us any good or 
same color that the vines are and you| himself either. 
are a little liable to skip some, and Question—Is the crop easily affected 
every day is not too often to pick. by drought? 

Mr. Graves—And we recommend very Mr. Graves—Yes, very. Do not plant 
close picking on Saturday, so as to your cucumbers in sandy soil. 

POTATO GROWING. 
H. M. CULBERTSON, Medina, Wis. 

Knowledge which enables the promo- Soil and Fertility. 
tion of the study of conditions is the| In taking up this subject of potato 
requisite of all classes and those en-| growing, as that of any other farm 
gaged in all lines of pursuits. The grow-| crop, there is an immediate drift of 
ing of farm crops is no exception. thought as to the various conditions, 
Therefore we never reach the height/ such as soil, fertility, seed, tilth and 
of excellence farther than to more fully | cultivation, moisture, etc. This crop 
realize the need of more and better | requires soil of open or light character, 

. knowledge. well underdrained naturally or other-
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wise. Stable manure supplies the fer-| touch, except such as may be in direct t 

tility required, but the best time to| contact with the humus. Its purpose 

apply it depends upon conditions. I|is adding some fertility. By keeping 

would prefer to apply it to sod after | the soil porous and mellow more air is 

the hay crop was removed the year| admitted into the soil by atmospheric 

previous to planting and plow in the| pressure, the winds and by the rain, 

fall, because this would give the manure and the oxygen of the air is required 

time to largely become available plant|in progressing decomposition, or the 

food for early summer growth, and fall | breaking down and making available 

plowed land has the tendency to store! the ingredients of fertility which other- 3 
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Farm Buildings of Mr. Culbertson. 

more moisture for the following crop wise might not be soluble by the mois- 

than spring plowing. ture and lost to the use of the crop. 

Soil humus, a term applied to decom- |.The roots of the plants also require air. 

posing coarse substances in the soil, is 

a very essential element to all plant Moisture. 

life. We all know what it is, for it is By keeping the soil porous or mellow, 

that which we secure when sod is| humus is especially helpful in permit- 

plowed and becomes decayed sufficently | ting the rainfall to enter the land in- 

to permit the earth to become some-| stead of running away on a hard, 

what compact, so that all soil particles! smooth, surface. Humus serves some-
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: what as a sponge by holding in readi-| plow is followed immediately by the 
ness the available plant food and mois- harrow to pulverize the soil well, while 

' ture, and giving it up at the plant’s moist, and it is sometimes rolled to 
. command; and when we are told that | compact it sufficiently. 
. 400 pounds of water are required to 

: mature one pound of dry matter in the | The Time to Plant. 
potato crop, we can begin to realize the| The bulk of the crop is planted dur- 

need of study along this line of moist- ing the first half of May, which enables 

ure to insure a profitable crop. most any variety to mature before 

Cultivation or tilth produces fine, frost. If we could foretell the time we 

mellow soil, which assists in providing would have the most rain, we might 
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Potato Digging on Farm of Mr. Culbertson. 

the conditons favorable to moisture; | better judge, perhaps, when to plant, 
also the admission of air, the easy because if extremely favorable weather 

development of the root system, and strikes the crop when the tubers are 

ease of the tuber in displacing the soil setting, a great number start and a 
' as it grows larger and larger. The drought following will pinch off the 

rotation, or crops preceding, also have yield. The month of July and the first 

i their mechanical effects in supplying half of August is usually the fatal 
this condition. We usually plant on a period for the potato crop, because it is 
clover sod manured during the breaking during this period the excessive heat 
up of winter, at which time nearly all and drought prevails, followed by 
manures are applied to the land. The, potato blight and reduced yield, and it 

1 ee
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is here that the conditions favoring a the size of potatoes is by thick planting, 

thritty, vigorous, rank growth show|or having too many plants occupy the 

their good effects. land. 

By early planting, or when the land 

has become warm, perhaps the last of How We Plant. | 

April is the best time for the early oe 

varieties, because they are largely out pene varieties have a greater propor- . 

of the way of these midsummer condi- tional number of eyes than others, and 

tions, and in fact I believe it is the this number may be increased by plant- 

pest time generally, if the crop occu pies ing on land in unfavorable condition, 

suitable soil. Late or June planted which potatoes are likely to lack in 

potatoes usually require least care in vitality. For our early home use we V 

guarding against bugs, and frequently plant whole, large potatoes, with most i 

they secure the largest yields, as the of the eyes cut out, and in this way we i 

unfavorable midsummer conditions pre- secure the earliest crop. We have 1! 

vail when the plant is small and very sometimes planted with the Aspinwall 4 

, vigorous, and the late fall rains make horse planter, but usually we plant by ‘ 

the crop, provided the frost holds off. hand, dropping the seed into a foo i 

These potatoes, however, are usually made by a shovel plow adjusted in the % 

immature and lacking in starch. Some center of a six foot axle of an old two- ' 

very interesting reading along the line korse wheeled cultivator, driving so a 

4 of the starch content in potatoes is that one wheel follows the bottom of i 

: siven in the Twelfth Annual Report of| the last furrow made, giving equal dis- 9 

the Agricultural Experiment Station. tance between rows three feet apart. " 

‘The furrows are made about four inches \, 

deep from the level of the land, which F 

Seed Potatoes. in practical speaking would be seven or ‘ 

t Our seed potatoes are divided into eight inches deep. The depth depends ? 

| two classes: The first is selected tu- somewhat upon variety, because the ! 

bers from the previous year’s crop and|early, low yielding varieties produce 

i planted on a portion of the field to small sized tubers growing close to the 6 

i select the next year’s seed from. The staik, and the large yielding varieties 4 

second is the general portion grown spread in the hill and require more ) 

from the seed mentiongd. The size of| covering to insure against worthless, } 

the seed planted, which is from two-| sunburned tubers; still this may be \ 

thirds to a little more than full size | overcome by hilling. 

of a hen’s egg, is not determined by The seed is dropped into this furrow 

the number of eyes, but by the size sixteen to twenty-two inches apart, 

only, to furnish nourishment for the | depending upon the variety and condi- 

young plant. Good crops are grown, tion of soil. An illustration is found 

however, from very small seed cuttings | in the large yielding Rural New York- 

by having an abundance of available | ers, which will grow objectionably large 

plant food in the soil so that the tiny | and perhaps hollow upon well tilled 

; rootlets can secure their required | fertile soil, if given too much room, but 

i amount in a moist, mellow soil. Plant- if crowded somewhat the same land will 

{ ing seed having too many eyes is| produce more bushels of desirable sized 

i objectionable as they produce many potatoes of finer quality, while the low 

i plants, and the sure way of reducing! yielding varieties never grow too large, 

; j 
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but require room and encouragement, | move a portion of this ridge we will 

especially on poorer soils. find little thread-like plants, the germi- 

The covering is done with a coverer| nated weed seed growing rapidly, when 

made of two planks four feet long, set| the harrow is put on going crosswise 

on edge and braced so as to be three|of these ridges, leveling them some- 

feet apart at the front end and ten| what. In a few days we go across again, 

inches at the rear, with handles pro-| continuing until the land is level, the 

vided to control its use. This is drawu| weed seed given an opportunity to 
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Seven Shovel Cultivator. Narrow Plow Hiller. 
Potato Cutter. Cultivator, Coverer and Hiller. 3 

Some Tools used in Potato Culture. 

by two horses, and gathers the mellow| germinate, and the little plants de- 

dirt from each side midway to the| stroyed in all the upper portions of the 

next furrow, not only filling this fur-/| soil, thus doing away largely with the 

row, but leaving a ridge of earth. weed crop. 

i Some potato growers object to this, 

Our Method of Cultivation. saying that too much seed is harrowed 
The cultivation begins a few days|out. This is their mistake, however, in 

after planting, at which time if we re-| not making their furrow four inches
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deep below the level of the land, and) become carbonized by the air in the 

by not dropping the seed into the bot- | thin leaf film before they are ready for 

tom of the furrow, or else from the| assimilation. Accepting this for a fact, 

very loose condition of the soil an ex-|as we are all capable of reasoning it to 

cessive quality of dirt is drawn into the | be, we readily understand what results 

ridge leaving the seed within the cover-| must follow if the leaves are destroyed 

ing, instead of below the level of the| by insects or disease reducing the nec- 

land. And still another mistake and | essary surface for exposing the sap of 

the general one is that the coverer is| the plant to the carbon of the air, not 

not properly guided by the operator, permitting it to become such as its na- 

allowing one side to enter the furrow | ture requires, causing premature death, 

which will crowd the seed out. So, I| inferior quality, low yield of product, 

say, the success depends upon the| and an expensive crop. 

operator. 
s 

When the plants are three to four The Bordeaux Mixture. 

ches high. we begin the cultivaticn,| 1 have always practiced applying poi- 

throwing dirt towards them. The next | son in water for the bugs, for the rea- 

time through a little hilling is done | son that the labor can be performed at 

with a shovel plow having a wing at-|any time. We used the Bordeaux mix- 

tached to each side at the bottom, mak-| ture one year in two applications, for 

ing a gradual slope from the shovel| blight, and although it prolonged the 

point to the end of the wing. This; growth of the vines there was not much 

time over stirs nearly all the soil be-| increase in the yield, but the weather 

tween the rows and deposits a little| was very dry until the frost cut the 

dirt near to the plant. The next time; crop. 

through which follows immediately, the| As was intimated at the beginning of 

cultivator is again used, being set very | my talk, success all depends upon con- 

narrow, mellowing the center of the| ditions, and there are times when we 

row to conserve moisture. This will| question ourselves why we did not bet- 

be understood as the hilling system,|ter control the conditions at our com- 

only shallow, however, which most mand. We cannot furnish ourselves 

truly exposes more surface to evapora- with a satisfactory reply, and never 

tion than level culture. But there are| will be able to do so. Perhaps we lack 

advantages in digging, also in placing |in judgment more or less, at the mo- 

the root system nearer midway in soil| ment the condition is presented. 

which contains the available plant food 

and best tilth. DISCUSSION. 

Destroying the Bugs. Question—Where do you get your 

Many crops of potatoes have been cutter? 

lost by neglect of bugging at the proper} Mr. Culbertson—It is manufactured 

time, and all other work must be de-| by the Dowden Company, Prairie City, 

ferred until the bugs are destroyed. | lowa. 

Those who have made plant life a study| Mr. Fraser—If you plant four inches 

tell us that most of the plant food re-| deep, is there any danger in the hill- 

ceives its final preparation in the|ing process over level culture in a dry 

leaves, that it is here the elements in|season, on account of being less able to 

the sap taken from the soil by the roots 'retain the moisture in the ground?
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Mr. Culbertson—A little hilling is re- ,come to the center of the potato to pro- 

~ quired forlarge yielding varieties, toob- | tect that inside germ that grows on 

viate sun-burned potatoes, and I doubt|each eye? 4 

if any serious results follow the extra] Mr. Culbertson—We are told by au- 

loss of moisture over that of level cul-|thority that the so-called seed end gives 

ture, the strongest plants. I believe this to. 

Mr. Wing—If your hilling is correctly |be true because in planting large, un- 

represented on that chart, I think it is|cut potatoes the opposite or stem end 

about what an ordinary man would call | throws out but few plants in proportion 

level culture. to eyes. As for the inward germ I have 

Mr. Culbertson—I don’t know as it is.| given no attention in cutting. 

A great many, especially on sandy soils,| Mr. Scott—Wouldn’t you prefer to 

leave the land entirely level, and, 1|have the seed piece in a chunky form? 

think, perhaps it is proper on account| Mr. Culbertson—Yes; I like that lit- 

of the very loose condition of the soil. | tle apparatus for cutting very much. It 

Question—How do you account for |suited my idea much better than cutiing 

the difference in the growth of those|by hand, because the pieces are very 

two varieties of potatoes on the chart? | compact: : 

Mr. Culbertson—It is an illustration} Mr. Goodrich—-You have recommend- 

of results if the bugs are allowed to de-|ed to plant potatoes four inches deep. 

stroy the leaves. The leaves are re- Undoubtedly that is right in a general 

quired to expose to the carbon of the| way, but doesn’t it make a good deal of 

air the sap of the plant, to make it per-| difference what the soil is? You remem- 

fect for plant life, and if this leaf sur-| ber you and I were up to West Supe- 

face is diminished the plant suffers un-|rior, and when we talked of planting 

der unnatural conditions, and a low| potatoes four inches deep, somebody 

yield follows. _ |said that if he covered his potatoes four 

Question—At what time do you finish |inches deep he would never see them 

the cultivation of your potato crop? again, you might as well put a solid 

Mr, Culbertson—We never finish un-|rock over them, because of the heavy 

less the vines get so large we cannot |clay soil. You know we are talking for 

get through. We keep up the cultiva-|the whole State, and there are all kinds 

tion all summer. Of course there are |of soils. 

certain conditions under which you can| Mr. Hodgson—Have you ever planted 

give the growing crop too much culti-|small potatoes and how sma!l? 

vation. But I believe if we do not dis-| Mr Culbertson—I have planted them 

turb the hilling, cultivating only in the|down to about half the size of a hen’s 

middle of the row, we are doing much |egg. 

good, for suppose there are a few feed-| Mr Nicolai—In our section we are 

ers destroyed, we are not only doing|adopting that, and we find in a dry sea- 

away with a crop of weeds which grow|son that it is better than using the 

up late and take both moisture and fer-|planter. When the soil is dry for two 

tility, but by shallow cultivation we re-|or three inches, the cover drags the dry 

tain moisture by tilth. dust on the potatoes and onto the seed, 

Mr. Hodgson—Is there any difference | and if it is cut, it is liable to be injured 

in the seed end of a potato and the|a great deal. 

other end, and in cutting the potato for) Mr. Culbertson—Of course you must 

seed are you careful to have the seed | consider conditions. When potatoes are 

pele St t—<“‘“‘S
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. dropped in a furrow and exposed to the) he took a double mould beard plow, 

hot sunshine they are injured, but on a| furrowed it out about three feet broad, 

hot day these furrows ‘are only open a|dropped the potatoes and then took 

very few moments. They are covered|the same implement and split these 

up almost immediately. ridges throwing up quite a high ridge 

Supt. McKerrow—I judge from what] over the potatoes. He left the field in 

I know and have seen of Mr. Culbertson|this condition until the weeds had 

that he means to state that the average|sta:ted; then he put a 2x4 scantling ut- 

depth should be about four inches. If}der his harrow diagonally and went on 

the soil is very light and sandy, they|{o smooth this down. They followed 

should go deeper; if it is very heavy | ths method for two years and as a re- 

clay, they should go nearer the surface. | sult they got from two hundred and fif- . 

Mr. Scott—I want to refer to experi-|ty to nearly four hundred bushels on 

ments. You know the farmers, some of|land that had not had any manure cn 

them, are getting it into their heads| it for five years. 

that they cannot raise any crops with-| Mr. Taylor—I saw in a paper the 

out the use of commercial fertilizers. | other day that in order to raise potatoes 

Prof. Roberts, down at Cornell, though'}in a dry season it was recommended 

he would see what could be done by in- | that you plant onions every other row. 

tensive culture. He picked out a piece| The strength of the onions will water 

of Jand on which no fertilizer had been|the eyes of the potatoes and moisten 

used for five yeers; he picwed it three | both crops. 

times, twice in the fall and once in the] The Institute adjourned until 1:30 

spring, giving it good preparation. Then |P. M.
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 P.M. Mr.H. A. Briggs in the chair. 

SWINE BREEDING. 

A. J. LOVEJOY, Roscoe, Ill. 

: fa eae often more. Some man of figures has : 

~ | estimated the product of a single sow 

| with only six young at a time, in ten 

generations to amount to the grand to- 

FS 2, tal of 6,500,000. This number will no 
i ] a a doubt equal even the statistics of the 

| - - American hen, as given by our ardent 

il 3 advocates of her producing qualities. It 

| 7 er SN takes a great statistician to get ahead 

ie ee) of a hen enthusiast. 
t 

F | Money in Hogs. 

c The hog has been a reliable source of 

d) a revenue on the American farm since the 

A — earliest recollection of man, when the 

bee | ee, farmer raised but a few to use up the 

te refuse of the kitchen and dairy and to 

supply the family with good, old-fash- 

ioned pork and sausage, uD to the pres- 

ent day when his lordship, the up-to- 

date hog, supplies in his various prod- 

ucts the wants of the people of the civ- 

A. J. LOVEJOY. ilized world, not only with choice ba- 

con and hams, but with lard, illuminat- ~ 

The hog is well known over the world| ing and lubricating oils, head cheese, 

and is confined to no one part in par-| sausage, souse, combs, brushes, buttons 

ticular. He is the animal which the] and ornaments of many kinds, there be- ; 

ancients sacrificed to the Goddess of the|ing nothing lost or wasted after his 

harvest, Ceres. He is also, as the Irish-| slaughter except the squeal. 

man says, “The gintleman that pays the Hardly a day passes that we do not 

rint.” hear the remark “as dirty as a pig.” 

The utility of the hog is in a great| This I consider a vilification of the an- 

measure owing to its remarkable fecun-| imal which Franklin’s colored servant 

dity, reproducing at one year old, and|said was “the only gentlemen in Eng- 

bearing from five to ten at a time and/land,” from the fact that he was the
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only animal that did not work in that “The principal reason that our pork 

country. In that respect he much re-| products are discriminated against 

sembles the members of our Legisla-| abroad, is because it is of a better qual- 

tures. He calls to order and adjourns|ity, and sells cheaper than their own 

to eat and sleep. I believe that the hog) home production.” 

is the most cleanly of our domestic an-| = 

imals, if raised as he should be and a ica re - ee 

en a chance to roam about and not be a & ‘ 

confined to very close quarters. |est priced fancy pork products sold in 

Tt has been safd that “the American|!reland by the Limerick dealers was 

hog is a machine that oils himself, puts put up in Chicago, and by special In- 

ten bushels of grain into less space structions marked with private brands 

than a bushel measure, and in so doing : — Bago for ae past 

doubles its value; then carries it to| have been ing Ilinots an wierd 

market on his back.” Corn loaned to = pork — oe se a = 

a well-bred hog is money at big inter-| best Irish bacon and hams. jo 

est. It is like a mint, ae the great thority for this you can find in consular 

American staple, corn, is the bullion reports, Nos. 122 and 129. In further 

which put into the hog is transmuted proof I can cite to you the case of the 

into coin. It is an honest mint and gives Bacon Curers’ Association of Great 

sixteen ounces avoirdupois of edible} Britain, who prosecuted the Junior 

material. Properly bred, fed, and in-| ATmY and Navy stores of London for 

telligently handled, this autocratic selling American hams for Irish, and 

porker will pay off our debts, place a secured a fine and costs amounting to 

piano in the home, a surrey at the door $360.00. Investigation showed that the 

for yourself and family to ride to | American hams were changed into 

in, educate your boys at the Agricul- | Wiltshire hams by oiling and rubbing 

tural College, and leave a balance in the | — over them, aoa branding them 

— for a — day. So much for the| ee na aad eg 

re le 24 cents per pound, while the re- 

The Best Hog to Raise. | mainder of the identical consignment 

What kind of hog is most in demand?! sold for 17 cents per pound, as Amer- 

What shall we as farmers breed to re- | ican hams. A Leeds correspondent of 

ceive the most profit from, in the short-| an Eastern paper states that “in their 

est possible time? There has been of | market the best American hams can -be 

late a great hue and cry about the “ba- | bought for 13 cents and they need no 

con hog,” and there are many who think | ‘faking.’ What the American farmer 

we should return to the type of thirty | wants to do is to keep up the quality of 

or forty years ago, thus losing all the | his product and the English market is 

improvement made in the feeding quali- | assured.” Thus it would seem that we 

ties of our modern hog. The markets|do not need any change of breeds by 

to-day are paying more for the fat| going back to the Razorback, or his 

backs, the corn-fed hog, than for any | first cousin, the Tamworth. 

cther class, and to show you that even 

in London, England, and in Limerick, Best Feed for Good Results. 

Ireland, what is thought of American If we want to make any improvement 

bacon and hams, I will quote again:!in the quality of our hogs for produc- :
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ing bacon it can be done by selecting Advantage of Early Maturity. 

the larger, more rangy sows for iret I spoke of there being more profit in 

ers, then by a system of feeding the by-| the early maturing type of hogs than 

products of the dairy and mill, with | the so-called bacon sorts. By the early 

good pasture and less corn, we can| maturing type I mean the improved hog 

. practically accomplish the result, but|of to-day, of whatever breed one fan- 

not until the packers of this country] cies. It is a hog that by many years of 

make a higher price for hogs fed with | careful selection, breeding, and feeding, 

a view to making a finer quality of ba-| can be put on the market at an ex- 

eon. The early maturing type of hogs | tremely early age, and at a weight that 

will pay the best, especially in the corn|is to-day a popular weight. A hog of 

belt. Most of cur breeders and many of | this kind can be grown at much more 

} cur best farmers are changing their | profit than one that takes twelve to 
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A pair of Mr. Lovejoy’s prize Berkshires and movable pig-shed. 

methods of feeding from an all corn} eighteen months to get ready for mar- 

ration from pighood to maturity to one ket, as it is a well known fact that the 

of greater variety. It is conceded by all first hundred pounds cosis less than the 

up-to-date farmers and breeders that second hundred. I be‘ieve it requires 

the hog is a grazing animal. Nothing but about one-quarter as much for the 

i sv helps to cheapen the production of | food of support for the first hundred 

our pork products as grass or the pounds as for the fourth hundred. The 

clovers. It is almost a necessity that risk is also much less in growing a hog 

for economy in cost and better thrift | that can be turned off at six or eight 

; of the growing animals, it should find months of age than in carrying them 

a place on the bill of fare of every along through the winter and making 

breeder and feeder of swine. a heavier weight. Better raise two crops 

7 i
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of hogs a year and sell them younger,;pend. The sows at this time should 

than one crop of heavier hogs. not be feed on corn alone. Corn makes 

nothing but fat, or the white meat. { 

Selection of Brood Sows. They should have as great a variety of 

In selecting the sows for breeders do| feeds as possible. Oats are a good feed 

not select the young, fat plump sow,|for brood sows, fed either whole or 

that is immature. Breed from mature ground. Wheat bran or middlings are 

animals. Nine-tenths of the loss from} among the best feeds also. Some corn 

swine diseases comes from the contin-|can pe fed to advantage, or a mixture 

uous breeding from immature animals,|of ground corn and oats together 

and an unbalanced feed ration, such aS| makes a good feed. Roots, either man- 

an all corn diet. When you find you] gies or sugar beets, we have found a \ 

have a brood sow in your herd that is| grand thing for our hogs during the Y 

a good regular breeder of large, evet| winter months. We also feed once a s 

litters, that is a kind mother, one that} qay, a feed of clover hay run through if 

furnishes plenty of milk for her young,| the feed cutter. The above feeds, with ' 

| keep her as long as she lives—she is| plenty of exercise, will insure good suc- bi 

| worth a dozen young, immature things.| cess. Give good shelter where they can i 

It may not be generally known that) pe warm and comfortable. Keep but ) 

there is as much difference in the milk-| few in a place if possible. ‘ 

ing qualities of the swine herd as there 
‘i 

is in the dairy herd, but it is neverthe- Cooked Food. vii 

Jess a fact. The young shoates or fall pigs should i 

. be fed similar, only that rather more by 

The Proper Time to Mate. corn can be fed to advantage after they () 

In this climate I would mate the an-| reach a weight of one hundred pounds. if! 

imals in November, thus bringing the| at our farm we are strong believers in 5 

i litters during March. Perhaps as far| feeding cooked or scalded feed to all \ 

north as this it might be better to breed | young stock in the winter. Not that we 

in December for April litters. The ear- | believe there is any more or as much Pr 

lier the pigs are farrowed, if one is pre-| nutriment in cooked feed, but that the 0 

1 pared to care for them—and everone ig like it better and eat more of it, a 

should be—the better. They can be/anq for this reason do much better. We } 

pushed along during the suckling ee fed in this manner for twenty F 

by giving them plenty of feed on the years and see no cause to change our \e 

side, and by the time the young clover| methods. Nothing looks worse to me 

is ready put them on that, which with | than a lot of pigs fed cold slop when 

{ a feed composed of wheat midd‘ings,| tne thermometer is below zero. They 

ground oats and skimmed milk, with | ose out from their sleeping place 

plenty of corn and corn meal, will Soon | warm, eat a little, get chilled, hump up 

finish them for the early fall market, | jneir backs, and run back to their pens 

and their cost up to this time has been nq pile up. Young pigs fed in this way 

comparatively small. | cannot thrive, and will have an un- 

To the breeding sows that are to far-| healthy look. 

row during the spring, much care 

| should be given, as on the proper feed Careful Attention to Details. 

j and exercise much of the success in se- There are many things connected 

curing strong, vigorous litters will de- with the successful growing of swine
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besides the one great thing of being,a glow. Continue this until the pit is 
a good feeder. This, of course, 1s|full. Dissolve copper in a barrel of 

of the most importance, but a man/|water and add some salt. Then pour 

to get the best results should be|this on the mass and cover the pit 
a@ very careful and close observer. | closely, and you will have a wagon load 
He should note daily every an-|o{ the best charcoal. You will be sur- 

imal, see if each comes to his feed} prised at the amount your hogs will 

promptly and eats with a relish, watch | consume. 

the condition of the bowels, examine 

the coat, and see that they are free Use Good Sanitary Measures. 
from vermin. This is one of the great-| It is said that “An ounce of preven- 
est troubles to contend with. It will re-| tion is worth a pound of cure.” Keep 

; quire eternal vigilance to get entirely | all feeding floors, sleeping pens, and 
! free from this pest, both from the hogs | troughs clean. Use a good disinfectant 

and their sleeping quarters, if once the and use it often. Air slacked lime is 

herd becomes infected. Probably as | 800d; scatter it around and use plenty 
good a remedy as any is a strong kero- | Of it. At our farm we use chloronaptho- | 
sene emulsion. To prepare this, take |leum. It can be purchased in any quan- 

: one quart of soft soap, or % pound of tity, and should be diluted with from 

' hard soap, and boil it in two quarts of | fifty to one hundred parts of water. It 

water. When the soap is dissolved add| thus forms a milk-white fluid that is Z 

| to this mixture while hot one pint of| one of the best germicides and disin- 

kerosene. Stir violently, and it will fectants known. It is used the world ov- 

make a permanent mixture. This should er in hospitals, asylums, stables, etc. 
then be diluted with ten parts of water, | Sprinkle it over the feeding places, in 
and the animals sprayed with it. This|the sleeping places, and over the hogs. 

should be repeated as often as once a | If they get some of it in their feed, so 
week, for two or three weeks. The| much the better. Do not let too many 

sleeping places should also be thor- hogs run together; old and young 

oughly cleaned and sprayed in the same | Should be kept separate during the win- 
manner. Notice the herd also, and see|ter. We use small houses. 
if there are any among them coughing.| You may say all these things are too 
If so, give them a little turpentine in|much trouble, too much work. Why, 
their slop or drinking water. This | in my opinion, it would be one contin- 

cough is usually caused by the small/ual round of pleasure compared to be- 

threadworms in the throat, and a very | ing a dairy slave, and to be tied to a 
few doses will cure the trouble. We use| cow’s tail 365 days in the year, and 1 

large quantities of cob charcoal made | very much doubt if it would not pay 
after the plan used and advocated by | better than the dairy cow, unless in the 
your fellow farmer and most thorough | hands of an expert. Neither business is a 
swine breeder, Mr. Theodore Louis.|path strewn with flowers, but if you 
This is prepared by making a pit. Ours| like to feed swine, and will give your 

/ is five feet deep and almost five feet} time and attention to it, you will find it 

across the top, shaped like a cistern,|one of the best and quickest methods : 

being smaller at the bottom. We start | of condensing the products of the farm 
a fire in the bottom, throw on a few| into cash, and at the same time keeping 

cobs and as the fire increases add more| up the fertility of the farm by feeding 
cobs, never letting them burn only to'the produce and marketing only the
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finished products. It is the finished ten years and she knows just what to 

product that brings the most money. do. We have a little wagon made, only 

Our farms should be manufacturing] eight inches high. I went down to the 

plants, and everything produced ghould| factory and got four band wheels with 

be sold in a condensed form. In these| six inch surface and put on a platform 

days of close margins no man can sell eight feet long and four feet wide. We 

the raw material from the farm for a| can set four or five barrels on that; the 

series of years and succeed. man goes up one side of the lane and 

In closing I would say, breed good feeds them, and turns and comes down 

hogs, feed well, select carefully, use| again on the other side. We feed in . 

your best judgment, and you will find | round iron troughs, eight animals to the 

the breeding of swine one of the most| trough. We put a sow and litter in 4 

profitable departments of the farm. here every year, and when they are 

ee _ older, we put the sow out in the pasture 

DISCUSSION. and leave the litter until they are 

Question—Have you been troubled shipped. 

with cholera? Mr. Arnold—Do you ever sow any 

Mr. Lovejoy—Yes, I was, about smal! grain for pasture? 

twelve years ago. I want to say that Mr. Lovejoy—Yes, rye and oats. 

before the cold weather comes we put Question—Do you ring your hogs? 

in about two feet of straw in these Mr. Lovejoy—I do, those that are in 

houses. that pasture. 

Mr. Convey—What does a building of Question—How would those little 

this size and kind cost? houses answer for the northern part of 

Mr. Lovejoy—My buildings cost me this State, where it is pretty cold? 

$14 apiece, but they are double; they} Mr. Lovejoy—I am eight miles from 

are painted and they look very nice. Wisconsin, over the line in Illinois, and 

They are eight feetsquare. They are| we never have any trouble. Sometimes 

about 200 feet between each building; the snow might drift around by this 

each house sets in the center of an acre.| door and you would have to shovel it 

Each sow and litter has an acre of| away. 

ground. There is a floor which is made Question—You feed them outside? 

on 2x4’s connected with the frathe. Mr. Lovejoy—I do; I never fed an 

Mr. Imrie—Wouldn’t it be better if| animal under cover in my life. We 

that were simply a platform, so you have a little feeding floor about six- 

could lift off the house and clean the | teen feet square, on which one of these 

floors thoroughly? troughs set in the center. The houses 

Mr. Lovejoy—They never are dirty. | are in the center of the acre. 

Those houses are cleaned every Question—What is the shape of the 

Wednesday, swept out and thoroughly acre? 

cleaned, and clean rye straw put in Mr. Lovejoy—It is a little longer than 

them. They are kept on those twenty | it is wide. 

acres and after a few years I will move Mr. Hodgson—Do you feed warm or 

them onto another twenty. cold feed? 

Question—How do you carry water Mr. Lovejoy—Warm_ feed to our 

and milk to them in the winter? young stock. 

Mr. Lovejoy—We have a little bia Question—What do you use for fenc- 

Morgan mare that has fed the hogs for | ing?
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Mr. Lovejoy—Page woven wire fence, Question—What is your chief point 

thirty inches high; any kind will do. | of excellence in selecting a brood sow? 

My fence cost me about 31 cents a rod. Mr. Lovejoy—We like to select the 

It is a good one. We are raising hogs | sow that is large and roomy, a kind of 

to sell as breeders and we sell all over|a motherly-looking sow. But don’t 

the world; we have to keep them pretty | select the chunky ones. 

nice. We have pigs born every month; Mr. Arnold—Which is the most 
in the year, pretty nearly every week. valued part of the hog, on the market? 

Mr. Wing—Wouldn’t it pay to keep | Mr. Lovejoy—Why, the ham of 

them in this way even for commercial course. 

purposes? Mr. Arnold—Then. it is necessary to 

Mr. Lovejoy—I think so, but most|have a breed with good hams and 

| men would not think so. My twenty ! shoulders. What is the comparative 

acre lot didn’t cost me $500 as it stands | value of the hams compared with the 

now. side meat? 

| Question—Did you ever sow millet =| Mr. Lovejoy—I should judge it was 

pasture? worth 25 per cent. more. 

Mr. Lovejoy—No, I didn’t. We are| Mr. Arnold—You can’t get a very 
where we can raise first-class clover | heavy ham on a long hog. 

| and that is pretty good. Mr. Lovejoy—Oh, I don’t know. You 
| The Chairman—Did you ever grow = more weight at the same age. I 
| alfalfa? can show you shoats, farrowed June 

ls Mr. Lovejoy—No, our springs are @/ 17th, that weigh 300 pounds now, and 
little too wet for alfalfa. | they are not fed for weight. They have 

Mr. Imrie—How do you seed those | had clover hay and wheat middlings 

pastures to clover when you want tO/and ground corn and oats together, 

Te-seed? twice a day. : 

= etna: calculate when this) 7 Moseley—Before farrowing, what 
pasture gets used up to move onto 2) 44 you consider a balanced ration for 
new place. That will run the five years. the dam? 

It will run into blue grass before that, ae a: aA 
it is now running into blue grass. It|_ MT — fe a = 
was all clover when 1 first went in dlings, ground oats fed twice a day wit 

there, but as time goes on the other ser — “a eee = Sota 

grasses take the place of the clover. T woul t t fs Ria aa oe 2 

Mr. Convey—Have you tried Alsike | think of such a thing. should expect 
cover? small pigs and a feverish dam like as 

Mr. Lovejoy—No; I understand it is not, and she might eat her pigs up. 
very good. We have fed clover to all| Mr. Arnoléd—What do you think 

of our breeding sows once a day this about this early maturity, breeding 
* winter. We feed it dry, but they eat from immature animals in order to in- 

it up nicely. duce it? S 
Question—How do you keep your Mr. Lovejoy—I don’t think that is 

hogs from tearing up this grass? proper. I would breed from an animal 

Mr. Lovejoy—We ring the mother | of the early maturing type, but I would 

when she goes there with a litter and | have a mature animal. y 

about the time the youngsters are big Question—Would you select a sire of 

F enough to root they are sold. the same type as the sow?
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Mr. Lovejoy—No; we select a sire Mr. Arnold—Do you like as much 

shorter and more compact. Our breed- jowl as that? 

ing sows have lots of food and lots of Mr. Lovejoy—No, not quite, and I 

exercise. They have to come to the| like the back a little bit more arched. 

edge of the enclosure to get their food | That is rather a small leg, too, for that 

twice a day. We have a farrowing box | hog. I don’t like great, coarse bone 

and we put the sow in there and keep | like a Clydesdale, but I like a good- 

her there twenty-four hours after pigs | sined bone. 

are farrowed. Then she has her own Question—Is not that hog in too good 

little house that she is put into ater | contin? 

that. Every pig is born in the same Mr. Lovejoy—Yes, he is a show hog 

patent farrowing house on our farm. and in too high condition for breeding. 

Question—How do you get them in Question—Is it advisable to buy a 

and out? hog that has taken a prize at a fair? 

Mr. Lovejoy—They are well trained Mr. Lovejoy—No; I hardly ever bring 

and go in and out like a horse. | them home, and yet you will be sur- 

Question—If you should select an| prised to see how quickly men will buy 

immature sire and dam wouldn’t it have | the fattest pig they can find. 

a tendency to make a small, finer bone, Question—If you were raising hogs 

less liable to carry the weight you put for the market in general, would you 

upon it? | advocate breeding from mature dams, 

Mr. Lovejoy—Yes; we never sell a| then? 

sow that is a good breeder. We have Mr. Lovejoy—I think so, yes. 

ene in our herd now that is in her thir- Question—It seems to me you would 

teenth year and we have a dozen over | increase the cost. 

eight years old, and they will stay \ Mr. Lovejoy—It costs hardly any- 

there as long as they live. | thing to keep a lot of breeding sows, if 

Mr. Wing—Don’t you use your sOWS, they are mature. We don’t try to keep 

at a year old for breeding? | them fat. 

Mr. Lovejoy—Oh, no; we have fifty Question—You cannot very well keep 

sows this year and they are all one and a sow a year for less than $10. 

a half to eight and ten years. | Mr. Lovejoy—You cannot if you grain 3 

Mr. Wing—They haven’t got through | them, but if you put them on pastures 

growing? | it don’t cost anything near that amount. 

Mr. Lovejoy—Oh, yes. But they have | Question—Not if land is worth what 

not got through raising good pigs. | it is in Wisconsin? 

Many farmers breed them before they | Mr. Lovejoy—It is worth $100 an 

are a year old and feed them corn acre down where I live. You could not 

every year, and every year the pigs! get me to breed from young sows any- 

grow smaller. Our hogs are bigger to- | way. 

day than they were twenty-five years Question—If I or anyone should send 

ago. : to you for a good class of hogs to breed 

Mr. Convey—Describe what you con- from, what type would you send me? 

sider a perfect type of hog. Mr. Lovejoy—I would send you one 

Mr. Lovejoy—That is a pretty good | of a type not in your market. [ try 

shaped hog on the chart now. It looks | to keep my pigs in thrifty, nice grow- 

as if it might be Klever’s model, the | ing condition, and make right around a 

$5,100 hog. pound a day to ship out.
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t 
5: Question—You would send a different |the young sow a larger amount of 

f kind to what you would take to the dearer food. If you feed the old sow 

t fair to show? | with that same food, she will accumu- 

5 Mr. Lovejoy—I would send the same late much more flesh than the young 

t kind of a pig, but he would not be fitted sow. I prefer the old stock in every 

| up like a show pig. | instance. 

' Mr. Hodgson—If you were selecting! Mr. Lovejoy—Our breeding sows cost 

; a type of hog would you make a differ- us very little after they have weaned 

Y ence in the kind, Poland China, for in- | the pigs. 
. stance; would you want a heavier bone, | The Chairman—Of course, the young 

or say a Berkshire; would you make sow has got to make her growth while 

. a difference in the two kinds in the the old sow has her full growth, so that 

quality especially of the bone? | the young sow must be fed liberally in 

j Mr. Lovejoy—No, I would try and order to develop properly, and that is 

4 t select a hog about the same type what- true with all stock, which fact many 

ae ever breed I use. Every man has his farmers do not appreciaie. 

j type and he wants to stick right to that.| Mr. Lovejoy—Many fatten their dams 

Mr. Convey—After all, among the as soon as the pigs are weaned and 

better class of all breeds, is there very | turn them off. We do not do that. 

a much difference in type? | Mr. Arnold—I think you can tell 

Mr. Lovejoy—Not very much. You something of the quality of the bone by 

H take the Poland China and the Duroc— ' the hair on the leg. Where the hair is 

I never saw a type of hogs that have | rough it is apt to be weak, and where 

changed like the Durocs. They have | it is silky it is stronger. 

adopted the Poland China type. I no- | Question—I know many farmers who 

tice the Jersey Red fellows are getting | are feeding their sows this winter on 

nearly to the Poland China type. They nothing but corn. In my own herd I 

are about alike, except the color, and have sixteen, two, three and four years 

' the tip of the ears, and I have been old, with long, nice bodies, and it 

| judging in nearly every Sjate in the doesn’t cost me hardly anything to 

Union. winter them, just a few small ears of 

Question—You are a Poland China corn. Now, can I improve upon that 

: man, aren’t you? herd by changing their feed? 

Mr. Lovejoy—No, sir, I am not. Mr. Lovejoy—If you are feeding corn 

A Member—There seems to be quite a exclusively I should give part oats. An 

' difference of opinion with regard to the all corn ration is apt to make the sow 

i cost of keeping a young sow and an feverish and inclined to take on too 

; old sow. I have been breeding hogs in much fat, and she won’t do as well. 

; large quantities for a number of years Question—What is your breed? 

‘i and I have come to the conclusion that The Chairman—He is breeding Berk- 

i we can keep the old sow just as cheap | sbires. 

i as the young one. You have got to feed | 

bi 
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SHEEP BREEDING. 

{ J. E. WING, Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 

j 

| eee advise him to read to teach him to be 

|, Rew db. <2 5] (a shepherd, I would say, “Get your 

j ae 4 ih : “4 <| Bible, open it to the 21st chapter of 

* P PR cc, 4 i. SRF John and read the fifteenth verse; com- 

f, bah x ~# ar oo 24| | mit it to memory,” and when he had 

: | 4 ae lle ey [done that, he would find that that \ 

es 1s Pb te A verse, among other things, says, “feed vi 

- ie at er ae my lambs.” That is all there is in the \a 

‘ A i ‘@ 5 ah Sah sheep business. You ask why not feed ‘ 

4 a ae meem| the old sheep. Of course, when we Va 

i my —_ x ieereten| feed the mother, we are feeding the if 

| eo Stet tee?) lamb, but why not feed the old sheep? i 

j « te uy Re “cea?! | Because you can’t afford to do it. You 4 

9 ¥ | sat a9 can’t afford to feed these old sheep for i 

f FF he isaac, | | the number of pounds they put on, and 

Fe aa BY ig =| | that is why I say, feed the lambs. We 4 

= ee Gok should feed the lambs because when {i 

ee" 2 i Paes t se they are lambs their digestion and their } 

Be Pa Sead Gad aa eee: assimilation are so perfect, the food al- i" 

Rc Po oe Be most all “‘sticks to their ribs,” and you i 

oe — Be Ep eae oe ae, %| | get much greater gain in proportion for He 

j = ——— ; yr food given to the little lamb than } 

WoopLaNp Farm. when fed to any other animal on the " 

‘A good Dorset ram lamb. farm. You can make a pound of lamb i 

; 
mutton cheaper than a pound of any iat 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- | other meat on the farm, and taking the ‘* 

men:—I wish I could get up as much | #Verage, you will get more for your N 

interest in the sheep question as has| Mutton than any other meat you pro- J 

been shown in the hog question. My duce. 
id 

heart has almost failed me in going 

through Wisconsin, I am afraid there The Good Shepherd. 

are not many good shepherds. I be- It takes a little skill to be a shepherd; 

\ lieve 1 would like to ask you to hold | it takes a man with a little loving kind- 

up your hands, those of you who are ness to be a shepherd. I don’t like hogs 

shepherds. (A good many hands ge) very well, that is, not for very long at 

up.) Well, that is better than I ex-|a time, but I do love the sheep. I can 

pected; I was too easily discouraged. | hire plenty of men to feed and take 

. I will give you just a short talk and|care of hogs, but I cannot easily hire 

make a few points to hinge your ques- | men that will take care of sheep prop- 

tions upon. If a young man wei and that is the reason why the 

come to me and ask me what I would | sheep business is not going to be over- 

advise him to do, what work | would/ done.
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Feeding Lambs. because it is convenient to put in two 

Now, about feeding the lamb. How| Or three sacks of feed at once, and day 

soon are you going to commence to| after day I go to this feeder with a 

feed them. You have got to begin a| basket and pull out with my hands all 

long time before they are born. You| that is in sight and give it to the ewes, 

want the mother fat when they are | because the little lamb is very particu- 
S born, and a good, strong flow of milk, | ar and he doesn’t like any kind of food 

which will continue. Ewes are won-| that another lamb has nosed over. Give 
derful milkers, far exceeding the milk- | them a little clover hay and alfalfa, and | 

ing capacity of the cow, and the milk|if you have nothing else, give them 

is richer, too, sometimes testing as| timothy, but don’t give it to them next 

high as fifteen per cent. butter fat. You|year- Have something better. it | 

have got to feed them for that; you|™akes no difference whether you are 

want the ewes to come in with a full|80ing to keep your lambs until fall or | 
udder and with a quantity of fat backt| not, that grain feed fed to them now is 
of it. You have got to feed food rich| Worth a dollar a bushel. When they 

in protein, bran, linseed meal, clover|8et out on grass they will have the 
hay, and such things as make milk, the | @bility to eat and they will go through 

ewe has no magic power within her| the summer in fine shape, and in the 

body that will enable her to make milk | fall they will weigh very much more 
out, of corn—it has not much of the| then they otherwise would. 

element of milk in it. About the time 
the lamb is a week old you will see The Best Feeds to Grow. 
it looking around to get something to| In my experience in making mutton 

eat. Then give it a chance. Suppose/I have found out that feeding these 

you are having lambs come now, and| little lambs one hundred pounds of 

you ought to, this is none too early,| food will make double what it will on 

somewhere in the corner of your barn|a lamb of five or six months old. Now, 

you want to fix a little creep, make it | about the production of that feed. Grow 

of any kind of boards, just little picket | your own protein, don’t be dependent 

fence boards, seven or eight inches|upon others in your early feeding. 

apart, depending on the size of the| When we had to feed so much oil meal 

ewes. Make a little fence and enclose | and wheat bran, and pay for it, it was 

a little pen, and in this little pen put| because we were feeding timothy hay 

a little trough; put a little whéat bran| and oat straw. A sheep wants to eat 

in this trough and then a little corn| some oat straw, and that is all right, 

meal and about 10 per cent. of oil meal.| but we began to grow clover and more 

Be sure the trough is clean, and put|of it, then alfalfa and more alfalfa. 

a little brown sugar on it right at the| Now we are growing very little on 

start to get the lambs to eating it.| Woodland farm but corn and rape, 

After they learn to feed they won’t| clover and alfalfa, and our farm all 

need any sugar; they will soon learn| goes to sheep, and we have cut down 

and will put this corn meal and bran| the cost of our lamb production very 

where it will make growth. Clean that| much. It used to cost us $6.00 a hun- - 

trough out every day and give to the| dred, last year it only cost us $3.50 a 

ewes what is left, and fill it up fresh.| hundred. We fed just alfalfa and corn 

Feed them two or three times a day.| this last year to our fattening lambs. 

At home I use a self-feeder. I use it!I rather dreaded telling that in Wis-
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consin, because I knew I was coming) leaf, a green, juicy plant, with more 

among men who have a mighty repu- sugar in it than cabbage. When I walk 

tation for scientific feeding, and I was | through a rape field I always break off . 

liable to hurt my own reputation when |a stem and eat it, I like it because it 

I said I was feeding only alfalfa and|has so much sugar in it. The rape 

corn to my lambs, after they were|comes up in a great wealth and will 

weaned, but I took occasion to tell | make mutton for nothing, because it 

: Prof. Henry about it, and I have more | will grow on black ground that would 

confidence in his judgment in questions | produce only weeds; or you can sOW it z 

of feeding than of any man in the | in your corn at the last cultivation and 

United States. I said, “I know it is| in Ohio we can pasture until Christmas; 
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Dorset Ewes on Alfalfa. April, 1899.) 

{ \ not a balanced ration.” He replied, “I | it takes cold of about 12 degrees above 

don’t know. You couldn’t better it; | zero to injure the Tape. You must not 

you are getting returns at any rate, | turn your ewes in after it has been 

> making money.” frosted, you will find it very profitable 

to turn your lambs in there in Septem- 

. Rape for Making Mutton. ber, October and November. After you 

I want to refer to one other point.| put your jambs in the barn let them 

After your grass is cut, then comes 2! have a chance to gambol around in the 

period of drought, and then in the fall | yard and have plenty of air. Don’t try 

it comes again, there is where your rape to keep them warm, but just in a clean, 

comes in. Rape is like a big cabbage dry place, with good air. Turn them 

that forgot to head out, a branching , out on the hills and not in the same
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pasture every year; then turn them in; wooled, but I would never seek an ex- 

the rape and then in the market, and|cessively covered sheep. Sheep that 

: see whether you haven’t a larger lamb| are bred especially for wool and have 

for less trouble than anybody else in| wool on the tips of their ears and on 

your neighborhood. their toes and eyeballs, are not profit- 

Sev y ones ee able sheep for the general farmer. 

Question—Is there any truth in the 

DISCUSSION. statement that it costs more to raise 
Mr. Imrie—Do you feed these 1,100|a pound of mutton than a pound of 

sheep altogether or in bunches? beef? 

Mr. Wing—They were practically in Mr. Wing—lIt costs less and you get 

two lots, but they would have done just | the wool for nothing. 

as well fed altogether. There are two Question—Have you had any trouble 

essentials in feeding a lot of shéep to-|in losing lambs along in August or 

gether, one is that the air must be| September, from worms? We have lost 

pure; our barn basement is practically | twenty or thirty out of about two hun- | 

a covered barnyard. The air comes in| dred, and have been unable to stop it. 

freely all around. The other point is Mr. Wing—Yes, I am sorry to say, I 

that every sheep must have a chance| have had considerable trouble. A good 

so that they can all eat at once, and| many of my gray hairs come from a 

the little fellows not wait for the big | little stomach worm, not in my own 

ones to get through. stomach, but in my lambs’, and from 

Mr. Goodrich—Where there are so! what I hear I think they are very much 

many fed together don’t you find that|in evidence in Wisconsin. Often the 

some of them are more ravenous and| shepherd will not realize what is the 

greedy and get more than their share, | matter. Lambs that have scours have 

while others that are slower in eating | stomach worms, a little twisted worm 

don’t have so good a chance? that gets in the fourth stomach and 

Mr. Wing—Our lambs are rather even | destroys the lamb’s digestion. Benzine 

in quality and in size, and we have|is the only thing I know of that is of 

room for every one to eat at once; when | any particular value in reaching them, 

they get their heads placed in the racks | and I will tell you how we administer 

they don’t pull them out until they/it. A dose for a lamb is from one to 

have fed a long time. They do not/|three teaspoonfuls, and it is a pretty 

roam around. It is a good plan, of|good idea to buy a measuring glass to 

course, to sort out those that are not| measure the teaspoonful, because tea- 

doing very well. spoons vary, and you can get a measur- 

Mr. Imrie—I understand this gentle-|ing glass for a nickel. It must be 

man was fattening lambs, while I think | diluted with something, because, if you 

Mr. Goodrich was speaking of winter-| give that raw benzine to the lamb he 

ing, where they are not fed so heavy. will be dead in a second. The best 

Mr. Wing—Yes, in wintering breed-| thing is flaxseed tea, made just thick 

ing ewes, I would always have three | enough so you can pour it. Take four 

lots. ounces of the flaxseed for a dose for 

Mr. Arnold—If you were buying stock | one lamb. It must be mixed separate, 

sheep for breeding, would you buy one] put that all in a bottle, shake it to- 

that was well wooled or not? gether, set the lamb up and don’t rear 

Mr. Wing—I always want them well! his head back, and pour it down him i 

ee
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slowly. Do it when he is hungry; shut It is a good thing to have a little punch 

him up the night before, repeat for with a hollow needle. 

three days, and that will nearly always Supt. McKerrow—The sharp blade of 

correct his trouble. a jack knife and a goose or turkey quill 

Mr. Philips—Please give us the pro-| will work all right.. We have heard a 

portion of gain with you between the good deal in going around the State, of 

Mexican lambs and the others. trouble in lambing time. What do you 

Mr. Wing—I fed them all at the same| think of feeding corn to ewes indis- 

time and fed them the same quality of criminately? 

hay and about the same feed. The| Mr. Wing—That won’t do. If a man 

Mexican lambs weighed fifty-six pounds knows how to feed corn to pregnant 

when we bought them, February 8.| ewes in a cold climate, it is all right, 

They weighed seventy-eight pounds | but it is a dangerous practice with the 

when we sold them, May 8, and we inexperienced. 

picked out the grade Dorset lambs born Supt. McKerrow—Might there be a 

in February that we didn’t care about | possibility of feeding too much clover 

keeping for breeders, which were not | and bran? ’ 

always the best, and sent them to Buf-| Mr. Wing—That is where the skill of 

falo along with the Mexicans, without | the shepherd comes in. He has got to 

weighing them, and when they got to strike a balance in these things. If you 

Buffalo they weighed eighty pounds on feed too much wheat bran, it develops 

the average. The Mexicans had gained|too much bone in the unborn lamb; 

twenty-two pounds, and their wool be-! they will be abnormally large and then 

i sides. In the same time these little fel-| sometimes the ewes and lambs will 

lows had gained seventy pounds, saying | both die at birth. There are several 

they weighed ten pounds when they | things a man wants to find out about 

‘ were born, and they weighed eighty | in the sheep business. 

pounds at the end of this time. That Question—Have you ever fed corn- 

is not all. They sold for 7% cents a| stalks to sheep? 

pound; that is, the little fellows, right} Mr. Wing—Yes; that makes excellent 

from their mother’s side, that were not | feed, but you want to remember to feed 

weaned, whereas, the Mexicans sold for | some oats and wheat bran. I don’t 

5%. It was just like finding money think the stalk itself is of much value 

and every one of you can do it. to the sheep. 

Question—But you had to keep the Question—If you were buying a sire 

ewes? of any of the down breeds and they 

Mr. Wing—We had the wool. I don’t| were built just alike, but one would 

say the wool quite paid for the keep produce ten pounds of wool and the 

of the ewes. other fifteen, would you make any dif- 

Mr. Mosher— Have you ever had any | ference in the price, and if so, how. 

trouble with bloat in sheep running on | much? 

clover? Mr. Wing—I can’t tell you that. I 

Mr. Wing—Yes; the best way to| might choose one and I might choose 

guard against that is after your sheep | the other. 

gets used to clover, never take them off} Mr. Goodrich—Wouldn’t that depend 

of it, but if a sheep is bloated, you can | upon the value of the wool? 

tap it, just the same as you would a Mr. Wing—No, sir, not to me. It 

cow. I have never lost any. that way.' would depend on whether I saw in the 

scc
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i sire that produced the ten pounds of; the same fall, certainly not. I would 

; wool a more abounding vitality and] have the first crop of lambs when they 

vigor, a more robust, compact sheep, | were about two years old. Before they 

and what I thought would be a better|are two years old our lambs are gen- 

HH sire. Between two sires of the same]erally mothers. I find that where a 

; breed, one a great, large, coarse sheep,| young ewe goes too long before she 

with a dull eye, and the other one|reaches maturity, she is apt to be a 

; twenty or thirty pounds lighter, quick,| poor milker and perhaps less careful of 

: nervy, built like a little pony, I would|her lambs. If she is well fed, she can 

give twice as much for the latter and| be developed to maternity before she is 

; expect to get larger and better lambs. | two years old, and she makes the bet- 

. Question—In places where they don’t| ter mother thereafter, in my experi- 

t take good care of their sheep, for| ence. 

} : instance, in stormy weather, would not Question—What kind of a sheep is 

a dense fleece be better? the most profitable for a man to keep? 

} Mr. Wing—I prefer a dense fleece on Mr. Wing—That is an easy question 

| a sheep. I can’t answer many ques-|to answer. Thick chested, big through 

tions about wool, because that is not| the heart, with a round body, and broad 

i my forte. It is one of the last things| straight back. Choose the thick-necked 

I look at in buying sheep. kind, where it sets on his shoulder 

{ Question—When lambs are born in| broad and thick, and big, heavy quar- 

April do yeu breed them the next year|ters, with a straight, short leg. I do 

or the same fall? not look for a small bone in a sheep, I 

Mr. Wing—I would not breed them | don’t care how large it is. 

A LESSON IN FEEDING FARM ANIMALS: A PROPOSED LINE OF 
INSTRUCTION FOR RURAL SCHOOLS. 

W. A. HENRY, Dean College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin. 

I ask the farmers gathered before me|as for other people. Please follow me 

in the closing institute to listen to the closely, remembering that I shall con- 

presentation of an elementary lesson in dense many lectures by the country 

. stock feeding. I shall present it in school teacher into one in this talk. 

greatly condensed form for lack of time, 

as it seems to me it is possible for in- Protein. 

| telligent teachers in our rural schools The nutritive portion of all sub- 

i to do when they shall have properly stances which go to nourish man or 

| qualified themselves for such effort. I beast may be grouped under five divi- 

: shall use a few comparatively new sions, viz.: protein, carbohydrates, fat 

terms, but not many. Remember that or ether extract, mineral matter and 

in these days we are constantly finding water. 

it necessary to add to our vocabulary, We may consider the white of an egg 

and the farmer is no exception. There or the cheese part of milk the best ex- 

are new words for him to learn as well amples of protein. The gluten of flour, 

| _ oc lee
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the lean part of meat are also protein muscles of the body and to replace their 

substances. Oil meal, gluten meal, peas, waste. The protein substances also con- | 

bran and middlings are all rich in pro- stitute the organic part of the bones, 

tein. Oats contain a fair quantity of most of the hide, hair, horns, nerves 

protein, while Indian corn is relatively and blood of the body. The word “pro- | 

poor in that constituent. The stems of | tein” means, first in importance, and 

leguminous plants, such as clover, al- | we will readily agree that it was well 

falfa, cow peas, the common field peas, named. 

etc., are quite rich in protein when In its secondary use protein is broken 

cured into hay, while oat straw, corn down in the body and furnishes heat 

stover (shock corn from which the ears and energy, or it may be converted into 
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‘ The offices of Experiment Station and Farmers Institutes are located in this ‘ 

building. Also agricultural library, laboratories and lecture 

rooms where agricultural students meet. 

have been husked), are comparatively | fat for storing in the tissues against 

} poor in protein. Instead of saying a time of need. 

| “protein substances,” we frequently use 

| the term “nitrogenous substances,” to Carbohydrates. 

i characterize this group of materials for Here is a long word, but let us learn 

the reason that they all contain nitro- to use it. Sugar is a pure, erystalized 

gen, an element not found in the groups | carbohydrate, and I am sure no one 

of which I shall next speak. need ever forget the meaning of the 

The highest use of protein or the | word hereafter. Starch is another car- 

nitrogen substances is to build up the | bohydrate, as is also the woody portion 

mcmama accel
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of plants. The carbohydrates, as we|Fat stored in the body is a supply of 

shall soon see, constitute a large por- | fuel for the body against a time of need. 

tion of all the food consumed by man| When an animal:is starving, or when 

or animal. In the body the carbohy-| it is sick, it often lives for days upon 

drates furnish heat and energy. They|the fat stored away in the body. The 

also serve as the main source for fur- shrinkage which the body undergoes at 

nishing fat to the tissues. The carbo-| such time is in part due to the loss of 

hydrates can not build up the muscles,|fat which is given up for the purpose 

but they may nourish them and prevent | of supporting life. 

their waste. The sugars in plants and 

fruits, the starch in tubers, roots and Mineral Matter and Water. 

stems, and the woody fiber of the| For building up the bony framework 
leaves, stems, etc., constitute the car-|°f the body there is required a certain 
bohydrates used by man and beast as | 2mount of mineral matter, and some 

food. We can readily understand how exists also in the tissues of the body. 

abundant the carbohydrates are, and| Generally where animals are properly 
we will learn further on by the tables|ourished otherwise, they are getting 
what quantities are required by some of | im their food all of the mineral matter 
our farm animals. they require. Since we must be very 

brief at this time we will not talk fur- 
Fat or Ether Extract. ther about mineral matter. 

The fatty substances of forage mate- A large part of the animal body con- 

rials are called “ether extract” by the| sists of water, but this is supplied so 

chemist. We can readily understand | abundantly as a rule that we need not 
what sort of substance the fat of feed-| consider it further. 

ing materials is. Corn contains a con- 

siderable quantity of oil or fat, and lin- Digestibility. 
seed meal or cotton-seed meal still Having considered all of the groups 

more. There is considerable oil in oats,| of substances required to nourish the 

but not much in corn stalks or wheat} animal, let us next consider their di- 

straw. gestibility. 

A pound of oil from flax seed or In- Food consumed by the animal “passes 

dian corn, for example, will give off | into the digestive tract, which is a tube 

more than two times as much heat| running through the body. Before any 

when it is burned as will an equal/of the protein, carbohydrates or fat _ 

weight of sugar and starch, and this| supplied in the food can be taken into 

being true, we may readily believe that| the body from the alimentary tract, it 

for certain uses in the animal body fat | must first be dissolved by the digestive 

or ether extract is worth more than/ fluids secreted from the walls of the 

twice as much as the same weight of | alimentary canal. These fluids of vari- 

carbohydrates in the form of sugar or | ous kinds attack the food materials con- 

starch. Oil and the carbohydrates con-| taining nutriment, anddissolvemoreor 

tain the same elements and so serve the| less of it. The dissolved portions then 

same purpose in the animal body,|pass through the linings of the intes- 

namely, furnishing heat and energy | tines and enter the blood, while the in- 

and building up the fatty tissues. The| digestible portion passes on as waste. 

fat of feeding stuffs is a concentrated | For present purposes we shall consider 

form of fuel just as coal is a more con-| only the digestible portion of feeding 

centrated source of heat than is wood. ! stuffs. 

~ a
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A Sample Table of Common Feed- | sent, but many others as well, so that 

ing Stuffs. : the farmer boy and girl could learn 

In the table herewith presented are | something about all the materials 

given a few of the common feeding which are used on our farms or might 

stuffs together with the quantity of be used thereon for feeding animals. 

digestible material contained in 100 | Please remember that this is a sample 

_ pounds. A school teacher would have| table containing only a few articles 

to assist her a large chart which would | which are required for to-day’s dis- 

not only give the substances I here pre- cussion. 

TABLE SHOWING THE DIGESTIBILITY OF SEVERAL COMMON FEEDING STUFFS. 

Sn gm ate a ‘ 
Total Digestible Substance in 100 Pounds. 

ets ee | ~~ protein. | Carbohydrates. |, Ether Hxtract. 

Roughage. 
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Corn StOVETr.....--.sseeeeeeeeeeeee 17 32.4 0.7 

Red clover hay.......+.++se+eeeees 6.8 35.8 17 

Timothy hay.........+-e+e+eeeeee 2.8 43.4 15 

Oat Straw........ceeceeeseeceeeees 1.2 38.6 0.8 

Concentrates. 

Corn or corn meal........+0++0+0++ 78 tii 43 

OREB <p sn cicc cence ceesececsececiesiss. 9.2 471.3 4.2 

Wheat bran.......--.eeeee cece eee 12.2 39.2 2.7 

Oil meal, old process......----++++- 29.3 32.7 | 7.0 

Studying this table we learn that in | much richer in that nutrient; oats are 

a hundred pounds of corn stover (shock |less rich than corn in carbohydrates, 

corn with the ears removed) there is| and wheat bran still poorer. In fatty 

1.7 pounds of protein available for the matter or ether extract corn is a great 

animal, i. e., digestible, while the car- | deal richer than corn stover, and oil 

bohydrates equal 32.4 pounds, and the | meal is still richer than corn. 

ether extract or fatty matter .7 pounds. | Requirements of Farm Animale. 

Red clover hay is four times as rich| we readily understand that each 

in protein as corn stover. We find still) farm animal requires a certain amount 

more protein in the concentrates, espe-| of food for the support of the body. 

cially in wheat, bran and oil meal.| This subject has been carefully studied 

While corn stover contdins a consider- | by investigators, and here is what they 

able amount of carbohydrates, corn is| report. * 

TABLE SHOWING THE DIGESTIBLE MATERIAL REQUIRED DAILY BY FARM ANIMALS 

PER 1,000 POUNDS LIVE WEIGHT. 
oe eS ee 

ee 

oo So ee Se SS ee 
| Protein. _| Carbohydrates. |Ether Extract. 

| Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Ox at complete rest in stall........... 0.7 8.0 0.1 

Fattening cattle (first period)........ 25 | 16.0 0.5 
Milch cow (yielding 22 Ibs. daily).... | 25 ¢ 13.0 0.5 

Horse (medium work)........000000-| 20 0 | es 
(a 

SS
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Remembering that in each case the, “standard ration” just the amount of 

figures are for 1,000 pounds of animal, | nutriment the animal requires for one 

we learn that an ox of that weight|day—no more and no less, for here is 5 

standing quietly in his stall, neither} where the usefulness of this line of in- ~ 

gaining nor losing in weight, requires | struction comes in. Every cow, for ex- 

.7 pounds of protein, 8.0 pounds of car-| ample, requires a certain amount of 

bohydrates and .1 pound of fat or ether|food for the support and nourishment 

extract each twenty-four hours to sup-|of her body, and she must have this 

port the body. -In other words, this is | amount before she can return any prof- 

the amount of food material necessary |its to her owner. The amount that the 

to run the animal machine without ac-| cow requires for merely supporting the 

complishing any results further than] body is about that represented by the 

body support. If we propose to fatten |ox at rest in his stall, which is given 

this same steer, we are shown by the|in the second table. We see that when 

second line of the table that the protein | giving 22 pounds of milk daily the cow | 

must be increased until 2.5 pounds are| will require more than three times as 

given daily, and the carbohydrates run} much protein as the ox at rest, while 

up to 15 pounds and the ether extract|she will need 13 pounds of carbohy- 

to .5 pounds. The milch cow needs the | drates instead of 8,-as required by the 

same protein and fat as the fattening|ox at rest. The ether extract or fat 

ox, but not quite so much carbohy-|required by the cow is five times as 

drates, and the horse at medium work | great as the ox at rest. 

requires less nutrients than the cow, ex- Let us next calculate a ration for the 

: cepting the ether extract. - |dairy cow, using the feeding stuffs 

Please remember that this table is|named in the first table, and meeting 

only a sample, and does not give all| her requirements as given in the third 

that the school teacher would have/|line of the second table. 

when teaching her class. On her chart é 5 

or in the text book used there would Calculates © Mati tor thats 

be a much larger table showing the feed Cow. 

required for pigs of different ages, for In determining a rAtion for a dairy 
the dairy cow giving different quanti- cow yielding 22 pounds of milk daily, 

ties of milk, also for the sheep, etc. we choose from the list of feeds in the 
first table 8 pounds of red clover hay, 

Practical Application of Tables. 10 pounds of corn stover, 3 pounds of 

We have now had two tables before | 0at straw, for roughage, and 5 pounds 
us for consideration. In the first we| ach of corn-meal and bran for con- 
were told how much digestible material | Centrates. The digestible nutrients in 
is contained as an average in several | these are ascertained as follows: 
common feeding stuffs. We have been} CALCULATIONS FOR DRY MATTER AND 

told in the second how much feed dif- D‘GESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN TRIAL 

ferent animals require for their proper SASS FOR Pe Sor 

support. In order to apply this knowl- RED CLOVER HAY. 
edge let us endeavor to calculate a ra-| i100 Olas 
tion for the dairy cow. Remember that | 84.7 + 100 X 8.........-......-++- 6.776 

by “ration” we mean the amount of| 6.8+ 100 X 8.................... 544 

‘ food necessary for the support of an | 35.8 + 100 x 8................+... 2,864 

animal one day. Further, we mean by| 1.7+ 100 X 8..............------ 136 Z 

ge a 5 Rei a
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: OAT STRAW. CORN MEAL. 

In 100 ~ Ind In 100 In5 

Pounds. Pounds. | Pounds. 
Pounds. 

GOB + 100-X 8.0.02. 0cce een e ene s -21BE | 89.4 + 100 X G...0-0 2200s enero ress 4.47 

1.2 +100 X 3... 02... eee e cree eee “036 | Tee ha eer error 

88.6 +100 XB......cecceceeeeeeee 1,158 | 66.7 + 100 X 5.-.--0- essere ee ee ees 3.335 

8 +100 X B......- saeco eee cenee 24 | 43+ 100 X Bo. < sen eee sees ee Oe 

CORN STOVER. BRAN. 

. In 100 In10 | In 100 Ind 

Pounds. Pounds. | Pounds. 
Pounds. 

p00 5 10... osc k ve coven aces GOO oe 4.405 

PG 1000 50. <<< onens-sadaaceoe AE IRS + OEX B., «00-0065 -- 220080 61 

B24 + 100 X10........eeeseceeene 3.24 }i9.-3¢ 100 Bi... -5--2----se-* 1.96 

EPS AOO 16 cee ME RTS OOK Boo gaee sco 2 ees eee 

Arranging these results in tabular form, with the standard of table for 

comparison, we have the following: 

PIRST TRIAL RATION FOR DAIRY COW WEIGHING 1,000 POUNDS AND YIELDING 22 

: POUNDS OF MILK DAILY—STANDARD. = 

pie eis Digestible Nutrients. 
Feeding Stuffs. a Protein. | Carbohydrates. | Bther Extract. 

pos ene fra eae es Sh ee 

Lbs. “Lbs. Lbs. 

Red clover hay, 8 pounds.........--- 544 2.864 136 

Corn stover, 10 pounds.....--.--+-+-+ AT 3.24 AT 

Oat straw, 3 pounds.......-..---++++ 036 1.158 024 

Corn meal, 5 pounds.......---+-+-+++ 39 3.335 215 

Bran, 5 pounds.......+++-++++++++s++ Sie: 1.96 135 

Bee ese eh
 ee 

First trial ration.......---+-++++++ | 1.750 | 12.557 | 580 

Seger eee Se 
ee 

Ripiaed 5.52250 sae o cscs) 7 OB | 18.0 | 50 
eer ee

 ee 

This trial falls considerably below the standard, especially in protein, and 

to correct this, 3 pounds of oil meal are added. 

SHCOND TRIAL RATION FOR DAIRY COW W=IGHING 1,000 POUNDS AND YIELDING 22 

VOUNDS OF MILK DATLY—STANDARD. 

ieee Se EAR ee ee 
Digestible Nutrients. 

Feeding Stuffs. ee Protein. _|Carbohydrates. |Bther Hixtract. 

Pee tree En ee ee ee eae 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Ration as above........-+-+s+eeeeeeeee 1.750 12.557 -580 

Oil meal, 3 pounds.......-+.--++++e+000+ 879 981 21 

asa a Ee ee 

Santini | eee | sees | 
ganna eee ee ee 

Standard.........ccceeeceeeeeeeee cen 25 | 13.0 | 50 
eww se 2 en eee
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The first ration chosen with 3 pounds | school teacher might profitably lead 

of oil-meal added gives us a ration very|the little people she is teaching 

close to the standard. slowly ahead until after a time they 

We learn from this that a satisfac- | have a fair understanding of these feed- 
tory ration for a dairy cow weighing | ing tables, and the older ones be taught 

1,000 pounds and yielding 22 pounds of|to calculate rations not only for the 

milk daily may be composed of the fol- | dairy cow, as we have done to-day, but 

lowing: Red clover, 8 pounds; corn} for the horse, the fattening steer, the 

stover, 10 pounds; corn meal and bran, | sheep and the pig. If this subject were 

each 5 pounds; oat straw and oil meal, | taught in the country. school, would not 

each 3 pounds. the boys and girls coming home at night 

have interesting topics for discussion at 

Teaching These Things in Our Coun-/| the supper table, and would not father 
try Schools. and mother as well as John and Mary 

Farmers of the closing institute: | become interested? When doing his 

What I have told you in this brief | daily chores, would not John supply 

- space of time represents a dozen talks | feed to the farm stock with more care- | 

or more, if need be, by the enthusiastic, | fulness than if he had never thought of 

intelligent teacher of the rural school. | these subjects before? 

Lack of time and the necessities of the 

case have caused me to be brief be- Is It Not Practical? 
fore you to-day and to crowd a great If our teachers can acquire a knowl- 

many facts into a few brief sentences.|edge of arithmetic, physiology and 

I ask you as thoughtful farmers if I} other branches sufficient to pass ex- 

have not presented a subject which is | aminations thereon and to teach these 

worthy of a place in the country school| branches more or less_ successfully, 

course of study? It is true, I have used|could they not in time gain sufficient 

a few unfamiliar terms, and these words | proficiency in some of the farm topics 

will sound strange when first heard by|to teach them effectively and to the 

our country school children. I beg of | great advantage of all concerned? Re- 

you, however, to think of the scores of | member that what I have here present- 

words which you were compelled to/}ed is only one of many subjects which 

learn and use when at school and which | might well come into our course of 

you have forgotten since your school|study for the rural schools. If such 

days. Do you not recollect that you/topics as these were added to the 

were taught to use such words and|course of study, would not much good 

phrases as “minuend,” “subtrahend,”|be accomplished thereby? The facts 

the “least common multiple,” the|that I have gone over concerning the 

“greatest commgn divisor,” and scores | feeding of farm animals are useful not 

of others in arithmetic, grammar and|only for the stable and feed-lot, but 

other books? Do you not agree with} they apply indirectly in many ways to 

me that the words “protein” “car-|human nutrition, and so our boys and 

bohydrates” and “ether extract” are/| girls, while studying these topics in the 

just as important as many of those|country schools, would gain a great 

old school-day words, and that the| deal of helpful information. Can not 

farmer boy and girl should become|and should not our teachers prepare 

| familiar with them? Do you not agree| themselves in the near future to give 

with me further that the country ‘instruction in some lines of agricul‘ure 

i pm eee
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at least as well as in the branches now | hundred pages upon the subject of stock 

in the course of study? = feeding; upon that book I have spent 

every spare moment, holidays and 

Se roy nights, for six years, and a large 3 

DISCUSSION. amount of money for help gleaned from | 

five or six languages, everything that | 

Question—Where can we obtain that | could be found in regard to feeding | 

twenty-five cent book you spoke of? cattle. I went clear as far as Finland 

Prof. Henry—It is Prof. C. C. James’|to get experiments on feeding stock, 

pook on the Principles of Agriculture, and I have gathered them into a book 

Bryant Press, Toronto, Canada. It is| called “Feeds and Feeding.” Six hun- 

a beautiful little book. dred copies of this book have gone into 

The Chairman—Don’t you think be-| your schools, having been put on the 

fore we have these things taught in| library lists by the County Superintend- 

our common schools, that the teachers | ents, so that if you wish to consult it, 

will have to have some instructions? you will find it in your district libraries. 

Prof. Henry—I do, and I think money Mr. Scott—I think it would be a 

should be spent in order to have the| great advantage for the scholars to 

teachers taught in our Normal Schools | read such books as Prof. Henry’s 

so that they can teach about agriculture | “Feeds and Feeding” and the farm 

in conection with other branches. bulletins that are issued, which too 

Supt. McKerrow—Do you know how often lie upon the library shelves un- 

many school district libraries have put | read, and would be more likely to be 

your book on Feeds and Feeding into read if the system of education which 

their librfries? has been referred to could be inaugu- 

Prof. Henry—Allow me to say that I rated. 

have prepared a book of nearly seven The Institute adjourned till 7 o’clock. 

° 

:
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. EVENING SESSION. 

The Institute met at 7 o'clock P.M. Mr.H. C. Taylor in the chair. 

+ THE LYCEUM. 

W. H. SCHULZ, Lyceum Manager for Wisconsin, Spring Green, Wis. 

; a , We have never had such organiza- | 

Be ee Se eee tion of the lyceum work as had the 
ee te AEE a ees aa ae A ictcemeren ont SA | | Greeks. Ours was not planned and di- 

Sy eee 4 == | |rected by philosophers. We are now 
fe 2 es * : ‘ pee endeavoring to do this. We are making 

| ; =e 3 gg on E- | | the teachers and the people who are in- 
} ee 5A BS = oe E2 * terested in education the leaders of this 

a z st a Mee | /movement. We are succeeding. Yet 
t ee OSM f »| | our history is short. The work was be- 

i _ eS ; ‘ 3 gun five years ago in Sauk County. It 

ae 3 3 . =| |has had four years of constant, healthy 

} : growth. There have been lyceums or- 
} Pies ganized in all parts of Wisconsin. Dur- 

Be “ ing the year the work has been expand- 
| ? P Fy ed, and we have now the following de- 

partments of work: the common school, 

g | the graded school, the high school, the 
; public library and the farmer’s Lyceum 

: Leagues, each having a distinct and 

. separate organization of its own. It is 

I ere. thought best to omit a description of 
eee - — the other branches of our work and 

limit ourselves to the two branches of 

W. I. Scnvurz. most interest to you, namely: the com- 
mon school lyceum and the farmer’s ly- 

The history of the Lyceum, in its | ggym, 

present form, is short; but in some 

form or other it has existed where some The Common School Lyceum. 
sort of popular government has existed. The common school lyceum league is 

_ The Hebrews of old knew itbeforethey | the parent organization. All others have 

had kings. The Greeks had it for cen- | since been formed, but are a part of the 

turies; the Romans had it during the | State Lyceum. In each school district 

life of their republic. Our ancestors had | where it is possible a Local Lyceum 

: it in their day. It has always been the should be organized. The officers should 

school of popular oratory, and the arena | be elected annually, so as to have a per- 

of contending thought. | manent organization.
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Where there are two or more lyceums, 13. That the State should make and 

in a town, a Town Lyceum League | sell to school districts at cost all school 

should be organized for the purpose of | books. 

various kinds of contests. Where there | 14. That Civil Service should be ex- 

are several Town Lyceum Leagues in a | tended to all administrative and cler- 

county, a County Lyceum League ical officers, except elective officers. E 

should be formed for the purpose of 15. That the State should have a 

various kinds of contests to be held but “pardoning board.” 

once in a year, perhaps, in connection 16. That préss opinion is good popu- 

with the county fair, as is now the case lar opinion. 

in many counties. 17. That the trader is more servicable 

We will now outline for you as briefly | than the mechanic. 

as this is possible the work for 1899 18. That inventions should be re- 

to 1900: a warded by the government and then 2 

belong to it. 

I. Debating, and Questions for De- | 19. That co-operation solves the la- 

abe: bor question. 

| 20. That the State should make and 

1. Resolved, That there should be no! seq] all liquors. 

distribution of real estate by will, but! 91. That territorial expansion is de- 

an equal distribution by law. | sirable. 

2, That France has a better form of| 22. That no one should be allowed to 

government than Mexico. lows over a quarter section of good 5 

3. That there should be an educa- | land. 

tional test for voting. | 23. That there should be a protective 

4. That literature has greater educa- | duty on all goods produced in the Uni- 

tional power than painting and music | ted States. 

combined. ‘a Laenseheis treating should be pro- 

ed by law. 
5. That foreigners should not be per- | 95. That a graduated income tax is 

mitted-to hold large landed estates in 
the United States. | the only fair and just tax. 

| 26. That the United States should 

6. That the army is more important | loan money on real estate. 

in war than the navy. _ | 27. That the United States should 

7. That congress should be a perma- | loan money on stored imperishable 

nent body like the senate, a part of the! farm products. 

membership elected every year. 28. That the annexation of Cuba is 

8. That capital punishment promotes | preferable to the annexation of Canada. 

better government. 29. That wheat has a greater influ- 

9. That the common schools are more | ence on prosperity than gold. 

favored than the higher institutions of 30. That candidates should be pro- 

learning. | nibited from influencing primaries. 

10.. That a morality test should be re- $1. That there should be an eight- 

quired of all immigrants. hour labor-day. 

11. That an educational test should 32. That all international disputes 

be required of immigrants. should be settled by arbitration. 

12. That States should make all their 33. That lawyers are more useful 

school apparatus. than doctors.
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34. That there should be no interest;emphasis. The counselors should see 

paid on money. to it that the debates are free from 

35. That an increase of science | trivial matter or things which are cal- 

means a decrease of poetry. culated to give offense. 

\ 36. That witnesses should be allowed 
| to testify without taking an oath. II. Literary Exercises. 

37. That wealth tends more to in- The following are some of the liter- 

| crease of crime than poverty. ary exercises for this school year. The 
38. That strikes are in the end bene-| numbers refer to township library 

| ficial. books: 

1 39. That only partial education is 

harmful. Essays. 
( 40. That the government should pro-| Cat story, 26. Autumn, 27. Winter, 
i vide work for the vagrants. 28. Spring, 29. Orioles, 31. The fear- 

| 41. That the government should keep | less girl,®36. One of seven, 39. A 

i the poor. ees 40. Long ago, 43. Patsy, 50. 

1 42. That tax-paying women should | Sweet William, 51. The ice queen, 56. 

' have the right to vote. A bird myth, 64. A sun myth, 64. 
] 43. That the United States needs a| Lohengrin, 66. Beowulf, 66. Cincin- 

i standing army. natus, 72. King John, 72. Washington, 

| 44, That the United States needs a|73. Indian home, 79. Franklin, 79. 

} larger standing army. The arctic girl, 95. Adventure of a 

} 45. That woman is more considerate school-boy, 99. A bad boy, 102. Nuern- 

i * than man in matters of politics. | berg stove, 116. Tip, 131. The Pearl, 

46. That a partisan can not be a pa-|134. Paul Jones, 154. Tannhaeuser, 
t triot. 172. Julius Caesar, 175. Plymouth 

i 47. That divorce laws should be na- | Rock, 187. Pueblos, 188. William Penn, 

| tional. 190. Mt. Vernon, 196. Our flags, 196. 

48. That debating has greater educa-| Greenland, 205. The porcupine, 212. 

| tional value than declaiming or oratory.| The grasshopper, 214. The swallows, 

| 49. That the novel has more educa-| 216. The Eskimo, 225. The Tartar, 

| tional value than the poem. 226. Chicago, 223. Skate-sail, 235. Pea- 

| 50. That Washington was a greater! nuts, 235. Burros, 236. Natural gas, 

| statesman than Lincoln. 239. Sugar, 239. Saxon home, 297. 

It is not wise to have debates oftener | Primitive man, 330. Nero, 332. Bun- 

than once in two or three weeks. The|ker Hill, 333. Spanish Armada, 336. 

number of judges should be at least | Wolfe, 341. Isle Wisconsin, 368. Mar- 

seven, so as to insure fairness. Each | quette, 368. Black Hawk, 368. 

debate should be well outlined, written| When possible there should be essay 

up, and the greater part committed to| contests. The teacher or someone else 

memory before delivery. Debates which | who is competent should examine the 

| are read have but little value. essays before they are read in public, 

Each party of debaters should have! so that all errors may be corrected, and 

i several well-read counselors to advise | to eliminate copied matter and bookish- 

them about points to be made and to | ness. Originality should be insisted 

help them to matter for preparing the | upon. 

| debate. The speakers should not re- | Orations—1. Original. 2. Classical. 

| peat points, except in a summary or for! There will be found an abundance of 

| ‘ 

ie aa
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material in the library books and in reading material according to what the 

good school speakers. The -orators nature of the club may demand. It is 

should be well drilled by competent | remarkable how much more interesting 

persons, and there should be coutests to| reading becomes when one reads ar- 

stimulate to greater efforts. ticles others speak about. The kinds 

Declamations—1. Prose pieces. 2. | of clubs usually formed are: ; 

Poems. Book Exchange Club, for the ex- 

This is very profitable work. It de-| change of books; magazine exchange 

yelops power of speaking, a love for lit-| club, for the exchange of magazines; 

erature, and makes pupils more careful | newspaper exchange club, for the ex- 

about their school work. There is noth- | change of papers. < 

ing better suited for a contest than the} Reading Circles—Books to be read 

declamation. this year. In some cases it may be wise 

Current Events—1. Political events. | to substitute, but usually it is best to 

2. War. 3. Art. 4. Science. 5. Dis-| read what others are reading. 

coveries. 6. Inventions. 7. Foreign Primary—Poetry. Nursery rhyme 

news. 8. Home news. 9. Educational| book. Prose, Story hour. 

news. 10. Philanthropy. Intermediate—Poetry, Riley’s Child 

This leads to reading, and develops| World. Prose, Winter fun. 

in making a choice of matter. Grammar—Poetry, Riley’s Child 

Quotations—This year from Longfel-| rhymes. Prose, The Pilot. 

low. Have quotations given by eight Advanced—Poetry, Gill’s Hermione. 

or ten members, selected for that pur- | Prose, David Harum. 

pose. Take them in groups, one kind 

of quotation for each meeting, say: Ist, | V. Special Day Exercises. 

Voices of the Night, then Nature poems,} Authors’ Birthdays—On such occa- 

ballads and songs, and so on. sions the exercises are largely devoted 

Talks—Have occasionally a half hour | to that author. 

or less for talks by members, on cer- Statesmen’s Birthdays--Patriotic ex- 

tain subjects on which they have pre- ercises to suit the occasion. Addresses 

pared. and papers about events in the life of 

that noted personage. 

tL Music, Arbor and Bird Day—It is well to - 
At each lyceum meeting there should| have exercises for the public in the 

be some music. Let the musical part | evening, for at that time of the year an 

of the program be as varied as pos-| audience of grown people can not be 

sible, consisting of various kinds of} obtained during the day. 

school songs and popular airs, and also 

of occasional instrumental pieces. VI. Nature Study. 
Plants—These exercises should be 

IV. General and Library Reading. | object lessons as much as possible. A 

General Reading—Various kinds of | few questions of interest are added. 1. 

clubs can easily be formed. The clubs What are asci, bulbs, calyxes, aments, 

need not be large—two to ten members corms, runners? 2. What is a cyme, 

is a good number. The exchanges can drupe, echinate, fastigiate, frond, indu- 

be made at the meetings of the lyceum | sium, peristome, pyxidium, umbel, um- 

at stated times. In a club of that kind bonate? 3. What is an ascococcus, 

. each member furnishes his share of | epiphyte, equisetum, a fungus, kelp,
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morel, lycopodium, stapelia? 4. De- 15. What is a tam-tam? 16. Describe 

; scribe the volvox, teak, sundees, screw | the Aeolipile. 17. What was the dino- 

pine. ceras? 18. Distinguish a mammoth 

: Animals—These should be studied | from a mastodon. 19. Describe a trilo- 

cbjectively, too, but it is profitable to | bite. 20. What is a _ glyptodon? 

' read good books about them. A few / 21. What is a bark, brig? 22. What is 

. questions of interest are added: 1. De- | a junk, cutter? 23. What is a nut buoy, 

. scribe the rotifera, wheel animal, | bell buoy? 24. What are lazy tongs? 

jeech, trapdoor spider, alcedo, dodo, | 25. What is a hellbender. 26. What is 

t tern, lingula, acaleph, hydra, sea fan,|a triton? 27. What is a sea mouse? 

z limulus. 28. What is a water spider? 29. What 

| Minerals—Describe quartz, syenite,|is a bulbul? 30. Do buzzards live in | 

' hematite, biotite, hornblende, “roe - $1. What is a crake? | 

; mica, graphite. 32. Describe the emu. 33. What is a 

! : Landscape Studies—Surface features, | guan, guano? 34. What is a whiskey 

their nature and beauty. Study of! jack? 35. What is the actinia? 36. What 

streams. Study of forests. Study of is the gorgonia? 37. What is a holo- 

: soils. Distribution of plant and animal! straca? 38. Describe the cyclops (ani- 

life. In appendix G, report on rural | mal). 39. What is the angel fish? 

schools. | 40. What is the sun star? 41. What is 

} s sting ray? 42. What is a topknot? 

: VII. Exhibits. 43. Describe the pinworm. 44. What is 

| Exhibits consisting of maps, draw- ‘au ant-lon? 45. What does the tortrix 

. ings, plants, and animals are always’ do? 46. What is the wheel bug? 

| interesting. ‘47. Is the blackfish a fish? 48. What 

is the borele? 49. What is a narwhal? 

VIII. Questions of Interest. 50. What is a pichiciago? 51. What is 
This is one of the most interesting|a shrew? 52. What is a cuttle bone? 

| and profitable departments in the lyce- 53. What is a devilfish? 54. What are 

um work. Let every member procure a| sea grapes? 55. What is a squid? 

f note book and write down the answers | 56. What are infusoria? 57. What is a 

! to all the questions that he or she is| bell animalcule? 58. What is an amoe- 

} obliged to look up. There is an en-|ba? 59. What is a loggerhead? 

! tirely new set of questions given cack (a0. What is a leatherback? 61. What 

3 year. is a sea peach? 62. What is a chame- 

leon? 63. Who was Aeneas? 64. Who 

General Questions. was the apostle of England, Ireland, 

1. What is meant by cell division?|Germany? 65. Who was Atalanta? 

2. What is karyokinesis? 3. What is|66. Where is Asgard? 67. Explain, 

an amphora? 4. Define cameo, silhou- | “Barkis is willin’.” 68. Where is Bi- 

ette, ecliptic. 5. What are truffles? mini? 69. Who was Boz? 70. Where 

6. What is an ipicycloid, nypocyetoid? |is Cave of Mammon? 71. Where is 

7. What is a crown wheel? 8. What is | Cipango@ 72. Tell the story of Clyptic. 

a lantern pinion? 9. What is a rack | 73. Who is Saint Crispin? 74. Which 

and pinion? 10. What are sister hooks? | is the day of dupes? 75. Who was Don 

11. What is a bar shot? 12. What is a | Quixote? 76. Which is the Eternal City? 

cheval-de-frise? 18. What is a dum 77, Who was Faustus? 78. Who was 

dum bullet? 14, What is canister? the good gray poet? 79. What is a 4 

. 5 eI
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hanswurst? 80. Who was Ixion?,age. 2. Farm buildings. 3. Silos. 

81. Where is Kaf? 82. What isa jingo?|4 Bridges. 5. Good roads. 6. School 

83. Who is Loki? 84. Who was Mab?| houses. 7. Movement of soil water. 

85. Who is “the only’? 86. Who was|8. Airing the soil. 9. Good implements 

the Paper King? 87. Who was Mr./of tillage. 10. Harvesting machinery.- 

Puff? 88. Who was Uncas? 89. Who|11. Conditions of soil, temperature for 

was Jean Valjean? 90. What was|crop growth. 12. The farmer as manu- 

ygdrasyl? 91. Where is the Wisconsin | facturer. 

industrial school for girls? 92. Who is} farm Economics—1. When do we farm 

the chief justice of the United States? | for profit? 2. How can the farmer con- 

93. Who is your congressman? 94. Who | trol prices? 3. Money and its functions. 

are Wisconsin’s senators? 95. What is| 4, Industrial crises and their causes. ; 

a census? 96. When was Nicolet in|5. Rent and renting. 6. Taxes and tax- 

Wisconsin? 97. Who was Father Hen-| ation. 7. Enemies of farm plants. 

nepin? 98. When was La Pointe found-|g. fnemies of farm animals. 9. The 

ed? 99. When was the first steamboat | farmers’ duties. Address Hon. John E. 

in Wisconsin? 100, Where was Black | Morgan, Spring Green, Wis., about or- 

_Hawk captured? ganization of Farmers’ Lyceums. 

The Farmers’ Lyceum. Public Opinion. 

It shall be the duty of the officers of| It is undoubtedly a wise step to cul- 

the common school lyceum to assist in | tivate public opinion on important ques- 
organizing farmers’ lyceums in all such | tions. It is our duty as American citi- 

cases where they themselves have not! zens to be thinking about the questions 

done so. If it is not thought advisable, | that confront us; it is also our duty 

then two of the lyceum meetings ‘to express our views on such questions. 

should be for farmers. It is hereby |It is our duty also to bring questions 

suggested that Dec. 2, 1899, and Feb. 3,|to the front which need our attention. 

1900, be set apart for that purpose. |The scheme here proposed makes this 

There should be as many papers and | possible. 

talks by farmers as possible, but men Questions for 1900—The following 
bers of the school lyceum should assist | questions will be discussed at all lyce- 

in making up the program. Some of | ums at the second meeting in February. 

the following topics are suggested: | After the discussion a vote by ballot 

Agricultural Studies—1. Origin of | shall be taken on each question: 

soil. 2. How is soil made? 3. Various Ques. 1. Res. That there shall be a 

€ means of making soil fertile? 4. Best| course of moral instruction and train- 

fertilizers? 5. Plant food in the air? | ing in every school course. Provided, 

6. Natural fertilizers? 7. Artificial fer-| that it is free of sectarian instruction 

tilizers? 8. Value of manures? 9. Com-| and does not make a separate branch 

position of plants? 10. Composition of | of instruction. 

animals? 11. The nitrogen problem? Ques. 2. Res. That the county su- 

12. Digestibility of food for animals?  perintendency of schools shall be taken 

13. Composition and properties of milk? | out of politics, and that such officers 

14. How is milk tested? 15. How may stall be elected at the same time and 

milk be kept from spoiling? for the same term as county judges. 

Agricultural Physics—1. Farm drain-| Ques. 3. Res. That the elementary
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principles of agriculture shall be taught State Organization. 

in country schools. Provided, that it President—Supt. Walter H. Hunt, 

is taught as a part of nature study | Kingston, Wis. 

which is already provided for in our! vice presidents—Otto L. Leu, Centra- 

"Manual for Common Schools. lia; R. M. Derse, Hartford; Myron B. 
New Questions for 1901—On the sec-| Keats, Fond du Lac; Emerence Walters, ~ 

ond meeting in March of every year | Neillsville; Charles H. Nye, Lancaster. 

| each Lyceum may propose new ques-| Treasurer—R. H. Burns, Richland 

tions. The three questions receiving | Center. . 

the highest number of votes to be re- Secretary—D. F. Burnham, Waupaca. 

ported to the Lyceum Manager. From Lyceum Manager—W. H. Schulz, 

ali the questions proposed in the State, | Spring Green. 

the three receiving the highest number 

of votes will be the questions for the _ State Leagues and Officers. 
next year’s discussion and voting. 1. Common School—State Lyceum 

. officers (see above). 

Organizations. 2. Graded School—Prin. Geo. Davis, 

Local organizations shall have the|Pres., North Freedom; Prin. E. U. F. 

following officers: President, vice-pres- | Loethér, Secy., Eau Claire. 

ident, treasurer, solicitor, reporter. All 3. High School—Prof. D. B. Frank- 

these have the usual duties of a de-|enburger, Pres., Madison; W. H. Schulz, 

liberative body, except the solicitor, | Secy., Spring Green. 

who shall solicit books, papers, pic- 4, Public Library—Officers, Wiscon- 

tures, and magazines for the lyceum li- | sin Library Commission, Madison, Wis. 

biary, and for the various reading ex- 5. Farmers’ Lyceum—Hon. John E. 

ckanges. The reporter shall report the | Morgan, Pres., Spring Green; Supt. Geo. 

membership to the Lyceum Manager, | McKerrow, Secy., Madison. e 

W. H. Schulz, Spring Green, Wis., also 
the votes under “Public Opinion.” In Special Attention. 
case that there are two or more lyce- 1. There will be appointed in each 

ums in a town, then a town lyceum | county from two to ten supervisors of 

should be organized, having the usual | lvceums whose duty it shall be to look 

officers. after the interest of the lyceums in their 

The purpose of the town lyceum is| districts, and to organize new lyceums 

for contests and has only one or two| where practicable. 
meetings a year. Only the winners| 2. It is necessary to have some funds 

in the local lyceums should be per-|to prosecute the lyceum work of the 

mitted to enter these town contests. In| State. We therefore urge upon each 

case that there are several town | lyceum to contribute at least two cents 

lyceums in a county, there shall be|per member. Send this amount to the 

held a county contest once each year, | treasurer, R. H. Burns, Richland Cen- 

consisting of the winnérs in the town| ter, Wis. 

centests; or if not a sufficient number, 3, The reporter of each lyceum shall 

winners of local contest may be admit-|at once report names and P. O., of 

| ted. The County Superintendent shall | lyceum officers to W. H. Schulz, Spring 

be president of the county lyceum. Green, Wis. 

| 
| 
| 
| 
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CULTURE AND HEROISM ON THE FARM. 

: MRS. FRANK HAWLEY, Wiota, Wis. P 

, human interests has been paternal; it 

|has fed men, supplied their first ma- 

| terial wants, been the commissary de- ; 

| partment of the world’s. great army of 

| human eaters. The farm is the source 

of the world’s supplies, as it is also the 

headspring of society. 

The Important Product of the Farm. 

The material supplies for human so- 

ciety which the farm produces. are not 

the most important of its products. 

These come from the soil, rocks and 

sands, clays and ores of the farm, but ~ 

from the houses and homes of the farm 

| are vastly more precious and important 

| products. The children of the farmer’s 

| home and heart that go out from the 

household to supply the villages and 

cities with a healthy, brainy, hearty 

population are infinitely more im- 

portant than all other products. How 

| many fine boys and beautiful girls go 

| from the farms into the schools and 

Mrs. FRANK HAWLEY. one to become teachers and pro- 
fessional men and women! The farm 

Sister and Brother Farmers, Ladies is the place of all places to rear chil- 

and Gentlemen:—When requested to| aren. They enjoy and flourish in its 

take a part on this program my first | ¢reedom, industry and plenty, its near- 
impulse was to positively decline, | ness to nature, to the woods and free 

knowing my inability to properly pre-| water and air, to animal life and the 
pare anything that I thought would be! natural production of the soil. These 
interesting or instructive. But upon things make it the glad home of child- 

considering and remembering how| hood and youth, and afford ever fresh 
many times I had been pleasantly and inspiration for young minds, and they 

profitably entertained at these Farm-| a7. always learning of nature. 

ers’ Institutes, I decided to give you my . 

very best endeavor. Hence my subject, Childhood Joys. 
“Culture and Heroism on the Farm.” Those of us who are reared on farms 

In society the farm has always held|-and have enjoyed the society of the 

& sort of material supremacy to which|domestic animals, the brooks and 

every other interest has looked with| fields, who rejoiced in the growing 

filial respect. Its authority among! grass and grain, who gloried in the
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bright days, the flying clouds, the | weight on the stock markets and on the 

starry nights which farm life makes so | exchange of the world. 

e beautiful because we live so in the| ‘This bringing the farmer so into the 

midst of them, can never cease to value | world’s centers, lifts up his vocation - 

: the farm as the place of all places to and augments his power. It is becom- 

rear children. To us who appreciate ing a matter of general conviction that 

what farm life is to those who enjoyed | Knowledge is worth as much to the 

its early advantages, how dear and.| farmer and as well becomes him as any 

delightful to memory is the old farm, | other man; a bright man or woman 

the house and barn, yard and garden, | shines as well on the farm as in the 

where so many happy and profitable city drawing room. Nobility of mind 

hours were spent, and to which so | and character is not a whit less noble in 

many roseate recollections will always | the cornfield than in the counting room 

reach back. or at the Bar. A splendid woman graces 

‘As I look back to the farmer friends the farmer’s home quite as much as a 

of my girlhood days, I can point with | merchant's; peautiful children are 

pride to those who have graced and | quite as beautiful amid things of na- 

_ honored the halls of congress as well | ture as of art, and adorn the farm home 

as the professions; but it is with more | not less than the city home. It is 

commendable pride that I look to those | character that dignifies and honors em- 

who have remained on the farm, and | ployments and places. 

é made beautiful homes and helped to 

develop and make ours one of the most - Mental Culture. 

beautiful as well as the most independ-| The farmer’s business is called agri- 

ent and intelligent agricultural States culture, which means land culture or 

in the Union. field culture. The term ought to in- 

clude mental culture as well, for of all 

f Be. the products of the farm men and 
Favorable Conditions for Young women are the most important. It is 

Farmers. worth while to improve the potatoes, 

There is a generation of young farm- cabbage, oats, wheat, grass, cows, sheep 

ers taking the place of their fathers | and horses, but still more worth while 

under far more favorable circum-| to develop into better types the youth 

stances than their fathers had—new | and men and women of the farm. Oh! 

and better homes, new and better im-| that there were more faith in human 

plements, new and better processes is| culture. So little do many believe in 

the order now. Quickened minds, more it that they scarcely think of improving : 

intercourse with and knowledge of the | their minds, manners, speech or habits, 

world, its business, markets and de- | much less their tastes or affections. The 

mands, and increased nearness to the | common thought is that whatever is 

social pulses of village and city life, are | done in this matter must be done in 

among the improved conditions. They childhood and’ youth, whereas the true ~ 

are brought much closer to the busi- | idea is that the whole of life should be 

ress world; the crop reports are be- made the season of improvement; while 

coming vastly important; the business | we live we ought to grow wiser and 

of the world goes up or down more ac- | better; by our work, experience, read- 

cording to their success or failure; the | ing and observation we ought to enlarge 

market value of farm produce has its ' our minds and enrich our characters. 

i is ‘ 4
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Of all callings farming is the most; any other class of women. This it is 

suggestive of personal improvement.|that makes them such practical and 

We are improving other things, why | judicious mothers, who give the world 

not improve ourselves; growing har-|so many noble, strong-hearted men and 

vests on our farms, why not in our) women. 

own minds; feeding men’s bodies, why| It is perhaps true that women are 

not feed men’s“minds with knowledge. | overworked elsewhere, but not on the 
The world needs more rich farmer|farm more than elsewhere. The trouble 
minds, more intellectual, moral, politi-|is, we make life and its work too com- 

cal leaders from the farm, more of the| plex and artificial and not simple and 

stamp of Washington and Martha| natural enough. We make eating and 

Washington. Oh! that books were/| wearing and housekeeping too elaborate 

written on farms, laws originated, in-|and demanding, so that they tax and 

ventions made, and fashions gotten up.| wear us too much. Plainer, simpler, 

Better by far would it be if our litera-|and more wisely and easily prepared 

ture and legislature savored more of the | food would tax our purses, time and 

farm, were more natural, practical and| strength less, and serve us in health 

Sa Se ee ee eee 

Farm Home of Mrs. Hawley. 

thoughtful; they would then be morejand good spirits better. The true way 

wholesome and useful. |to reform and make our work easier, 

and our lives happier and more useful, 

The Farmer’s Wife. _ is to think, talk and read more of these 

It is thought by many that farmers’ | things. Women are thinking more and 

wives are overworked and overbur-| more, and farmers’ wives and daughters 

dened. This is perhaps true, but it is | with the rest, and the more they think E 

equally true that they bear their work | wisely of their lives, the more easily 

and burdens as well as do women will they perform their duties and the 

of the village and city. Of all the women | better will become their homes and the 

farmers’ wives do have the most things | results of their lives. 

to do, and usually the largest house- 

holds to provide and care for; and this Heroism for Women. 

it is that develops in a large degree a| What we need is more heroism. 

practical common sense, a business abil- | Woman ought to be heroic as well as 

ity, not found in so large a degree in | man. Her life is as real and earnest;
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her conflicts are as sharp and trying; The woman soul is as susceptible of 

her desires as strong; her hopes as in- | the heroic impulse, as clear in its con- 

spiring; her position as responsible; | ceptions, and as grand in its capacities 

her interest in the present and future | for experience, as man. Mind is every- 

life are as great; she has as much to| where the same mysterious, wonderful 

live for and as much to achieve; she| thing, moved by like forces and sub- 

hold’ her hands on as subtle springs of | ject to similar laws and needs, the in- 

power, acts a part in life as intrinsically | spiring stimulus of real heroism. As 

absolute and grand—is one real and| Longfellow puts it “Life is real.” Life 

enduring half of humanity, and can no is everywhere a conflict to be accepted 

more live and be herself without hero-| as a field of disciplinary exertion, and 

ism, than man. Indeed, she has special| whether man or woman, the same 

need of its awakening spirit to give her | necessities are laid upon our minds, the 

courage and force to break the shackles | same grand opportunities are open to 

with which custom and law have fet-|us, and the same inspiring objects 

tered her mind and prescribed the lim-|ought to captivate our ambitions. 

its of her action, to be and do what her |If we would be and do our best, 

abilities and duties require at her if we would grow in what is great- 

hands. She has her inalienable pre-| est and realize all of wisdom, suc- 

rogatives to assume, her natural posi-|cess and honor in life, we must be 

tion to acquire as the acknowledged moved by the subtle spirit of heroism, 

companion and friend of man. I think | and take hold of life with a brave will 

there is no friendship more beautiful |and a strong hand. We must not be 

than that of men and women. Some- afraid of breaking up the ice that cus- 

times it is called gallantry, and takes on tom has frozen over society, nor of | 

courteous and polite manners, but more treading on the corns of fashion, nor of 

generally it takes the form of helpful-| looking straight into the face of pub- 

ness and kindly intercourse. There is lic opinion, nor of being that singular 

much friendship of this kind that is| personage in modern society—an inde- 

very noble and pure; it is often begun pendent thinker and actor. We must 

early and lasts through life, and does|each have a soul alive with sensation, 

much to mould and elevate noble char- strong with feeling, resolute with will, 

acters. The high intercourse of men strung up with some honorable pur- 

and women is a moral help of vast and | pose, ready to do and dare, and be all 

ennobling power. How it stimulates | that is right and good in its pursuit. 

tc noble endeavor, to watchful self-di- | Everywhere we want the human soul 

rection, and all the higher offices of | quickened and inspired, craving and do- 

manly and womanly life. ing the work of a being made in the 

Never did the home, the farm, the| likeness of God, that shall live to see 

school, the literature and all the great | the stars fade, suns go out, and a new 

interests of the world call more loudly and celestial Heaven spanning the fields 

for heroism in woman, which craves of its glorious activities. 

and will labor for the best culture. 

hain aie lee
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MRS. NELLIE S. KEDZIE, Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill. | 

ban can you do,” “what can you give to the 

- a ee world?” And the ability of each one of | 
ie Be us to meet whatever is expected of us 

Loo — “4 ranks us where we belong, among the 

Asa a 5% | world’s workers, at the head or at the 

Sea ees foot of the class. 

E ae =) Training for Our Children. : 

i 5 lake = Ay | Perhaps no one problem has ever 
eet i % come more strongly to the men and the 

(aga 4 eee 2: | women to whom God has given chil- 

ee ‘ ee dren than the problem as to what train- 

= ape st ing shall be given those children for 

LY oes | aa their place in the world. What kind of 

2B an education shall be given to the boys 
Pt] | and girls as they grow up, what kind 

mt |of book training, what kind of hand 

| training, what kind of training all along 

| must we give to these boys and girls, 

| aud as the fathers and mothers decide 

this question over and over again in 

their homes, they decide the fate of the 

Mrs. NELLIE 8. KEDZIE. young people whose lives have been 

given into their hands. Some of us feel 

I am very glad to-night to bring a| that education comes only in the 

greeting from the mighty corn State | schools—comes from book training, but 

of Illinois to the Farmers’ Institutes of | the fathers and mothers know that the - 

Wisconsin, for I am certain that when I training begins before the baby is out 

look into the faces of a representative | of his cradle, and sometimes the baby 

body of farmers of this State, I am| trains the father and mother quite as 

looking at the best part of the State| rapidly as they train him. Sometimes 

that can be gathered together, for,|the training that comes in the homes 

from the farm homes come the strength| has a curious effect. Sometimes it 

and the power and the backbone of| comes home to us in the way that it 

every State in this Union. did in the case of the little girl who had 

The value of a human life is measured | been very naughty and her mamma 

to-day by the ability of that life to meet | had punished her. The child went into 

the demands made upon it. Nobody| the garden and stayed a long time, and 

asks to-day “who are you,” “whence| when she came back her mamma said, 

came you.” “who was your father,” but|“I hope-you are going to be a very 

in this workaday world everybody | good little girl now.” And she an- 

says, “what are you good for,” “what! swered, “I don’t know, but I got even 

=
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with you, I went out into the garden he can use, and there we stop. We for- 

and I ate three bugs, two smooth ones| get that our girls have something to 

and a woolly one.” do, and when the question is pressed 

upon us finally as to what we shall do 

The Right Education. for our girls, let us remember that it 

Whatever the education that comes in| entered into the heart of one wise 

} the home there must be added to it an| woman to say, “Let us train our girls 

education in the school, there must be| for home life; let us give these girls 

the education of books. Some years! some of the training which they need 

ago a good friend of the children said to| gor work by and by—for the large pro- 

us, “We have taught words long portion of our girls, whether they 

enough, let us teach things a little marry or not, will some day have need 

while,” and so we begin to feel the | of a knowledge of home-making.” And 

matter of education may mean some-| s0 Mary Lyon, aWay back in the early 

thing more than words to our children, | 40s, established the thought of giving 

may mean something more than getting | the girl something of home training 

Ee them ready to read in-any language; it| right along with her education, and 

may mean knowledge of things, and| that thought has rapidly grown until 

we look about us a little to see just| to-day, all over this broad land, the ; 

what that would mean. We begin to| thought is established in the minds of | 

realize that when we train our boys for | the educators and of people who have 

their life work and we know that that | girls to’ educate, until they feel that | 

life work is to be upon the farm, We|the girls must know something of 

should train them in agricultural lines,| pousehold work, something of the 

and now our boys are being trained in| principles governing household work, 

every science which shall bring to| and in all the schools of this land there 

them knowledge of farm life and work. | is a thought of putting this household 

Again, if we are to make our boy into| training right into the school work. 

a doctor, we do not rest until we give 

him a college education, and then send Our English Cousins. 

him off to a medical school, where he| Across the water this thought grew 

shall have a thorough training in that|in a little different way. In England 

particular line. If we are going to make they established schools for the train- 

him a lawyer, we do not rest until we|ing of teachers, and supervisors go 

let him have a college education, and | about through every shire in England, 

then give him a chance to study law keeping the teacher of the shire school 

books. We want these boys thoroughly | up to the standard in cooking and sew- 

trained, we are not willing to trust our ing. In the Buckingham Palace Road 

money or our property to uneducated School over two hundred girls are being 

iawyers, or our bodies in the hands of | trained to-day for supervisors, and they 

uneducated doctors. When we want our |help teachers in the country scnools. - 

boy to be a minister we put him Away up in Northern Scotland i saw 

through his college training again, and | them carrying a cook stove into 4 lit- 

we make him so earnest and so strong | tle red schoolhouse, and when I asked 

with thorough theological training | the teacher about it, she answered, “Oh, 

that we feel he can come close to us in| we have always taught the lassies to 

our homes in days of trouble and days|sew, but now we are going to teach 

of joy. We give him all that we think them to make scones and cook hotpot, 

s
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because we know the Scotch people| fo not have?” I answered, “Why, I * 

must keep very strong and they won’t | don’t know. I don’t see any pie in Eng- 

do it unless they are well fed.” In some | land; pie is an American dish, we have 

of these schools they have some queer | a great deal of it in our country.” She 

ideas. One teacher dida’t want to ask | said, “Why don’t we have pie?” and 

about the way we do, as they do not| pointed to a table, to a meat pie. I 

|| Ed 
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In the Kitchen. 

like to acknowledge that we can do bet- | told her that we have meat pie, but that 

ter on this side of the water than they, | our national pie was made of fruit. That 

in any way, but she said to me at last, didn’t satisfy her at all, she said, “But 

“They tell me that you cook some | that is tart, isn’t it?” You know tart is 

things in America that we do not cook. | fruit baked in a deep dish with a thick 

What do you have over there that we | crust on top; it is very nice, but it is
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* not our pie. So I described to her our) their courses of study are including 

pie as best.I could. She listened very | this line of work along with their other 

patiently until I got through, and then | studies. Many of the universities have 

she said, “Indeed, and I should think | put the work into their halls and some 

it would be very nawsty.” Sol felt that|of the public schools are carrying it 

they didn’t want our pie, but all the | down into the lower grades. Washing- 

same they were glad to know what we/ton has had it for years, New York, 

were doing on this side of the water, | Boston and San Francisco have taught 

and I was glad to know of their work | sewing and cooking for several years, 

and the thoroughness with which they | and last year Chicago followed in the 

train their girls and put into their/train. The agricultural colleges of Il- 

hands the ability to put good food, well | linois, Kansas and Iowa began the 

cooked, upon the table. Across the| work, and to-day it has spread from the 

channel they are doing the same work. } Atlantic to the Pacific, from Canada to 

Just outside of Paris a very wealthy | Mexico, all over this land, until there 

man has devoted his fortune and his| is scarcely a State in the Union that 

i ef time to the training of girls of the mid- | does not teach domestic economy in ) 

dle class to cook. He is building a great | some of its schools, and the American 

school, and no girl with a great deal of | people are beginning to realize that 

money can get into that scnool, because | their girls are to have all the training 

t he feels that the middle class people of | they need to make them strong, capable 

‘ France must keep up their strength by | women. | 

good food. In little Holland—what we 

sometimes call “Sleepy Holland’—they Methods at Bradley Institute. 

have kept up with the procession. They| Perhaps it will be interesting to you 

feel that good food is one of the neces- for me to tell a little of the general out- 

| sities of life, and in all the great cities line of teaching domestic economy, and 

they have established schools where| in.order to do that I shall have to tell 

girls go for definite training before their | you a little of the school where I work. 

education is counted complete. Over the | It is a school that was established only 

front door of every one of these schools | @ year and a half ago, by a woman who 

hangs a great sign, which reads, “Kook- has sat in her lonely ‘house—it is a 

\ skool.” home no longer—for thirty years; her 

4 . home has been represented to her in 

t Domestic Economy in America. seven graves out on the hillside, and 

On our own side of the sea the work | she has lived alone until now she looks 

progresses a little differently. The sew-| back over eighty-two years of life, pil- 

ing school prospered and sewing was|ing up money for the one purpose of 

put into a great many of our public| establishing some kind of a school 

schools; the cooking school became a| which should help young people. When 

factor in every great city and in many | she established that school it was with 

of the smaller ones, and it has done | the thought of a woman, who for thirty 

good work, but it remained for the ag-| years had not known love, for thirty 

ricultural colleges to start the work def- | years had not felt little hands about her 

nitely in domestic economy, to make it| neck. She kept saying, “Teach the girls 

a definite line of study, and to-day we| something of home making, put some- 

find all over this land, the agricultural | thing into them that shall help them to 

| colleges which have admitted girls to' make better homes, that will make 

1 
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them better wives, better _ oe the handsomest linen in the 

makers, wherever they shall be placed.” | store—and the proprietor lets me have 

So we put into the six year course of | anything in his store for Bradley Insti- 

study, four years of definite work, with | tute—so I get some handsome table 

two years options in the way of domes- | linen and some common table linen, and 

tic economy. The first two years we|I show it to the girls, who study the 

give a girl sewing an hour a day.| weavings and the whole process from 

After they get out of the sewing room, | the flax to the finished damask. Then 

they go to their drawing, or Latin, or|they hem table cloths and napkins; 

whatever the study is. At the end of the | then they wash and iron them, and they 

two years they have some knowledge | become very much interested in the 

| 
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The Sewing Room. Fitted up with tables, mirrors, sewing machines, and all 

the smaller articles needed in such work. 

of cloth. When they begin they are whole process. So it goes on. They 

given lectures and take down notes. | learn to select cotton goods, and they 

Then they are given six bastingstitches, | begin upon woolens and the selection 

then six running stitches, then six | of woolen goods, and by the time they 

seams, then flannel seams, and gather-| get through with their sampler book 

ing, and tucking, and butten holes,|they know something about a good 

and patches of different kinds. They | many things. Then they begin on gar- 

have lectures once a week upon ments, and each girl makes a suit of 

cloths and when they get to damask | underclothing and a simple dress, cut- 

hemming I go down town and | ting and fitting it herself after her own
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measurements and as her own judg- , iLe adulterations of foods, and in the 

ment dictates. If she wants the gar- | chemical laboratory they learn to take 

ments she pays for the material and | apart some of the materials that are 

takes them home, and these girls are as | given them and to recognize the differ- 

proud as any American girl ought to be | ence between the Tonka bean and va- 

of the garment she makes for herself. | uilla bean extracts. They learn to buy 

When they are through with these two | coffee that will not contain 33 per cent 

years they have a full suit of clothing, | of dough beans. They learn from gen- 

and I assure you they feel very inde- \° al appearances and general effects to 

pendent. It is not necessary for every | judge of materials. Then they learn ex- 

eh woman to make her own clothing, but | aciness, and that means a great deal 

; 1 for any girl to grow up and not be able | in a woman’s life. These girls will not 

ot to do it, gives her a feeling of depend- lave to depend upon luck with their 

? ; ; ence which is not consistent with our | bread or with their puddings, but they 

mht ideas of true American citizenship. | will know whether they are going to 

a ; | be right or not, because they are learn- 

Pi ing to be exact in whatever they do. 

et} Other Branches Taught. 

iy While they have been taking these | 

: ‘ two years of sewing they have had | Head and Hands. 

! } other duties; they have learned to know | Then comes their work with food, an 

' something of how plants grow, from | hour a day, just the same as any other 

; whence come our woods and different | lesson. They come into the kitchen 

kinds of foods that come to us through | ready to work with their hands, to car- 

the plants. They learn something of the ry right along the thought of the brain. 

general growth in agricultural lines, Ruskin said, you know, that there can- 

{ something of the way that fruits have not be any separation of brain work 

| been developed, and something of the and hand work. He said there could 

foods of foreign production. They have be no healthy thought without labor, 

something to learn in biology, some- and there can be no happy labor with- 

} thing of the lives of insects, particularly out thought; and when he said that he 

those insects that are so troublesome put into our hands the strongest weapon 

in the homes. They study Physics and possible for this idea of manual train- 

learn to know something of machinery, ing. By and by we shall come to the 

i to understand whether thelr ice-cream | point when we shall feel that the man 

is freezer is doing its work properly, who only works with his brain is but 

t whether their range cooks properly, half a worker, just as we feel to-day 

; whether the house is ventilated as it that the man who only digs in the ditch 

; should be, and by the time all these is but half a worker. The man who uses 

| principles are fixed in their minds they both hands and brains is the man who 

are ready to begin on their home work. does the work of the world. So these 

} Tney realize that certain effects will girls are taught not only co xnow food 

i always come from certain combina- values, but to handle and cook those 

tions, that when they put two materi- foods as well. They come to their tables 

als together in a certain way and give in the kitchen where they find a mould- 

them a certain amount of heat, they ing board and a drawer, in which are 

i will always produce exactly the same put the various utensils. Their flour, 

result. They learn, too, something of ccrnmeal and sugar, are all handy; 

{ 
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everything needed for ordinary cooking | getic, ready to meet hardship better 

is at hand, then they have a little gas than those who live upon a vegetable F 

stove and each girl stands at her table | diet, and we all want the power to 

and cooks. grow; we want energy and the daring 

that will bring us everything within 

Our Food. teach. Of course we want, too, the ten- 

Now, this matter of food is one that der, loving nature to be developed as 

comes home to us all. There is no| well, so we must have a variety of diet, | 

question but that the healthy mind is and we want to study these things and 

dependent largely upon the bodily use what God has placed in the world 

health. No child can keep up in school for our good. Playfair asserts that the a 

and do the brain work that is required, energy that gives us nerve force comes ‘ 
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The Kitchen Laboratory. Fitted up with individual desks where the pupils j 

work out their lessons and prepare the food they are to cock. = 

unless his physical functions are in from meat, or from nitrogenous foods. 

guod working order, and it seems to me It is a question with us sometimes, as 

that if every father and mother could to whether our nitrogenous foods i 

realize that, they would be able to take should all come from meat or partly 

better care of their growing children. from some other source. We, as a na- 

We try to make our girls understand tion, eat more meat than any other na- 

about these things, because we believe tion on earth, more even than England, 

thai the foods which our American and the English people eat on an aver- 

pecple eat have a great deal to do with age two and a half ounces a day, while 

the building up of the nation. We are the Irishman has only four and a half 

told, and I believe it is true, that the ounces of meat per week. What won- 

meat eating nations are like the meat der, then, that England has put her 

eating animals, fierce, strong, ener- foot upon the neck of Ireland; what aupd
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wonder that the Irishman has been | little training with a bright girl, and 

starved into submission, because he She takes much real comfort in it when 

had not the nerve power and cannot re- she has company. 

ceive it from his potatoes, although | Further Work. 

sometimes he eats as many as nine) atter the girls get through this work 
pounds a day. of cooking they learn something about 

These girls are taught the constitu- | serving meals, and I wish you could 

ents of the food, the different kinds of /have seen the pretty luncheon those 

food which contain nitrogen and other girls got up for the faculty the other 

chemical qualities, and the ways of day. They got it up and served it in- 

cooking which prepare them thoroughly | side of an hour, doing class work. They 
for assimilation, because they will give | took so much pleasure and pride in do- 

us no help whatever unless they are | ing it, that I felt it was quite worth 

properly cooked. A whole pot of beans | while to help a girl toward such things. 
will give us less nourishment than a | They learn, too, to meet emergencies— 

strawberry unless it is in such shape | they are ready for whatever comes. We 

that we can digest it; and so they are |demand so much more of our girls to- 

taught to select good food, to prepare it | gay than was demanded of our mothers, 

and cook it, and not only that but to/ that it seems to me it is only fair and 

buy it. These girls are taken to the just that we give them all the training 

market and are given a quarter of beef we can. We ask them not only to keep 

and are taught that a certain piece 18) house and make homes which shall be 
best adapted for certain purposes, and | attractive to those who belong there 

they soon learn not to broil a piece of and to the stranger who comes, but we 

pot roast or to put a piece of tender- ask them to do church work and study 

loin into the soup pot. They are taught work, and community work, and Insti- 

what every piece of beef is best adapted | tute work, and unless we help them out 

for, and that every piece is good nour- | by teaching them in every way we can, 

ishing food if properly cooked; ee it makes it pretty hard for them. We 

sometimes a piece of neck cooked in | should teach them this work so that 

the way it should be is infinitely better when they come to it, it comes easily 

than a piece of tenderloin that has been and flows through their hands smooth- 

spoiled on the stove. -They learn to ly. We are not living up to our privi- 

select in the butcher shop. They learn leges unless we do more than our 

also to put their foods upon the table in | mothers did, because we have our 

good shape. It is a pathetic thing to mothers’ experience and our mothers’ 

go to the homes of many women, be- strength and wisdom handed down to 
cause they do not know how to get up 

a meal, although they may be fair us and we met use tt to Zool purpose. 

cooks. Their bread is good, their pre- Care for the Body. 

serves are very nice, but they don’t Then there is another thought that 

know how to set the table right, and it | comes in connection with this domestic 

makes them feel awkward when other | economy training. I hold that the first 

people come to see them, who they | duty of every woman to herself, to her 

know understand these things. Every | family, to her community, and to God, 

girl ought to feel that she can set her | is to make herself the strongest, ablest 

table just as well as anybody in this| woman possible; to train the body so 

land, and it is really a matter of very ‘that it shall be strong and well, and no
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duty that comes to it will be a burden. | stand that if they go to school in the 

I hold that no woman has any right to morning without breakfast, if they go 

tamper with the health that God gave | without lunch, or without rubbers, or . 

her, and many of us are not living up to| do anything that shall interfere with 

our principles if we are not well and | their usefulness and the health of their 

strong every day. Unfortunately some | bodies, that they are wicked. They have 

of us are not well born, although we |no more right to risk their own bodily 

have been told that is our privilege, but health than they have to take a hatchet 

with some of us our mothers worked and chop off their fingers. I believe 

out their lives on these prairies before|that many mothers have a lesson to 
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View in Dining Room. ~ 

| we were born, and had no strength left | learn along this line; the mother who 

to give us. But those of us who have | sits up till late at night and works over 

any strength at all can build upon that \her housework is not the mother who 

and can make ourselves better and | can have the brightest, quickest brain 

stronger every day if we will, and I|to use for her children. She cannot 

hold that in teaching girls there is no/| live for them and with them to the best 

one lesson that ought to come more | advantage. I believe that every woman 

strongly to them than the care of their | taking her regular and proper amount 

bodies. I try to make these girls under- | of sleep will do more work in a year 

il a
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than if she cuts herself out of the sleep acter, and when we can build up such 

she needs. There cannot be too much ! American character as we ought to 

said about this matter of bodily | have, there will be no question about | 

strength. The idea of delicacy that was | the men whom we send to represent us ~ 

at one time fashionable has gone by,|in the high places of this land; there 

and I am thankful to know that in this | will be no question about the men and 

day and age our women are growing | women who compose the homes of our 

stronger, growing into better physique, | land, and if the homes be right the na- | 

. they dress better, they live better, they | tion wiJl be right. No stream can rise 

eat better, and they sleep better. There | higher than its source, and this nation 7 

can be no more wise and strengthening | is made up of its homes. As the homes 

thought brought to the girl’s mind than | run, so runs the nation, and the women 

the thought of her responsibility for | who hold in their hands the power to 

| the work that may be coming to her. | make these homes are the women who 

I know of a girl who has been sitting | really make the nation. Ask any of our 

many years in despair because she be- strong men to-day whence came the 

lieves that she has inherited consump- | power that made them great, and they 

tion and will slip into her grave in her| will tell you it came from their 

| early thirties, but that is not right. We | mothers’ lives. They will tell you that 

. say to this girl, “It is your fault|to their mothers they give the credit 

if you grow weak and slip into your | of making them strong, wise, true men, 

7 grave; it is your own fault if you do not | and if we train the girls to make such 

grow well and strong, because you do| mothers as this earth needs, we shall 

not take the care of yourself that you! have no question about the bringing up 

ought to take.” That little girl was | of our boys, no question about the kind 

full of despair a few years ago. She had | of men we have in the world, no ques- 

, not been well taught and when she | tion about our nation, because it will 

came to realize that she had not taken | all be right. 

the proper care of herself, her despair “ 

was something very pathetic. So this Home and Mother. 
lesson of health and strength comes to| Some of you men years ago shoul- 

our girls. And there is another lesson | dered your muskets and marched off in = 

we wish to bring to all these girls, the | defense of your homes; you did not 
lesson of clean, strong lives. And not | know for how long and you didn’t care. 
only to our girls but to our boys. 1I| You were ready to give your lives, but it 

wish these American boys of ours could | Was all for your homes. Only last year 
learn that the most attractive thing on | Some of you saw your boys. march off 

¥ earth is a clean, noble, earnest Amer-|to defend, not your homes, but the 

can lad. I wish the girls could realize | homes of a people who could not hold 
the sacredness of strong, aoble woman-| their own homes, a people who had 
hood. When the day shall come that| been down-trodden and oppressed un- 

our girls and boys shall realize the| til we had to take hold and help them, 

clean lives they ought to live, we shall | and you were glad to see your boys go 

have a better nation upon our earth. |in such a cause. They tell a story about 
the war, away back in the ’60s, which 

Character Building. gives us a little idea as to what the 
After all, this training is all for one; thought of mother and home was to the 

. purpose, the building up of the char- men who went into it... They say that 

& 
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way down on the Rappahannock when home he was fighting for, to the home 

the two armies were camping facing | he longed to see, and the one thought 

each other, there came a time one | that brought these two fighting armies 

night when one of the bands struck up | close together was the thought of 

a tune. The other side listened. The| home, because that thought: in this 

band from the North played “Star land was strong to the American men 

Spangled Banner,” on the other side the | who sang there that night. And when 

band burst out with “The Bonny Blue | we learn that the American home in its 

Flag.” Then came the Northern band | best phase is the one thing to be 

with its “Rally Round the Flag, Boys,” | worked for, we shall learn the best les- 

and then across from .the other side | son of this nation. Wher we learn 

rang out “Dixie.” But way down the | that whatever we do, wherever we 

river a lone bugler began, and he/| go, there is one picture of heaven 

played ‘Home, Sweet Home.” The sol-| that God has given us and that 

diers around him first took it up, then | picture is a perfect home, the home that 

another and another, until the song | we may make, each one of us, the home 

floated up the river and every man on that we might see all over this land, 

both sides was singing from a full | then we shall learn what heaven is to 

heart “Home, Sweet Home,” until they | be to us by and by, and when we give 

rolled up to heaven such a chorus as | to our girls and our women the capacity 

never had been heard before, because | to make this home, we shall have done 

both armies sang to one thought, and | all we can do to make heaven upon this 

every man sent nis heart back to the | earth. 
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SNAP-SHOTS BY JOHN W. DECKER. 

The illustrations here given are a few | eign. Under the term foreign are 

of the pictures shown in a stereopticon | grouped the Swiss, brick and limburger. 

talk given at the Round-up Institute. Green County and the adjoining edges 

These pictures are all from original | of La Fayette, Iowa and Dane Counties 

photographs taken by Mr. Decker. They | is the part of the State where these 

are divided into two groups : kinds of cheese are manufactured in the 

Group I. Foreign cheesemaking in| greatest quantity. Dodge County stands 

Wisconsin. 
next in production, and the factories are 

Group Il. Dairying in Burope. scattered from there northward on the ~ 

western side of Lake Winnebago to the 

Group I—The Different Kinds of | edge of Lincoln County. In the western 

Cheese. part of the State, in La Crosse, Trem- 

There are about 1,600 cheese factories | pealeau and Buffalo Counties are a 

in Wisconsin, in which are annually | number of factories. The cheesemakers 

produced about 55,000,000 pounds of|come mostly from Switzerland or Ger- 

cheese. Probably 40,000,000 pounds is|many: As milk is usually received 

the common American cheddar cheese, twice a day and the work is therefore 

while the remainder, made in about 400 | confining, the maker lives in a part of 

factories, is what may be termed for- | the factory. 
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Fig. 1 shows a Swiss factory known | worked over in the fingers it should not 
as the New Faser factory, located about | stick to them, but should mould like 
five miles from Monroe. dough, when it is said to be of the 

“right dough.” If it is sticky the eyes 
wine Cheese. do not form, but irregular ae ap- 

pear and it is termed a “glassler.” If 
Swiss cheese is made in two forms,|it is without eyes it is said to be 

round or drum Swiss, and block Swiss. |“blind.” When abnormal fermenta- 
The round Swiss is made in large cakes| tions occur the eyes may be too large | 
two or three feet in diameter and four|or run one into another, or there may 
to six inches thick. A good cheese|be fine pin holes, in which latter case 
should have numerous holes about half|it is termed a “nessler.” 
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an inch in diameter, evenly distributed Fig. 3 shows a cut from a cheese that 
through the mass. The surface of the| exhibits three kinds of holes: (1) 
hole or “eye” should be glossy. round eyes of the proper size, though 

Fig. 2 shows such a cheese. The| they are not glossy, (2) nessler holes, ! 
square laid on the top indicates the size and (3) glassler cracks. of it. To determine the quality of a cheese 

The quality of a cheese is described the buyer draws a plug with a cheese 

under two heads:—First, flavor, which trier. { 
should be clean and pleasing, and, sec- Fig. 4 shows a series of plugs illus- | 
ond, the texture, which takes into con- trating the different kinds of cheese. | 
sideration the physical appearance ot Swiss cheese is classed in three | 
the cheese. When a small piece is! grades, as follows : | 
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Fie. 2. 

No. 1.—Flavor good; texture, right) What has been said about the quality 

dough and good eyes. |of drum Swiss applies to block Swiss, 

No. 2.—Flavor not fine; texture, | which is pressed in the form of blocks 
glassler, nessler or blind. me 

No. 3.—Flavor bad; texture, cracked six inches square and twenty inches 

rinds or rat eaten. jlong, and weighs about thirty pounds. 
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FiG. 4.—A serious of plugs from Swiss cheeses of different quality. Nos, 1. 2,3 would be 

classed as No. 1 cheese, though 2 has rather too many holes. Nos.4 and 5 show the cracks 

of a glassler and the corresponding pasty appearance. No.6 at the upper end indicates ’ 

. a nessler, though a typical nessler would have the small holes the entire length of the 
plug. No.7 is what would be termed a blind cheese as there are no “eyes” or holes. 
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Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 shows two typical block Drum Swiss are packed six in a large 

cheeses. tub, which will often weigh ten to thir- 

teen hundred pounds. 
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F1G. 6.—A load of three tubs of cheese weighing a ton and a half being delivered at Grunerts’ 

warehouse, Monroe. | 
| 

Fig. 6 shows a load of three such tubs | These are usually made to hold two to 

being delivered to the warehouse in| three thousand pounds of milk. They 

Monroe, Wis. The cheese on this load cost one hundred to one hundred and 

weighed a ton and a half. Block Swiss fifty dollars. This kettle hangs on a : 

is shipped in boxes, each holding six heavy crane so that it can be swung 

cheeses, so that a box weighs about 180 away from the fire when the proper 

pounds. temperature of the milk or eurd has 

Fig. 7 shows one of the large copper been reached. 

kettles in which the cheese is made. 
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F1G, 8.—Interior of Five Corners factory, showing a cheese in the’ press and the means of 
adiusting the pressure. The smull engine and churn are,for making whey butter. 
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FiG, 9.—Curing cellar in Five Corners factory, near Monroe. The large drum Swiss cheeses 
are on the shelves. The small boiler supplies steam for moisture when too dry. 
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Fa. 10. 

Fig. 8 shows the interior of a factory | After the cheese is taken out of the 

| and the cheesemaker has his hands on | hoop it is put into a tank of brine for 

| the screw of the press. | two or three days to salt. From the 

Fig. 9 shows a drum Swiss cellar | brine tank it goes onto the curing 

| (Five Corners Factory, near Monroe) | shelves. Coarse salt is sifted on top of 

| with the large cheeses on the shelves. |the cheese to penetrate as the cheese- 

{ Fig. 10 shows a block Swiss cellar, | maker’s judgment dictates. 

with the blocks on the shelves. | 
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Cause of Bloated Cheese. | Fig. 14 shows State Instructor Baer 
We have already mentioned the fact | using this test in a block Swiss factory 

that there are sometimes abnormal | ear Monroe. 
fermentations in cheese. One of oo This past summer the writer was 

: is the bloating or huffing of the cheese. | called to a Swiss factory where there 
: Brick and Swiss makers are especially | had been trouble for four months. There 

bothered with these. The cause is that | were thirteen patrons. Inside of twen- 
certain kinds of microbes or bacteria |ty-four hours the curd test showed that 
get into the milk and by their growth | the most of the trouble came from the 
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in the curd produce gas which swells|milk of four patrons. The worst lot 
the cheese. came from a farmer whose barnyard 

Fig. 11 shows a good curd, Fig. 12 a was filled up with manure and filth. 
curd slightly affected, and Fig. 18 one|The cows were milked in these sur- 
containing more of the germs, is like|roundings and the dirt that got into 
a sponge. By using the Wisconsin | the milk was the starting point for 
Curd Test invented at the Wisconsin ruining the cheese. Two of the patrons 
Experiment Station the milk causing had excellent milk and investigation 
the trouble can be located. | showed that when the cows got dirty 
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the dirt was washed off before milking. | by side on a table and draining boards, 

A bulletin, describing this Curd Test, | as indicated in the picture, lay on the 

can be had by writing to the Experi- | table and are covered with a coarse 

ment Station, Madison, Wis., for it. strainer cloth. The molds rest on the 

| cloth. 
} 

Brick Cheese. | ‘The curd is made from sweet milk in } 

Brick cheese is made in the form of aj an ordinary cheese vat in the way that 

brick eight and a half, or ten inches | cheddar is made, except that no acid is 

long, five inches wide, and two or three | developed. As soon as it is formed the 
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] inches thick, and weighs about five whey is drawn nearly off and the curd 

pounds. It is also pressed under the scooped out with a scoop or curd pail 

weight of two pricks. It probably takes | and put into the molds. The whey runs 

its name from its shape and the manner | off and the curd settles into a block. 

of pressing it. The followers are dropped into place 

Fig. 15 shows a brick cheese mold, |and the brick put on for pressure. In 

which is made of wood, is of the length | the picture will be seen the vertical cuts 

and breadth just named, and six or|made by a saw and small holes in the 

eight inches deep. A wooden follower | sides, through which the whey can es- 

fits in the top. These molds are set side | cape.
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. 
7 Fig. 16 shows a table with the molds Brick cheese, the principal difference 
: in position. being that more moisture is retained in 
; After twenty-four hours it is taken the cheese and this induces a putrefac- 

from the molds and salted on the sur- tive fermentation. It is made twice 2 
‘ face. The blocks are piled together and day from sweet milk; is cooked in an 
{ salt is applied each day for three or ordinary vat at a temperature not to 
; four days and then it is put on the exceed 95 degrees, Fahr., and is dipped 

shelves in the cellar to cure. The at- into a mold similar to, but longer than 
; tention in the cellar consists of wash- a brick cheese mold. The mold is 20 
: ing two or three times a week. It is inches long; no pressure is applied, and 
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Fig. 15.—Brick and Limburger cheese moulds. A, moulds. B, follower, C, drainingjboard. 

; usually sold when four or five weeks|at the end of twelve hours the soft 
old. Each cheese is wrapped in a sheet curd that has simply settled together, is 

: of manila paper and twenty to twenty-/|cut into four blocks five inches square. 
; five are packed in a box. On account of These blocks are then laid on a drain- 
; its mild flavor and the small size of the ing table, with partitions between 

package it meets with considerable them. When a row the length of the 
: favor. table has been completed a long strip is 

Limburger Cheese. laid next to the row to separate it from 
; Limburger cheese is made much like | the next row that is started. 
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Fig. 17 shows a draining table so ar-| where salt is rubbed on it each day for 

ranged. \three or four days, as is done with 

After remaining on the draining table | brick cheese. Then it goes onto the j 

for twelve hours it goes into the cellar, |shelves to cure. 
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Fiq.17.—Limburger moulds on draining table showing the long pieces and the short par- 

titions between.
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; 

: Fig. 18 shows a limburger cellar. In will see points of interest to the dairy- 

: the foreground is the salting table with man that are peculiar to these countries. 

{ the cheese piled in it. On the shelves The dairyman has heard the terms 

arranged around the sides of the room Jersey and Guernsey used as names of 

; are the cheese piled close together to the two breeds of cattle without think- 

1 keep them moist. The atmosphere is ing, perhaps, of where they originated. 

also kept moist. The outside begins to Off the coast of the west of France 

: soften and turn yellow, and in the twenty to forty miles, and south of the 
course of four or five weeks this fer- port of Weymouth in England eighty 

mentation extends to the center. It is| to one hundred miles, lies a group of 

then wrapped, first in manila paper, islands known as the Channel Islands. 
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| Fig. 18, 

then in tin foil, and packed in boxes, The largest is Jersey, ten miles long 

like brick cheese. It may be kept a and four or five miles wide. Next in 
month or longer in a cool place before size comes Guernsey and third Alder- 

it reaches the consumer. |ney. The latter has a strongly fortified 

harbor and is an important British 

G It—Dairyi — | naval station. The other islands are 
OED SiGe sone es ee | simply huge rocks that stand out of the 

The pictures shown in this part will water and produce little or nothing. 

take us on a trip through the Channel In early times the Normans overran 

Islands, Holland and Denmark, and we | not only that part of France called Nor- 
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mandy, but also these islands, and al 

the steamer runs along the shore nu-| eae = 

merous watch towers, yet standing in a| Bes 4a Bes ST SS 

good state of preservation, are to be} oy = ee PT 

seen. The Channel Islands, therefore, | et ee ON ae i 

belonged to William the Conqueror) |Jeeee) sm Bee Se foe 

when he defeated King Harold and be- ee eG Sis Pees Sees 

came king of England. Afterward ae Bo ae Pre he oe 
eae gh eee 4a «Bees Te 

Normandy became French territory perce bree eo ete a 

again, but the Channel Islands re-| pee Ag ee ep ee 

mained under English control. That is} fea os Been oe ‘ 

how they belong to England, though so| |fs ss}. 4 for eters eee 

near the coast of France, and a huge} beers cae bg ge 4 ree 23 | 

English fortification frowns over the | Tee es Cre ‘Y 
ee RS are 2 

harbor of St. Heliers Port, in Jersey, | agi dpe ra aaa a 

and over the harbor in St. Peters Port) |) == ..amaae is YW i 

in Guernsey. In Jersey the noted Jersey Ve 2s Poe sine, ales ~d 

cow is seen. As the island is amall | * ee ec de as ya | 

only the best can be saved. The udders | eae Se 2 ra ae a 

of the cows are good-sized, square, and | ee 50 Ee ee Ne of 

well set. | aT ; Vide 4. 

Fig. 19 shows two cows at Perry RA ee lsy ite) 

farm, St. Mary’s Parish. They are a pe ee 

typical of the cows seen on the island. 
MAP OF CHANNEL ISLANDS. 
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Fie, 19. Cows at Perry Farm.
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Fig. 20 shows the bull at the head of |of potatoes as an article of production, 

; the herd at Perry Farm. They do not and the island is thickly dotted with 

; have the Babcock test there and do not | glass houses for forcing plants. The 

know anything about the per cent. of Guernsey cow on the island looks like 

fat in the milk. The dairy house at | the Guernsey cow in this country. They 

Perry Farm has a 600 pound Alpha are used to churning the milk instead 

separator in it. One creamery of which of the cream in making butter. One 

the island boasts was receiving 1,000 lady told me that she did not think 

pounds of milk a day. The population good butter could be made by churning 
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3 Fic, 20, Head of Herd at Perry Farm. 

of Jersey is 56,000, and the people being |the cream. There used to be an annual 

so numerous, not only use all the butter prize of $50 given by the Queen for the 

the cows will produce, but import large best horses. The people sent in a peti- 

} quantities from France. Potatoes are tion to the Queen and this was changed 

raised and sent by the ship load to Eng- from horses to cattle, and each year a 

land. cup is offered for the best bull, and an- 

In Guernsey the conditions are simi-| other for the best herd of four cows 

lar to Jersey, the population being 34,- | and a bull. 

000. Tomatoes seem to take the place 
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1 

Fig. 21 shows five cups won by John 5 , Se i 

De Garis. His brother-in-law, John we , ees Pes Lie Ps i 

Prevost, has won eight cups. f & fe = a | | 

Fig. 22 shows one of his best cows foe re merge? | 

tethered in high grass. Nearly all the £ i ~ a ote oe : 
[hen RF OAS Se es 

cows are tethered as the people cannot % Read i ee 

afford to have the cows tramp down zs Vis N Sa gs . 

what they do not eat. Three or four p Paes oe ae 

times a day the stakes are changed. SOs phone ee 

The people are a mixture of French and : Ss = e SR 
\ 3 

English, and the agricultural reports ¢— i 
MAP OF HOLLAND. | 

are printed in both languages. Both | 

Jersey and Guernsey have a local gov- Holland. 

ernment quite as independent as that A large part of Holland is below the | 

of Canada and their own coins and/|sea level. Dikes have been built 

postage stamps. around the country and the water 
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: pumped out by means of windmills. It| Friesian cheese. Edam cheese is made 

E is with queer sensations that one walks in round balls, six inches in diameter, 

; along the top of one of the dikes and |and is sometimes seen in our grocery 

7 sees the water on one side ten or fifteen | stores. There are but few factories, 

: feet higher than the country stretching most of the cheese being made on the 

off in the opposite direction. The pas- | farms. One factory that I visited was 

; tures are divided by ditches of water | receiving 9,000 pounds of milk per day. 

: instead of fences. Holland is the home | Fig. 23 is a picture of the curing 

of the Holstein-Friesian cattle, and | room in this factory. 
' 
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Fra. 22. Cow owned by John Prevost, King’s Mill, Island of Guernsey. 

these animals may be seen by =~ The cheese is marketed when about a 

thousands in the low luxuriant fields of |month old. It is washed and then oiled 

grass. About ninety per cent. of them | with linseed oil, and put into a cart and 

are black and white, as seen in Amer-/| hauled to market. At the market straw 

ica; the other ten per cent. are red and is spread on the pavement and the 

white or mouse colored. cheese piled on this. 

In North Holland Edam cheese is Fig. 24 shows a cheese market at 

made; in South Holland Gouda cheese, Hoorn. As soon as the cheese is sold 

and in Friesland butter, and a skim it is carried by the officials of the mar- 

cheese (not good for much) called ket to the market house to be weighed. 

L
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Fig 23. Curing room of an Edam cheese factory in North Holland. 
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Fia. 24. The weekly cheese market at Hoorn, North Holland. The market building where 

the cheese is weighed is just beyond the statue.
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Fig. 25 shows the large balances and | 

the officials weighing the cheese. 1 i 

The Freisian cheese is put up in large f 7 ! 

cakes about the size of our American y < 

flats, but without bandage. Carraway 3 rite a, | 
seed is often mixed with the curd. BR Sd | 

Fig. 26 shows a lot of this cheese be- PA Bee f 
ing unloaded from the canal steamer ms eee Ei } i 

at Leenwarden. | [3 QDE Nv Mig er | 
Friesland has many creameries and | x f= Les Rags x | | 

the butter, though put up in the same} & eo. ee. . 
‘ oo MS he 4 { 

kind of packages, is not as good as Dan- | NP 49 & ee Ss ve net i 

ish butter. | LoS tel gees Mops | i 

Fig. 27 shows a lot of butter on the| | “~° > BOE AS OS sae i 
wharf at Leenwarden. ; mS oF “Sg ge ot 

oh ey 

Denmark. 5 SN ™ ee an 

The fame of Danish butter has gone : at PMA We | 

throughout the world, and the English A0ulF } AS | 
market receives about one-third of its) |=} 

supply from Denmark. It is by per- | 

sistence and intelligent effort that the MAP OF DENMARK. i 

dairy business of Denmark has been put 
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where it is. In the Agricultural College on each package of butter are averaged 

{ museum at Copenhagen I saw a Mason | and the butter-maker notified of the re- 

butter worker that was brought there|sult, with suggestions as to how he may ~ 

from this country, and the butter work-| improve. If the score is low his butter 

ers in Denmark had been modeled after|is judged again in a short time, and if 

it. There are about twelve hundred| there is no improvement, an offer of 

creameries in the country and seven |help from an Experiment Station expert 

hundred and fifty of these are volunta-|is given. If there is still no improve- 

rily under government inspection. The | ment the butter-maker is considered a 

t government inspection is done in this hopeless case and is dropped from. the 

manner: government list. 

A cold storage, shown in Fig. 28, There are numerous butter contests, 

} stands on the Experiment Station)at which diplomas and medals are 

grounds. Any butter-maker who wishes | given, and when I would call at a 

to may put his factory under the gov-| creamery the butter-maker would take 

ernment supervision, and every tw0| me into his living apartments and point 

weeks Dr: Emil Holm, who has charge| with pride to his diplomas and medals. 

The milk is separated at a temper- 

- See Bs ature of 85 degrees, and then the cream 

ee: [end skim milk aro run throws wk 
Ss . | ___ |tinuous pasteurizers. The skim milk 

eee ie SS == | |is delivered hot to the patrons. The 

a a cream runs over a cooler in another 

| |room and then a commercial starter 

Ree like Hansen’s lactic ferment is added to 

ripen it. 

oo a ee , These three factors—government su- 

} ee) | Pervision, butter contests, and pasteuri- 

ise zation, with use of a starter to ripen 

| Fic. 28. the cream—have given Denmark its 

; high and uniform quality of butter. 

of the work, selects ninety factories} Fig. 29 shows the interior of a Danish 

and wires “send us a keg of butter on|creamery, which, with the exception of 

the morning train.” The butter has to| the pasteurizer, is not so different from 

be taken from the lot that is in the re-|an American plant. 

> frigerator at the time the telegram is 

received, for there will not be time be-| Fis. 30 shows the cream ripening and 

fore the train goes to make a special | churning room. The cooler shown on 

sample. In the cold storage at the Ex- the right is filled with running water 

periment Station are three rooms and|@nd the cream in its descent along the 

the butter is divided into three lots of |Coil is thoroughly cooled. The cream is 

thirty samples each. Every package is ripened in the large cans seen along the 

covered so that the judges cannot see | edge of the room. 

any mark on the package. Three but- The Danish churn is shaped like the 

ter merchants are asked to score the|old-fashioned dasher churn and the 

butter and each judge takes one room|churning is done by wings, which re- 

at a time to himself. The three scores| volve on a vertical shaft. 
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The Babcock Test is known in Den-| [ 

mark and is used to some extent. The RE 

Danes honor the name of Dr. Babcock ee et fe . 

and asked when they might expect a “a Bp. S e 

visit from him. 
. =a . oot 

Dr. Fjord, the chemist in their Ex- aan 3 ae 

periment Station, invented a cream test. = ET i | | ' 

A graduated test tube is filled with milk ae 

and swung in a separator bowl to raise seep: =f e i E 

the cream. The different percents. of a " oa 

ith cream show the relative values of the oe abo Soe oe ee 
‘i different milks. This, it will be seen, is Be Fete a | 

hy fy . ea tee i care 
it i only relative and not absolute butter) |jigesiea Magpie S ie] 

i t, fat. Yet this test has been of great “g ak) 

| tl service to the people, and when Dr. | = | a | 

{' Hy Fjord died a statue, shown in Fig. 31, a ee | 

by was erected in front of the Experiment | a ——— pe & 

fg Station building. Thus is scientific] . i ‘ or 

wa. agriculture honored in Denmark. | DR ose aay 

j ; The Institute adjourned till 9 o’clock es 

he next day. : 

ai 
Fig. 31. Statue of Dr. Fjord. 
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THIRD DAY. 

The Institute met at 9 o’clock A. M., March 16. Mr. Chas. Thorp in i 

the chair. Prayer by Rev. J. W. Priest. ‘ 

GOOD DAIRY COWS. : 

F. H. SCRIBNER, Rosendale, Wis. } 

ne | breed, but that the Holsteins, Guern- 
: Se = | seys, Ayrshires and Jerseys are all 

3 ees oe eee cater | entered in this race and it is left for | 
aye Sa ee oS | ‘ = . 
Da Sy ee | us to decide which one we will choose. 

2 257 ago | Because some one has made a success 

‘ = - eee |ot Holsteins, it does not necessarily 
Za 4 Zee | | follow that you would. If you cannot 

a De: sea |see anything to admire in that great, 

: +5 Bos, | large, bony carcass, covered with a 
=~ (uieeeeet| | shroud of black and white, and with a 
a Berge ie of “more” in her eye that would 
SS ae ; . Sa scare any ordinary feeder, then do not 

ioe | touch her. And if some one has been 
m peeae | fairly successful in the Jersey line, do 

a ‘ Ss ca | not jump at this conclusion, because 

, : she don’t give a very large mess of 

% | mit, and she is inferior in size and 

4 ; When you are through with her she 

| would make but a few pounds of 

i canned meat at most, but look on both 
3 sides of the question and decide for 

S yourselves. Breed in this particular 

F. H. ScRIBNER. line and stick to it, and if you are a 

progressive student or the business you 

Every one should ride a hobby horse Will be successful. 
of some kind nowadays. I mean by 
this that every farmer should make a_ Best Type of Dairy Cow. 
specialty of some branch of animal There are certain rules laid down 

industry. My hobby is the special pur- | Which we all ought to be familiar with, 

pose dairy cow. By a special purpose | and if we follow them we will not go 

cow I mean one that produces the | very far amiss in picking out a dairy 

greatest profit from her milk product, | cow. These rules were not made, and 

and I am glad to say that this style of then a cow made to fit the rules, but 

cow is not confined to any particular they have taken some of the greatest
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milk and butter producing cows and | tion, see that it is kept so by proper 

made a diagnosis of them and found | feed and exercise. So you will see that 

that they nearly ail agree with the type | the man has as much, or I might say 

held up before us, and have adopted it |even more to do with this dairy con- 

as a standard for a dairy cow. There | formation than even the animals them- 

are of course exceptions to these rules, | selves. No matter how well bred the 

but to the breeder and the one who is calf may be along the lines of milk and 

trying to bring his herd up to the high- | butter production, the man may spoil 

est point of profit, this dairy type of it all by improper feed and care; he 

cow is the one most sure of transmit- | may not be able to do it in one genera- 

; 4 ting her good qualities to her offspring. tion, but if followed up it is bound to 

ii fi There is so much that enters in to | work disaster. 
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Prospect Hill Farm. Home of F. H. Scribner. 

make this cow-what she should be. In ] Profitable Feeding. 

4 the first place the dam must have this | Josh Billings says: “Don’t drink too 

dairy makeup and imust be kept so, and} much new cider, and however mean 

can be kept so by proper feeding; next | you may be, don’t abuse a cow.” Josh 

the sire must have these qualifications had an eye for business; he found out 

and must also be kept so by proper | that to misuse our cows was poor sense 

feed and exercise. One might ask what | and less cents. But we can abuse them 

harm would come to the produce if in more ways than one; we can abuse 

dam or sire should lay on a little too |them by over-feeding and we can abuse 

much flesh. Because you have started |them by under-feeding, and it should 

tendencies toward repetition. The be every breeder’s and feeder’s busi- 

same tendency is apt to crop out in the ness to know just what to feed and 

coming generations. And when the calf how. Cows differ just as much in their 

comes and has this dairy conforma~ | taste and requirements as persons. ‘l'o 

i 
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feed all the cows in a herd alike, day | standard can really be laid down for | 

after day, is not only a wasteful but all conditions, and the feeder has got f 

an unprofitable way of doing, as some to come down to his own good judg- } 

are sure not to get enough for the ment. { 

greatest profit, while others are liable I do not think the feeding of stock 

to get more than they can use to good can * 4 carried on economically where 

advantage. The good Lord has given animals do not lick up clean all that is 

us one of the most productive states in put before them of the right kind of 

the Union; we are able to raise all the food. Of course there are exceptions to 

grasses and different kinds of grain this, for instance, when hay is coarse 

necessary for the keeping of all kinds or over-ripe, or when feeding dry corn 

of animals, and He has left it for us to stalks it would not be policy to force t 
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Barns and Dairy Herd of F. H. scribuer. 

formulate and balance up rations that them to eat it all. It is a fact that 

we may get the most possible for the |where animals are fed more than they 

object for which we are working. | can eat with a relish and leave food in 

The words “scientific feeding” used the mangers, they do not prosper like 

to seem too big for me to comprehend, | those that clean up the manger. If she 

but after all it means only rational op oni is from gare “_ a 

feeding; good common sense mixed pol ree = to eat = ie re a it, 

with good judgment, and knowing the = 2s al ae Teen, GF POTEAES 

needs and characteristics of the differ- = 

ent animals. A balanced ration is A Careful Record. 

simply a statement of the results of After we have gotten the herd nicely 

experiments and observations; no fixed established and in good working or-
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der, there are three things that we, the fact that care, comfort, and clean- ' 

should adopt to our cow parapherna- | liness have much to do towards build- 

lia—a milk sheet, a pair of scales, and | ing up a good dairy herd, and taken in 

a Babcock tester; the three together | connection with the sire one ought not 

tell the whole story. They tell whether | to make any mistake. Five or ten dol- 

we have cows that are keeping us or| lars, or even more, is nothing on the 

whether we are keeping them. Good price of a good cow, and if a man is 

judges tell us that two-thirds of the|raising ten or twenty heifer calves a 

cows kept for their milk do not yield | year the money spent for a number one 

their owners an annual profit, and as sire comes back to him tenfold. 

a matter of ordinary business, every I think that one of the greatest faults 

dairyman should study the individual- | of farmers in general is not so much 

ity of every cow and know approxi- | a lack of knowledge, as of application. 

mately the amount of milk and butter | We know a great deal better than we A 

that each one produces, so as to be able | are willing to do; we are too slow in 

to weed out the boarders and get his taking up the more advanced methods 

herd on a good paying basis. of caring for our stock. The successful 

There is so much to be read between | man to-day is the man that is alive to 

the lines on a milk sheet; it not only |all the little details of his business. So 

tells how much milk she has given in| with the breeder and dairyman, it is 

a year, but shows the persistency by | not alone the breeding that is going to 

telling how many days she was in milk, |determine the future usefulness of the 

and if you have been changing feed, | animal, but they must be combined 

whether the change has been one of with the daily care, feeding, and care~ 

profit or not; and it is also an incentive | ful observation, which is going to make 

to better work on the part of the help, the cow what she should be. 

as I find they are more careful to get 

the last drop to try and beat yester- 

day’s average. It also shows the varia- DISCUSSION. 

tions in the milk yield and sets one to} Mr, Philips—Is it a fact that where 

thinking what is the cause and how to | you furnish your hired men with a tally 

remedy it. sheet and scales, and insist upon their 

weighing the milk from each cow, that 

The Sire. they will get enough more milk 

For the average farmer, in starting a to pay for all the extra help and im- 

a dairy herd, the best plan I know of | provements during the season? 

is to take a few well selected animals Mr. Scribner—Oh, yes, there is no 

and bred up to the size desired; this question about that. I find my men are 

plan takes time, but I believe it is the just about as much interested as I am 

most satisfactory in the end. It is often myself. Every milking is weighed, 

said, and I think truthfully, that the | night and morning, the year around. 

bull is half of the herd. In selecting a Question—Have you ever seen a COW 

. sire get the best. See that he is from a of the form and build of that cow 

milk and butter producing strain. whose picture we have before us 

= Every calf added to the herd takes half | (Brown Bessie) that turned out to be 

its blood from the sire and one can /|4@ poor milker? 

readily see that this step is a very im- Mr. Scribner—Yes, I have seen them 

portant one. I also want to emphasize !turn out to be poor milkers, but that 

ae ile
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was the fault of the man who owned not that contrary to some dairy teach- 

them, as a general thing. A cow with/ing? In Ohio a great many men are 

that conformation, that makeup, is safe | emphasizing the wedge shape. 

to go by, as a rule, in picking out cows. Mr. Scribner—She may be wedge 

Question—You don’t expect a cow to| shaped over the shoulders, but still 

maintain her flow through a season of | well sprung out in the ribs. ; 

nine or ten months? Mr. Taylor—In how many ways may 

Mr. Scribner—She will hold out re-|a cow be wedge shaped? 

markably well. Mr. Scribner—In two ways, from the 

Question—I would like to hear the | top down, and standing in front look- 

good points of a cow described. ing back. 

Mr. Scribner—The first point that 1| Mr. Taylor—She should be wedge 

look at in a dairy cow is the constitu- | shaped from the top down, making her 

tion; if she hasn’t that, she hasn’t any- | wide at the heart. 

thing, as a breeder or a producer. 1 Supt. McKerrow—She may have a 

want to see that she has strong vital- | good deal of heart capacity added by 

ity. We look, first, to see that she has | depth like a trotting horse. 

plenty of good heart room, plenty of Mr. Culbertson—What have the milk ' 

lung power, and it is also indicated by | veins to do wita the production of 

her coat and her general appearance. ! milk? = 

She wants to look strong and healthy. Mr. Scribner—The milk is made from 

Perhaps the next thing to look at would | the blood, although I cannot give you 

be the brightness of her eye, her intel-| the process. We generally calculate |. 

ligence, and last, perhaps, but not least,|that a cow with prominent milk veins 

would be the udder, although many | has a large, strong flow of blood and is 

people are deceived, I think, by the ud- | indicative of a large milker. 

der. I want an udder that, when you Mr. Hodgson—What time would you 

are through milking, it has a dishrag | begin to feed this animal? 

appearance. We also like to see a cow Mr. Scribner—Before she is born; 

well cut out in the thighs, which is a|feed the dam well and feed the sire 

strong indication that she is not a beef | right, then you will have the right kind 

animal; we want good milk veins, and | of a calf, and it must be kept right by 

especially good milk wells, the place | proper food; that is a protein food, 

where the milk vein enters the body. which will give growth and will not be 

Question—May not the milk vein be |fattening. If you establish a tendency 

large and the milk well small? to lay on flesh on that calf, it will be 

Mr. Scribner—That is often true. If | something she will never overcome. 

the milk well is small, it will necessa- Mr. Taylor—Is it not the general 

rily enlarge the milk vein, the blood | opinion that the lungs of the dairy cow 

not being able to pass through readily | are larger than those of a beef cow? 

into the body. Mr. Scribner—I think it is. 

Question—About what is the weight Mr. Taylor—I think it has been dem- 

of your ideal cow? onstrated that the lungs of a trotting- 

Mr. Scribner—I am not partial as to | bred or a running-bred horse, the cellu- 

weight; I don’t care, if the cow will do |lar surface of the lungs is larger than 

well for me. that of a draft horse, and it is required 

Mr. Wing—You say that the cow|from the fact that the supplying of a 

should have a good heart diameter. Is |large amount of blood necessarily in-
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creases the size of the lungs, and in that , you will get an animal that will lay on 

case you have expanded her ribs; they | flesh, and after it is there, for every 

must be well sprung, giving the largest hundred pounds it takes about a pound 

space for breathing purposes. of digestible nutrients to keep that, 

Mr. Philips—Do you object to a and there is just that much taken from 

heifer putting on fiesh before she | the milk, and that beef is no good to 

freshens, provided it issput on with | you at all. If you are keeping that cow 

protein food? eight or ten years, you are supporting 

Mr. Scribner—No sir; two or three |that extra flesh year after yéar at a 

months before this heifer becomes a|loss. I like the depth, but not the 

mother, I begin to feed her and she will | width at the top. 

lay on a little more flesh, but after she Mr. Scribner—I don’t want the width 

comes in, she will milk that all off. at the top. 

Mr. Menn—If you had a good dairy Supt. McKerrow—As I understand it, 

cow and she commenced to lay on flesh, | that one hundred pounds of extra flesh 

how would you proceed? will cost 1.7 pounds of digestible nutri- 

Mr. Scribner—I would narrow down | ents every day. 

. her ration or give her such foods as Mr. Merrell—I think it is well to lay 

would keep her from laying on flesh. | a good deal of stress on the point as to 

The Chairman—Do you find two-year | where that rib starts. With an animal 

old heifers with that form? of the beef conformation, the rib 

Mr. Scribner—As a general thing, no. starts well up and springs out full, and 

This form comes after they start their there is a place to lay on flesh. If the 

milking habits. rib starts well down and leaves a good, 

The Chairman—Then, if you are go- | broad chine, I think that is the ideal 

ing to buy a two-year-old heifer, how | dairy rib, widening at the bottom. 

would you judge of her dairy qualities? Question—To go back to the weigh- 

Mr. Scribner—I would want to know |ing. Don’t you find it impossible to 

something of her ancestors first, of the feed a dairy cow intelligently without 

dams on both sides. I should want them | continually weighing the milk night 

to be milk and butter producing ani- | and morning, so as to know when to 

mals. add to and when to diminish the food 

Mr. Lovejoy—I am not a dairyman, of the cow? 

but I have a couple of Jersey cows and Mr. Scribner—Yes, that is a fact. 

they are just as fat as butter; they There will be times when she will take 

: make what we use and about fifteen | more food than she will at others, and 

pounds a week besides. she will show it on the milk sheet in 

Mr. Scribner—As a rule, if a cow puts | the first place. 

her feed on her back, she won’t put it Mr. Linse—I think we can judge by 

in the milk pail. It is not a safe thing the appetite of the cow without meas- 

to do with an ordinary breeder. uring and weighing so much. We want 

A Member—I don’t quite like the ex- | to feed her all she will eat with good 

planation of these springing ribs. In appetite. 

my own experience and what I have Mr. Scribner—Of course you have to 

got from some of our dairymen, that rib| take the cow into consideration and 

should start at a wedge shaped back| see that she has an appetite at all 

toward the hind part of the cow. 1| times, and eats with a relish. 

think, as it has been explained here, Mr. Goodrich—Mr. Scribner, how 

a a
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much time does it take to weigh the Mr. Scribner—I calculate that a © . 

milk every time? {feeder will know every animal per- 

Mr. Scribner—You will be surprised | fectly without sticking up any card to 

to see how little time. show what the cow wants. My help 

Mr. Goodrich—I have held the watch | and I talk over the various feeds and 

on the boys when they did not know | cows together, and we know each one 

théy were being watched and it took and just what each ‘animal will take. 

an average of twelve seconds to do the | If we see an animal that is off her feed, 

weighing. They weighed the milk of | we talk it over together and find out 

five cows a minute and it does seem to | just what she will do; we cut down her 

me that a person can afford to spend | ration until she will take it all and lick 

twelve seconds of time twice a day for | it up clean. 

the sake of knowing something posi- Mr. Philips—Isn’t it true that a 

tively. heifer that has had plenty of the right 

Mr. Hodgson—I don’t see how a man | kind of food all her life until she fresh- 

can afford to milk without weighing |ens and becomes a cow, will have a bet- 

the milk. ter appetite than one that has been 

A Member—I have been buying some | starved through calfhood and heifer- 

cows and I know that my cows eat far | hood? - ~ 

more than the cows tuat I buy; I can- Mr Scribner—I don’t know why she 

not make them eat when they first | shouldn’t, but I never tried it to see. 

come into my herd. Mr. Mer:eli—ihere is one pont on 

Mr. Scribner—The only way I have | the feeding and development of heifers 

ever been abie to do anything in the | that has not been touched upon. How 

line of stimulating the appetite is by | long do you milk a heifer the first sea- 

varying the food. son? 

Supt. McKerruw—In that case, where Mr. Scribner—We aim to milk a 

you wish to develop a cow it should be heifer longer the first year than any 

done very gradually and carefully. other period so as to form the habit 

Mr. Linse—I have found that we can | of persistent milking. I would milk 

increase the appetite of a cow by ju-|her nearly up to the time of calving 

dicious feeding. Never overfeed her; | again, just barely give her time to go 

the least overfeeding will decrease her | dry and have a short rest. 

appetite and it takes weeks to bring it The Chairman—That, of course, is 

back. I have seen the time after { got | the best practice, but it does not prove 

@ new man, where a cow’s appetite that heifers that are not milked that 

would go down to one-half after a few | way will increase the length of time of 

feedings, only by overfeeding. We giving milk. In my experience I have 

should feed carefully and study her|found that cows that would be dry 

appetite, and we can certainly increase from two or three and sometimes four 

it. months before I owned them, by per- 

Mr. Hodgson—Do you always trust sistent milking and good feeding would 

to your hired man to judge about feed- become cows that would be in milk two 

ing a cow according to her capacity, or | OF three years continuously; it was 

do you oversee it yourself, Mr. Scrib- | very hard to get them dry at all. 

ner? You can’t always be there your- Mr. Hodgson—At what age do you 

self to see how the cows are fed. How | expect a heifer to freshen?” 

do you manage that part of it? | Mr. Scribner—At about two years :
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* and that would depend somewhat on) change of food there is a time before 

the heifer. If she is undersized I would | freshening from two to six weeks that 

let her run past that time a little, or if | the flow of milk stops almost entirely, 

she were extra large, I would cut the| and that is the time for you to stop 

time short a little, perhaps. milking so you can continue to feed 

Question—Do you prefer letting her liberally. The cow will dry up if you 

lay over one year? stop milking. For two or three days it 

Mr. Scribner—No sir. will do no harm, but when nature finds 

Mr. Taylor—The first milking period | out you are not going to take that milk 

of the heifer is a very important one. | away, it will cease to secrete it. If you 

After making quite a considerable continue to milk, you will stimulate 

study and watching the results care- the collostral glands. Another point, 

fully, I have concluded that about from when the cow ceases to give good milk, 

twelve to thirteen months should | you must then take all the accumulated 

. elapse between the first and second | milk out of tnat udder. If you do not, 

calving, and yet we should feed very the liquid portion will be absorbed, the 

, liberally between these periods and solid portions will remain, and you wiil } 

help her to establish the business of find difficulty when she comes in. 

her life well within herself. I would} Mr. Stiles—Would you not feed a 

feed quite liberally this first year and heifer during the first milking period 

see that she is thoroughly dried six} a narrower ration than you would 

weeks before she freshens; then con- | afterwards? 

tinue to feed liberally until she drops Mr. Scribner—No, I don’t think | 

the second calf. I think it is a serious | should. 

mistake to milk these young animals Mr. Merrell—I think it is a fact that 

continuously, as long as they will give | at this time you are calling upon your 

milk, for we may carry it so far that | cow to grow bone and muscle, and also 

we begin to get the new collostrum | to make milk and both require nitro- 

milk from her when it would be abso- | genous food; I think that with young, 

lutely dangerous to stop milking until | growing heifers, especially, we can feed 

she freshens. Let us get Luese .cifers | a narrow ration. 

in splendid condition and get them dry| Mr. Scribner—I misundeisto.d your 

six weeks before they drop the second | question, I think. I would feed a nar- 

calf, and not stop feeding them. rower ration in that case, but a gener- 

Supt. McKerrow—Is that the way | ous one. 

you developed Brown Bessie? Mr. Taylor—By proper food, we 

Mr. Taylor—Yes, sir, she was fea|simply build up the powers of the cow 

that way for six years. which she is meant by nature to fulfil. 

Mr. McDonald—How do you get your | This, of course, must be done with 

cow dry on liberal feeding? We have stimulating dairy rations, and it is a 

to take away all the grain feed in-or- | fact that the more they eat, the more 

der to dry up some cows. I am talking | they can eat. The old saying that “a 

about mature cows, but I know we can- | cow well wintered is half summered” 

not do it without cutting into their | is just as true the other way; a cow 

record very much. well summered is half wintered, and 

Mr. Taylor—All cows before they | we make-a most serious mistake with 

freshen will stop giving good milk, and | our young heifers that are going to 

you will observe that without any freshen sometime in the late fall or § 

i ieee a ee
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winter, by allowing them to run in our know what I know. I do know this, : 

frost-bitten pastures altogether too however, that the secret of getting 

long in the latter part of the season, | profit from a dairy cow is liberal feed- 

simply because they are down in the |ing and that that liberal food should be 

pasture out of the way and not bother- |more liberally supplied the first two 

ing about the barns. No growing stock months after she freshens instead of the 

_ Should be out in the pasture late in the | first two months before; but I should 

fall; we ought to begin our winter feed-|not forget that a young cow giving 

ing on these heifers much earlier than | milk, supporting an embryo calf and 

wedo. Up at Green Bay, Dr. Buchanan trying to complete her growth, is tax- 

made the point that bad results came ing her constitution to the utmost 

from milk taken from cows that were limit, and she should be fed lib- 

milked too long. erally. You cow owners, with cows 

Mr. Goodrich—I am afraid if with their second calf not doing as well 

there is nothing more said than has | as with the first calf, don’t blame the 

been said about feeding a cow high | cow, but criticise your methods of feed- 

just before she freshens, that some men ing when she was with her first ealf. If 

who have perfect faith in Mr. Taylor | you have fully developed your cow and ; 

will lose cows with milk fever. I agree feed her right she is a better cow with . 

with Mr. McDonald that we must take | her second calf than with her first. But 

away the grain food before the cow do not discard her because you have 

freshens, because I have lost splendid | made a mistake in feeding her, and she 

cows as a result of following the advice|is not as good a cow with her second 

of men who talked just as Mr. Taylor | calf as with her first. Take that criti- 

does. cism to heart and carry her over to her 

Mr. Taylor—My remarks applied en- third calving, and if you have fed her 

tirely to young cows, while Mr. Good- liberally, you will be surprised to find 

rich is talking about old cows. I would | yourself mistaken, and the cow doing 

in no instance advise you to feed an old|the best she can under the circum- 

cow that has been in milk several sea- | stances. 

sons in the same way, because I know| Mr. Convey—Several years ago we 

very well that there are more cows found that if we fed young cows heav- 

over-fed than under-fed at that time. On iiy on ensilage, they came in with an 

no account would I feed these old cows, unyielding udder, and we found also 

heavy milkers, heavily before they | that by feeding liberally on roots and 

freshens. grass feeds at that time, we had no 

Mr. Lioyd—Have you ever known @ such complications. 

young cow with her first or second calf} Mr. McDonald—I believe Mr. Taylor 

to have milk fever? is right for himself, but many of us 

Mr. Taylor—No, I never did, and I| who are trying to be dairymen have not 

am not at all certain that feeding pro- | had the experience he has. I am speak- 

duces milk fever in old cows. ing for the people in general. I know 

Mr. Goodrich—I am certain of it. in our community there are a great 

Mr. Taylor—There are so many| many cows lost with milk fever, but I 

things to be considered that I know I do not think it is caused by over-feed- 

don’t know ard I know Friend Good- | ing. It is caused by the cows standing 

rich is guessing at, that I hardly know |in water and becoming chilled, or being 

what he knows, and I would hardly allowed to be out on frosty mornings,
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. and other things of that kind. Now,, away with them for two weeks before 

I want to ask a question in regard to| they freshen. If the weather is hot and 

milking heifers. We find that no|the flies bother, that is only another 

matter how carefully we feed, we have| reason for putting them into the barn. 

to milk some of our heifers at six| No cow should roam over a sunburned 

weeks before they drop their calves or| pasture to get something to eat at this 

the udders will be absolutely spoiled.| time. Put her in a darkened stable, 

I would like to know how Mr. Taylor| supplement her feed, and let her lie 
would manage in such a case. down quietly by herself, and then when 

Mr. Taylor—The gentleman has done|she freshens there are no exciting con- 

pretty well to get these heifers to give| ditions. Be careful that nothing excites 

milk before they freshen; he has done|her after she freshens; take the little 
just a little too well, because he did not| calf away from her and everything wili 

shorten up his feed a little while before| be all right; take it away the second 

they freshened, say two weeks before.| day after it is born. If you let it stay 

Yes, you may laugh at me, but I want/too long, you may work her into a 

:. you to understand that liberal feeding| fever of excitement and she becomes 
means at the same time judicious feed-| sick, and then somebody pronounces it 

ing. Judicious feeding is liberal feeding | milk fever. Just put a protection 

before she freshens, but it does not| across the stable and put the little fel- 

mean right up to that time. low over there, where she can reach it 

Mr. McDonald—We get her down to| and caress it; you have done your duty 

nothing but dry corn fodder and warm | then, and while she is caressing it, lick- 

water to drink, and we keep her in the|ing her calf, that is just the time 

barn. Brother Goodrich will fool the cow by 

Mr. Taylor—You see he doesn’t help | making her think the calf is taking the . 

me out at all. He keeps making it| milk, when he is milking her. Mr. 

worse and worse. Goodrich has fooled a cow lots of times 

Mr. McDonald—Furthermore, in|into thinking he was her red-haired 

place of making that milk from the| calf. 

feed we gave her, she took it from her Supt. McKerrow—I want to clear up 

body, from the fiesh that she had put|one point that I am afraid is wrong. 
on there during our previous judicious| This gentleman over here said he cut 

feeding. his heifer down to corn fodder. Mr. 

Mr. Taylor—I don’t know that the|Taylor, would you cut your heifers 

gentleman knows that. I say this is a|down to as wide a ration as corn fod- 

safe rule, feed your heifers liberally,|der and timothy hay. 

get them in good, thrifty condition, not} Mr. Taylor—No, sir. Feed her clover 

fat, and two weeks before they freshen | hay and lots of it, and bran. Never cut 

shorten up their ration. We have ours|a cow down to corn fodder, especially 

in a box stall in the barn with no out-|if she is going to become a mother. 

side door. We put them in there al-| These heating foods mean a derange- 

ways before they freshen, summer and/ment of the system. 

winter. If they are heavy feeders and| Mr. Scott—When you take this cow 

the grass is good, we take them off the |off the pasture and put her in a box 

pastures and put them in the barn and | stall, would you go to the hay mow and 

try to get them well acquainted with | give her all the hay she wants, or would 

us. Their appetites will simply run|you cut a little fresh grass sometimes? 

Ss
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Mr. Taylor—Of course, if it is neces-| our place and we simply take the 

sary to keep her in there I would give|calf and put it the other side of a lit- 

her the grass in preference to dry feed.|tle partition, unless we are badly 

Question—Did you ever try taking|crowded, when we take the calf 

the calf from its mother immediately, | away from the cow and the cow 

so that she would not see nor hear it|away from the calf also; -but here 

at all? It is my experience that if you is the point I think Mr. Arnold 

leave a calf where the mother can get| wants to bring out. Never take this 

her nose to it, she will not give down | young mother away and put her in her 

her milk. Besides that, if the calf never regular place among the other cows and 

learns to suck, it learns to drink better. treat her as you do the other cows. I 

Mr. Taylor—I have done that, but I know just what you will do. You will 

feel as if it was an awful mean trick. |; want to be good to her, and you will 

She can take better care of it than any- | open the barn door, turn out all the 

body else. Of course, if you meet with | other cows, and leave her in the barn; 

success the other way, that is all right, if the temperature is pretty cold, inside 

but I think that all the motherly in- of ten minutes the temperature in that 

stincts are more thoroughly aroused and | barn will go down forty or fifty degrees, 

enkindled if the calf is near her. I and that won’t do. Put a blanket on 

rather hold to the opinion that if she is | her. Our interests demand better care 

allowed to run with the calf this ma- | and feed, more consideration for these 

ternity is better established in the cow. | bovine mothers. Let us learn the se- 

Mr. Arnold—Would you take the cret of this maternity and give intelli- 

mother away from the calf or the calf gent treatment. Our financial interests 

away from the mother? demand it. 

Mr. Taylor—We have box sialls at < 

= ee 

BUTTER-MAKING ON THE FARM. 

CHARLES LINSE, La Crosse, Wis. 

The days of butter-making, when the;essary to Have the choicest materials 

farm in general was the place for it, are|for it, and neither science nor skill 

days of the past. The creamery is the | can produce the best qualities of butter 

place where at least eighty per cent. of | out of inferior milk—not even the finest 

all the butter Wisconsin produces is|and best equipped creamery in the 

made, at the present time. Who would | world. Consequently the butter-maker 

or could deny that this very fact has | on the farm has everything in his own 

made dairying a success in Wisconsin | hands to enable him to produce the very 

as well as in other dairy states of the | finest butter. He is not dependent upon 

Union, But nevertheless butter-making the honesty and skill of others, and 

still has its place on the farm, and can therefore has the advantage of the fac- 

be made a very profitable business if | tory, which has to depend upon the hon- 

carried on in the right way. esty and skill of hundreds. 

To make the choicest butter it is nec- 

bi
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The Best Milk. their milk almost unfit for cheese or 

To produce the very best milk far | butter-making. 
butter-making we must first hav. a 

cow adapted to that business. She must 
eanlin Milking Time. 

be a cow giving us milk rich in butter 2 ane at € . 

fat, as I hold that milk poor in butter The utmost cleanliness in milking 

fat will not make as high grade butter. | must be observed, if the product shall 

We must also see that she is always in | result in fine-flavored butter. A cow is 

a healthy condition, and while it is| never milked in my barn before her 

necessary to feed a cow all she can as- | udder is washed and wiped off with a 

similate and digest in order to get the| dry cloth. This is not only necessary in 

full benefit out of her, we should care- | the winter, while cows are stabled, but 

fully avoid over-feeding, as well as tue} more so in the summer. The udder may 

feeding of mouldy and damaged food, | look ever so clean, but by careful exam- 

| : <- x : st hc RE a Ma ee cea 
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Farm Home of Chas. Linse. 

as it may bring on indigestion, ana |ination we will find an abundance of 

is often the cause of ill-flavored milk. | dusty substances clinging to the skin, 

A stable well ventilated, with plenty | especially in a dry time. By washing 

of pure air to breathe, is the most essen- | the same not only will most of the filth 

tial thing to the production of good |be removed, but on account of the 

milk. White-washing the stable once|moistening the dust cannot dislodge 

a year not only adds much to the! while milking as readily as when dry. 

healthy condition of the cows, but also| When drawn from the cow milk must 

makes it lighter and more pleasing for | never be left standing in the barn, but 

men to be in. should be removed at once. The theory 

Decidedly injurious effect on the qual-| that milk will not absorb odors while 

: ity of the milk is caused by bad water.| warmer than the surrounding atmos- 

I know of cases in my neighborhood | phere, is proven by Professor Russell, of 

where cows were compelled to drink| the Wisconsin University, to be false, 

water out of stagnant pools, which made | as by careful experiments he found that 

es ale
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milk, while warm, is even more absorb- The Separator. 

ent than when cold. The separation of cream, as com- 

After observing all these precautions | monly practiced at present, is either 

in the production of good milk, one| with the separator or by the deep-set- 

more thing is indispensable if butter-| ting in cold water. The former is the 

making on the farm is made a success, | hetter way, and I would advise every 

and ‘this is a building by itself, pro-| man who keeps ten cows, or even less 

vided for such purposes. The attempt to|than ten, to use the separator. If the 

make choice butter and to carry on all|qeep-setting process is in use, milk 

the manipulations of butter-making in| must be set in the water absolutely as 

the same buliding in which we live,|soon as drawn from the cow. The 

sleep, or cook, is a hopeless task. ADY | temperature of the milk then should not 

proof of my assertion is hardly neces-| pe below 90 degrees (the nearer to blood 

sary after what has been said regarding | heat, 98 degrees, the better) and the 

the production and care of milk in the! water in which the milk cans are set 

foregoing. Such a building need not be | for creaming must, by the aid of ice, 

expensive; one about 16x20 feet in size | pe kept below 45 degrees, if a thorough 

is large enough for a dairy of fifteen to | creaming is expected. 

twenty-five cows. How to construct 

such a building is a matter of circum- * 

stances and must be decided by the Ripening the Cream. 

builder himself. It should be located| Cream can be kept in ice water for 

and constructed so as to offer good ven- re hours without injury, but it would 

tilation, and enable its owner to con- | not be advisable to hold it much longer. 

trol the proper temperature at all times,| The market demands butter that is 

which means coolness in summer and | made“from soured, or so-called ripened 

sufficient warmth in winter. ‘cream. I will in brief describe the pro- 

cess of ripening, as practiced in our 

Care of Utensils- creamery. First I prepare a so-valled 

The proper care of all dairy utensils |starter. I take fresh skimmed milk, 

is absolutely necessary to secure good | pour it‘from one can to another several * 

results, All milk cans, buckets, cream | times while in the fresh air, so as to 

vats, churns and butter-workers should | get it well aerated and free from all 

not only be washed clean, and soap and |animal odors. I have a square four- 

brush occasionally used especially along | quart tin vessel with a tight cover, 

the seams and in the corners, but they | which is first sterilized in boiling water, 

should be treated with steam or boiling and then the milk is put in for souring. 

water at least once a week. By this I| While in the vessel I warm the milk to 

do not mean the process of pouring boil- | 90 degrees in a hot water bath, and 

! ing water into the cans and buckets as leave it well covered in a warm place. 

commonly practiced, but of submerg- To procure a proper souring it is nec- 

ing them in boiling water from five to|essary to keep the milk at as even a 

six minutes. This can be done nicely | temperature as possible, and therefore 

by having a large vessel with water on I have a wooden box made of double 

i the stove (a wash boiler will answer), | boards, with air-space between, in which 

and while such is bolling one vessel | the tin vessel is placed during the pro- 

after another can be treated as de-|cess of souring, which will be accom- 

scribed. plished ‘in about twenty-four hours. 
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About one pint of the starter to every Salting. 

five gallons of cream is a good propor-| saiting is done in different ways. 
tion. To ripen’ the cream in proper | some salt in the churn. Most salting is 
time, which should be within twenty to done on the butter-worker. I prefer and 

twenty-four hours, it must be warmed | practice the latter, as I can regulate the 
to about 60 degrees. To what temper-| .nount of salt better, and thereby ob- 
ature cream should be warmed in every tain a more even salting. Great care 

case depends, of course, on the weather should be exercised in the process of 

c and the temperature of the room you salting, as insufficient working or over- 

keep the cream in. It is of great im-| ~oriing are alike detrimental to the 
portance to know at wnat time the butter. The amount of salt to be used 

cream has reached the proper state of depends entirely upon what your cus- 

ripening, so as to impart the finest fla- | +,mer or market demands, but whatever 
vor to the butter. This cannot very the amount is to be, try to have it uni- 

well be told, but must be se by €X- | torm every time, as nothing will dis- 

rience. The -cream shoul e well 
ticked but not so much as to run off Pe coat mare ee / 

. ation in the salting of your butter. 
the ladle in streaks when immersed in I have been trying in the foregoing 

the cream. The right temperature of to bring out a few of the most import- 

the cream for churning must also be ant points in the art of butter-making. 

learned by experience, as different kinds I could, of course, only touch upon them 

of cream, changes of the weather, and in this short - ae of time. To the be- 

. the temperature of the churning room | inner J would like to say that if you do 
must be considered. But we must re- not reach the highest point of perfection 

member that’ we can always regulate at once, you must not feel discouraged, 

the time for churning, by the tempera- iat. taunt Seamemaber thal” theres 

ture of the cream. nothing more true than the proverb, 

“No man is crafts-master the first day, 

Churning. and practice makes perfect.” F must 

confess that after thirty years’ practice 
Cream must be churned at as low a I do not in the least feel as if I had 

temperature as possible, and we should reached or ever will reach the highest 

not aim to effect a churming In less than point of perfection, but am continually 

40 minutes, and one hour is not much trying to learn. 

too long. The colder the cream is when 

churned, the more exhaustive churning a a 

we will attain, and the better the grain 

and the flavor of the butter will be. DISCUSSION. 

Churning should cease when the gran- Question—What do you mean by an- 

ules of the butter are about the size of | imal odor? 

a wheat kernel. When of such small! Mr. Linse—You will always observe 

size it requires the least washing to ex- | that fresh milk, while it is warm, has a 

clude the buttermilk. Water should | peculiar odor which you can easily de- 

never be left standing on the butter in| tect, but which will leave it after a 

the churn, but should be drawn off at| while, especially if you aerate it. If 

once after washing as it is apt to leach | after milking you cover up your can. 

out some of the fine flavors of the but-|it will be left there, and have a bad 

ter. effect,
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Question—Is that odor in the milk | test milk gives us better butter and 

while it is in the udder or does it come | more solid butter, it is one argument 

after it is drawn? 2 against the great producer which we are ; 

Mr. Linse—Oh, it is in the udder. all endeavoring to raise. I believe it 

There are different odors imparted to is not a question of the per cent. of 

the milk after it is drawn, therefore we butter fat in it, but it is a question of 

want to remove it as soon as possible the size of the butter fat globules. I 

from the barn, and keep it away from have seen cream raised by the gravity 

the kitchen. process from cows giving a large flow 

Mr. Merrell—There was one state-| of milk, with low per cent. butter fat, 

ment made by Mr. Linse that I shall where the creaming was raised just as 

have to take issue with, and that is to readily and gave us just as heavy cream 

the effect that milk testing rich in but- |and just as good butter as milk from 

ter fat will produce better butter than | cows giving a high per cent. of butter 

that of low test. I believe that milk | fat and a small flow. 

low in butter fat will produce just as Supt. McKerrow—Would you lay it 

good butter, and although I am a preed- | down as a fact that the butter fat glob- 

er and lover of Jersey cows myself, I | ules in low testing milk are equally as 

have seen just as good butter on the ta- large as the globules in high testing 

ble of Holstein-Friesian breeders as 1| milk? 

have on the table of Jersey breeders. Mr. Merrell—No, sir, not as a rule, 

Mr. Linse—In the present day 1t may but I would not admit that milk testing 

be that you will not so readily notice | high in butter fat will make better but- 

the difference between butter made of | ter than milk testing low. 

milk very low in butter fat, or such Mr. Goodrich—In relation to the firm- 

testing high in butter fat, as color will | ness of the butter, we: know that they 

make it look alike, but leave away this had a contest at the World’s Fair in 

color you will notice the difference very 1893. There were two herds of high 

quickly, as low testing milk will por- | testing cows, the Jerseys and the Guern- 

_ duce, without fail, butter lacking in|seys. The butter was scored for firm-— 

both color and grain. ness as well as flavor, etc. The Jersey 

Mr. Nicolai—Isn’t it a fact that but-| butter scored a good deal the highest 

ter made from a Jersey cow or that|for firmness and the Guernsey a great 

strain of cow is firmer than from the | deal the lowest; the Shorthorn butter 

strain of Holstein or beef cows; doesn’t | about half way between. I studied that 

it stand up better in warm weather | question, tried to investigate and find 

when put on the table, and is not that|out; I found that the Guernseys were 

a great advantage in marketing butter,|fed more oil meal while the Jerseys 

especially to a dairyman furnishing | were fed cotton seed meal, and I am of 

private families. the opinion that the feed made more 

| Mr. Merrell—I believe that this ques- difference than the breed of cows, as 

tion of the quality and firmness of but-|far as the firmness of the butter was 

| ter lies entirely with the question of the | concerned. 

| size of the butter fat globules, and I Mr. Merrell—What do you think 

have seen milk testing four per cent. about this idea of high testing milk 

that I believed carried just as large but- giving us better butter? 

ter fat globules as milk testing five per Mr. Goodrich—The question a good 

cent., and if it is argument that high ' many years ago was asked me in an
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: Institute, ‘Which breed of cows makes | enough for the fat to get solid. There 

| : the best butter?” I answered like this, | is a good deal in this point of tempera- 

; that there is no man on earth that can | ture and the thickness of the cream in 

tell by sampling the butter what breed | controlling the solidity of the butter. 

| of cows gave the milk, and I am of} Mr. Goodrich—I had the records 
that opinion still. It is true that some | every day during the World’s Fair of 
breeds of cows give high-colored milk,|the temperature that the butter was 

: and will make high-colored butter, but} churned at. The Guernsey butter some 
now you know we have it all good June/|of the time was churned at a tempera- 
color anyway. ture of 42, and there is no mistake 

Mr. Decker—Just the point about the| about that, because they had an ac- 

size of the fat globules. As the period | curate thermometer. That was the soft 

of lactation increases the fat globules| butter, where they had fed a good 

will grow smaller and we are liable to | deal of oil meal. The Jersey butter was 

get a sort of tallowy butter. Mr. Good- | usually churned at from 52 to 58, and 

rich is right when he says that the feed | the Shorthorn butter was churned at 

has a good deal to do with the firmness|from 48 to 50. In each case they 
of the butter, but we also want to con- | churned at as low a temperature as they 

sider that the temperature at which it | could and have the butter come. 

is churned has a good deal to do with} Mr. Taylor—I want to call your atten- 

it. Last summer a farmer came into | tion to the fact that the butter that was 

| Fond du Lac to ask me about his but-| awarded the highest prize at the 

ter. He had been having trouble; they | World’s fair, the butter that exhibited 

hadn’t had any they could sell for about |the most intelligence in the manu- 

three weeks. I asked him all sorts of | facture, that had the best flavor, the 

questions, but I couldn’t make out what | best grain, the best salting, and the best 

was the trouble, so I went around the |packing, was made by Mr. Linse, and 

next day. He showed me his cream, and | you can’t ask him any questions about 

it looked rather thin, but I commenced | butter-making that he cannot answer to 

churning. They told me that they had | our advantage. 

churned, and churned, and churned, Question—I want to ask, Mr. Linse, 

and when the butter did come it was so|what price do you get for your butter, 

soft they couldn’t get any texture to it. | and do you compete with creamery but- 

I put in the cream at a temperature of | ter? 

56 degrees, churned an hour and there} Mr. Linse—I am making an average 

were no signs of it breaking at all.|of about 200 pounds a week, and my 

Then, after churning about thirty min- | butter is all sold in La Crosse to private 

utes longer, I saw some indications of |customers. I have to compete with 

its coming. The temperature had been | creamery butter, that is sure. There are 

up to 64 degrees, and when I had/|several firms now in La Crosse who 

churned about an hour and fifty min-| have an established trade and peddling 

utes the butter broke and I got nice | creamery butter in prints direct to con- 

granules, but they were very soft. It|sumers. They follow me up to a num- 

came at a temperature of 66 degrees. | ber of my customers, but, nevertheless, 

The cream was too thin to get the but- | I have not lost a single customer yet on 

ter to break at the proper temperature. | their account, notwithstanding that I 

Now, cream that has been warmed up | get five cents a pound more for my but- 

for ripening should be cooled long! ter on an average. Those parties pay- 

_
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ing me these extra five cents, I suppose, , enough to suit your market with one 

i know exactly what they do it for. working? 

Mr. Hodgson—Is it not true that milk| Mr. Linse—I can on the butter- 

will take on taints when it is cold just worker. I think that we will spoil the 

as well as when it is warm? grain of the butter more or less by 

Mr. Li It will, but not as quick working it a second time, especially in | 

as while the milk is warm. The gafe cold weather, when it will set and : 

way is not to expose milk to bad odors, harden in very short time. Rewarm- | 

whether it is warm or cold. ing and reworking has a bad effect on 

Mr. Lloya—Why do you say you ae butter all around, on grain and flavor. « 

z x Mr. Wilcox—I want to ask you, don’t 

= . less a forty minutes to get you think that people who use the but- 

results? 
ter-worker generally leave the grain in 

Mr. Linse—It is a pretty sure proof|petter shape than those who use the 

that if cream churns in less time, it was | paddle? 

too warm and the result is that the but-| Mr, Linse—If done carefully it can be 

ter is lacking in color and grain, and | gone either way. 

likely in flavor. You will, also, not have) Mr, Convey—Mr. Linse heats his 

an exhaustive churning when churned | cream to ripen it. What result would 

too warm, and you will loose more or| he expect to get if he allowed that 

less butter fat in the buttermilk. ripening to be carried too far? 

Mr. Nicolai—Haven’t you noticed a| Mr. Linse—Oversouring of the cream 

difference in the texture and firmness has undoubtedly a very bad effect and 

of butter when the cows were on grass | will spoil the fine flavors. The temper- 

pasture, in different cows, and also the | ature of the cream during the process 

different breeds, so that it does make a| of ripening must be kept as uniform as 

difference in the breed or in the differ- | possible. 

ent cows, aside from the food received? Mr. Merrell—I notice Mr. Linse uses 

Mr, Linse—It is certain that the fat |? starter in ripening. In many of our 

globules in the milk of some cows are farm homes the women have no ap- 

larger than in others and for that rea-|DParatus for such work, no outside 

son you will undoubtedly procure a dairies. How would it do to apply your 

firmer butter with a better grain from little apparatus for ripening the starter 

some cows than others. I notice that | to ripening the cream? It would shut 

in judging butter fifteen points are up the cream and keep it from taking 

given to the grain. on any of the kitchen or house odors. 

I have had cows whose milk would Mr. Linse—If you have a proper ves- 

not run over three per cent., and even sel, with a good tight cover, and put in 

less butter fat. I hold that a cow of such a box as I have described, so that 

that nature will not make first-class | ‘Me surrounding atmosphere is com- 

butter, at least in grain and texture. spe — or is — to 
e on no odors, and you can keep it 

Mr. Goodrich—Do you advocate work- ia your cupboard or kitchen, providing 

ing butter twice? ;such is warm enough in winter and a 

Mr. Linse—No, sir. | pretty even temperature kept therein, 

Mr. Goodrich—Can you get it dry and not too hot in summer.
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THE CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERY. 

DAVID IMRIE, Misha Mokwa, Wis. 

Organization. 
tether aa ea Now just a word as to organization. ; : Se Be ape Sane sere: y | |The first creamery started in our county 

io a aS "Re ee ele ak | ee some fifteen or sixteen years ago, was a 
ees : = | | failure, all owing to mismanagement. es == | | They did very well for a year or so, un- 3 : = | | til they tried to economize by hiring | S -| |their helper as buttermaker because | 

¢ a they could get him ten or fifteen dollars 
>| |per month cheaper. Then they got a 7 

lower grade of butter and consequently 
had to pay less per pound. They went 
from bad to worse until they failed. 

The entire management of a creamery 
| should be in the hands of one man; 

>: never have two or three committees, 
H Pa one to buy supplies, one to sell butter, 

| : »| |and another to look after the creamery, 
5 ;| |as they work at cross purposes, and if 
re : anything goes wrong one committee will : F=f | | try to blame the other, and then there 

p=) |is trouble. As soon as they get to quar- 
reling in the company it is very apt to Davip Imrie. go to pieces, 

Elect a man as manager that the pat- 
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-| rons have confidence in, and let him do =. 

men:—The co-operative creamery is no|all the business. Elect a board of di- 
longer an experiment; it has come to rectors to meet every three months and 
stay. It has proved a success in so examine the treasurer’s and manager’s 
many localities and it is crowding out books, and to give the manager any ad- 
all other creameries in our section. Ours vice he may ask from time to time. 
was the first, but now there are other Above all things never hire a poor 
creameries all around us, and some of butter-maker because he works cheap, 
them are larger and better than ours. as he can spoil enough butter in a day 

A good creamery in a locality is a] or two to balance his month’s wages. 
great deal better for the community 
than private dairies, as not every man Facts and Figures. 
can make a success as a maker and We started our creamery four years 
seller of butter, but most farmers can ago this spring and have been gaining 
care for their cows and deliver their | in the number of Patrons and the quan- 
milk at the factory in good condition. tity of milk ever since. We started 

a
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May 1, 1895, and our year ends Febru-, cows, and this lowers the price per 

ary 1 in each year. For the first nine | hundred pounds of milk, as they do not 

months we sold butter to the amount of | test as high as the dairy breeds. 

$7,568.91. 
The average price received for butter 

Ree eS e
e 

From Feb. 1, 1896, to Feb. 1, 1897......-.--+-++- $13,147.63 

fe i a 1, 9B... eee ee eeeeeee 19,544.40 

” & See ee 1, 99.2... cence eens 20,739.72 

ig kee ee See ee 

Qur milk receipts for this year were in New York was 19% cents; we paid 

2,619,215 pounds, from which we manu- toe butter fat an average of 174% cents, 

factured 117,423 pounds of butter, taking | with an overchurn of 17.5 per cent., a 

22% pounds of milk to make a pound difference of about 1% cents, but, re- 

j | 

| 
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Separators. Burnside Co-operative Creamery. 

of butter. The average test for the member, one was butter and the other 

year was 3.83%. The average price | butter fat. The butter costs us an aver- 2 

per 100 pounds of milk 68% cents, and |age of 2.8 cents a pound, f.o.b. cars at 

of course the patrons got the skim milk | our station; this includes the sinking 

back, which is certainly worth 15 cents | fund, and all stockholders get a part of 

per hundred to any farmer who has | this back every year, as we have always 

calves or pigs, which would make a paid a dividend of 10 per cent., and one 

total of 83% cents per 100 pounds. year 12 per cent., besides buying an- 

I will.say right here that most of our other separator, a skim milk weigher 

patrons have native or grade shorthorn | and making other improvements.
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Our average daily receipts last year Milk was not cooled enough.... 

were 8,730 pounds. The highest aver- Milk to come in earlier......... 

age in June, 14,136 pounds, the lowest Milk not to be kept near barn.. 

average in November, 5,030 pounds, Milk cans must be emptied 

that is, for working days, as we have and kept clean............... 

never skimmed on Sunday. Never mix night’s and 

morning’s milk.............. 

Our Methods. Cover the cans with a blanket when 
The butter-maker has the right to re- | coming to the creamery. Always bring 

ject any and all milk which is not suit-| good milk and come early and I will 

able, owing to taints or acidity, and we | not need to send out this card. 

r | § 
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Churn-room. Burnside Co-operative Creamery. 

have little cards which we furnish the; Good milk; fancy butter; extra prices. 

butter-maker, like the following: Tell us if the creamery is dirty at any 

Please look for the X below and it will time. 
tell you the condition of your Peicwave tessa seaee senna a 

milk to-day. Butter-maker. 
Milk was g00d............es000 He attaches one of these to the can 

Milk was not good............. and the owner is sure to find it. 

Mk was sour.-...--....--...- Not later than the twenty-fifth day of 

Milk was tainted.............. each month the general manager issues 

Milk was churned............. a statement to each patron showing his 

Milk was not strained......... amount of milk delivered for the previ-
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ous month, his test, pounds of butter fat ; creamery started, as the farmers get 

and amount; on the debit side miscel-| cash every month. A lumber dealer in 

laneous, hauling, butter used by patron, | our town told me that three-fourths of 

and check to balance; also total amount | all the lumber sold during the spring 

of milk delivered at factory, average|and summer was paid for with butter 

test, overchurn per cent. These state-| money, and before the creameries 

ments are signed by the manager and| started he had to carry a great many 

are issued with the checks, so that every | from spring until fall, where he now 

patron, by keeping statements, knows | can do a cash business. Seeing the ad- 

at the end of the year what his cows | vantages of the creamery, as I do, you 

have done during the year. cannot blame me if I am something of a 

co-operative creamery crank. 

- Benefits of Co-operative Creamery. 

I do not doubt there are private 

creameries that could pay as much or . DISCUSSION. 

: perhaps more per pound than we do, Question—Does the price of making 

owing to their large business, but the | that butter and delivering it on board ~ 

satisfaction of knowing that we are get- | the cars include the hauling of the milk 

ting all there is in the milk goes a great | \o the creamery? 

way with us. The factory is always Mr. Imrie—No, sir. 

open to patrons, and if they think their Question—How much does it cost if 

test is too low they can go to the factory | ycu hire the milk hauled? 

and see it tested. Everything is open| Mr. Imrie—That all depends on what 

and above board, so there is very lit-| bargain they make among themselves. 

tle fault finding. If a man doesn’t wish to haul his milk, 

We do not have as many co-operative | he makes arrangements with his neigh- 

creameries in Wisconsin in proportion | bor. 

to our creameries, as in Minnesota and| Mr. Corse—How is your company or- , 

South Dakota. Sixty per cent. of Min- | ganized? 

nesota creameries are co-operative, and| Mr. Imrie—It is a corporation. There 

as I stated before, if they are conducted | are two companies there in reality. We 

on business principles and there are | have patrons who are not stockholders. 

cows enough within a radius of four or Our incorporation is organized under a 

five miles, they are bound to succeed. | certain statute and it is called a mutual 

But do not let some creamery supply | co-operative creamery company and our 

house build you a creamery simply be- | articles of incorporation were endorsed 

cause they can get the stock subscribed | by the Secretary of State. 

when there are not enough cows to sup-| Mr. Corse—Do you know of any in- 

port one. Never start one with less corporated creamery that is run as a 

than 300 cows, and more are better.| corporation simply by the farmers 

After you have your creamery started | themselves or the patrons, without these 

stand by it; furnish all the milk you | articles of incorporation, that are suc- 

possibly can, and your farm will grow | cessful? 

richer and your bank account larger. Mr. Imrie—I never heard of any. All 

in our community are organized the 

A Financial Success. same as ours; they have followed after 

There has been a great improvement, | our pattern. 

financially, in our community since our! Mr. Stiles—Our creamery has been 

I i
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; carried on for thirty years and we had , part of it was separated in the creamery, | 
no articles of incorporation. Every-| part was separated on the farm, and : 
thing in the creamery is owned by the part was raised by the gravity process. | 
stockholders themselves. The best butter was made from that 

. j A Member—In our co-operative | separated on the farm, the next best 
creamery there are a number talking of | from that that was separated at the 
getting separators. Now, if they skim creamery, and that that was raised by 
their milk at night and bring it in the | the gravity process on the farms was 
morning, will it affect the butter? the poorest. 

Mr. Imrie—I think that the average| Mr. Briggs—You spoke of not skim- 
. farmer is apt to neglect his cream, al- ming on Sundays. Did the patrons 

though you can make very good butte: | keep their milk at home from Saturday | 
from cream taken from hand separators. | until Monday morning? a 
Question—Will he be more apt to neg- Mr. Imrie—Yes, there are a good 

lect that cream than he would his many make butter of that, and others, | 
night’s milk? who have ice, keep the milk over. f : 

Mr. Imrie—The difference is that if it Question—Would you advise putting 
is not run through the separator, the | the morning’s milk with the night’s 
creamery wouldn’t take it at all if it| milk, or would you have them keep it 
was off, whereas they would take the | separate? 
cream although it was a little sour. Mr. Imrie—It must be cooled in a 

Mr. Goodrich—This was an idea that | separate can; then you can mix it after 
started a long time ago, that each pat-| it is cold. 
ren should have a separator and sepa- Question—We have a creamery three 
rate the milk on the farm and then the| miles from our place and I am going to 
cream be gathered. I know of several | have about thirty cows this coming sea- 
creameries that are run on that plan. | son. Now, I want to ask you, gentle- 
You who read the dairy papers will re- men, if I would receive any benefit by 
member about the trouble they had out | buying a separator and separating that 
in Nashua, Iowa. I was sent out there | milk at home; if I would receive enough 
in the interest of Hoard’s Dairyman and | more to pay the expenses over and 
spent a week there. I investigated the | above taking it to the creamery? 
cream that was delivered there and the} Mr. Imrie—I am only a mile and 
butter that was made from it, and the three-quarters from the creamery; I | 
best cream and the best butter was|had a hand separator and I sold it, 
made from the cream that was sepa-| There is a benefit in feeding calves this 
rated on the farm with the hand sepa-| separator milk when it is separated on 
rator. They took better care of the|the farm. On the other hand, there is 
cream than they did of the night’s milk. | an added expense. The separator will 
Undoubtedly one reason was because | cost you from $75 to $125, and to make 
they were all some of the largest pat-|a success of it you must have power. 
rons, and another reason was that they | Then there is the extra work; this sepa- 
only had about one-eighth as much to|rator has got to be thoroughly washed 
care for as if they had the whole milk. | and scalded, and the women folks ob- 
There is a creamery running there en- | jected to the separator at my place. If 
tirely on that plan now. When I first | we were a little late in starting in the 
went out there they had 40,000 pounds |summer time, they had to keep a fire 
of milk made up in that one creamery; | to do this washing after we finished. As
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I only had to haul that distance, I con- tion that the skim milk is in when it is 

cluded that I would sell the separator | gotten from the factory is a large fac- 

and haul the milk. But we have among | tor in determining whether it is profita- 

our patrons those who club together, | ble to skim on the farm. In some cases 

“three or four of them, and go a good | the skim milk is in such shape that it is 

deal farther to the creamery. absolutely hurtful to feed to calves, 

Question—You speak of the women | while in other factories they take pains 

washing the separator. Who washed |to keep their skim milk vats clean and 

the cans after they were all sun dried.| sweet, and others pasteurize the skim 

Mr. Imrie—The women washed the | milk every day. 

cans, but they were not sun dried, and} Mr. Imrie—Mr. Merrell has touched 

. they had them in the daytime, not at} an important point. In our factory, in 

_ night. the first place, we heated the milk up 

Mr. Goodrich—I have had a separator | with the exhaust steam to 150 degrees, 

for seven or eight years and I have | but it didn’t work, so we put on an at- 

studied this question a good deal. Out} tachment and now every patron can 

there in Iowa they gathered the cream | heat his skim milk just as hot as he 

for one cent a pound, that is, one cent a | wants to, and take it home; it will keep 

pound for the butter it would make. | sweet for twenty-four hours, if he will 

When they hauled the milk the price | put it in cold water and cool it down. 

was ten cents a hundred, which would | It is so arranged that they can turn the 

make it about two and a half cents | exhaust steam right into the skim milk, 

against the one cent for thecream. TheD/and in that way they can heat it to 

they had the milk warm and fresh and |suit themselves. 

sweet to give to the calves, which is, Question—I would like to ask some of 

enough of an object to some men that 1|these men who have had experience, 

know. General Burchard thinks it pays |how they fed their young calves when 

him, because he has better calves, |they started out. I know of one lot of 

though he has to go two miles with his | calves that died right along. I asked 

cream and it doesn’t save any time. He|the owner what he was feeding and he 

has about twenty calves, sometimes | said separator milk. : 

more. Mr. Imrie—We feed our calves with 

Mr. Imrie—Is he selling blooded | new milk to start with. We don’t raise 

stock? steers, but we feed the heifer calves 

Mr. Goodrich—He has blooded stock} new milk, according to their vigor, 

and of course the calves are valuable. sometimes a week, sometimes two 

Dr. Porter—Are not those calves less| week. Then we mix a little skim milk 

liable to have tuberculosis? with it and we use oil meal; make a 

Mr. Goodrich—Really I couldn’t an-| jelly of it, and gradually work that into 

swer that question, whether the germs | the skim milk; all they get after that is 

are ever carried from the creamery or | skim milk, and as soon as they will eat 

not; that is something that I don’t| oats they have oats and hay, and our 

know. What do you think about it? ealyes are all right. 

Dr. Porter—I think there is quite a| Mr. McDonald—How much skim milk 

little danger if there are tuberculous | do you feed a calf? 

cows whose milk is sent to that particu-| Mr. Imrie—Farmers think that the 

lar creamery. butter fat is all out of this skim milk, 

Mr. Merrell—I think that the condi-|and they must feed a lot of it to satisfy
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them. That is a great mistake. Wej|give them more, perhaps all I can take 
never give more than two quarts or two|in my hand at last. It must be worked 
and a half to begin with. When they | very gradually. 
are quite large I never give them more The Chairman—We found up north, 
than four quarts. at a town called Koro, a great many 
Question—What does it do to him if | farmers patronizing a gathered cream 

you give him too much? creamery, and some of them went so far 
Mr. Imrie—It physics him. as to say that they bought their sepa- 

; Question—Go a little further and tell | rators on account of the skim milk. 
how much oil meal you put in. The Institute adjourned until 1:30 p. 

Mr. Imrie—At first I take perhaps a|m. 
teaspoonful, and as they get older I will 

: 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 P.M. Mr. A.A. Arnold in the chair. 

Prayer by Rev. R. C. Wright. 

THE CHEESE INDUSTRY. 

. E. L. ADERHOLD, Neenah, Wis. 

| We will find that it is not clean, and 

that it contains multitudes of germs 

that are liable to injure the quality of 

the cheese. If such milk stands for sev- 

eral hours in the cans there will be a 

» dark sediment at the bottom which can 

ea j ane 
a ee be noticed in a greater or lesser degree 

te caus when the cans are being emptied. This 

, _ sediment is composed of dust and dried 

ae 3 particles of dung that are brushed off 

a by the under side of the cow during the 

ss milking process and fall into the pail. 

Some people call it manure. 

PA It has been figured out that the milk 

5 = Pos sold in the city of Berlin, Germany, con- 

2 s tains sufficient manure to keep a forty 

: acre farm well fertilized. I have made 

Ps f |it a point to watch for settlings in the 

be ¥ bottom of the cans as they were 

} bed emptied and I have concluded that the 

i average milk sold to cheese factories is 

i 
no cleaner than that sold in Berlin, and 

I wish to state that, in my opinion, this 

E. L. ADERHOLD. is the most insurmountable of all obsta- 

cles we have to overcome. 

That there is room for material im-| If we consider milk from a bacterial 

provement is obvious. The object of | standpoint, during hot weather, we find 

this paper is to enumerate the more im-|in 75 to 100 per cent. of the factories 

portant shortcomings and to suggest 'that there is more or less trouble with 

methods of improvement. bad flavors, gases, slippery curds, ete. 

It is a very expensive trouble and may 

The Milk. be looked for annually with the ap- 

; If we investigate the average milk | proach of hot weather. This great mis- 

that is delivered to cheese factories we chief is caused by germs, most of which 

will find two very serious faults with it. | find their way into the milk with the
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above mentioned dust. The germs, as|ing that milk be sold free from filth. 
a rule, do not get in their work until| Such a law, well enforced, would bene- 
some time after the milk is in the vat, | fit everybody, because we are all con- 

} consequently it is impossible always to | sumers of milk or its products, and the 
L reject the milk that works the injury. | producer would be doubty benefited. 

Cleanliness. | Bad Management. 
Now, if the patrons would all practice | The average cheese factory is built, 

clean methods of milking we would equipped and managed with about as 
have clean milk, and it would be com- | much sense as we would expect from an 
paratively free from undesirable germs. | eight-year-old boy. There are reasons 
The question is, how can we get the for this. At the beginning of the cheese- 
patrons to do this? I admit that it isa | making era in Wisconsin the prices of 
task of astonishing magnitude, and yet cheese were so high that with very in- : 

| fi ret 
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Fig. 6.—View of P. H. Kasper's cheese factory with funnel of sub-earth duct. 
E. Prepared by Prof. F. H. King. | 

_ I believe it can and will be accom- , efficient management there was a big 
plished. To attain this end we need an profit for all concerned. 
army of educators, and perhaps more | Most of us makers learned the trade 
complete laws, well enforced. | under that kind of management. Every- 

The cow is the foster mother of a | thing was imperfect and unbusinesslike. 
large portion of the human race, and the At present competition between facto- 
very health of this portion of young (Ties is so close that the proprietors can- 
humanity depends to an appreciable ex- | not see their way clear to make the in- 
tent upon the cleanliness of the milk | vestment required to perfect their fac- 
they consume. In the ordinary hand- tories. In addition to this the patrons | 
ling of milk or in the making of butter | and makers, instead of pulling together 
or cheese there is nothing that will in their combined interests, have been 
eliminate filth or destroy germs of dis- | chasing one another until the makers 
ease. We are awake to the dangers of | are well nigh brought to bay, or denned 
unwholesome food and I sometimes up. As a result the unbusinesslike 
think we ought to have a law demand- | methods still are practiced, causing
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enormous losses, and the patrons pay plates making Swiss, Brick or Lim- 

most of the “freight,” as I will show burger cheese first provides a room 

hereafter. ‘ where he can keep the temperature low 

I do not look to the patrons to work and the moisture high. In our cheddar 

out their salvation. I look to the up- factories the rooms are hot and dry a 

to-date maker to do it for them, and good share of the summer, and, instead 

when he attempts it I expect most of his of making the cheese to please the taste, 

patrons will plant themselves squarely | we are obliged to make it so that it will 

in his way. stand the heat. In making such cheese 

it is necessary to allow the maximum : 

How We Waste. amount of acid to develop that the curd 

‘The manner in which the whey is dis- | can stand without causing a “high acid” 

posed of constitutes a source of consid-| cheese. It is also necessary that the ‘ 

erable waste. Unless it is properly | curd be deprived of sufficient moisture 

cared for fermentation will be so rapid | to cause a toughness in the texture. All 

that the feeding value will be greatly | this at the expense of quantity and 

diminished. An unclean whey tank is quality. 

a breeding place for undesirable germs, Acid dissoives curd, thereby causing 

and no doubt milk is infected by the|a loss of solids. This can be readily > 

hundreds of tons daily, because most of observed before the whey is drawn. 

this stuff is carried home in the milk | The whey is clear while it is sweet, but 

cans. Dr. Russell says: “It is neces- when the curd begins to spm on the hot 

sary that the cheesemaker should have | iron the whey becomes cloudy. One 

his waste vat free from sour and half | hundred pounds of cheese contains some 

fermented whey before he can charge | thirty pounds of water. Dry, warm air 

all of the blame upon the patron who absorbs water rapidly. Cheese held in 

brings bad milk.” the ordinary curing room for fifteen to 

Mr. H. F. Thiel, of Wood county, is twenty days will shrink in weight, on 

= one of the few makers who save for | the average, three to four per cent. 

their patrons all of the feeding value of A curing room can be so constructed 

the whey. Every morning, after the. and ventilated that the temperature will 

patrons are gone, every bit of the re-| remain below 65 degrees. Air treated 

maining whey is removed and the tank | in this manner loses its absorbing prop- 

is cleaned. While the fresh whey is be-| erties and there is a saving in shrink- 

ing drawn from the vat the steam is | age equal to 2 per cent. of the total 

turned into the tank until the whey | weight of the cheese. Where such a 

stands at 150 degrees. Some of the|curing room is available the whey may 

patrons used this whey in making uD|be drawn sweeter and a little more 

rations for their calves, claiming that it | moisture may be retained in the curd, 

agrees with them, and that the calves |thereby increasing the yield of cheese 

so fed did finely. I believe that the |several per cent., and also increasing 

neglect of whey at the average factory | the palatability of the product. 

causes a loss of fully three cents for 

each hundred pounds of milk delivered. Construction of Curing Room. 

Facts About Curing Cheese. The next question is—how can the 

The curing room is also a prolific | temperature of the curing room be kept 

source of waste. The man who contem- below 65 degrees in the summer? The
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H first necessity is to have a room prop- , that lead into the curing room near the 
H erly insulated. Two thicknesses of| floor. A ventilator leads from the ceil- 

} matched lumber, with paper between,|}ing of the curing room upwards 
j should be used at the ceiling. The floor | through the roof. Air is admitted above 

should be made the same way, or per-|the ice and as it cools it naturally 
| haps a cement floor would answer still| works downwards and crowds into the 

better. The walls should be treated in| bottom of the curing room, thereby 
| a like manner, both inside and outside | forcing the warmer air from the top of 
i of the studding. It is still better to| the room and through the ventilator. 

| have two air spaces, and fill the outer|I would recommend this method of 
| one with sawdust. The -windows and | ventilation where the nature of the soil 
| doors should be double and close fitting. | is such as to prevent the feasibility of a the sub-earth duct. 

| Ventilation. 

} Having a suitable room it must be Shipping Our Cheese. 
i ventilated with cold air. This can be] There is another obstacle over which 
| done in several ways. The system|we have no immediate control. The 
| most in use is what is known as the| buyers tell us that the cheese must be 

horizontal sub-earth duct. In brief, it | able to withstand the effects of shipping 
| consists of a wind cowl about 50 feet} iu hot box cars, and storing in common 

high, which catches the breeze and leads | warehouses. Here again the cart is 
it into the air chamber from eight to| ahead of the horse. What kind of stuff 

} twelve feet deep in the ground, thence | would butter be if it were so made as to 
horizontally through small ducts of tile | withstand such hardships without in- 
for a distance of 100 feet or more. These | jury? But the butter-maker is not so 
ducts connect again with an air cham-| foolish. He makes the butter to suit 
ber, which leads into the curing room. | the palate and it is transported and 
Where a suitable well is available it | stored at a temperature which will pre- 

furnishes the opportunity for most ex-| serve the quality. The freight rates on ° 
cellent ventilation at a small cost. Mr.|cheese are so excessive that railway 

. Steinwand, of Clark county, ventilates companies ought to furnish the best of 
his room from the bottom of a well refrigerator cars for this service. 
some forty feet deep. The top of the| For years the Canadian cheese have 
well is tightly covered. Air is forced | been held up to us as practically perfect, 
into it by means of a wind cowl. A gal-|and they have been in good demand at 
vanized iron pipe, about seven inches in top prices in the English markets. But 
diameter, beginning just above the| things are changing, and the Canadians 
water, leads upwards for some distance; |are in danger of losing this profitable 
thence underground to the curing room. | trade. Last summer the Dominion sent 
This is the only outlet for the air in the|her Minister of Agriculture and her 

well. Dairy Commissioner to England, to look 
Mr. Rohde, of Sheboygan county, has | up the trade, and they found the best 

a good way of tempering the air in his | Canadian cheese selling for forty shil- 
curing room. His ice house is alongside | lings, while the English product, was in 
and adjacent to his curing room. The ice | demand at sixty shillings. The English 
is so packed that air can circulate | cheese contained a slightly higher per- 
around and under it. At the bottom | centage of moisture, and was cured at 
are two openings, some distance apart,|a temperature of 61 or 62 degrees, this 

ee ee
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: being the mean summer temperature of | as thorough as that suggested by Gen- z 

that climate. While the actual differ-| eral Sherman for the habits of a dude : 

ence in the quality was by no means| who asked him for advice. His advice 

sufficient to warrant such a difference in| was as follows: “Young man, throw 

prices, yet this serves to demonstrate | away that vile cigarette, saw your cane 

the taste of the people, and their readi-|into firewood, wear your watch chain 

ness to pay a premium on such articles |on the inside of your vest, and stay at 

as best suit them. The taste is the same | home nights and pray for brains.” 

in this country, and if we will give our 

people the kind of cheese they like best 

they will eat two or three times as DISCUSSION. 

much, if they can get it. That will give| Mr. Convey—Are many of the fac- 

us a better market than we ever had|tories of the state buying milk now 
in England. without regard to the milk test? 

Mr. Aderhold—I visited forty-five fac- 

Improved Methods—Increased Profits | tories last summer and twenty of those 

The present system of disposing of| were paying for the milk on the fat 
our cheese could be improved upon. It | basis. 

is not necessary that so much cheese Supt. McKerrow— Last night Mr. 

goes through the hands of the middle-|Decker showed us photographs of 
man. The middleman does not always | cheeses made from one hundred pounds 
represent the consumer. Let us get as|each of one per cent., two per cent., 

close to the consumer as possible, so | three per cent., etc., milk. Now, do you : 

that we may learn his taste, and save | believe that the increase in the quantity 

the middlenian’s profit. and the increase in the quality make it 

While we have successfully fought|a just and perfect basis upon which 

the filled cheese evil there is still an-| to buy milk? 

other fraudulent article upon the mar- Mr. Aderhold—It has been, so far, in 

ket which has a depressing influence on| Wisconsin. The factories that have 

the price of all dairy products. Every | kept track of the yield of cheese per 

man interested in the cheese industry | pound of fat, have found that for each 

should aid in the battle aginst yellow| month during the season they have 

oleomargarine. made just about the same amount of 

It is impossible to figure out what the | cheese for each pound of fat between 

gain would be under perfect methods, | two and a half to two and three-fourths 

because there would be indirect benefits | pounds, made under normal conditions. ~- 

of considerable importance. I do not| Mr. Scott—Then, besides that, with 

hesitate to say that, with clean whey | richer milk, you get a better quality of 

tanks and pasteurized whey, with per-| cheese, don’t you? 

fect milk, perfect curing rooms and Mr. Aderhold—No, not to appreciate 

shipping facilities, with more intelligent ' the difference. You make cheese from 

marketing and with yellow oleomargar- | three per cent. milk, or four or four and 

ine banished, we would realize at least | a half, and nobody could tell the differ- : 

twelve per cent. more for the milk de- | ence. 

livered to cheddar cheese factories. Phat} Supt. McKerrow—You do not mean to 

means about $440,000 annually. That/|say that there is no difference in the 

is worth going after. quality between cheese made of two per 

Our business methods need a revision | cent. milk and five per cent. milk?
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i ‘Mr. Aderhold—We don’t use two per The Chairman—-Then if it is five per 

: cent. milk. cent. milk you have more casein with 

! Supt. McKerrow—Well, three and five | relation to the butter fat than in three 

' per cent? per cent. milk. In the five per cent. 

; Mr. Aderhold—I never have seen five | milk there must be more water. 

| per cent. milk in the cheese vat, but it Mr. Aderhold—Certainly, in one hun- 

i runs from 3.3 up to about 4.6, and I do| dred pounds of fat, but we don’t have 

. not believe any buyer could tell the dif-| five per cent. in cheese factories very 

ference in the richness of that cheese. | often. It will seldom go over four and 

j We get more cheese. There is a little| five or six tenths. 

: difference in this way, that the per- Mr. Kellogg—Then wouldn’t the pat- 

4 centage of loss of fat in the whey is not | rons who keep Holstein cattle get better 

: quite so big. The chemist would find a| returns than those who keep dairy 

little difference in the higher per cent.; | breeds? 

the consumer and the buyer would not.; Mr. Aderhold—There are very few 

4 Practically there is no difference in the | dairymen with Jersey breeds that send 

richness of the cheese. their milk to the cheese factories, and 

Hy] Supt. McKerrow—But the chemist | you will find where there are many Hol- 
‘" would find it and the buyer’s stomach | steins, they don’t want their milk paid 

fi would be apt to find it. for by the test. The Holstein men are 

gat Prof. Henry—Last evening I had the | always kicking the most. 

ta pleasure of eating some cheese made! Mr, Linse—Isn’t it a fact that when 
tia from five per cent. milk. It was en-| milk contains a certain per cent. of but- 
ait riched milk and the cheese was in great | ter fat that the fats are not all very well 
cy demand at about 25 cents a pound, re-| worked in the cheese, there is a certain 
tia tail. I believe that buyers will in time | joss? 

Ce come to see that it is worth more. Mr. Aderhold—No, I have not found 
wd Mr. Aderhold—Of course, cheese made} that at all. 

“ pore at ae Mr. Linse—That is what some of our 

ii Mr. Briggs—Where does that extra nae up bere Se 

‘ pound of butter fat go, if not into the wore eeu chee They cae 
4 that when it goes beyond 4% or 5 per 
yy cheese? . 
if A cent. that cheese will not take in all the 
rel Mr. Aderhold—It goes into the butter fat 
LA cheese; we have got more cheese. There : | 
rs is more casein goes with it. Mr. Aderhold—The Swiss makers cut 

Mr. Convey—It is a common expres- their curd very fine and heat it high. 

sion among cheese-makers that it re- There might be something in that for 

quires a little different treatment to|them but not in making our American 
handle milk richer in fat in making | factory cheese. 
cheese. Is that so? Mr. Scott—I saw a batch of cheese 

Mr. Aderhold—No, sir, it does not re- | the other day, made by My. Decker from 

quire any different treatment. It might | milk enriched up to 6.2, and he stated 

if you added cream to the milk, making | that there was no more loss of butter 

i abnormal milk. fat than there was from the poorer milk. 

8 eee
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THE HORSE. ‘ 

H. A. BRIGGS, Elkhorn, Wis. 1 
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HORSE BARN OF H. A. BRIGGS WITH BLACK PERCHERONS IN THE FOREGROUND. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-| horse sense. He should stick to the 

men:—The Chairman says I must be| business, if he is adapted to it, and fol- 

brief. It is easier to talk horse this | low it, whether it goes down or up. 

year than it was five or six years ago, 

when horses were way down. It is with Supply Decreasing—Demand Increas- 

the horse business as with all other | ing. 

branches of business, supply and de-| In 1892-1893 there was an over-pro- 

mand regulate the price. When there is | duction of horses in the United States. 

an over-production of horses prices go | One thing that produced it was the 

down but there is no reason why a man | panic which struck the country and 

who has been in the business for years | stopped all kinds of business and the 

should jump out of it and lose all his | sale of horses; another thing, the street 

- |
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cars were being changed everywhere|more as his farm will accommodate, 

from horse cars to electric cars, throw- | each year. 

ing about 90,000 horses on the market. If you are going to raise a horse for 

At that time there were between sixteen | your own use, the market that you are 

and seventeen million horses in the | going to supply with that horse is your 
United States. The last census report|own home market; then raise exactly 
I got hold of, which was the first of | what you want, and if you haven’t the 
January, 1898, showed that there were | horse you like there is nobody to blame 

but little over twelve million in th: | but yourself, but if you are going to 

United States, and showed a decrease in | raise horses to put on the market, study 
the number of horses in about seven|the market and find out what it de- 
years of between four and five million.|mands. For a number of years the 

i Now, with that twelve million on hand|market has been demanding either a 
at that time you would think there | draft horse or a good coach or carriage 
would be a pretty good supply, but it is | horse; these two breeds. 

i not so. I will guarantee that four-| If you are going to raise horses, al- 
fifths of the horses owned by the | ways aim to raise the very best, as with 

} farmers in this audience are past the | horses as well as any other kind of 

iH prime of life. stock, that which tops the market 

uM That is not all. By careful statistics | brings the greatest profit to the pro- 
af which have been published lately in the ; ducer. And there will be enough that 
Bt Farmers’ Review, with regard to the | do not come up to this high standard to 
i crop of colts raised last year, culled | fill all the places for the so-called gen- 

wt from the reports of many hundreds of | eral purpose horse. 
1 farmers, they say that where the aver- Present Prices 
a! age ran from five to ten colts eight a 
“4 years ago, to-day there is only one and In regard to the range of prices, the 

i" two. If this does not look as if there | 8¢meral purpose horse can be procured 
af was going to be a horse famine, can you anywhere in the market at from fifty to 

4 give me any proof of anything that seventy-five dollars at the present time; 

HI will? that is, the general purpose chunk that 

: Another thing, if you studied the will weigh from 1,200 to 1,300 pounds. 

4 market reports of Chicago, which is to- As this horse increases in size the price 

i day the largest horse market in the increases, and the greater the size the 

H world, you would see that the price is _— rapidly the price increases, dees 
steadily advancing and the supply is|¥°U set up to the horse that weighs 
steadily decreasing. For the last six | 2-100 pounds, that sells as high as $350, 
months it has averaged several hundred | #8 1 know was paid by a man last week, = 
horses per week less as we have ap- who makes a standing offer of $400 for 

proached the spring time, when the sup- | @ Mate for him. 
ply ought to be the greater. In regard to the coach or carriage 

horse, I do not think there is one farmer 

The Horse to Raise. in twenty who is situated so that it 

If we are going to grow horses, what | would be wise to go into raising coach 

kind shall we grow? And I say that/horses. It takes a little more skill, a 

! every farmer in Wisconsin who has a_| little more time, and a little more care, 

farm of from forty to sixty acres, ought | but if you dislike the draft horse and 

to grow at least one colt, and as many | think it is a clumsy, awkward creature, 

. 
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by all means raise the coach or carriage The Brood Mare. 

‘ horse, for you will take better care of 

him. If you are going to do so, study If you are going to raise draft horses 

the market and find out what it wants. | See what kind of brood mare you have. 

With regard to the draft horse, I am| Don't try to raise a draft horse from a 
not advocating any particular breed; if ten or eleven hundred pound trotting 

you study the market reports carefully mare. Select your largest mares and 

you will find that all breeds are selling cross them with the breed you like best, 

; vil, ‘The English and the Scotch buy-|# Pure bred draft horse, whether he is 

ers prefer the Clydes or English shires. imported or American bred, you must 

The French and German exporters pre- | et size and quality. If you are going 

fer a clean limbed horse, but there is a | t breed carriage or coach horses, select 

market for each and all breeds. Select | Your mares that have size and quality, 

| the breed you like best; stick to it, and | and cross them with the very best car- 
always aim for the top. riage horse you can. I am not going to 

} 
point out the particular breed you 

should have. Among our American 

A Mistake We Mase: trotters we can get as good a type of 

The depression in the horse market | coach horse as there is in the world, if — 

| has caused very great damage to the | we look to size and quality, but there 

| farming districts, and for this reason: | are not enough of them. If American 

When they started to get out of the | people had paid as much attention to — 

. horse business they sold everything producing good carriage horses as they 

f that they could sell, everything that the | have to producing speed and speed 

: buyers would take, and the consequence | alone, we would have the best coach and 

ig is that nineteen-twentieths of the good, | carriage horses of any nation in the 

young breeding mares, that ought to world, and we would have a national 

| have stayed on the farm, have been reputation for producing carriage horses 

: shipped to the markets. This is not all. equal to the one we have for producing 

| During some considerable length of | little trotters. That has been the one 

time, when this panic was on, among | great trouble with the men who have 

the horses going to the Chicago mar- | been raising trotting horses, they have 

i kets, there would be on an average one lost sight of everything except the 

stallion to a car. All this means that | speed and the speed pedigree, and the 

there is now a scarcity of good breeding | result in many cases has been that not 

! stock on the market, so that we have} one in twenty-five has been fit to put 

practically been set back ten or fifteen | on the market to sell for any kind of 

years in the horse business and have | legitimate use. Get the idea of trying 

to commence and build up again to|to raise trotting horses out of your 

reach the point where we were ten or | head; if he can’t do anything but trot 

fifteen years ago. One good thing has | you do not want him, because you would 

: come from this depression, and that is}do more harm to yourself and your 

| the foreign buyer, who, in the last few | family in a financial and a moral way 

years, has taken between fifty and sixty than anything you can do on the farm. 

thousand head of our horses a year, | But if you have a good standard trotting 

making a steady foreign demand for| mare, and can cross her with a good 

| them, which have proved equal, if not | French or German coach or standard 

superior, to European raised horses. bred horse, you can make good money
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in raising coach or carriage horses.) Finishing Off For Market. 

Such horses are selling all the way from| ‘There is another time when a horse 

$150 up to $1,500. They weigh from’) wants special feeding.- If there were 

1,150 to 1,250 pounds, and stand from | on¢ hundred horses to sell in this vicin- 
fifteen and a half to sixteen hands high, ity and a buyer should come in here, I° 

with all of the style and nice, easy | ¥iy rantee that when he came to 

action that you can get in a horse, not look over your horses, in nearly every 

a low, shuffling gait, but one that gets instance he would say, “You have got 

his feet up and shows nice knee action | 4 gooq horse, but it looks thin, it lacks . 

and nice hock action. That will give You | in fesh for the market.” There is no 
an idea of the kind of horse that I think | ,ing of stock that is grown on a farm 

is advisable for the farmer to raise.| that a man can put his feed into that 

You may have the very best breeds of | i) pay as good returns as the last one 

either one of these kinds, and if you |, two hundred pounds in finishing off 

neglect feed you will have the veriest horses. You may have a horse that will 

serub that ever grew on a Wisconsin | ,oign 1,500 pounds in fair condition. 
farm. Put a hundred pounds more of flesh 

upon him, and he will bring $25 more if 

Care of the Colt. he is a well-proportioned colt, and if 

The colt wants feeding just 2s much | You Put two hundred pounds upon him 

as the lamb, the pig or the calf; never let he will bring $50 more. There is no 

them go back. Many farmers think animal on the farm that will take on 

that it makes a colt more hardy to weight more rapidly than a horse will 

starve it, but I do not think they enjoy in putting on this extra one hundred : 

it and T do not iike todo it. ‘Tha eolt|Dounds. Take = horse fom 0 a : 

should be taught to eat grain when he | ¥°@rs old in good form and thin, and in 

is running with his dam. Never allow thirty days you can put a hundred 

the colt to run with its mother on the pounds of flesh on him, in sixty days 

road or while she is at work. Let the you should put on two hundred, and in 

mare come up once in the forenoon and | Dinety days three hundred, that is if it 

once in the afternoon, until it is a has frame enough to carry it. 

month or six weeks old, let it have the ———- 

run of a pasture when the colt and its < 

mother can run when she is not at DISCUSSION. 

work. When you wean it, after five or| Prof. Henry—What do you think of 

six months old, take the mare away | the fall foaled colt as a business propo- 

where it cannot hear the colt. There is | sition? 

another very important point; there is | Mr. Briggs—I have raised just as 

nothing that will ruin a colt so fast as | good colts having them come in the fall 

to give it excessively high feed and no |as ever I did coming in the spring ac- 

exercise. You will develop the weight | cording to the circumstances. It is sort 

faster than the strength of bone and|of contrary to nature to have them 

muscles. As to the kind of feed, any-|come in the fall, but if you can get 

thing that will apply to growing stock |them in the fall, raise them. If you are 

on your farm will apply equally well to|so situated that your mares are going 

colts, in the shape of nutritious protein | to be idle in the winter, by all means 

feed. try to have them suckle in the winter 
. :
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and turn off the colt in the spring on|up with a protein feed and they are a 

grass, with a little feed. better quality. This is not only my 

Mr. Wing—Wouldn’t you think it statement, but is a statement received 

necessary to feed them unusually well from horse buyers that come to our 

if they were suckling colts? place looking for horses. 

Mr. Briggs—Certainly, they have = Mr. Shimrock—Do you advise work- 

maintain life for themselves as well as | ing mares while they are suckling 

for their young. There is one thing I | colts? 

forgot to speak of, and that is that a| Mr. Briggs—No harm is done if you 

Wisconsin bred and fed horse will sell do not overheat them. Just common 

better on the market as a general thing farm work is no injury to the mare or 

{ than one raised in the corn belt, be- | the colt either. 

cause their muscles and bones are built 

o 
4 WISCONSIN’S FRUIT EXHIBIT AT OMAHA IN FALL OF 1898.* 

! 
A. J. PHILIPS, Secy. State Horticultural Society, West Salem, Wis. 
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Home of A. J. Philips. 

At a meeting of the Executive com-, said exhibit. As soon as possible he 

mittee of the Wisconsin State Horti- went to Omaha, and apples, pears, 

i cultural Society, early in August, 1898, peaches and grapes were sent to him 

Mr. A. L. Hatch was assigned the task from different parts of our State. He 

of collecting and arranging the afore- made tables and shelves to occupy the 

*See picture, page 16. 

1 eerie
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space assigned to us; he arranged the from Monroe Counties. Being a winter 7 

fruit and remained in charge until Sep- | variety no plate of apples received more i 

tember 20, when he was relieved by | praise from fruit men. On the extreme i 

Wm. Toole, of Baraboo. When I arrived | right I built a similar pyramid of beau- i 

there, October 1, I found him busy ar- | tiful large McMahon apples which called f 

ranging the exhibit in the best shape to |out more words of praise from the 

keep up the reputation our State had | ladies than any plate on the table; their 7 

already established. Though it was the | first exclamation was, “Oh! aren't they i 

first time I had ever seen him showing | lovely.” Near the center in front was hi 

fruit at a Fair, I soon discovered that | a plate of five large Wolf River apples; i 

his soul was in it, just as when he dis- | ihe aggregate weight of which was near | 

plays his beautiful pansies at our State | seven pounds. Back of these I had a ; 

Fairs. pyramid each of Arista and Eureka; [ 

¥ " 7 = the former grown from seeds brought ; 

won Seedlings. from Vermont; the latter a sweet seed- | 

ie os fee : : oe = ling grown from seeds of the Tallman } 

- * -| Sweet planted by my father in 1860. f 

rapa — _— pairs Across the center I had three pyramids 
‘or om. mn ‘ j + 

* | of a Red seedling which I found in Mon- 

stating in what way the Society wished | 5, County, where it was fruited for ; 

the exhibit passed eaten and what par-| three seasons. On account of its beau- 

oe a pr pecs tiful size and shape and deep red color ; 
5 rl; : 

it was a great addition to our show. 

own and the exhibits from other States, It appears to be hardy, is of good qual- \ 

vo _ om admiration be ity, and if on trial it proves to be hardy 

i = ee ed for our new seed | enough for our climate, it will be a val- 

ee . _ oe uble addition to our list of commercial ' 
rge addition fro estern Wiscons! * | apples. | 

th his dat in, b 
(they at this date being so much better | “phe Newell, from Sauk and Richland 
colored and matured than those first the right of the center 

sent), I concluded to make a specialty Counties, are on the s 

; i and were fine. Back of the McMahon 
of the new seedlings of our State, to- id of Malinda produced 

gether with the Wealthy and Malinda |! had @ a ee as 
from our sister State, Minnesota, and to ise Brats ar ee ie ae ates 

show visitors and managers what we = winter a oe Seen 

had accomplished while trying to find severest winters. 1 = eds = 

and produce varieties hardy enough to top-worked a5 2 vam - . = ae 

stand our trying climate, after we had | °® it is usually a — on — 

| heard times without number, “You can’t | Pering. Back a ao oe ; - a 
grow apples in Wisconsin.” two pyramids of Pewaukee apples s| 

from Sauk County. The judge, the Hon. 

Arranging Our Exhibit. H. E. VanDeman, former U. S. Pomolo- 

So I went to work and arranged the | 8ist, said these reminded him of pleas- 

apples as you see them in the accom- ant hours spent with its originator, 

panying picture. On the left I arranged | Uncle Peter Peffer. 

a pyramid of the finest Northwestern| Knowing that a list of Northern seed- 

Greenings I ever saw. Part came from | lings would be incomplete without the 

Sauk, part from La Crosse, and part | Wealthy, I placed in front a fine pyra-
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| mid of them, sent from Waupaca thousands. I refer to Peter Peffer, Wm. 

County, and marked them a Minnesota | A. Springer, E. W. Daniels, S. I. Free- 

seedling, not wishing to take any hon-|born and Peter M. Gideon, five men 

| ors belonging to our sister State. After | whose life work for the northwest can- 

| making the show as attractive and im-|not be estimated in dollars and cents. 

| pressive as I could, I left the back part|Of course we have others who have 

{ of the tables as Mr. Hatch had them, | done much to advance horticulture, but 

| only taking off those that had begun to | when I looked over our tables the work 

| decay, and replacing them with fresh | of these five men came prominently be- 

| fruit. fore my eyes. Who was more unselfish 

| Several plates of the Morgan seedling | that Uncle Springer? Who was more 

| from Vernon County were shown. It| systematic with his work than the mod- 

| promises to be a good keeper. Several | est S. I. Freeborn? Who was more sci- 

| new seedlings came from Waupaca | entific than Uncle Peffer? Who man- 

| County. Some fine specimens of the|ifested more perseverance than Uncle 

| Russian Longfield were sent from Min-| Daniels? And who has done more for 

| eral Point. From varieties sent I judged |the apple growers of the north than 

| that Sauk County furnished the major | Peter Gideon? Echo answers, no one. 
| part of the Russian apples, and they | The last time I saw Mr. Daniels he gave 

| helped out the show very much. Some|me six Northwestern Greening apples 

| 36 varieties of grapes from the vineyard | to carry to the Pine River Institute. He 
| of Mr. Fox, of Sauk County, were) said, “Tell the people this is my last 

| picked, packed, and sent by Prof. Goff. | offering.” I carried them to six Insti- 

Mr. Toole arranged them so that they|tutes, and they kept until after his 
| added much to the exhibit. death six weeks later. 

| I found apples that were sent from| On the whole the Wisconsin exhibit 

| . the Omro Society and from Janesville,| was a credit to our State, and to our 

| in cold storage, but upon receiving the} Society. After looking through the 

list sent from Mr. Babcock I found that | largé hall Prof. Henry said “Wisconsin 

duplicates were on the tables, so I left | does not have to take second place with 

them where they were for Pres. Kel-| any one.” 

| - logg to replenish with as the earlier : 

apples began to fail. ISCU! 

Seedlings that have originated in 2 eee: 
Wisconsin were shown in the Iowa, Mr. Kellogg—Tell us all -you know 

Montana, Oregon, Colorado, Idaho, and about the Northwestern Greening. 
Washington exhibits. Mr. Philips—That originated in Wau- 

paca County. I was called on this win- 

ter to go up into Minnesota and talk 

eee seedlings. I heard that this old tree 
I feel that I cannot close without pay- | was dead and gone years ago and I trav- 

ing a tribute of respect to the men |eled fifteen miles one Sunday to find 

whose energy, knowledge, perseverence, | out about this tree and it is not dead 

and the unselfish way in which they | yet. 

pursued their work, made it possiblefor| It was planted about 1850 and the 

us of the State Society to make the | first scions were cut in 1871 and the 

grand exhibit shown in this picture, | two sons of the man that planted it are 

which was admired by hundreds of left. They don’t know how the tree was 

| io —————————— Oe
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destroyed, but it was cut down to a| Question—How did our Wisconsin < 

foot above ground and around where it exhibit compare with other exhibits as 

was cut there was a vigorous growth, |to the size and variety of the apples? 

sprouts growing out as thick as they | Were they as high-colored as others? 

could grow, and those sprouts are| Mr. Philips—Yes; and the quality of 

standing now. I told the man to cut|our apples was up to that of anything 

them all off but three and see what it | shown there, that is, of the kind that 

would do. This apple was shown at|we raise. Our apples averaged larger 

Omaha grown from about eight differ-| than any other exhibit. Our space was 

ent States and it is the best winter ap- | small, only three hundred feet, and we 

ple that we have now. I sent out| could not spread them out very much, 

twenty letters of inquiry in different} but we had them where people could 

parts of our State and eight of the ten| come in and take them in at a glance. 

who responded answered that they con-|Qur exhibit was altogether ahead of 

sidered this the best winter apple we| anything grown in the North. 

now have. Mr. Convey—What share of the pre- 

Mr. Moseley—How large is the larg- | miums did we get? 

est apple you had on exhibition a‘| Mr. Philips—We were awarded twelve 

Omaha, from this county? silver medals, one gold medal, and ‘ 

Mr. Philips—The largest weighed sev- | thirteen bronze medals, and also some 

enteen ounces. It was a Northwestern | diplomas. We did not compete with 

Greening, grown by wir. Johnson near | any other State. I was awarded a sil- 

Leon. There.is no doubt you have Wolf | ver medal for the seedling apples and 

River apples that have been grown to| winter apples, and Mr. Kellogg was 

over a pound and a half. awarded a premium for fall and winter 

Question—What was the largest apple | apples, but we did not compete against 

in the whole show? each other, and they specified on the 

Mr. Philips—The largest apple was in | start that they would give us silver and 

a glass jar and it was said to have|gold medals. 

weighed two pounds when put in. That Mr. Kellogg—How many seedlings 

was a Wolf River apple. from Wisconsin were on our table 

Question—What proportion of the| there; how many varieties? 

Wisconsin exhibits were red apples. Mr. Philips—About fifty varieties we 

Mr. Philips—I would say not over ten | had, of seedling apples. We had very 

per cent. Our apples were largely green | good seedlings from Vernon County, of 

and yellow. a variety called the Morgan.
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APPLE CULTURE IN WISCONSIN. 

FRANKLIN JOHNSON, Pres. State Horticultural Society, Baraboo, Wis. 
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Farm Home of Franklin Johnson. 

Whatever I have to say on this sub-) importance of knowing both the grower 

ject is from the standpoint of the am-|and the seller. 

ateur. I haven’t any apple trees to sell, Local nurseries are essential to the 

never have had and never expect to| apple growing industry of this State. 

have. I confess that when a lad I wasted | This is a pretty broad statement but I 

a good deal of time in raising some|leave it with each one of you to say 

seedling apple trees, and later when we | whether the facts that have come under 

found the fruit they bore was nearly | your own observation will bear me out. ' 

worthless they were top-worked and | You are all aware that Wisconsin had a 

then produced some very good fruit. | good crop of apples the past season. A 

Profiting by my early experience when- | great many apples were shipped out of 

; ever I wish to raise apples I now go to) the State. Over thirty car loads were 

some reliable nursery man for my trees. | shipped from North Greenfield, over a 

hundred car loads from Baraboo, and so 
Local Nurseries. on from various points. Now of these 

In raising apples the getting of good| various points that during the past 

trees is important. Another thing of|year have shipped apples by tne 

equal importance is the getting of va- car load, how many can you name 

rieties that are adapted to the locality. | that sometime during the past twenty- 
Remember that a man is more liable | five years have not had access to 

to be swindled in buying apple trees |@ local nursery? Can you name one 

than he is in buying a horse. Hence the such place? There are many points in 

il
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our State that have not shipped out any whenever a tree is dug its roots are z 

apples the past year. Of these points | more or less injured. If these injured 

that have had no apples to sell, how roots are neatly trimmed and the 

many can you name where during the|tree buried, the healing process is 

past fifteen years the farmers have had | carried on under very favorable con- 

access to a local nurseryY Can you ditions. The forces which nature 

name one such place? has reserved within the tree to 

Notwithstanding the immense sums | withstand the extreme cold of win- 

paid for apple trees shipped into the|ter are not drawn upon, neither does 

state, it seems to be the home grown |it have to resist the hot sun or the 

trees that give us the fruit. drying winds which prevail in early 

The unjust competition with which | spring. 

our local nursery men have to contend, 

the pressure that is brought to bear Starting the Growth. 

upon them to become dealers rather The first growth of every trans- 

than growers, and the helpless condi- planted tree must of necessity come 

tion of the community when the local from the tree itself. There is no pos- 

men are crushed; these are not pleas- sible way for nourishment to pass from 

ant subjects to consider, but they are the soil into the tree until the tree itself 

subjects that demand earnest thought | sends forth the feeding rootlets. An 

and combined and vigorous action. examination in the spring of a tree that 

has been properly buried during the 

Directions For Planting. winter will show that the wounds have 

Now for cultural directions. Many | begun to heal. Where the roots were 

of the catalogues have those that are | smoothly cut with a sharp knife you 

very good. They usually read some-/ can see that becween the bark and the 

thing like this: wood a new growth has formed. It 

“Get your trees in the fall. is from this new growth that minute 

Carefully trim, then bury the root | rootlets will spring forth seeking food 

and branches for the winter. for the tree. 

Plant in the spring, one or two inches Whenever the tree may be dug it 

deeper than they stood in the nursery | takes time for this healing which must 

. rows, being careful to press the dirt| of necessity be performed before any 

firmly about the roots. new growth can begin. Thus you see 

Cultivate the orchard with some hoed | that trees dug in the fall start out 

crop until the trees are large enough | with an advantage in time over those 

to occupy the ground.” dug in the spring. 

; Purchase in the Fall. Trimming the Tree. 

Most farmers are shrewd enough to. Again, whenever a tree is trans- 

see that it is to the advanvage of the/| planted portions of the top should be 

nursery men to turn off their trees in removed to correspond with portions of 

the fall. Seeing this, many fail to see the roots that have been removed. 

what is equally true, viz.: that it is to | A tree has a complete organism with- 
the advantage of the farmer to get his | in itself. When the buds of a tree are 

trees in the fall. about to unfold their leaves, tne tree 

Fall dug trees properly handled do | is prepared to send the right proportion 

better than spring dug trees because, ‘of sap to each limb. If a limb is re-
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moved at this time the wound will; trees can survive in pasture. Some 
bleed profusely. If the cut has time|allow trees to be used for hitching 

to dry sufficiently it will seal the wound, | posts. This is a very effectual way to 

but still the sap is forced to that point | kill any live tree. A hickory may live 

and a new branch is developed just be-|in June grass but it is not giving an 

low where the branch was removed. apple tree a fair chance to make it 

But if a limb is cut from a tree in the | contend with a tough June grass sod. 

fall the tree has time to adapt itself 

to the new conditions and when spring The Farm Orchard. 
comes it sends the sap which would I am not here to advise each of you 

have gone to the branch that has been farmers to set out a large commercial 

removed to the rest of the top, giving | 0Tchard. But each one of you has a 
each branch and each twig its just home and it does seem to me that no 

proportion. Instead of wasting its b!ood home is complete without apple trees. 

and energy upon something that is gone, | Think of the barren and desolate ap- 

it puts all right where it will do the | Pearance of a farm home without trees, 
most good. and then think of all the blessed family 

associations and memories that cluster 
The Process of Transplanting. around the orchard. The joy that is 

The transplanting of an apple tree| sometimes brought into a home by a 

is a very easy and simple operation,! single apple is well set forth by Mr. 

and success in preforming it should be Bones in the February Horticulturist: 

the rule. I have dwelt thus upon the| “In 1846 one of the Yellow Harvest 

reasons why autumn is a favorable| trees bore an apple. It was my dis- 

time for digging trees that are to be|covery. I was five years old and had 

set in the spring, because I find so/| to contract to keep “hands off” until the 
many who do not seem to realize the | apple fell and then I was to have half. 

importance of time as a factor in enabl- | I kept my contract, but Oh! how slowly 

ing the transplanted tree to adjust itself | that apple grew ‘and how many bare- 

to the new conditions. Many persons} foot tracks there were in the sand 

will also take much pains in an attempt | around that tree, that was finally 

to save the small fibrous roots (which | swayed over by the weight of that great 

is all very well though rarely success- | yellow ball. At last it lay in the sand, 

ful) and at the same time neglect what | after a thunder shower, no “golden 

is of far more importance, viz., the | apple of the Hesperides” ever so beau- 
trimming with a sharp knife the roots tiful. Its luster, in memory, is not 

that have been broken in digging. dimmed after a lapse of fifty years. It 

Protection for Young Trees. was the first apple I ever saw growing. 

After a tree is transplanted the most Persistent Planting. 
it needs is time, and a fair chance. 1t/ If I do not recommend estensive 
seems as though most farmers would | planting I do recommend persistent 

give young apple trees an opportunity | planting.. The Wisconsin fruit-grower 

to grow, yet many do not. Some allow | may reasonably expect to get very fine 

them to be girdled with mice or rabbits. | apples and enough of them to pay in 

A common lath protector on each tree |aotas and cents for all of his care 

will prevent this. Some will pasture the ‘and labor. But judging by past expe- 

orchard. None of our young forest : rience it is not reasonable t> expect that - 

a a a a a
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his apple trees will be very long lived.| Northwestern Greening and Wolf 

Hence the necessity for persistent plant- | River? 

ing, that the young trees may take the Mr. Johnson—If I wanted to take the 

place of those that will soon “pear | first premium for “Best Display,” I 

themselves to death.” would say Wolf River, I named vari- 

“Come let us plant the apple tree eties for family use; for commercial 

: Cleave the tough greensward with the purposes in Wisconsin, I would not 

spade: plant any late winter. We have a soil 

Wide let its hollow bed be made; and climate peculiarly adapted to the 
There: gently lay the roots, and there Fipening of the fall or early winter 

Sift the dark mold with kindly care apples; there is no place in the Union 

‘And press it o’er them tenderly, that can compete with us in that line. 

‘As, round the sleeping infant’s feet There are places that can raise winter 

We softly fold the cradle sheet: apples a great deal better than we can. g 

So plant we the apple tree. Question—As a general thing don’t 

e we plant too many varieties in the 

What plant we in this apple tree? State? 

Sweets for a hundred flowery springs, | Mr, Johnson—Well, that depends. If 
To load the May wind’s restless wings, we are planting simply for family use, 

When, from the orchard row he pours |; would have quite a number of vari- 

Its fragrance through our open doors; | eties, but if they are planted for sale, 

. A world of blossoms for = bee, | the fewer the better. For family use we 

Flowers for = sick girl’s silent room, | yant to extend the season. Hence we 

For the glad infant sprigs of bloom, | plant both early and late varieties. 

We plant with the apple tree. | Mr. Wing—How about the Ben Davis 

What plant we in this apple tree? in this State? 

Fruits that shall swell in sunny June,| Mr. Philips—It is not hardy enough. 

And redden in the August noon, Question—What is your opinion as to 

And drop, when gantle airs come by, the quality of the Ben Davis? 

That fan the blue September sky, Mr. Johnson—I don’t think there is 

While children come with cries of glee, | much flavor in cork. 

And seek them where the fragrant grass Question—How about the Newell’s 

Betrays their bed to those who pais, winter? 

At the foot of the apple tree.” Mr. Johnson—The quality or the apple 

as is excellent; there is nothing makes 

finer apple sauce; they are a little tart 

DISCUSSION. for eating. 

Question—I wish the gentleman Mr. Arnold—Do varieties of apples 

would give us some good varietis of |™UD out? 

apples adapted to this latitude, both for Mr. Kellogg—They do not. The scion 

fall and winter, and for summer too. from a Rhode Island Greening grafted 

Mr. Johnson—Well, for summer, the|on any stock in any country will bear 

Transparent and Duchess; for fall, I} true to its kind, except the variation of 

would say Snow, Longfield, Wealthy |soil and climate, which has much to 

and Plum Cider; for winter, Tal’'man |do in developing the finest character- 

Sweet and Willowtwig. isties of any fruit. I have noticed this 

Question—What do you think of the! in the seeds of varieites that have been
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grown for a hundred years such as_ best orchards on the hills; the northern 

Rhode Island Greenings and Baldwins, ' slope, of course, is preferable to the 

the seeds seldom fill out, while all newer southern. 

varieties that have not been grown Mr. Hodgson—In a time of plenty 

more than ten years from the seedling | with apples, is there any possibility of 

have large quantities of seeds which | thinning out the crop so as to make the 
are plump and fresh, showing vigor and | trees bear the next year? 
new blood. There are some instances} Mr. Lovejoy—Some trees have a habit 
where a slight variation is found by|of bearing every other year. For in- 

the influence of stock, yet on this I have | stance, take the Plum Cider. I do not 
found that winter varieties grafted on | believe you can get two successive crops 

such stock as Transcendent Crab will| by thinning the fruit. 

ripen up its crop from one to two Question—Do you call that a fall or 

months earlier than on other stock.|a winter apple? 

F Upon the little Cherry Crab, on the| Mr. Lovejoy—Well, early winter, al- 

same tree, I have grown and ripened | though I have Plum Ciders in my cellar 

twenty-six kinds of choice apples, and | now which have kept very well. Of 

all showed size and perfection of fruit | course they are losing their flavor. 

except crab on crab, while I have known Mr. Thorp—Would you advise a man 

larger and finer fruit grown on Vir- | in this locality to try to grov ‘he \il- 

ginia crab than on any other stock be- | low twig apple? 
cause of its vigorous and healthy Mr. Johnson—I am not acquainted in ? 

growth. this county. In Sauk County I would 

Mr. Johnson—I don’t think the va-|for family use. 

riety runs out. The common method of| Mr. Philips—It is not hardy enough 
propagation practically gives us new|for the northern and central parts of 

trees. For each individual tree a scion ; Wisconsin. 
is grafted upon a new seedling. Question—Would you advise anyone 

Mr. Kellogg—This tree that you have | to set out apple tregs on vegetable loam ‘ 
is simply the tree from this sprout you | underlaid with clay, eighteen inches to 

set on there. The root gives you the|two feet deep before you strike the 

new tree. You have got the same old | subsoil? 

line. Mr. Philips—I have lived on that kind 

Question—Is the quince productive in| of soil for thirty years and I would 

this locality? say no. . 

Mr. Johnson—No, it is too tender. A Member—I would like to hear from 

Mr. Convey—I am somewhat sur-| Mr. Philips about the model orchard- 

prised to hear a list of apples that does | men from Ohio who have been canvas- 

not include the finest apples that are | sing this State. 

raised throughout the State, that is the Mr. Philips—It is one of the most 

Wealthy. I never heard a complaint of| gigantic swindles that ever came 

the McMahan, also the Northwestern | through this country; it has struck our 

Greening and we find it even in the | county, Buffalo County, and this county. 

Northern part of the State. About Norwalk they took about $5,000 

Question—What is the best place to|out of there. They go into a country 

select for an orchard, in a valley or on| where Mr. Man has a good orchard 

the side of a hill? and they tell the people that while Mr. 

Mr. Lovejoy—I think you will find the : Man has a good bearing orchard, they 

i i ie
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can sell them trees that can do a great|is about half a dollar a tree, when Mr. x 

deal better than the trees that he sets | Man, or any man in this State, can buy 

out, and that catches them; they sell|a great deal better trees for twenty 

sufficient for an acre for perhaps $75.|cents a tree. They don’t see the price 

They say, “You pay us half down, and | they are paying for their trees, but they 

if you buy of these Wisconsin men you | sign the order and they pay when the 

have to pay all down, then we will | trees come, half down, which is half 

wait on you five years, without interest, | a dollar a tree, which they never get 

for the rest,” and that catches a good | paid for. Don’t fool with those men; . 

many fellows. They tell them they|buy your trees in the State, of men 

need not pay until the trees begin to| who grow them. 

bear. The man pays half down, which 

: RESOLUTIONS. 

Resolved, That it is the sense of the accorded us, and the assistance given ; 

people, assembled in the Closing | us by the citizens of Sparta which has 

Farmers’ Institute, now in session at|contributed largely to the pleasure and 

Sparta, that the Senate Resolution in-| success of our meeting. 

troduced by Senator McGilvray, asking Resolved, That we wish hereby to ex- 

for an amendment to the State Consti-| press our special thanks to Mr. E. G. 

tution, to enable the State to grant aid | Harrison, of Washington, D. C., for his 

in building permanent roads within the instructive and profitable address on the 

State, should have the unanimous sup- subject which is of very great impor- 

port of the Legislature. . tance to the citizens of Wisconsin, 

Resolved, That in view of the fact|namely “Road Improvement,” and to 

that all prosperity is based on agri- State Superintendent of Public Instruc- 

culture, we hereby declare in favor of tion L. D. Harvey, for his excellent ad- 

the teaching of the principles of agri-|dress on Education. We wish also to 

culture in our common schools, and| thank Josiah Powlar, an Oneida Indian, 

urge those who have the educational in-| for his very fine paper on the Industrial 

terest of the State in charge to take|Education of the Indian; Mr. J. E. 

measures to provide suitable text books Wing, of Ohio; Mr. A. J. Lovejoy, of 

for that purpose. Illinois; Mrs. Nellie S. Kedzie, of Illi- 

Resolved, That we view with pleasure | nois, and many others to whom the suc- 

the movement which is being made|cess of our program is largely due. 

along the line of industrial edu- And Whereas, the legislature of the 

cation, and we heartily endorse all that | State of Wisconsin in 1897 passed a law 

has been said by the different speakers| separating the incorporated villages in 

in relation to the education of the hand| the State from the towns, and in the 

as well as the head. same law provided that the towns and 

Resolved, That we who have been in | villages should jointly support the 

attendance at the present Closing| bridges in the villages, thereby com- 

Farmers’ Institute fully appreciate the|pelling the taxpayers of the towns to 

kindly welcome and generous treatment | bear in fact the expenses of the con- 

| 

} 
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struction and maintenance of bridges in | Crosse, whereby the several towns and 

another and separate organization, | villages in the State shall build and 

wherein they have no representation, | maintain their own bridges, should be- 

therefore come a law, and hereby request our rep- 

Be it Resolved, That we protest |resentatives in both branches of the 

. against the same, and request our rep-| legislature to give it their support. 

resentatives in the legislature to so Cc. P. GOODRICH, 

amend that law as to eliminate the H. C. TAYLOR, 

aforesaid provision. y L. E. SCOTT, 

Resolved, That it is the sentiment of Committee. 

this Institute that Senate bill, No. 113.| All of which were unanimously 

presented by Hon. Levi Withee, of La | adopted. 

WOMEN’S DEPARTMENT. 

Cooking School. 

Held at Sparta in Connection With the Closing Farmers’ Institute, March 14, 

15, 16, 1899. ‘ 

Conducted by Miss M. L. Clarke, Supt. of Milwaukee Cooking School, Mil- 

waukee, Wis. 

Stenographic report by Miss E. M. Close, Madison, Wis. 

TUESDAY AFTERNOON. 

Miss Clarke was introduced to the| prepare and discuss the following 

audience by Mrs. Longwell, Chairman | dishes: 

Ps of the Ladies’ Committee at Sparta, in A Balanced Ration Z 

| a few well-chosen words, and addressed | Salt Fish Pork Gravy Egg Sauce 

the ladies as follows: *Sconset Potatoes 

Miss Clarke—Ladies of Sparta and Carrots in Lemon Butter 

Committee: —I believe the cooking |Ginger Pudding Doublet Sauce 

school is no new feature to you, as you 2 

had Mrs. Jamison with you last year. * Salt Cod Fish. 
It is a pleasure for me to follow in her| Recipe—Wash the pieces and soak for 

footsteps; she is a pupil of whom I/|several hours, over night, if it is very 

have very great reason to be proud,|dry. Put the skin side up to let the 

and I have always found where she has/salt escape more freely. Change the 

been the ladies are much interested in | water and set on the stove where it will 

cooking school work; they realize that |not boil for at least an hour. Increase 

cooking means more than-something to|the heat gradually after the fish begins 

please the palate—it means the appli-|to be tender, and let simmer for ten 

cation of the principles of nutrition. minutes at the last. Half an hour be- 

| For our lesson this afternoon we will| fore serving lift the fish from the 

| 
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water and cover closely to keep hot un-|as hake, which is a great deal coarser, 

til wanted. Return the water to the} lacking in flavor and of much less nu- 

fire and use it for cooking ’Sconset pota- | tritive value. And not content with sell- 

toes. ing hake for cod I have known them to 

We have chosen for the first topic to- | substitute catfish and dogfish, which 

day, as you see by the announcement |are coarse meated and undesirable. 

on our program, a balanced ration. When buying codfish you are at the 

Those of you who have been in the| mercy of the dealer unless you test it, 

habit of attending Institutes will under- and this can just as well be done when 

stand what is meant; we are applying it is dry as after it is soaked. Take a 

the principles which these gentlemen little piece of the fish and rub it be- 

have been studying and applying for |tween the thumb and finger. If it is 

years to their stock, their horses, cattle, |cod the fibres will loosen and become 

ete., to our family life. For the main | woolly, but will not go to pieces. Other 

dish or meat of our meal we have fish will crumble readily between the 

chosen salt cod, as being one of the fingers. This that I have is probably 

most nutritive of fishes, and also be- haddock and haddock is a good fish. 

cause it is one of those that is always 

with us. There is never any difficulty *Sconset Potatoes. 

in obtaining salt cod. It is almost as Recipe—Scrub and pare the potatoes 

nutritive in its salted form as fresh, al-|and lay them in cold water for two 

though it loses a little of its digestibil- | hours before cooking. Drop them into 

ity. the boiling water from which the salt 

The fish should be put to soak in| codtish was taken, and boil gently until 

fresh cold water. Albumen begins to| tender, about thirty minutes. Try them 

coagulate at about 158 degrees, and to| with a sharp pointed knife, it will not 

get the very best results, that is the break them like a fork. Drain off all 

very largest per cent. of the nutritive | the water and sprinkle with a little 

elements of the fish, we want to keep| more salt. Dry off on a hot plate for 

the temperature low; we do not want it|two or three minutes before serving. 

to get much above 160 degrees until the| ’Sconset is the name of a town in the 

last ten minutes, when we bring it just | extreme Eastern end of the Island of 

to the simmering point, which would be Nantucket, noted for its good potatoes 

a little below 212 degrees. - and good chowders, and along the coast 

The food value of codfish is very|of Massachusetts and Maine, especially 

great, and that fact has caused it to pbe| the northern part of it, it is common to 

much sought after. When it is scarce|cook potatoes in this way. After the 

the temptation on the part of the dealer fish has been .cooked the water, which 

is to substitute a cheaper fish in its|is flavored with the fish, is brought 

place. The most common substitute is again to the boiling point, the pared po- 

haddock, which is much the same as tatoes are dropped into it and cooked 

cod. The texture of haddock is even|as usual. 

more delicate, and is as pleasant to Is there any one here who has never 

the taste as cod, only it is not as ex-|made Jaundry starch? You mix the 

pensive, and I have a decided objection | starch with a litle cold water, and then 

io paying ten cents for haddock when it| what do you do? Add more cold water 

‘ is really worth only six to eight cents. and let it boil? Why should you not do 

It is not as objectionable a substitute’ that? Because it makes the starch
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sticky and you do not like it. Suppose;hot fat. That is because the heat of 

you put your potatoes or starchy food| the fat takes the temper out of the 

into water that is not boiling. It be-| knife, as it is so much higher than the 

comes sticky, it is paste, and no amount | heat at which it was tempered. 

of after cooking will ever correct it.| Question—Do you put it on in a hot 
Then just lay it down for a foundation |frying pan? “ 

principle, that foods consisting mainly} Miss Clarke—It is not necessary to 

of starch should always be put into| have it hot, but if it was a heavy iron 

boiling water to begin cooking. pan I would heat it a little at first. This 

The potatoes were pared this morn-|is stamped steel and heats through al- 

ing and left to soak because it is late | most like a piece of paper. 

in the season; they need to absorb the| Question—Then you want to draw the 
water that has been lost by evaporation. | fat out of the pork? 

Do you try with a fork? And don’t you| Miss Clarke—Yes, we want all the fat 

very often break the potato in many|out, and when the pork is cut in these 

pieces? When you put a wedge into a|quarter-inch dice it comes out very 

substance it is with the object of split- | quickly. 

ting it; the fork is a wedge, so in-| Question—Do you want the-very fat 

stead of using it take a sharp knife to| pork, or the streak of fat and streak of 

try potatoes; they will not split and | lean? 

they will not show the place where they| Miss Clarke—Just as you prefer it. 

were pierced. Either is good. When the clear bits 

Potatoes should be thoroughly | of fat turn white they are ready to use. 

drained; I think that is as essential as|It should be taken up before it has a 

cooking, for if a little water is left in| chance to get yellow. As soon as the 

the kettle it is rapidly converted into| potatoes are in the dish in which they 

steam and absorbed by the partially|are io be served this sauce is poured 

dried surface of the potato, and they are| over them and allowed to stand. 

not dry and mealy as they should be. Question—Is it a loss to allow the 

pork to brown? 

Pork Gravy. Miss Clarke—It is'a loss of flavor, 
Recipe— Allow one tablespoon of| but not of fuel value. The instant we 

quarter-inch dice of fat salt pork for | begin to brown pork we increase the 

each serving of fish. Cook slowly in an | difficulty of digestion. Browning car- 

iron frying pan till they are perfectly | bonizes it, and the fat is partially dis- 

crisp, but not colored. Serve scraps | organized or disintegrated. 

and fat together in a hot sauce bowl. Question—How would the lean meat 

: The salt pork for the ’Sconset pota-|of fresh pork answer instead of salt 

toes is diced and put to cook in a warm | pork? 

frying pan, and cooked until it is crisp} Miss Clarke—If it is liked equally 

and tender. You must not neglect this| well, it would be good, but some fat is 

pork while it is cooking; it needs con-| needed to make the fuel ration suffi- 

stant attention to keep it from scorch-|cient. I think it is necessary to have 

ing. You should shake the frying pan| both thoroughly cooked, ani have it 

to turn the diced pork that the pieces | slightly browned. 

may be browned on all sides. Question—Do you cook the pork 
You have noticed that you cannot /quickly or slowly? 

keep an edge on a knife that is used in| Miss Clarke—It it is cooked quickly it 

i i a eee
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does not have time to draw the liquid, boiling point of the fat being 400 de- 

fats from the fibre of the meat, and in|grees instead of 212, as in water, the 

cooking it in slices we want to have the|starch grains pop open, and the flour 

meat thoroughly heated through and al-| cooks very quickly. 4 

low all liquid fats to be drawn out be-| One pint of boiling water is then 

fore we try to make it crisp. In any| measured and poured slowly into the 

case it should not be a dark brown. sauce pan, stirring steadily. The sauce 

Question—Could you use bacon? is done as quickly as you can put it to- 

; Miss Clarke—I think so, but the|gether. This is the basis of a great 

* smoky flavor would not be as pleasant |many other fine sauces. The French 

as the salt pork. I do not think I| call it the mother of all sauces. If you 

should like it as well. Z do not wish to use it at once let it stand 

Question—Do you keep turning it? over hot water to keep hot and grow 

Miss Clarke—Yes, if I see it is brown- | mellow, but it is ready to serve at once. 

ing too much I turn it so that all sides | Add salt and pepper to taste. 

will brown alike. The eggs are cooked on the same 

Our pork gravy is now ready, the fish | principle as the albumen in fish. They 

has been removed from the kettle and|were put into warm water to cook 

the potatoes boiled in the fish water. |when the fish was put on, and cooked 

We are now ready to put together our}for an hour; not boiled, but left to 

material for the egg sauce, or drawn | “coddle.” 

butter. 
Carrots in Lemon Butter. 

S Egg Sauce. Scrape the carrots, cit in one inch 

Recipe— Cook two tablespoons of|sections and soak in cold water till 

flour and two tablespoons of butter till|crisp. Cook in six times their measure 

well parched. Add one pint of|of boiling salt water till tender enough 

boiling water; beat well and boil five|to pierce with a broom straw. Drain 

minutes. Add salt and pepper to taste|and return to a hot place with one 

and just before serving as much butter | tablespoon putter, one-half saltspoon 

as will blend, about three tablespoons. | salt, one teaspoon sugar and a dust of 

Add three hard boiled eggs coarsely | pepper for each pint of carrots. Let it 

chopped and serve at once. simmer covered until the butter has 

The flour should be sifted once before|been absorbed. Pour over one table- 

measuring, and rounding tablespoons of|spoon lemon juice and one teaspoon 

butter and flour cooked together until|chopped parsley just before sending to 

parched. Cooking the starch a long|the table. 

time increases its digestibility. If corn| These carrots, which have been cut 

is ground into flour it will cook in less | into nearly half-inch cubes, should be 

time; in the form of flour the starch | treated the same way as the potatoes— 

grains can be sufficiently cooked in from | put to soak in cold water and for the 

twenty minutes to half an hour. same reason. In the case of the car- 

We are all familiar with popcorn,|rots we have gotten ready to cook this 

which when shelled from the cob into | afternoon, we had a pint to begin with, 

a closed basket, cooks in a few minutes| and now we have a pint and a half; 

so that it makes a wholesome and|they have absorbed enough water 

palatable food. On this same principle | to increase their bulk one-half, and 

the flour is put into boiling hot fat; the| they will cook in @ correspondingly
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shorter time, and be more tender when |see if it has an acrid, burning taste on. 

they are cooked. your tongue. Then take a little of the 

When putting the carrots on to cook | bicarbonate of soda and compare it. It 

add one pepperspoon of bicarbonate of |should have a pleasant, smooth taste. 

soda, then cover closely and let them | Saleratus I do not consider at all in the 

boil gently, giving them plenty _ of | question of foods for human beings. 

water. I should like a kettle large 

enough to cook them in six or eight 

times their volume of water. Citeex eure 
Question—How much cold water do| Recipe—One-taird cup butter, well 

you soak them in? creamed, with one-half cup sugar, 

‘Miss Clarke—I do not measure; prob-| whisk in onc erg well beaten, mix and . 

ably two quarts, always enough to| sift 2% cups flour 3% level tea- 

cover them. spoons baking powder, 4 teaspoon 

Carrots have a great deal of flavor,|salt, two teaspoons ginger, one cup 

and carbonate of soda dissolves some | milk and one cup dry preserved ginger, 

of it, and softens the woody fibre.|cut smill. Steem two hours in a but- 

Vegetables are classified as the starchy | tered mold. 

and woody fibre. Rice, potatoes, etc.,| This pudding I am making to-day is 

belong to the starchy vegetables; car-|a variation of cottage pudding. The 

rots, turnips, onions, etc., to the woody|baking powder is one of your old 

fibre vegetables. They must be treated | favorites, Dr. Price’s. These three 

differently in cooking. Carrots have a|spoons are madc to hold exactly 1 tea- 

woody fibre and we want to soften this| spoon, % teaspoon and % teaspoon 

in order to cook it more quickly and |respectively. Being fastened with an 

thoroughly. Try them with a broom|eyelet, the cluster of spoons can be 

straw at the end of 45 to 60 minutes,|/hung over the kitchen table, within 

and if they are tender change the water |easy reach. The se of such small con- 

in which they are cooking. Renew the|veniences will do a great deal to make 

water at the same temperature as nearly | cooking ea*y. 

as possible. Cold water toughens the} Questiov—Are they for sale? 

vegetable, and it will not become tender| Miss Clarke—Certainly. Tell amy en- ~* 

again. Put salt in the second water in|terprising house furnishing man about 

which they are cooked so that they will|them and he will be delighted to secure 

be well seasoned. a supply. 

None of the woody fibre vegetables} After you have creamed the butter 

are wholesome for food unless cooked | and sugar add one egg well beaten, then 

so tender that they can easily be|the milk and flour alternately, being 

pierced with a broom straw. I believe|careful to keep the batter soft, adding 

that is one reason why children do not | the milk faster than the flour. In this 

like vegetables. I really think that.| way the batter will be smooth, soft and 

they are often not sufficiently cooked. | creamy. 

Question—Do you think bicarbonate| For our fruit we are going to use pre- 

of soda is better than the common| served ginger. It has been cut in short 

soda? z pieces preparatory to mixing into the 

Miss Clarke—It is better than salera- | batter. 

tus. If you want to experiment with Question—Where do you get this pre- 

the brands on the market taste it, and' pared ginger? 

i i el ee
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Miss Clarke—It is kept by grocers and|the butter to a cream, add the cream 

confectioners. -. and sugar alternately, peating until all 

Question—Can it be kept on hand? | is light and forthy. Flavor with ginger 

Miss Clarke—Yes, it is crystallized | or chocolate. 

and will keep perfectly as long as it is) The flavoring should be put in at 

dry. It will not keep in my house, be-| once. The majority of housekeepers 

cause we are all too fond of it. It is a|put it in the last thing, but I advise 

very wholesome fruit, and I am very putting it in with the butter because it 

glad to speak of that, because so many|holds the flavor. We all know how 

dislike to use spices and the more in-| butter will absorb odors and flavors, so 

digestible fruits. Ginger is a tonic and|that we must be very careful how it is 

is slighty stimulating, but it is not an|kept. On this same principle putting 

irritant like cloves or other hot spices. |the flavoring in with the butter helps 

This is ready now to put into forms.|to hold it. If you cannot work the 

If you are at home give it time to cook! flavoring into the butter readily, you : 

in one large mold, but because I wish| may add a little sugar for the purpose 

to serve it this afternoon, and to hurry |of holding it. 

it, I am putting it in several small} Question—What kind of flavoring do 

molds. You can use a pudding pan, or | you use? 

cook it in a cake dish with a chimney| Miss Clarke—Jamaica ginger. We 

in the middle. If cooked in a large|yse the preserved ginger root for the 

mold it will take two and a half hours, | fruit in our pudding, and Jamaica gin- 

but in these small ones it will cook in| ger for the flavoring of the sauce. 

a Question—Won‘t that make the dish 

Pearse seen ask how you P¥e| too strong of ginger? 4 

Miss Clarke—I cut with a sharp knife Miss Clarke—I do not think so. I 

across the grain. It is vegetable fibre, will let you be the judge of that when 

and if stripped with the grain it is the pudding is served. I soften the 
stringy and tough, so should be cut taste of the ginger a little by the cream 

across the grain. ee the sauce. Cream is a wonderful 

Question—Could you use a chopping emollient for softening sharp flavors 

bowl? 
and making them palatable. Keep the 

Miss Clarke—Yes, I think so. cream until we use all the butter and 

Question—Could you put it in a sugar, and then add it slowly, a little 

grinder? 
at a time. 

Miss Clarke—I don’t. believe you Question—What is gravity cream? 

would want it so fine as that. We want| Miss Clarke—I was told by an old 

some of the little bits of fruit to show. dairyman at Milton Junction that any 

The pudding should be kept boiling cream that simply rose to the surface 

steadily the first hour. This is an im- | Without agitation was properly classed 

portant point in steamed bread or pud- as gravity cream. 

ding, as the lightness depends upon Question — Does that include the 

continuous cooking at first. Cooley creamer? 

Miss Clarke—Yes, any process where 

Doublet Sauce. milk is set in pans, either deep or shal- 

Recipe—One-fourth cup butter, 14 | low, and allowed to rise naturally, with- 

cup cream, two cups coffee C sugar. Rub|out agitation. It does not include
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if cream that is separated by centrifugal jetc., in just the right way, than it is 
force. | for you to have healthy, handsome 

This sauce is also very nice made of children, good tempered husbands, and 
other things than cream; in summer brothers, and be well and strong your- 
time crushed fruit—strawberries and selves? 
raspberries, are very nice. In looking over an audience I often 

I do not believe it is possible to get | see faces that look as if they wish they 
really good results with this sauce|never had to cook another meal. Of 
without beating. It needs hard, rapid!course there are none here, but it is 
beating to bring it to a good condition. | sometimes the case. This would not be 
Question—Would you get tne same/so if each one was really well; they 

result by using white of an egg instead | would rejoice in their work if they 
of cream? were, just as children rejoice to run, 

Miss Clarke—I have never tried it. play, leap, just from the mere delight 
It would not taste so good, I know. It|of living; or as the highbred horse, 
needs some of the richness of the|when he is harnessed and led out, will 
cream, and albumen does not add that/arch his neck, lift his feet, not wanting 
richness. to touch the ground, rejoicing at being 
Question—Will this be a hard sauce? | called out to work. Do you feel that 
Miss Clarke—No, it is creamy; it will way with a big day’s work ahead of 

not be oily, but creamy. It is made|you? This condition can be brought 
very much on the principle of a!about by better food, a better balanced 
mayonnaise dressing. You must stop| food ration. 
beating when you see it is just begin-| A farmer supplies protein from clover 
ning to crack. Then put it aside and hay and grain, fat from corn, and so on, 

"let it stand in a place -just warm | but human beings go to entirely differ- 
enough to keep it soft. ent sources for their nitrogenous ele- 

ments, taking it chiefly in its trans- 
A Balanced Ration. muted form, in the shape of beef, milk 

We have called this a balanced ra-|and eggs. 
tion to-day, and for just a few minutes| Of the grains wheat is the richest in 
we have time to consider what is meant flesh-formers, though rye and oats are 
by a balanced ration. And here is where extremely valuable. From them we get 
our friends in the Institute have gotten | material to form muscle tissue, build 
the start of us by a good many years.| bones and nerves, starch to furnish 
They say with the utmost assurance | muscle power, heat and fatty tissue, and 
that the best ration for their stock is|fat to serve for fuel. They all serve 
one to six. What does this mean?/as fuel, and yield energy in the form of 
Bread and butter? A pound of butter|heat and muscular strength and form 
to six pounds of bread? Many are at/|fatty tissue, but each element has its 
a loss to know. I wonder how many|own special work for which it is best 
ladies are here who can tell what it| adapted. 
means? Are you going to let these} We get fats not only from meat, but 
gentlemen get ahead of you? Is their|the fats of milk, [butter, cream] oil of 
stock more valuable than your chil-|buckwheat and oatmeal. These are 
dren? Is it a.bit better worth while for very rich in oily substances. Nuts are 
them to have a few dollars extra from |also very rich in oils, and are desirable 
feeding their cattle, horses and sheep,'food when taken as part of the meal 

SE ao ali)
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and recognized as such, rather than as| the human animal. The sole duty of 

an indulgence between meals or after a the young lamb, the young of any stock, 

sufficient dinner. = is to grow. Are you satisfied to have 

The carbohydrates form fat, rather | your children do nothing but grow? 

than muscle. The principal use of | Never to say bright, cute and sensible 

carbohydrates is to supply heat and en-| things? They are sent to the Kinder- 

ergy. The carbonates and phosphates garten to learn science, disguised as 

of lime and soda are wonderful assist- | games. We-want them not only to 

ants in the digestive processes, besides grow physically, but to use their brains. 

furnishing bone material. You see there is a much greater activ- 

Question—How much of these ele-|ity than in the case of other young ani- 

ments ought people to have? mals, and the amount of work that is 

OF FOOD MATERIAL IN LESSON I. 
OZ.  PROTEID% © FATS CARBOHIYDRATES% MINMATTER% CALORIES 

SALT COD 16 8616 04 00 12 315 

FAT SALT PORK 4 07 19st 0.0 02 820 

EGGS 64-47 41 02 03 262 

MILK 8 iW 13524 035 «155 
FLOUR 9 625 062 425 035 #4934 

POTATOES 40 3. 05 33.25 25 100 

BUTTER 12 a5 86638 375 262 270 

SUGAR 16 03 0. 96.7 08 = 1800 

CARROTS 415 03 155 1.2 322 
36.9 90.67 213.95 9.52 8419 

BREAD 18100! 24 6.24 u 1440 

2 46.91 9277 220.19 1062 9890 

FULL DAILY RATION.FAMILY OF 6 = 15510 C. 

DINNER SHOULD FURNISH 345= 9486+ © 

Miss Clarke—As much as possible. | required is not at all to be measured by 

We talk of the proportion of foods for|what we regard as our work. Think 

stock being one to six, that is, one|how hard it is for us to acquire a lan- 

measure of nitrogenous food to six | guage. How many of you ever at- 

parts of carbohydrates and fats. We tempted to learn Russian, or German? 

need to feed people in the same propor- | You remember the wearisome hours you 

tion. For children from 2 to 6 years| have spent over the inflections, words, 

old 55 per cent. of nitrogenous material, | and their relations to each other? Yet 

40 per cent: fat and 200 per cent. car-| these babies are learning a language 

bohydrates. Probably the reason for/and in order that this work may be 

the large per cent. of carbohydrates is|done they require a large per cent. of 

found in the much greater activity of|proteids to furnish the material for
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[ growth and at the same time furnish,;out checking growth. Given food 
the material used in activity. They/tables such as are published in 

are extremely active in muscular exer-| Farmers’ Bulletin No. 74, on Milk as 

cise. Do you not remember saying to | Food, and others, prepared by Prof. At- 

a child, “will you never keep still?” | water, and the daily bill of fare can be 

“do be quiet,” “be still a minute.”| calculated with some certainty. The 

Where do they get the power for that|following chart was compiled from 

activity? The large per cent. of car-|tables contained in “The Science of 

bohydrates called for in dietary No. 1*is | Nutrition,” by Edward Atkinson. 
meant to furnish just that energy with- 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 14, 1899. 

Miss Clarke—We have only a little} By referring to the table of the com- 

time this afternoon, but can take for | position of eggs (the white in the left 

our subject eggs and their composition, | hand column and the yolk in the right), 

and then suggest some different ways of | you can see that the albuminates of 

preparing them for food. white and yolk do not vary much. 

These different ways of preparing|The white contains much more water 

. eggs can be classified under a few sim-|than the yolk. The greater nutritive- . 

ple. forms—First, cooking in water or| value lies in the yolk, chiefly on ac- 

steam, poaching in water, stock, milk, |count of the large amount of fat it con- 

etc. This may be so varied as to give |tains, 15 times as much as is contained 

an almost unlimited number of appar-|in the white. The mineral matter is 

ently new dishes. Second, cooking by |nearly evenly distributed; but the col- 

dry heat, as in the many forms of ome-|oring matter and the flavoring is in the 

lets, baked and fried eggs, and, third. | yolk only. 

such made dishes as have eggs for their} One of the German chemists of whom 

principal ingredient, escalloped eggs for | Mrs. Kedzie spoke, studying foods and 

instance or curried eggs or Scotch |their values, gives 750 grains as the 

Woodcock. Urbain Dubois has lately | average weight of a hen’s egg, but some 
published a book giving 300 ways of|of the Wisconsin’eggs I am using this 

preparing eggs, but this number is | afternoon must weigh much more, they 
. mostly obtained by the great variety |are so large. All food materials con- 

of sauces and garnishes used. The fol-|tain a certain proportion of waste. In 

lowing recipes will be given to-day: eggs for every 100 graihs of weight we 

Breakfast Eggs Golden-rod Eggs |must allow about 10 grains of shell. In 

Breakfast Eggs on Toast your 100 grains there will be 22 and a 

Pretty Poached Eggs Egg Timbales |fraction of albuminates and fats, and 

| s Oyster Omelet 67.2 of water, so that you see how large 

COMPOSITION OF EGG. a per cent. there is of nutrients, and one 

Whites. Yolk. | Pound of eggs used as food will average 

Water .............:.++-. 848 51.5 |about the same in value as one pound 
Albuminates ............ 12.0 15,0 of the very best quality of butcher's 
le ek ee 30.0 |meat; not tenderloin steaks, but the 

Mineral Matter........... 1.2 1.4| most nutritive part. 
Extractives, Pigments, etc. 2.1| While we are eager to know just how 

.
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many pounds of steak it takes to sweeD Breakfast Eggs. 

the floor, it may be interesting to know| Eggs should never be boiled. By 

that one pound of hard boiled egg | boiling a thin shell of the white is made 

will set free force enough to lift 1,415 | hard and indigestible, while the bulk of 

tons one foot high (if completely oxy-|the egg is barely warmed through. The 

dized). If we take time to study the |following is a better way. Put six eggs 

table of food values on the chart|into a vessel that will hold two quarts. 

we can calculate the nutritive force| Fill with boiling water, cover closely 

furnished in our daily food, and/and set on the stove shelf for seven 

when the ration is falling short it) minutes, if wanted soft; ten minutes 

is easily brought up to normal by|for medium, and twelve to fifteen min- 

adding eggs in some form to the daily | utes for very firm. In this way the eggs 

ration, Do not feel that it is extrav-|will be thoroughly and evenly cooked. 

agant to use eggs freely in breakfast |1¢ soft the white and yolk will blend, 

preads, custards and cake. I believe|/ynq be rich and creamy; if hard, the 

in a reasonable, rational use Of| white will be a delicate, firm mass, that 

cake for food. The old-fashioned] simply melts in the mouth and is not 

sponge cake, known as diet bread in| more difficult of digestion than of 

the days of Queen Blizabeth, is excel-| mastication, while the yolk will be dry 
lent food, under certain conditions.| nq mealy, and easily managed by the 

What is more wholesome than the eg8s, | gigestive fluids. 

sugar and flour used in making it. When serving these breakfast eggs, 

We have a very simple form of albu-| crumple a napkin in the dish and ar- 

min in eggs, different from that found range them in its folds. 

in meat; it is so easily digested and 

quickly assimilated that it is et a Breakfast Eggs on Toast. 

as a food element. Eggs also contain Recipe—Cut slices of stale bread two 

more phosphates than the average of inches thick into as large rounds as pos- 

other foods. It is found in the whole sible. Scoop out the center to shape 

egg, both white and yolk. There is also | them like a large tart, brush with melted 

an especially valuable supply of iron butter and brown in a hot oven. Into 

and sulphur in the egg. each one break a small egg, being care- 

The fats of the egg are olein and ful not to break the yolk, season with 

palmitin, which are also found in other | pepper and salt, and pour one teaspoon 

foods, but they are so proportioned in | cream over the egg. Return to a very 

the egg that it is one of the few per- hot oven until firm. 

fectly balanced foods that are found The pieces of bread should be just 

in nature; milk gives us another ex- thick slices from stale bread, cut as 

ample of the perfect adjustment of fat | large as possible; make an inner ring 

with other elements under an agreeable | with a sharp knife, and leave a little 

form. Some people reject cream and at the bottom. For seasoning, a safe 

take fat meat, while others relish cream rule is half a saltspoon salt and a dash 

and turn away from fat meat; still of pepper to each egg. If more season - 

others who cannot take cream will en- | ing is desired it can be added individ- 

joy an egg yolk, especially if beaten | ually at the table. 

well with milk or water. But, how- The eggs on toast make a pretty com- 

ever we choose to take it, we need a bination and a dainty food for conva- 

certain amount of fat. lescents, invalids and children. If they 

ny
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. do not care for eggs in the usual form Question— Which do you prefer, black 
it may give them an appetite to see this | or white pepper? 

attractive arrangement. Miss Clarke—Black pepper is ground 
Question—How “long does it take tc| with the outer coating and white pep- 

cook them? per has this coating removed before 
Miss Clarke—It depends upon the | grinding; that is the only difference. 

oven. Four minutes is a good average. 

The time will vary from three to six Eset ly meshed Bees 
minutes, according to the heat. Beat the whites very stiff, adding a : Question—Is the egg to be cooked be- little salt; turn it into a buttered cup 

fore the cream is put on, or after? or deep saucer, lay the ees os 
Miss Clarke—After; lay it on the egg gently on top and set the dish in a pan 

when it is first put on the bread and | °f boiling water. Cover and let cook then return to the oven. two minutes. Sprinkle a dash of pep- 

One of the golden rules for cooking | Pet 02 top before serving. 
is to taste for seasoning. It is a good Or, Place the dish in a hot oven and 

| scheme to have a little cooking spoon bake until a delicate brown. 
pocket in your apron to slip your tasting | _ This is known in French as G@ufs au 3 
spoon into, so that you will not need to | Lit—Pggs in a Bed. That does not Ss hunt for it. sound very well, and as we do not use ie 

French, we will call them Pretty 
Golden-Rod Eggs. Poached Eggs. : 

Recipe—Make a sauce with one table- Here is an egg separator that works 3 
spoon butter, one tablespoon flour, one | well. I think it superior to any inven- _ 
cup milk, and season with % teaspoon | tion I have ever tried. A curved parti- 
salt and % saltspoon pepper. Take two | tion holds the yolk unbroken at one side 
hard cooked eggs, chop the whites fine, | of this glass cup, while the white drains 
add them to the sauce and pour over | through a funnel shaped hole in the 
four slices of toast cut in long slips and | pottom into another dish. After the 
arranged on a hot platter. Rub the eggs are separated the whites are beaten Z 
yolks of the two eggs through a coarse very stiff, with a saltspoon of salt and 
strainer over the top, and garnish with,| a dash of pepper; turn them into a bak- 
parsley, arranged to suggest stems and ing dish that has been thoroughly but- 

leaves, tered. It is worth while to prepare this 
You remember how we made our |in a larger platter if you are going to 

drawn butter sauce yesterday. You| make many, because it takes so much 
can apply the same principle to make | room if you poach many eggs. 
the white sauce for golden-rod eggs. Question—How do you know when 
When your sauce has been brought to | whites are stiff enough? 
the boiling point it can be set one side, Miss Clarke—The first stage is when 
over hot water, until ready to use. While | it sticks to the beater; the second when 
preparing the sauce the eggs should] you turn the bowl upside down and 
cook, and the whites and yolks can they will not slide out; and the final 
then be separated. If cooked after the] test is when little bits fly from the 
directions given for breakfast eggs the | beater. 

whites will be firm and in excellent Another way to cook these pretty 
condition for chopping, and the yolks | poached eggs is to place them in the 
will be dry and mealy. steamer instead of in hot water; the
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yolk is placed on the beaten white. mak- Oyster Omelet. 

ing a nest, as before, and you have gold- Recipe—The oysters should be par- 

en yolks reposing upon a mountain of boiled and drained; the liquor from 
beaten white. You can also place the| ip. may be strained and used instead . 

dish in a hot oven and bake until a| o¢ water to give a richer flavor to the 
delicate brown. omelet. For each egg allow one salt- 

spoon salt, a dust of pepper and one 

Egg Timbales, or Savory Custard. tablespoon oyster liquor. Break whites 

Rec'pe—Use six eggs, 1% cups mik | and yolks separately, beatirg each until 

one teaspoon salt, 4 teaspoon pepper, | very light; add seasoning to the yolks 

fifteen drops onion juice, one teaspoon | and fold them into the whites, stirring 

chopped parsley; mix like custard and | as little as possible. Have the omelet 

bake in a dish or in cups. Serve with | pan hot, melt in it one teaspoon of but- 

tomato sauce made like the drawn but-|ter, and cook over a quick fire until 

ter of Lesson 1, but using strained to-| well browned on the bottom. Then set 

mato instead of water. into the oven until the top is firm. Fold 

For this I want to call your attention | carefully, not to break the crust, and 

to the proportions, for 1c is much eas-| turn onto a hot dish. Serve at once. 

ier when you have analyzed the formu- The whites of eggs should be beaten 
la: 1 egg to each % cup milk, and salt, very stiff, until they begin to fly, just 

Pepper, onion juice, and parsley to|as we did for baked eggs; the yolks 
taste. This should be treated exactly | should also be well beaten. Part of the 

like a plain sweet custard. The eggs | oysters are put in with the omelet when 
are not beaten very light, simply thor-| it goes into the oven, and allowed to 
oughly broken. The onion juice can | cook through in that way. The surplus 
very readily be taken out by pressing | oysters can be warmed with cream for a 
the onion on a sharp grater. garnish. 

Question—Do you chop the parsley} The knack in folding an omelet lies 
fine? in taking the handle of the pan with 

Miss Clarke—No, not too fine; you} the thumb on the upper side, then a 
want to have it show enough to look | rol! of the wrist turns it over. It is 

pretty, as. well as taste good. really very easily done. 

This timbale can be baked in one You may vary omelets by changing 

large dish or in individual cups. Be|tne tlavor. Made with meat or a 

sure to set tne cups in hot water and | sprinkle of cheese they are savory and 

test exactly as you would a sweet cus- extremely popular. If you have served 

| tard, by cutting into the middle with a) roast chicken and think there is abso- 
knife. You may serve this, if you chose, | jutely nothing left on the carcass, go 

| without sauce, but it is prettier with to- | over it again with patience and a sharp 

mato sauce around the form. You may | knife, and you can get enough delicate 
| serve them with white sauce if you pre- | bits to give distinction to an omelet. If 

fer. you have a few sardines left and do not 
The tomato sauce is made by the! know what to do with them, there will 

formula used for white sauce yesterday, | surely be enough to flavor an omelet. 
using strained tomato instead of water, | And so on, dozens of fragments that are 

and adding a little onion juice for | worthless by themselves can be utilized 

flavor, . for omelets, 

' / 
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Aside from meat flavorings some of | ing pepper and salt for seasoning use a 

the savory herbs can be used. If you| smal! amount of salt and sugar; instead 

have a plat of ground as big as a sheet | of water use the juice of the fruit, and 
: you can have a corner in which chives, | if a little pulp goes in it is all right. 

| tarragon and a big square of parsley | Take out the best of the pulp and when 
will grow; a little of these chopped fine | the omelet is done spread the pulp over 

will make omelets savory and de-| it, dust with powdered sugar and gar- 

licious. nish with slices of the fruit or green 
With fruits you can make a wide va- | leaves. 

riety of sweet omelets. Instead of us- 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON. : 

; Miss Clarke—We are now ready for| bring brains to bear upon our daily 

to-day’s work, which is quite different | work, and then to entertain friends wilh 

in character from the work of yesterday | not be such a burden after all. Not 
and the day before. In those lessons|anywhere in this county, but oc- 

we considered food and cooking from | casionally way down in Milwaukee, 

the standpoint of profit, pecuniary and/| when an entertainment has been suc- 

economic—how to get the most out of/ cessfully carried through there is a 

an expenditure of time, money and/ long breath drawn, “Well! Thank 

5 labor. To-day we are going to cook for | fortune that job is done.” Let us not 

pleasure. have that true with us. Of course it is 
I have often heard it said that| sometimes a burden, but see how easily 

farmers’ wives are unsocial; that is a/ these things can be prepared. 

libel, it is not so. They are the most I know you have had Mrs. Jamison 

sociable people alive. I know, for 1| with you in the past, and are well 

have been around through these farm-| grounded in the art of bread making, in 

ing towns for five years, not doing so/| all its manifold forms of twists, rolls, 

much work as this year, but more or| etc., so that your bread is sure to be a 

less, and not in Wisconsin only, but} pride and delight. So we shall not 

in Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Illinois, | touch upon that subject this afternoon, 

Georgia, Massachusetts, Maine, North} but take up a little variation that is 

and South Carolina, and pretty much | known in the southern part of the coun- 

all over the country, and the truth| try as Sally Lunn, and in New England 

is that they are most hospitable. The! as muffins. 

only trouble is that so many of - 

them do not have facilities for getting MUFFINS. 
help outside their own families, but Recipe—One cup milk, one scant tea- 

must depend upon their own efforts for| spoon salt, one cup water, % ounce 

all the work involved. yeast dissolved in two tablespoons 

Max O’Reill said, when he was in this | water, one tablespoon sugar, two table- 

country, “I have noticed one peculiarity | spoons soft butter, and about four cups 

in the American’s hospitality, that the/| of flour. Beat all very thoroughly and 
first course is very often a roasted | let rise to twice its bulk, beat again, 

hostess.” Let us not have this true any | adding two eggs, well beaten. Let rise 

longer. Al] we want, all we need, is to} again till light, then fill muffin pan two- 

a i a eee
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thirds full. Let them rise until a little; There is an odor to lard and olive cil 

over top of the pan, then bake in a hot| that is objectionable to some. When 

oven 30 minutes. F you speak of agreeable or disagreeable 

This is a light, delicate mixture. The| you use the terms relatively. To some 

sponge was set at ten o’clock in omer | lard is nauseating, and olive oil to 

to have it ready for a two o’clock les-| others is equally disagreeable. 

son. With the proportion given in the| Question—Is the milk scalded? 

recipe % ounce of compressed yeast Miss Clarke—It is not. The yeast 

should be used. The square cakes| ferment works so much more rapidly 

wrapped in tinfoil are meant to weigh | than the lactic acid that the yeast fer- 

¥% ounce and are each equal to % cup| ment gets ahead of it. 

of home-made yeast. Put the sugar into| Question—In summer time would you 

the milk with the yeast. In beating the | take the milk for the bread without 

batter and eggs together do not spare | scalding? 

muscle. Long, hard beating is very de- Miss Clarke—Yes, in summer time 

sirable to bring it to the right texture | we take the milk twenty-four hours old, 

and also to beat in a large amount of | and if you use compressed yeast, use a 

afr to make the yeast growth strong | large proportion of it. 

and vigorous. For shortening use half Question—Do you not consider that 

butter and half lard, or all butter. so much yeast destroys the nutritive 

Question—Do you ever use cotto-| quality? 

lene? Miss Clarke—Not unless it is allowed 

Miss Clarke—The only reason I have | to over rise. If you use a small quan- 

given up using it is because it is difficult | tity and let it rise slowly some of the 

to obtain it fresh. When fresh it is| yeast germs become old and give a 

_ Sweet and delicate, but as a general | taste of old yeast to the bread. Give a 

thing there is not enough sale for it to| generous measure of yeast so that you 

enable the grocer to have it fresh, and | will have the whole bulk growing ai 

when not fresh it is very objectionable. | once, and it will give a smooth, even, 

Question—Is it because of the scent | fine quality, the exact texture that we 

of cottonseed oil? are all trying to get. 

Miss Clarke—There is no scent of the} Question—Would you prefer com- 

cottonseed when it is fresh. I went to| pressed yeast to home-made yeast? 

see cottolene manufactured in Chicago, Miss Clarke—I prefer it to any other 

at the Fairbanks factory, where it is re- ' I know of. 

fined, and where the beef fat is clarified Question—Which of the dry yeasts is 

and the two put together and sent out | the best? 

as cottolene. After the cottonseed oil| Miss Clarke—I do not think there is 

was refined in the tank by itself 1 took | much to choose between them. Use a 

a glass cup and dipped some up and| standard one; there are several. My 

held it out to look at. Then I tasted | experience has been with the National 

and smelled of it, and really there was} Yeast Co., Sea koam. You know you 

not the slightest taste or smell of cot-| can keep this yeast a long time. In the 

tonseed. But as soon as cottolene is| compressed yeast I have used Fleisch- 

stale the cottonseed taste comes back. | man’s yellow or red label yeasts. There 

Question—Isn’t there always a dis-| may be others you are in the habit of 

agreeable odor to it when it is cooking? | getting here, but they all have the same 1 

Miss Clarke—Not when it is fresh. | directions for keeping the yeast, and if
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you follow them you will be able to;sour. And the Russians, where the 

keep your yeast for a month or six} wheat is the richest in the world in 

weeks in the summer time. gluten and phosphates, always make 

I want to call your attention to the| their bread with leaven; in South Hol- 

appearance of the yeast after it is lan® the bread is invariably sour. It is 

proved. ‘:he cake, which was a solid| unwholesome to put soda in our food 

mass at the bottom of the glass, and the | as a matter of habit. To obviate the 

water clear around it has risen to the] possibility of having sour bread I 

top; the water is milky looking and the | would set in the morning rather than = 

yeast cake lies in a mass of foam on the | over night. 

top-of the water. If the yeast is fresh, Let me refer you to the work Mrs. 

strong and healthy, it will always come | Jamison has done in bread making. You 

up in that way. You can either use it| will find it in the Farmers’ Institute 

at once or let it stand a few minutes. Bulletins for 1896-7-8. A helpful dis- 

Question—Why do you put sugar in| cussion for making potato yeast, tea 

the yeast before it is dissolved? rolls and fancy bread will also be found 

Miss Clarke—To hasten the process | in these books. 

of fermentation, we put yeast with Question—What is leaven? 

starch and water to make a dough and Miss Clarke—Leaven is bread dough 

at once there begins a certain chemical | which has already fermented once; you 

process; an infinitesimal quantity of | remember the woman who had the two 

the starch of the fiour is converted into | measures of meal in which she hid the 

sugar, then the fermenting process goes | leaven and the leaven leavened the 

on and the sugar is broken into its ele- | whole. In some countries it is still cus- 

ments of alcohol and carbondioxide, or| tomary to reserve a part of the dough 

carbonic acid gas. By supplying sugar | and bury it in the flour to keep until 

at first the same result is reached more | needed to raise the dough for the next 

quickly. We arrest this process of | baking. It spreads from one portion 

fermentation by putting into the hot| to the other until the whole mass is 

oven. permeated with it. It is not yeast, but 

Question—If bread is set in sponge | it is nearly akin to salt-rising bread. 

over night would there be any objec- In making muffins the flour should 

tion to putting in a little soda to be sure | not vary much from a cup of flour for 

it is sweet? each one-half cup of wetting, and it 

Miss Clarke—I am sure no Sparta | should be sifted once before measuring. 

housekeeper would have any occasion | Use the wetting just the ordinary tem- 

to put soda in her bread. That is a| perature of the room. Yeast is a plant 

question I would hardly like to answer | and should be treated just like eny 

on my own account. I think it is Mrs. | other plant, giving it heat, air, etc. The 

Ellen Richards who says there is no ex- | temperature in winter time should be 

cuse for sour bread, but if it should | 60 to 70 degrees; in summer 70 degrees 

happen through carelessness or any | is none too hot. If kept too warm your 

other way that the bread is sour; by all| plant will have a weak growth, not 

means bake it as it is. Sour bread is| strong and vigorous; if below, the 

not necessarily unwholesome, although | growth will be stunted. 

: it is unpalatable. Our German friends Question—Is bread made in daylight 

| in their fatherland prefer sour bread; | entirely, better than that made at 

the black rye bread is always slightly | night?
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: Miss CGlarke—We watch it more cult of digestion and requires thorough 

closely if made in the daytime; if set | cooking; no matter how léng you bake 

over night it is apt to become chilled. | a loaf the inside never gets above 212 . 

There is no care taken of it until early | degrees, and rarely ever gets over 180 : 

morning, and there are all sorts of var-| to 190. At that temperature it does not 

iations of temperature to which the|cook thoroughly. If you have two 

sponge is subjected. How many have} loaves in a dripping pan you will often 

ever found a sponge over raised in the | find they are a little under done in the 

morning? How many have ever found] center. Try the experiment once or 

@ sponge not quite ready in the morn-| twice of baking each loaf in a separate 

ing? If set in the daytime it is watched | pan; make them a little smaller and 

more closely, and is kept growing. The| see how your bread will be. Some 

beating of the sponge is largely for| flours need more cooking than others. 

adding air. A great deal of air is| The hard Minnesota and Dakota wheats 

beaten in. will take twice or three times as long 

Question—Do you set sponge hard or| as the soft fiours of the Middle and 

soft? Southern States; you must allow for 

Miss Clarke—If I am going to make| this fact. I had occasion to compare 

a plain loaf bread my preference is to| some flour with one of the Minnesota 

set the sponge stiff at once, but for|fiours. I found that the Minnesota 

fancy breads, rolls, sticks, etc., it is a| flour requires just six measures of flour 

little easier to handle if the sponge is| to one of wetting to make bread and 

: soft at first and stiffened for the second | make it just right; the flour I bought 

rising. in Kentucky required nine measures of 

Question—Do you think it is the| flour to one of wetting. The spring 

kneading or the beating that affects the | wheat flours require to be made quite 

grain? soft. 
Miss Clarke—It is the kneading that} Question—Do patent brands require 

gives a fine grain. The beating is | more baking? 

c solely and entirely for two purposes; Miss Clarke—I think so. On general 

one is to beat in the air and the second | principles I would say that the new 

is to have the yeast thoroughly incorpo-| process patent flours require more 

rated. kneading and more baking. 

Question—When you knead bread 

hard do you let it stand over night? Cranberries. 

Miss Clarke—Never, if I can help it. Recipe—Pick over, wash and put to 

Question—At what time would you| cook in barely enough’ water to show 

set bread in the morning, and at what | between the berries. Cover them and 

time should it be baked? let them boil till every berry is surely 

Miss Clarke—It would depend upon | cracked, opening often to shake them. 

the size of the loaves how long it would | Add a scant cup of sugar to every pint 

take to bake them. If you set it at|of berries, boil gently umeovered for 

5:30 you can have it out of the oven at | twenty minutes, then turn into a cold 

11:30. Smaller loaves will bake in 45 | wet mold to harden. 

to 50 minutes. The question of how much water is 

The only fault I have to find with | needed to cook cranberries has always 

bread baking in Wisconsin is that they | been a troublesome one until this win- 

do not bake it enough. Starch is diffi- | ter, when we experimented and found 

*.
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that if you put in cold water until the| cake we depend upon the” eggs for 

berries just float clear from the bottom lightness. Add part of the white of the 

by pressing down with a spoon it will | egg, then flour, then the rest of the egg, 

be the right amount; the water shouid | then the rest of the flour. 

just come to the edge of the spoon. I Do you all put your flour and eggs for 

think you will find this a safe guide, | all kinds of cake together in this way? 

and it is a convenient thing to know. I like it; it is a very convenient way, 

: Just as soon as the berries have all | and very satisfactory in results. 

cracked add the sugar. Do not stir] Question—Does stirring one way 

them: just give them a little shake so | make any difference in the lightness of 

as to distribute the sugar and break the | cake? = 

crust. Then let them simmer or boil| Miss Clarke—I have never observed 

gently for twenty minutes by the clock. | that it did. 

Then turn into a form wet in cold Red litmus paper is used to test al- 

water, and set away. It takes about two kali; put a piece of this red litmus 

or three hours to become as firm as it | paper in the white of egg and see how 

should be. quickly it changes color. In two min- 

utes it will turn a purplish blue, show- 

ing there is a strong alkaline reaction. 

mer In the five eggs in this cake there is al- 
Recipe—Make ready % pound raisins | most enough alkali to raise the cake in 

seeded and cut in bits, % cup walnut, connection with the air that is beaten 

meats cut small, % cup diced citron, %jj in. You put in the acid of the lemon 

pound flour with % teaspoon soda sifted | juice but that is not quite enough to 

in it. Grate the rind of % lemon in % | balance, therefore we add one-fourth of 

pound of sugar. Cream % pound but-|a teaspoonful of soda, sifted into the 

ter and work the sugar into it, adding | dry flour. Three teaspoonfuls of lemon 

one by one the yolks of five eggs and | juice will usually balance that amount 

two teaspoons lemon juice. Beat five | of material. Sometimes if the eggs are 

egg whites stiff and whip them in with | very large you may need to use four 

the flour, reserving part of the flour to teaspoonfuls; if small, perhaps two tea- 

dust the fruit, which should be added | spoonfuls will be enough. 

~ last. Bake in sheets about one inch Question—What is pastry flour? 

thick, or in one large loaf. ~ Miss Clarke—It is flour which con- 

If you will be so good as to analyze | tains the largest possible percentage of 

) the proportion of materials used in this starch and the smallest percentage of 

| cake I think you will recognize an old| gluten. It is also prepared a little dif- 

friend. If you want to have comfort in| ferently in the milling process. I wish 

creaming butter warm the bowl well|I had time to discuss this subject af 

inside and not from the outside. The | flour more fully, but I must hurry on to 

. butter and sugar should be whipped to| the other preparations on our bill of 

) a cream, adding the yolks one at a time, fare. 

so that the friction of the butter and| Question—Do you consider it of any 

sugar will work them light. importance to hurry a cake through? 

There is no flavoring in lemon juice,| Miss Clarke—Yes, I do. After the 

only acid; it is the rind that gives the | eggs have been beaten they should be 

flavor. I prefer to use the fresh lemon | added to the cake and put in the oven 

rather than the extract. In baking! as soon as convenient. + 

= ‘ 
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Casserole of Chicken. the cooked rice which was steamed in 7 

Recipe—Pick over one cup rice, wash | twc cups of water until very tender. In ; 

and steam in two cups of water till very | filling the mold pack the meat down 

tender. Use while still warm_to line a| tirmly so that it will not break when 

one quart pudding pan or mold, which turned out. ; 

must be well buttered. Have ready| Question—Do you soak the rice? 

1% pints cold cooked cRicken, cut in Miss Clarke—No, put boiling water to 

half inch dice, lightly seasoned with it. Do not wash unless you think it is 

salt, pepper, and red pepper or paprika. not clean. 

Prepare a white sauce like the one in When you have the mold almost lev- 

the first lesson, but using one-half | el full you can begin laying on the rice 

cream and one-half chicken broth, in-| for the covering. That should be care- 

stead of water. Taste for seasoning | fully worked in with wet fingers; you 

before packing it into the rice-lined will find you can make it adhere quite 

form, cover with the remainder of the | Closely. Make a crust of rice, not too 

rice and steam 45 minutes. Let it stand | compact, enough to enclose the meat. 

ten minutes before turning out on a In using potato it is better to set the 

platter. A part of the sauce may be re- form into the oven a few minutes to 

served to pour around the casserole, or brown on top. Rice does not need it. . 

it can be served with tomato sauce. A casserole should steam 45 minutes, 

Someone asked for a definition of and then stand ten minutes before tak- 

casserole. Roughly stated, it is a|ing from the mold. This last is not 

preparation of meat or fish, enclosed in really necessary, but you will find that e 

a wall of some vegetable and steamed | it comes out easier. 
or baked. It is similar to a meat pie, 

except that we have a thick layer of Apple Frappé. 

vegetable all around instead of a flour Recipe—One pint apple pulp (steamed 

paste. Our vegetable in this case is and sifted), one cup sugar boiled 10 

boiled rice. You may substitute maca- | minutes in one pint of water and poured 

roni if you choose, or potato is very| boiling hot on one tablespoon of gel- 

good. You may use any kind of cooked | atine well soaked. Mix thoroughly, 

meat in a white sauce or brown sauce, | adding sugar if needed, and water to 

or fish either freshly cooked or left over | make like thick cream. Add lemon 

from a previous meal. It is one form| juice if it seems too sweet. Freeze as 

of serving hash. Creamed codfish en- | usual, but not too hard to serve in glass 

closed in a wall of mashed potatoesand | cups; it should be like thick mush. 

then steamed until heated through and| There is a little confusion between 

browned in a very hot oven is excellent.| a frappé and a sherbet. A frappé is * 

Brown meats are usually served in s|a soft ice; it is never frozen very hard. 

brown gravy, with macaroni ‘or rice for | It is served in glasses and eaten with 

the vegetable. a spoon, and it usually contains some 

The sauce for the chicken is made by | of the pulp of the fruit. Sherbet is 

the same formula as the white sauce of| frozen as hard as cream, keeps its 

yesterday or the drawn butter of the| shape when cut, and it should never 

day before, only using a different liquid | be allowed to have any of the pulp, 

for it. To one pint of chicken stock is only the juice of the fruit. It may be 

added one pint of thin cream, coffee | served with a dinner or for an afternoon 

cream. The mold should be lined with ' entertainment. Do not freeze too hard;
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you can regulate that by the percentage , cheap one that you can use until it be- 

of salt used with the ice in freezing, and | gins to show an accumulation of sedi- 

just turning occasionally, just enough | ment. e 

to keep it stirring. Question—Of what material is the 

. Question—Do you put in all of the | coffee pot you are using to-day? 

pineapple, juice and pulp, in pineapple Miss Clarke—This is aluminum. This < 

sherbet? ware is cheap‘enough now to be within 

Miss Clarke—No, only the juice. If| reach of all of us. It can be kept sweet 

you use both you have neither a sherbet | with ordinary washing and leaving it 

or frappé, but a combination of both. | open until thoroughly dry; just before 

I recommend adding a little salt in| using it should be scalded out. 

making ice cream, but not in sherbet Having secured a flawless coffee pot 

or frappé. It. gives piquancy to ice | I am tempted to shirk the subject of cof- 

cream; cream like eggs needs salt to| fee, as the taste for it is as different as 

bring out the full sweetness and flavor. | taste in tea and flour. In making the 

Question—Do you object to putting in | coffee to-day I will use five ounces, the 

a little butter? utmost limit of my coffee pot. ‘It is part 

Miss Clarke—If the cream is not quite | Java and part a coffee that is called 

e as rich as you like it you can put ir | Mocha. Put this into the coffee pot 

butter, if carefully whipped into it. and use one egg, shell and all. Shake 

the coffee pot vigorously, and then add 

as much fresh cold water as is neces- 

e Coffee. sary to reduce the whole to the con- 

Recipe—To one heaping cup of coffee | sistency of very soft mush. On that 
ground to a medium fineness, allow one | Pour one and one-half quarts of boiling 
whole egg. Mix thoroughly, adding| water. Set this in the very hottest 

cold water to make a soft paste. Let | Place on the stove. Let it boil up once, 

stand closely covered an hour or more, | 424 when the froth comes to the sur- 
over night if convenient. Add one| face give the coffee pot a swinging 

quart freshly boiling water, bring to|™otion until the coffee has settled 

a boil as quickly as possible three times, | down. Repeat this three times, then 
then set over hot water to steep for at | Put on the cover and set over boiling 
least ten minutes. It will take no harm | Water to stand until you wish to serve 

if kept hot for two hours. This is strong it. 

enough to bear the addition of another | Question—About what bulk will five 
pint of water, unless wanted for black | Ounces of coffee make? 

coffee. Miss Clarke—One and % cups. 

The first requisite in making good| Question—Have you ever used the 
coffee is not after all the coffee, but | oriental coffee pot? 
the coffee pot. It seems rather dread-| Miss Clarke—I don’t think I have 
ful to say it, but the secret of a good | used that particular one, though I have 

deal of the poor coffee about which | used a great many filter pots. I think 

complaint is made, is to be found in a| most of them are good. Filtered coffee 
dirty coffee pot. A coffee pot with 4 is excellent; it has a great many qual- 

_ Seam on the inside is absolutely im-| ities to recommend it. For one, the 
possible to keep chemically ciean; for shortness of time, and because un- i 
this reason it is well to have one that is | trained and unskilled cooks can succeed 
seamless. The newt best thing is a very in making fairly good coffee, while 

a
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made with egg after the recipe I have | hurtful there is no way of preparing it 

: given, it does require some skill. that will entirely remove its harmful 

Question—What would you do when | qualities. Many cannot take it at all, 

a coffee pot has become stained, dark | and others cannot take milk in it. - 

inside? How would you clean it? Question—Before closing your lesson 

Miss Clarke—It would depend upon | will you tell us the best way of cook- 

the material of the pot. Granite ware | ing oatmeal? 

can be cleaned with Sapolio. A silver Miss Clarke—There are two best 

plated coffee pot can be cleaned with a| ways, which are entirely different. One 

mixture of ammonia, whiting and alco- | is the real old-fashioned Scotch way of 

hol. Aluminum is cleaned by washing | making porridge, in which the oatmeal 

with Ivory soap and occasionally rub- | is stirred slowly into boiling water al- 

bing with Tripoli. If you have one of | ready salted. This is the old-fashioned 

the ordinary block tin coffee pots you | oatmeal, not the prepared flakes and - 

can cleanse a few times with wood/| the commercial preparations for quick 

ashes, but after a few times cleaning in| work. It should be allowed to stand on 

this way there will still be a sediment | a hot surface, protected by an asbestos 

and dark line in the seam that is im-| mat, and boiled gently, not stirring at - 

possible to get out. all after the first cooking. I suppose 

Question—Do you object to soaking | this is the ideal way of cooking oatmeal 

coffee over night? | porridge, but the busy American house- ~ 

Miss Clarke—It is a very good thing | wife, with gasoline stove, gas stove, big 

to do; it saves a great deal of the flavor | range and hot fire, has no place for 

of the coffee. When you add an egg for | slow work; it is practically out of the 

additional richness the egg prevents the | question, unless, perhaps, she own one 

coffee from parting with its flavor quite | of the Atkinson ovens. 

so readily. By soaking, the flavor is The second best way is to cook it in 

drawn out and you get much more|a double boiler. If we follow the direc- 

benefit. If you do not want to use the/| tions given on packages of commercial 

full amount that one egg will moisten | oatmeal, oat flakes, etc., remembering 

* you can put the coffee away in a glass! to double the time given for cooking, 

jar for another time. we shall have a very palatable dish. 

Question—Is coffee less injurious| The long cooking makes it more deli- 

= cooked in this way? cate in flavor. Always have boiling 

Miss Clarke—I am not’sure it makes | water and always cook without stirring. 

any difference; the injurious quality lies | It is sure death to any delicacy of tex- 

in the alkaloid called caffein. It is sol-| ture to stir any kind of cereal. Let it 

uble and therefore found in coffee even | cook in just enough water to swell the 

when made by filtering. If coffee is| grain and keep its form.
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FARMERS PREPARE FOR THE TWELFTH CENSUS. 

The 12th census of agricultural prod-|swine, (72) bees and (73)sfowls on 

ucts will be taken on June 1, 1900, but | hand June 1, 1900, and the (74) total in- 

it will be of the crops of the calendar | come from the farm during 1899. 

= year 1899 only, and of the animals,| A “farm,” for census purposes, is all 

fowls and bees on hand June 1, 1900. the land cultivated under one owner- 

The law requires the census enumer-|ship or management, whether ina 

_ ators to take the (1) acreage, (2) ten- single body or separate parcels. 

ure and (3) value of every farm; ‘4)| The farm schedule will provide for 

color of the farmer; value of (5) build- taking (75) the number of pureblood 

‘ ings and permanent improvements; (6) | animals by breed and (76) “cows kept 

value of implements, machinery, ve-|for milk” and (77) “cows not kept for 

hicles, slefghs and harness; acreage of | milk,” separately. It will also gather 

(7) irrigated, (8) tile-drained, (9) im- | statistics of (78) home-made, while the 

proved, (10) unimproved and aban- manufactures schedule will gather sta- 

doned, (11) owned and (12) leased | tistics of (79) factory-made cheese and 

: lands; (13) cost of hired farm labor | butter, thus separating the two. 

(exclusive of household service) and of| Crops, animals and products raised, 

(14) fertilizers; acreage, quantity and | consumed, sold or on hand, and farm, 

value of all (15) grain, (16) hay, (17) | crop and live-stock values will, gener- 

forage, (18) vegetable, (19) small, (20) | ally speaking, be taken and classified in 

Tropic and (21) orchard fruit; (22) seed, such a way as to give North and South, 

(28) cotton, (24) rice, (25) hop, (26) | Hast and West, regardless of condi- 

hemp, (27) sugar cane, (28) sugar beet, | tions, seasons or customs, a reasonably 

(29) sorghum, (30) broomcorn, (31) flax | full and fair exhibit of the productive 3 

and (32) nut crops; (33) nursery and | strength of the nation, if the farmers 

(34) greenhouse stock and (35) area of shall furnish to the enumerators the in- : 

crops under glass; (36) flowers and | formation necessary to do so. ; ~ 

flowering and foliage plants and (37)| Of course, statistics relating to age, 

médicinal and (38) aromatic herbs and | nationality, sex. conjugal relation, edu- 

plants. cation, school attendance, citizenship, 

= Also the quantity and value of (39)| Profession or trade, birth-place, birth 

milk, (40) cream, (41) butter, (42) and death ratios, etc., etc., of all class- 

4 cheese, (43) homey, (44) wax, (45) eggs, | €8, Will be taken by the Divisions of 

(46) wool, (47) mohair, (48) cider, (49) Population and Vital Statistics on sep- 

vinegar, (50) wine, (51) raisins, (52) | arate schedules. As to manufactures 

prunes, (53) dried or evaporated fruits, | of all kinds, large and small, in the city, 

(54) dried or evaporated vegetables,|and in the country, the census law ~ 

(55) maple, (56) cane and (57) beet | Says: 

sugar, (58) molasses and (59) sorghum,| The inquiries relating to the products 

(60) poultry, (61) forest, (62) meat and| of manufacturing and mechanical es- 

(63) miscellaneous products, besides the | tablishments shall embrace the name 

numbers and values of all (64) cattle,| and location of each establishment; 

(65) horses, (66) mules, (67) asses, (68) | character of organization, whether in- 

burros; (69) goats and (70) sheep and /| dividual, co-operative or other form; 

the numbers and values of all (71)! date of commencement of operations; 

i i a re ee
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character of business or Kind of goods bors, such suggestions, information and 

manufactured; amount of capital in-| help as will enable them to be equally 

vested; number of proprietors, firm|well prepared to furnish the items 

members, co-partners, or officers, and | which the census enumerator will re- 

the amount of their salaries; number of | quire. 
employes, and the amount of their} The superintendents or managers of 

wages; quantity and cost of materials | public institutions which own or lease 

7 used in manufactures; amount of mis- | and cultivate lands, such as agricultur- 

cellaneous expenses; quantity and/al colleges; state universities; experi- 

value of products; time in operation | ment stations; state and county hospi- 

during the census year; character and/als for the insane; city and county = ~< 

quantity of power used, and character | workhouses, and houses of correction; 

and number of machines employed. state reform schools for béys and girls; 

But since agriculture is the backbone | national soldiers’ homes; State sol- 

of the nation—the foundation of the na-|diers’ homes; Indian schools; county . 

tional growth and prosperity—its prod- | and town poorhouses; homes for mutes, 

ucts constituting the chief item of| blind and other defectives; regular 

our export trade, it is of deep impor-|army barracks; light-house keepers; 

tance that the farming communities | co-operative communities, and so on, 

thoroughly co-operate to’ make the | will pe called upon to report their crops 

coming census of their wealth and out-| and products in detail the same as pri- 

put full and accurate. If they shall| vate farmers. 

not, the reports thereof must necessa-| Tenants will be required to give the 
rily be defective, and all conclusions] size and value of the farms they rent 

therefrom misleading and false. or lease, and the value of the improve- 
The desired completeness and ac-|ments thereon the same as if they were 

curacy, however, can not be secured by | owners. 

the activity of a few; it must come from| Farmers who move from one farm to 

the sincere and active help of the farm-|another between the end of the crop 

ers and producers of the entire United | year 1899 and the coming of the enu- 

States or not at all. merator on June 1, 1900, should pre- 

In order to be ready for the census | serve and take with them, for the use of 

enumerators, who will begin their field | the enumerator, who will call for it, a 

work on Friday, June 1, 1900, every | record of the crops and products of the 

farmer should prepare, as early as pos-|farm cultivated during 1899. Other- 

sible, a written record of his acres, | wise the statistics of that farm may be 

crops, livestock, sales, values, etc., so | lost. 

that he may stand side by side in the} Enumerators will record as “tenants” 

next census reports with the business| persons cultivating lands for a fixed 

man, who, unlike most farmers, keeps|rental; working lands “on shares”; 

a full set of books showing his trans-| working lands in partnership with 

actions, profits and losses in reliable|owners for a fixed rental; working 

detail. lands in partnership with owners on 

Persons in any community, especial- | shares; working rented lands practical- 

ly the foreign-born, who cannot read|ly in partnership with a third party 

and write the English language or do| (usually the store-keeper in the South 

so with difficulty, should receive,| who furnishes supplies for the season) 

through their English-reading neigh-' by mortgaging their crops to him in ad-
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j vance; purchasing mere grass or pas- | impersonally—never in connection with 

i ture privileges, etc., etc. the name of the person or corporation 

| Those who, for census purposes, will| to whom it relates, or by whom it was 

be classed as “owners,” include indi-| given. The law on this subject 1s as 

viduals; co-partnerships; corporations; | follows: 

public institutions; heirs whose prop-| Section 21—That any supervisor, su- 

erty, divided and undivided, is held in | pervisor’s clerk, enumerator, interpre- 

i trust; persons foreclosed under mort-|ter, special agent or other employe, 

gage but holding over to redeem; per-| who shall, without the authority of the 

sons sold out for taxes but holding over | Director of the Census, communicate 

| for redemption; homesteaders who/|to any person not authorized to receive 

have not completed the five-year period| the same any information gained by 

of cultivation; persons who have not|him in the performance of his duties, 

“proved up” by filing final papers, or|shall be deemed guilty of a misde- 

! have not finished complying with the} meanor, and upon conviction shall be 

i terms of the timber culture act; pre-| fined not exceeding five hundred dol- 

emptors who intend to pay cash for) lars. 

4 Government lands; purchasers of land The law reaches citizens as well as 

E on contract for deed where some of the, officers, requiring them to give to the 

purchase-money installments are un-|enumerators correct and full informa- 

paid; occupants of “no-man’s lands,” or| tion, as set forth in the Census Act, 

of lands in unsurveyed or mountain | and provides fine and imprisonment for 

regions where metes and bounds are| “wilfully neglecting or refusing” to 

wanting; actual possessors under| do so. 

clouded or controverted titles, and Those wishing to make suggestions 

so on. or ask for information concerning the 

No information gathered by census| pending census, should address the 

officials will be.disclosed to private in-| Director of the Census, Washington, D. 

dividuals, or assessors, or tax-collectors,|C. Their communications will be wel- 

or rivals in business at any stage of the| come and will receive prompt atten- 

work. It will be used and published | tion.
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THIS IS THE ONLY GENUINE AND ORIGINAL FISH WAGON 
SEE TO IT THAT YOUR WAGON COMES FROM RACINE, WIS. 
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Heaviest Ironed, Best Tikes cde Running, 

Will Carry More on Same Size Axle than any other Wagon. 

FISH BROS. WAGON CO. 
Write for Prices. RACINE, WIS. 

pention “Parmer Institute Bulletin’’ when wilting to advertisers. 
ee :



T. A. CHAPMAN COMPANY 
MILWAUKEE 

Dry Goons, MILLINERY, 

Men's FurnisHINGS, « Boys’ CLOTHING 
Fe 

READY-TO-WEAR SUITS, JACKETS AND 

CAPES. .. .. MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHIL- 

DREN’S SHOES. FURS AND FUR GARMENTS 

: ttt 
A store filled with fresh, new merchandise at all times—from the least 

expensive reliable qualities up to and including the very finest. Our prices 

‘ you will always find as low, or lower, than those quoted elsewhere for 

bial Glare
 ee eS 

bedi aia iy Paar T. A. CHAPMAN CO : 

«= COE & CONVERSE > 
FT. ATKINSON, WIS. 

= Would like to send you their Catalogue of....... 

Nursery Stock and Farm Seeds 
HERE ARE A FEW OF THE THINGS WE HAVE TO SELL 

Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- i Fine assortment of Shade and 

berries, Gooseberries, & Currants, w Ornamental Trees, Flowering 

Grape Vines. vt Apple, Plum, z Shrubs, Roses, Ornamental Vines, 

Pear and Cherry Trees...... % Border Plants, Bulbs ......- 

AND IN FACT EVERYTHING USUALLY KEPT IN A 

FIRST-CLASS NURSERY 

Then we have a large stock of Asparagus Plants, Rhubarb, Seed Potatoes, 

Fire Dried Seed Corn, Seed Oats. - 

Our Catalogue tells all about it. .. . Send for one to-day. .... It’s Free. 

: COE & CONVERSE 
WE WANT A FEW GOOD AGENTS FORT ATKINSON, WIS. 

Mention “ ae Tastitute Bulletin ” when writing to advertisers. 
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oR oD CAR ROUTE 
KC.&N.W.RY } 

| Chicago 
and.. g 

St. Paul 
Minneapolis 
Duluth 
Council Bluffs 

Sioux City 
Omaha 

A Denver 

Salt Lake 
Portland 
Los Angeles 

eye d San Francisco 

| STANDARD OF EX- Wettad Nodiwet 
CELLENCE IN RAIL- —o 
WAY CONSTRUC- £ . *% 

TION, OPERATION % | & 

AND EQUIPMENT. “eaaleet 
EVERYTHING PER- i 

TAINING TO ITS ivecnes eae Onis 
SERVICE IS MODERN oo me 
AND PROGRESSIVE. Gen. Pass. and Ticket Agent 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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3 6 New Railfoad Towns — 36 
: oe 

ON THE VARIOUS NEW LINES OF RAILROAD IN 

| 

WESTERN IOWA anv MINNESOTA. 

THAT ARE NOW IN PROCESS OF CONSTRUCTION BY THE 

CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN R’Y, CO = ' 1 

Stations have been established and towns laid out by the railway company at 

36 different points, as follows: 

IN KOSSUTH COUNTY, IOWA, . . 2STATIONS | IN MARTIN COUNTY, MINN., . . 4 STATIONS 
“ EMMET “ < - ge “ WATONWOK ee 

“ HARRISON“ « ‘lg « “ BROWN “ ae eet 

= “MONONA =“ a ee “ LINCOLN . Lee 

“ CRAWFORD =“ «eae “ BLUE EARTH “ + er 
« Sat “ ea igh ae 

The country traversed by these new lines is unsurpassed for richness and fer- 

tility and is now thickly settled by an industrious and thrifty class of farmers who 

have hitherto depended on distant railroad towns to market their produce. 

‘Tributary to each of these new towns is a territory comprising about 25,000 

acres of rich farming lands. Each will be a market for over half a million bushels 

of grain, and will be the means of distributing to the neighboring farmers over a 

quarter of a million dollars annually. - . - - +s + ss ss ss otots 

A Word to the Wise is Sufficient 
‘The farmer will haul his grain to the nearest available market. Where he 

markets his grain and other produce, there he will naturally do his buying and 

transact his business. All of which means that each of these new towns is inevit- 

ably destined to become an active business center, that they all offer the most de- 

sirable openings for all lines of business, and that an investment in Town Lots in 

any of them can hardly fail of producing large and quick returns. . . - - - - 

These towns are all owned and will be managed by the C. & N-W. Ry. Co. 

They are nearly all on the market, and lots are for sale at very low and uniform 

prices, enabling all purchasers for the present to get in on the ground floor. . . 

This cospenr also has for sale nearly one-half million acres of SPLENDID 

TIMBER LAND available for farming and stock raising in Northern Wisconsin 

and Michigan at very low prices. - ~~ - - + + + + + te etree 

For prices of lots or lands and all information, apply to 

J. F. CLEVELAND, 

Land Commissioner, C. & N-W. Ry. 
CHICAGO. 

SS 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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GARDNER & KAMMERER...  BRODHEAD, WIS. 

BREED GILTEDGED SHROPSHIRE SHEEP, 
450 head, both sexes, all ages, on hand. Flock founded in 1890 

, With 41 imported ewes from Nevett, Jones & Cartwright. Sires used—‘‘Corston 
Pride,’’ ‘‘Blue Blood Yet,’’ ‘‘Corston Pride Yet,’’ and ‘‘Marvel.’’ 
Choice foundation stock for sale. Be sure to see our Sheep before you buy. 

150 HEAD OF POLAND CHINAS.| Readers of the Buttetin 
WHO WILL UNDERTAKE TO WORK 

No Crile Seed or Stiepes. UP CLUBS FOR 
THOS. CONVEY The—worm, ‘ 

tote RIDGEWAY, WIS. 9rairie Farmer | 

} li (o | Ch | Whit § ing | ARE INVITED TO WRITE US FOR OUR 

te le cn GRE HM OH et cna Wo OP Sk oh eg er lt |ACLUB OF VE OR TEN FOR US 
FRED TSCHUDY & SON, THE PRAIRIE FARMER 

Cold Spring Stock Farm, MONROE, WIS. CHICAGO 

CLOVERS, 

RED, WHITE, ALSYKE, CRIMSON, ALFALFA, 

TIMOTHY, HUNGARIAN, MILLETS, RED TOP, 

BLUE GRASS, LAWN GRASS, 

ORCHARD GRASS, 

BUCKWHEAT, FIELD PEAS, BEANS, POP CORN, 

BIRD SEEDS, 

FLAX SEED, ENSILAGE CORN, ; 

COTTON SEED AND LINSEED MEAL, 

GRAIN BAGS, ETC. 

THE ALBERT DICKINSON CO. . 
WEST TAYLOR ST., AND THE RIVER, 

CHICACO, ILL. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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EXCELLENT a 3 

LANDS 

Fine Timber Lands with Rich Soil, Clay Subsoil 
At $3.00 to $5.00 per Acre on Easy Terms 

A NATURAL GRASS COUNTRY ...... 

; CLOVER, TIMOTHY AND BLUE GRASS 

\ .. GRAND.. DAIRY .. COUNTRY 
Well Watered by Streams, Lakes and Springs 

FOR SHEEP 

THIS REGION IS UNEXCELLED ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES 

Ss aan onan 
: D. w. CASSEDAY 

Land and Industrial Agent **SOO” RY., 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
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WISCONSIN 
CENTRAL RAILWAY 

CHICAGO : 

MILWAUKEE 

MANITOWOC 

St. PaUL uf 
MINNEAPOLIS ——y |



ts | 
| 

- FACTS CONCERNING. LANDS 

RAILWAY 2s terete ee vs 

Clover never freezes out but seeds itself from year to year. 

All grasses grow luxuriantly. 

Oats, wheat, rye, barley and peas give very large yields. 

While potatoes, beets and other root crops of the best 

quality are produced. 

A plentiful rainfall keeps the pastures green throughout the 

season. 

Everything points to Northern Wisconsin as the coming sheep 

and dairy section of the United States. 

Don’t forget to write for further information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co. 

«MILWAUKEE, WIS. ; 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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2 PAPERS. FOR. THE. PRICE. OF 4 * There is no uncertain sound about 
Send us 75¢ and we will send you the THE FARMERS’ VOICE 

“ay 99 pg 6 ” : 
SKONMMOMEN” Od FOM ONG HOME” | te snes true as 2 bett ana 

for a whole year on trial. .. Regular always for the Parmer 
price, $1.60. Address It is recognized as the Greatest Agricultural 

SKORDEMANNEN, Minneapolis, Minn, Journal in the West, andis.........4 

ESS Only $1.00 a Year 
Fresh Field for Advertisers ws 
A large entage of the fi in th it 
Northwest arc Scandinavians teat’ “their only | Send for sample copy and full particulars farm paper is SKORDEMANNEN. Such be- | concerning the Farmers’ Voice Agricultural- ing the case, Skér« thelist i i x of every advertiser who wishes to reach farmers. | Educational Tours through Europe in 1900. Write for sample copy and ratesto ,..... a ; 

A. L. KING, Advertising Mgr., THE FARMERS’ VOICE 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. | 334 Dearborn St. CHICAGO, ILL. 

BREEDERS’ GAZETTE|Free For One veart 
THE... BEST FARM AND LIVE STOCK PAPER 2 

~-Published.. Indiana Farmer 
J wt “FEEDER’S CORNER,” in charge 
of PROF. W. A. HENRY. All best] One of the Great 
feeders in the country contribute to it. All Will be sent free 
about ee the management Weekly Farm = a = 

s four of the stock farm. 28 to 32 pages weekly. Journals of the early subserib- Profusely illustrated. .. .. so s+ oo 00 so os oe 0 Central West. crs and four dol- 
. ewer rer ie Appress; SAMPLE COPY FREE : 

SANDERS PUB. CO. ADDRESS: 
358 Dearborn St. CHICAGO INDIANA FARMER Co. 

83-AGENTS WANTED INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

° ° 
Up-to-Date Farm Methods|The Wisconsin Farmer 

for progressive German farms are Is a Practical and Progressive Weekly Farm 
bespoken each week In Paper, devoted to = a of the Agri- 

tural Interests of the Northwest. Che Alcker und Gartenbau Zeitung |“ Soren 
- Madison, Wis., and Des Moines, la. Frlcel feamacang ged Bashority onsets” _| 5. cuter Bt oats soacan ohee relating to sub- 

year’s subscription, 52 copies, only $1.00. scriptions or advertising may be addressed. 
All departments of the farm receive attention andare For the home circle there Is no German | treated by experts in their several lines Every-day >. 

weekly equal to the old and trustworthy | difficulties are solved for subscribers in the inquiry de- 
partment. Po breeder, = ee ae re 

UUCeRLY TCC OMD aay | sence cn elie cas er ents devoted to various lin and Sanday Muwaukee Horckl amit Boabote, Ths | ths wives thet Gnoruter’ Se tue tates of Wiesats 
only German morning daily in Milwankee and the | loveits Home Department. For thesakeof every mem- 
state of Wisconsin A postal card will bring you | ber of the famiiy The Yarmer should be inevery Wis- sample copiesand all else you wish to know about | © S) Sun Brmers? Institute Edition is issued every 
the favorite papers. ADDRESS month, made up of practical discussions of practical 

! fin teased caunnn eae 
THE HEROLD COMPANY, crorrantanteat Subscription price, $1.00 per year. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. | Sample copies free on application. 

Mention “ Farmer’s Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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Send Ten Cents ...ONLY... 

either in Silver or Postage Stamps, ao ~ payee 
. 

and we will send you... Z | >) C S 
e 

’ yy, 
WALLACES’ FARMER | 4 

on trial for Six Weexs. It will stop awV—— 

at the end of that time if you don’t 
- 

~ order it continued. w THE OHIO FARMER, 
_.WALLACES’ FARMER isa Weekly Illustrated | that is acknowledged to be the actual Leader 

Agricultural Paper for the Farmer and Dairyman. It| of the Agricultural Press of America, has 

{athe best printed, most carefully read and most thor- | reduced its subscription price to only 60 cents 

oughty practical paper ‘of the kind published in the | per year. It is a 20-page weekly, liberally illus” 

West’ ts editor, HENRY WALLACE, is con-| trated, practical, high toned, instructive and 

Wed to be the leading western authority on general | reliable. In fact the very best in this country. 

farming and stock raising. Send for a Free Sample Copy and judge for 

One Sample Copy Sent Free yourself. Address, 

WALLACES’ FARMER THE OHIO FARMER 

DES MOINES, IA. CLEVELAND, OHIO 

ei ee ee Sd eee 

Good Grain, tute | Every Sheepman Should Read 

Good Fruits, «Che American Sheep Breeder 

_..Can be had—by care-| __A_ journal devoted exclusively to SHEEP 
Good Vegetables, 3-80 ting and applying BREEDING AND WOOL GROWING. Re- 

Good Stock, y the teachings contained in | £ulat Caceres a 
ries; veterinary department wo’ fen times 

Good Butter, | the Farm, as aot subscription price: question and answer depatt 
| i - | ment invaluable to beginners; the only paper to 

Good Health, | most agricultural Journal | advertise sheep in; the only paper to find the 

Good Homes, | in the great Northwest. addresses of stud flock breeders. 

oe | _ Gives the expericnte of| $1.00 per year. Address: 

peoat the most successful farm-| cage, 

Good Profits | ers in that latitude. | — — sueinet, Clap 8- 

1 Year, 80c; €'Months, 300; 3 | sass aoe TE neeesent er 
: | By Henry Stewart, world’s highest author- 

Months, 15¢; 1 month, Se. Stamps taken. |: "379 pages, 165 illustrations. The only up- 

‘aocaene: to-date book on Sheep and Wool; endorsed by 
c Prof. W. A. Henry, Director Wisconsin Agricul- 

Farm, Stock and Home |"! College. and all other authorities. Price, 
2 $1.50 post paid. Adress: 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. AMERICAN SHEEP BREEDER, Chicago, Ill. 

2 peas Pe Se ees 

The Old Reliable Western Rural—| SEND FOR SamPLe Copyv....... 

now called.... 
ne See 

National Rural and SKoard’s 

- Family Magazine : y Mag : 
sciccieaidlieese Dairyman 

CHICAGO, ILL., ‘at $1.00 per year. 

< 
The Leading : 

32 to 40 pages each week. A reliable up- — 

to-date, high-class rural and family magazine. | Jt Jt Jt ut vt Dairy Journal 

Profusely illustrated. Employs on its staff of 
contributors the best known specialists of Eu- In the United States 

rope and America, together with a large force of To 
practical men in the field. Furnishes a most aosy 
unique, reliable and up-to-date market report, W. D. HOARD COMPANY 

and a household department which is unsur- 

passed in excellence. FT. ATKINSON, WIS. 

Sa RR ee re en 
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: Are not to be had for the Asking 

but They can be secured for... 

.. VERY LITTLE MONEY... 

See 5 ars TS Fi =a SE 

aie) 9 2 a So ; : i 

i Se | ill Rain te Le ei 

Fine Climate . Fine Land . Fine People 
Good Crops, Good Schools and 

Good Churches 
+ + + + . . AND BEST REACHED BY THE LINES OF THE . oe eet 

CHicao, MILWAUKEE & St. PauL RAILWAY 
LL tome Gee 

C. E. ROLLINS, Tourist Agent, 161 La Salle Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 
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HOW TO REACH GOOD LANDS IN WISCONSIN 
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Via the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.
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Personally Conducted 
a s | Tourist Excursions 

Every Thursday in through tourist 
sleeping cars to 

SAN FRANCISCO : elt ttt 

LOS ANGELES : : ————— 

PORTLAND 

CHICAGO-UNION PACIFIC 

NORTH-WESTERN LINE 
Any ticket agent will fell you about the 
excellent service offered by ‘“The Over- 
land Limited and the Pacific Express.’’ 

H.R,McCULLOUGH W.B8. KNISKERN WV.PEG TM Gen’ Pass. and Ticket Agt. : 

4 Chicago & North- 
s Western Railway 
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RENT e 

Of fertile lands, capable of raising finest quality of farm pro- 

ducts in luxurious abundance, 

In Northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Dakota, Iowa, 

Nebraska and Wyoming. Reference to reliable statistics 

will demonstrate the fact that the pursuits of agriculture, 

stock raising and dairying in these States are attended with 

profitable results. 

Correspondence solicited from intending settlers. 

Send for free copy of Zhe North-Western Home Seeker. 

oa 

jie rl 
U w. B. KNISKERN 

Tua Gen. Pass. and Ticket Agent 

7 H. R. McCULLOUGH 
= <= 3 3d v. P. and Gen. Traffic Manager 
CC.& N.W.RY } 

Affords Easy Access to Unfailing Markets CHICAGO 
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GREAT DAIRY SECTION 2.2.2.2 

The great adaptability of the soil for clover and grasses makes 
pasturage perfect. 

: 

The nights in summer are cool. The climate is bracing through- 
out the year and keeps animals in the best of health. 

There is an excellent local market and proximity to St. Paul, 
Minneapolis, Milwaukee and Chicago; gives an ever con- 
stant and increasing demand for the entire product of every 
creamery and cheese factory located on the line of the Wis- 
consin Central Railway. 

The snow protects the grass throughout the winter, giving early 
spring pasturage and the plentiful rainfall keeps gTass green 

. throughout the season, making a longer pasture period than 
in states further south. 

Write for Pamphlets and Maps to 

W. H. KILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

«MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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NORTHERN WISCONSIN= 

Pror. W. A. Henry, Dean College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin, Madison, says: 

‘*No region on earth excels Northern Wisconsin 

for profitable sheep raising when proximity to markets, 

cheapness of land and the natural resources are con- 

sidered.’’ 

“here are tens of thousands of acres of land in 

Northern Wisconsin more or less completely cleared 

by forest fires which can be purchased for a small 

sum, that can at once be seeded to tame grasses with 

no other cost than seed and sowing, and on these 

+ cheaply made pastures sheep will thrive from the be- 

i ginning.”’ 

“Byerything points to Northern Wisconsin as a 

region in which the pioneer settler almost without 

capital, and men with large business interests as well, 

can find profitable and safe returns for every dollar 

judiciously invested in lands and sheep.’’ 

Further information will be gladly given to those writing to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

«MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
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THE Free to Sheepmen ! 
; ? | Anyone who owns sheep can secure one month’s : 9 subscription to 

Chicago, TH, Qool Markets 
Is the Only Agricultural Paper which makes d 3 i ove Sheep Stenograpbic Reports of auaccuunty vane 

Wisconsin Dairy, by sending his name and address to 
Horticultural, Etc, J. LEWIS DRAPER, Manager, Carcaco, ILL. 

Meetings. .The Only Live Up-to-Date. 
heep Paper in ini tates. A Trial Four Month’s Subscription, 25c. a ip Pape — 

SAMPLE COPY FREE. Regular Price, 50 Cents. 

Narwestem Agius! TEN ENTS FOR A NAME! 
—is not only the— § | Mt > 

. 7 We want 100,000 names of active dairy- Best Farm Paper in the Northwest, but is menand are wiliingto pay tencentsa namic 
O an: ne interes: . nd us ie name . the most readable Family Paper, full of and ost office address of four of your Good Things to Read. fries Bs actively engaged in dairying, to- _ 
gether ‘en cents to pay postage on That ia why i¢ hag grown from 9000 eub-|fammele copie of Dalry and Creamery and scribers up to 45,0005 within three years. | will send you Dairy and Creamery, which It is “a money maker” for subscription | is a practical semi-monthly newspaper de- agents. Subscription, cts-= sear. voted to the dairy industry, for one year z Advertising rates reasonabie. free. We want all who want the best to Returns profitable. know how good our paper is. - 

More Wisconsin Agents Wanted. DAIRY AND CREAMERY, 
Address P*V. COLLINS, Pres. | 50 Cents per Year. J, LEWIS DRAPER, Manager. 

1235—41 Guaranty Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 315 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 

5 E Farmer who is interested in Agri- Y tural Pursuits for Profit and °o u Do n t Read TH Ponce should ‘subscribe for ‘the 

the bést agricultural paper published unless you Agricultural Epitomist @ reader of ° ° 
The National Stockman and Farmer = |" week ae eetene ee 

OF PITTSBURGH, PA ‘3 ore It Is their paper and claims their support. 
A wide awak tor wideawak le. Bi i aad most reliable market reports’ Fitty-ewo | OUR LITERARY AIM is 9, supply eee issues a year, thirty-six pages per week. | Printed | in condensed and readable form, the most timely on good book paper. handsomely illustrated, wire-| ang valuable essays, suggestions cad sone ty stitohed and mently bound in cover. Just the | Soci ine whtel’ cones te the oe aaa 

Pease fon tee een ane Cee: cultural literature; besides giving, editorially, 
Costs only $1.00 per Year— sound, pascal, timely ‘advice on all subjects 

Three Months for 25 Cents. | *Reguiar subscription price 60 cents; 35 cents 
Send us Twenty-fivecentsfora trialsnbscription when paid in advance. Circulation 200,000 copies and, if you are not satisfied at end of time we will | ™onthly, penetrating every state and territory Drompily return your money, Addrens, in the U.S. and Canada. Sample copy FREE. 

Agents wanted.~ Write. 
THE AXTELL-RUSH PUB. CO.......Pittsburgh, Pa. | AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. 

: eee 
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POINTS:—Spring Trip, for Make ready your smoked glasses and 

Stony Land. vorground 
look at the * 

ataene cat treang : 
pein ot aria ot ~ Eclipse! 
Rimccrerneracee | (A XN 
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=~ easy spring ift.—Seat hung very low and well 
bac! = Adjusting springs regulate depth of 

shovels.— Light pressure on main Raising 

Lever brings "shovels out of ground, the axle 
being simultaneously thrown back, so that 

beingine balances perfectly with shovels in 
or out of und. Write for further infor- 

3 
mation. iffustrated catalogue of our com- 

plete line of Implements and Vehicles. 

=a FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO. 
- MADISON. WIS. 
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| SOME REASONS 

: WHY 4 . 

WISGONSIN SHOULD BE SELEGTED FOR A HOME. 
Se eS 

Abundant rain fall. z 

| The climate is perfect. * 

zs Convenience of location. ss 

The air is pure and bracing. : 

Grain worth Chicago prices. 

The country is well watered. 

The soil is prolific and easily tilled. 

The most healthy location to be found. ; 

The land is rolling and easily cultivated. 

No time wasted—employment at all seasons. 

. An abundance of pure soft water easily obtained. 

The best prices can be obtained for farm products. 

The crop yield is large and prices are remunerative. 

An abundance of fuel always obtainable without cost. 

As a dairy and stock raising location it is unsurpassed. 

There is no better location for the raising of small fruits. 

A man can earn as much in the winter as in the summer. 

: The State is advancing; the value of property increasing. 

E Work can be obtained the year round at remunerative wages. 

All timber growing or standing on land whefi cut brings cash. 

The land produces sugar beets yielding a very high percentage of sugar. 

A home market right at the fgrmer’s door for everything that he can 

raise. 

The large near-by manufacturing towns and cities require a great ~* 

amount of farm products. 

Forty acres of land can be bought for a trifling sum, which in a few 

z years will be worth a large amount of money. - 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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PERTINENT POINTS, 

WHY ONE SHOULD BUY LAND IN WISCONSIN. 

= ts 

If we were disposed to give advice we should say, don’t rent; but 

if you do, work your father’s farm. What he leaves you may balance 

the rent. tot ; > 

In Italy about ten per cent of the population own the real estate 

and seventy-five per cent beg. ‘Their grandfathers were renters. 

; FS 

Our cheap land is the last avenue of escape from the deplorable 

conditions prevailing in all European and some American countries. 

x Ft 

We are in the field to sell lands and furnish homes, and every sale 

produces the same joyous result that was felt by the ancients when the 

one-hundreth sheep returned to the fold. 

et 

To own a nice quarter section of land is worth a whole eternity in 

bondage. Remember, that if you continue to turn your neighbor’s : 

grindstone all the time, you won’t see anything but the stone, and that 

isn’t yours. tut 

To the laboring man who can lay aside a portion of his wages, 

nothing is so safe and sure as a piece of good land. You “‘lay a nest 

egg,’’ the land will do the rest. If you wait till you get able to pay all 

cash, you will never have a farm. 

ee 

"The rent that accumulates on the humblest dwelling while you are 

hunting work will make the payments on enough land to support your 

family. 
ott 

We know of only one advantage in being a professional renter. 

He usually has no taxes to pay- 
é 

ee 

The renter is the only musician who fiddles and then pays for the 

music. 
eee ne are
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NORTHERN Jj Farm Lands... ISCONS\N _litber_Lands 

ae f ; ra - 
- — oi. 

1% WHE: . 9 Nar iE Chicago & North-Western R’y 
g A ’ : 

; fer Co.’s Lands 
ay <5 

EN ¥ My i} i A large tract of lands, heavily timbered 
. es ¥ y / be with Maple, Birch, Basswood, Elm and 
NY oy. ie 4 , fa - Hemlock, suitable for agricultural purposes, 
ea 4 yi cw) convenient to thriving cities and villages, 

ee which make for the settler a ready cash mar- 
° fe 4 Bf: ket for his telegraph poles, posts, cordwood 

as 3 ae 4 and logs, which he cuts in clearing his farm, 
Re 3 A . thus enabling him with a small capital to 

eee eee > make himself a home. Farm produce finds a 
iH + 4 3* ag ready market at milling towns close at hand. 

5 “SS = Dairying is carried on with success in 
ad iS 4 = Langlade and Shawano counties. The soil 

é - £ << ia ae 2 is well adapted to raising the best quality of 
Se ee =— grasses—water is abundant and pure. 
Po = Langlade county is particularly well adapted to general 

= =. farming; all grasses, oats, wheat, rye, barley, corn, pota- 
Zs “=. toes and all root crops yield large returns. 

= a Shawano county is well adapted to general farming 
i and sheep raising. 

This part of Wisconsin is no longer remote from markets, as the railroads lead- 
ing into the mining and lumbering district furnish a ready market for all produce, 

These lands are for sale on long time, easy terms and low rate of interest to 
actual settlers. School accommodation is good and ample; taxes low; climate 
healthful; no blizzards; no droughts. Timber for manufacturing is unlimited and 
of the best quality for Stave, Heading and Hoop factories, Furniture Factories, 
Saw Mills, Pulp Mills and Tanneries. Apply to 

J. F. CLEVELAND, Cc. S. PIERCE, 
Land Commissioner, CHICAGO, ILL. General Land Agent, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
a tes 
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.DIRECT ROUTE.. 

Deadwood, Dakota Hot Springs, 

The Black Hills, and Wyoming. 

> 
Ne Tey <y 

(C.& N.W.RY } 

FAST TRAIN SERVICE. — 

PALACE SLEEPING CARS. 

FREE RECLINING CHAIR CARS 

SUPERB DINING CARS. 

~ TOURIST TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES. 

For Tickets, Time Tables and Full Information, 

Apply to Agents r 

-.Chicago & North-Western Railway. 

H. R. McCULLOUGH, w. B. KNISKERN, 

3d V. P. & Gen’! Traffic Manager. Gen‘! Pass. & Ticket Agt. 
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You are of course aware that for five years in succession butter made with 

GENESEE SALT has won the Sweepstakes Premium of the NATIONAL CREAM- 

ERY BUTTERMAKERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
Our recent Educational Butter Contest, held at Chicago, shows how perfect 

butter can be made by the use of GENESEE SALT. 
Out of 172 entries only 30 scored below 95 points, which is proof positive that 

GENESEE SALT is the Salt that not only wins prizes but does much to enable 

makers to realize the highest market prices for their product. 
GENESEE SALT IS A PURE SALT, and is now used by the leading cream- 

erymen of the United States. In ordering your supply of salt ask for GENESEE. 

1899 FALL CONVENTION NOTES: 

Genesee butter won First at Utah State Fair. 

Genesee butter won First and Second at St. Louis Fair. 

Genesee butter won First, Second, Third and Fourth at South Dakota State 
Fair. 

THE GENESEE SALT COMPANY,, “New vork.. u «NEW YORK.. 

e ° ae cers ead eee 

Spring Hill Stock | 
Farm.... HOLSTEIN | 

Heno avensce oy ERIESIAN | 
“B st” apencenrea, CATTLE _ 

st 

Young Animals of Both Sexes 
For Sale at Reasonable Prices... | 

a 
Herd Headed by Paul Castine 

Parthenia, No. 23,038. eee 

Ft tt 

Seed Potatoes that are Worth the Money 
30c per Peck, 60c per Half Bush., $1.00 per Bush. 

Burbank .. Early Ohio .. Rural New Yorker .. Scotch Regent .. Cad « Peerless 
Rutland Rose ... Early Rose .. Carman No.3 ... Early ket 

Triumph, or Stray Beauty ... White Hebron, Early, « 
(originated in Waupaca County) 

Correspondence Solicited. M. T. ALLEN 

P. 0. Box, 195 WAUPACA, WIS. 
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gee DOWDEN DIGGER 
: Cals ) y; ; Ly i * Highest Award at the World's Fair 

¢ Ne ee ze ~ : ~ ¢g A . 

wom 48) . fo eel oA aie! 

we. “Ql 

An Elevator Digger that Cannot be Excelled. 
Simple, strong and easily adjusted to any soil, and can go any depth desired. 

q With our twenty-four-inch shovel you can be sure to get all your potatoes. 

Send for our 32 page catalogue. 

|} DOWDEN MANUFACTURING CO. 
| PRAIRIE CITY, IOWA. 

HILL FARM JERSEYS HILL FARM 

No. Cows milked 1899, .... . 24 ARE 
Actual money received, . . $2,320.82 STILL 

Average per head,. .. . $97.00 mM IN.... 

| Tigi ron oneam EAD 
Young Stock F. H. SCRIBNER 

FOR SALE 
ROSENDALE, WIS. 
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| CENTRAL RAILWAY | 
Gn a a a a 

CHICAGO | 

MILWAUKEE 

MANITOWOC 

alee” IRONWOOD : 
BESSEMER ASHLAND 
SUPERIOR DULUTH 

JAS. C. POND.. — mitwauxee... wisconsin



The following is an extract from an article by Cou. L. 

D. Burcu, editor of the ‘‘American Sheep Breeder’’ 

in the September 1899 issue of that paper: 

“The region visited lies about 350 miles north of 
Chicago, along and tributary to the Wisconsin Central 
Railway, and embraces an area of about 3,500 square 

miles, covering the Counties of Price and Ashland 

and contiguous portions of Bayfield and Iron Coun- 
ties. This great district forms as nearly an ideal 
sheep country as any the writer has seen in a quarter 

century of almost constant travel between the great 

lakes and the snowy range, and from Manitoba south- 
ward to middle Texas.”’ 

Men interested in sheep raising are requested to write for further 
information to F 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

«MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
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j 
HOMES FOR TEN THOUSAND PEOPLE 

IN WISCONSIN. 

In view of the present condition of affairs in this country it is the highest wis- 
dom for those who have never had a farm or a home of their own, and who are 
dependent upon weekly wages, to make a determined effort in their own behalf 
and find some desirable locality where they can build a pleasant home for them- 
selves and their children. 

It has been many years since such special inducements as are now being 
offered served to attract the people of limited means to leave the city, where 
expenses multiply on every hand, and make a place for their declining years in the 

- country. Life in town isa hard and never-ending struggle for the poor man. 
Wages are low, and, besides, every avenue of labor in the cities and manufacturing 
centers is already over-crowded. For this reason thousands can scarcely earn suf- 
ficient money to supply the actual wants of life and are, in consequence, glad to 
turn to agricultural pursuits. 

In choosing a farm it is of primary importance to select a location that will 
insure for the crops a ready access to the surest and best paying markets. 

Pp 

. 

A Wisconsin Cabbage. 

On the western shores of Green Bay, an arm of Lake Michigan, and extending 
for many miles west and northwest, there is in this area hundreds of small lakes 
of clear water, and containing many sparkling streams that course their way down 
to Lake Michigan. Several years ago this entire district was an almost unbroken 
forest, but the axe of the lumberman has steadily cleared away the larger timber, 
and many fine farms have sprung up in the wake of the lumber industries. To-day 
there are thousands of acres of unoccupied land there, of wonderful fertility and 
purchaseable at a small price and on the terms suitable to those in search of homes. 

The greater part of this land had the large pine timber removed from it in 
earlier days, leaving the smaller timber to grow, while the hardwood, tamarack 
and cedar timber has been untouched, as in earlier days it was not considered worth 
cutting. At the present time, however, cedar is, if anything, more valuable than 
pine, and it and the other kinds of timber and wood left on the ground afford 
plenty of work during the winter season for men and teams getting out railroad 
ties, shingle bolts, match bolts, posts, telegraph poles, piling and various other 
things for which timber is now used. All of these products bring good prices when 
delivered at the railway station, thus enabling the farmer to earn money in winter 
to improve his farm during the summer. 
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All kinds of small fruits are raised successfully in this district, strawberries in 

particular growing luxuriously; and, as the location is a little north of the Michi- 

gan fruit belt, these products come into the market at a later date and, 

consequently bring better prices than if they were marketed during the 

: height of the season. 
Blackberries, raspber- 

ries, gooseberries, 

{ cherries and plums all 

\ { | yield well. The woods 
NAN | I M4 are full of wild berries 
NAN Nt \ V1) {| of various kinds— 

\ i Mt HN\\ JKR\ | blueberries, blackber- 3 
\\\ \ ANN fi INN \ NN (\ | y) ries, and raspberries AN NAN eee 
\ NN SWANN SIN Yi] especially being in 
\ iy) AYN AN. NY \ Wi) great abundance. 

\ U y) N\\ AWAY, HH) AN A i) Corn, wheat, rye, 

\ & aN . WN Nf Th f] iN w/, barley, oats and other 

\ ng f) i AW ' BK H f yi i ey yy cereals are raised suc- 
\ i Ma \\ : me N\) N Hi i wy y), cessfully. Potatoes, 

\ Wu) AG WY KS 7 aN 5 W/) turnips, beets, onions 

\Y We \ NN 4 WS \* BNA WE: and other vegetables 
\\ aN R) Win ANN f if yield abundantly, 

\\Y My, WN 4 i) \% y HAN " ie, / while the hay crop is 
AY «? Wy) AW a \} lay NW Wi probably the mést 

i 1 W mi wi f i) ie Wy profitable of any that 

NN s { : WW aM \ Aw 4 CN eA can be raised, as the 
NS \ yj NY Y Ny vy; \" My lumber camps have to 
W Ny yp AX a Ne 5) N fry ship in thousands of 

ey yy N “f ; Nae, tons of hay annually 
of N ; to feed their teams 

\ working in the woods; 

' \W | in fact, the markets for 

} | all kinds of farm pro- 
duce are of the best. 

For stock raising and 
One of the Products of Wisconsin. dairy purposes there is 

NO BETTER PLACE TO BE FOUND. 
The grasses are sweet and grow luxuriantly during the summer season. Nearly 

everything in the way of crops can be raised in this county and all can be sold at 

the highest market price from the fact that the vast lumbering interests require 

much more farm produce than is at present produced or will be produced for many 

years tocome. Thousands of carloads of farm products are annually shipped into 

this part of the country, consequently the farmer who takes advantages of this 

opportunity will be able for many years to dispose of his crops almost at his door 

at the highest city prices, without having the trouble of shipping them to the larger 

markets. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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| DEERING CORN BINDER. UL LHENAY | Spee ee EVE AAT VA | q 5 ‘ hey ACV PA FAI ue KING i sof L. rp 10. iu j ys | 
THE | OS Lich AGA fed) eA APS uth FIELD. ALM IATAZ CE a * x} Eh | ee aa StI 3 an \ ki a } Cama Sy ¢ RRA Fan eal AGES SAM NG s yy Tan ee Stal 0 epi ex ote <1 (eS i Na | BEES aN RSS ean = Fi iy} a hy ih | Se — are | ate ¥ - t WI) hit 
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~ San OSs ae Bee a ee 
The DEERING is the only Coen einda that hinds like a grain binder on a horizontal table. 
The DEERING has a perfect butt adjuster and can shift the band for any length of corn. 

The DEERING is light draft, equipped with roller and ball bearings throughout. 
The DEERING is perfectly balanced, free from neck weight, and has all levers within easy reach of the operator. ae DEREING eo them all” in opening up a field, Picking up down corn, saving the ears, making a square butted 

DEERING HARVESTER COMPANY,, (coranruersu) Chicago, U.S. A, 
A cto PEE Ree DRS ede SAN at Bae yt 

Rae eke enrage Soles 2 z oy RE Ape a Rea ath oF age SSE: 2p cage eee = teal 

ee Pe ge ES eee eee 7 
: BS as F at a 

be pie 7 = | 3 3 

} ae eae a rae Fa) 

pees 
ae 

ae eras ee eee ee eae 
TEASEL, 74,358. Recorv, 20 Pounps, 4 Ounces. 5 

Only living daughter of BRown Bessie, Champion Butter Cow at the World’s Fair. Full sister of 
+++. RECORDER, 29,239, The Head of THE BROWN BESSIE HERD..... 

Bred and Owned by H.C. TAYLOR. Sone ts, BROWN BESSIE HERD, ORFORDVILLE, Wis. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers, | 
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CSE Mere see ; CURES 2: | ee amy | KILLS TICKS 
Shoe aia “«©SCAB, | GanGigeg | ano LICE, 

PREVENTS hn {IMPROVES 
Were 7): Sy Pa DISEASE. iyi cimttaeed THE WOOL. 

Mr. Geo. McKerrow writes October 18, 1898: 

“‘T have used your dip with the best satisfaction for the past five 
years. The 78 sheep shown by Geo. McKerrow & Sons at the Omaha 
Exposition, winning 89 prizes, over $1,000, were all dipped with 
Cooper Dip. I should be perfectly willing to have you use my name 
as endorsing your goods, and to have you state these facts.”’ ‘ 

Puts the flock in the pink of perfection, eradicating all insects and 
keeping them at bay for a lengthened period. 

LEADING DIP OF THE WORLD 

FOR 60 YEARS... 

| SUPERIOR TO. ALL LIQUID AND 
TOBACCO DIPS 

50c packet makes 25 gallons; $2.00 packet makes 100 gallons. 

=| INCREASES YIELD OF WOOL———""=— 

If local druggist cannot supply, send $1.75 for $2.00 packet to 

F. S. BURCH & CO., 178 Michigan Street, Chicago, 
~ CHAS. BAUMBACH CO., Milwaukee, Wis., or 

NOYES BROS. & CUTLER, St. Paul, Minn. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisera. 
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MANUFACTURER ¥ 

i Contemplating establishing plants or branch factories in the West, will 
find it to their interests to inquire into the many 

advantages offered by a location on 

4 

CHICAGO & 
NORTH-WESTERN 
RAILWAY 

This popular Railway reaches with its 7,997 miles of road the famous 

Water Powers, Coal Fields, Iron Ore Ranges 
Hard and Soft Lumber Districts 

——LOCATED IN__ 

Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota 
North Dakota, Nebraska and Wyoming 

And by traffic arrangements with other railways, 7,350 stations located on 41,000 : 
miles of railroad (one-ninth of the entire railroad mileage of the world and one- : 
fourth of the mileage of the United States)$ and has on its lines more industries 
than any other western railroad. 

For further particulars, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, Jr., 

General Freight Agent, CHICAGO. ! 
as Se 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing.to advertisers. 
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PERSONALLY CONDUCTED EXCURSIONS 
LEAVE CHICAGO EVERY THURSDAY 

ALL MEALS SERVED IN DINING CARS. 

PALACE DRAWING -ROOM SLEEPING 

CARS AND TOURIST SLEEPERS ARE RUN 

THROUGH TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS 

ANGELES AND PORTLAND WITHOUT 

CHANGE, LEAVING CHICAGO DAILY 

——VIA THE___ 

CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY 

.....VARIABLE ROUTE TOURIST TICKETS..... 
Allowing privileges never before accorded can be obtained, together with full 

information, upon application to any Ticket Agent, or by writing.......... 

W. B. KNISKERN, General Passenger and Ticket Agent Ft CHICAGO. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin a ceeeeeeetioe: to advertisers: 
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| ALONG THE LINE OF THE WIS- | 
. CONSIN CENTRAL RAILWAY IN 

NORTHERN WISCONSIN 2.22 
; 

: 

| The timber is hardwood, hemlock, elm, basswood, maple, 

} spruce, tamarack, etc. of good quality. 

The soil is a clay, loam and very productive. 

The climate is unsurpassed, a healthy, dry cold in winter and 

plenty of rainfall in the summer. 

The water is pure and in abundance. 

The roads are good and there are many of them. 

Schools and churches are well distributed. 

Lands can be obtained at a low price and on easy terms. 

Do not forget to write for Maps and Pamphlets containing further 
information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

+. MILWAUKEE, WIS. | 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers, 
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WHAT AUTHORITIES & OF... 

. 

Pror. W. A. Henry, University of Wisconsin, says: 

“Timothy and red clover flourish amazingly, oats 
yield as well as in the southern part of the state and 
field peas give much larger returns than further south.’’ 

Pror. Joun A. Craic, Iowa State College of Agricul- 

ture, says: 

“Tt is naturally the best clover district that I have 
seen, and further, I do not know of any single fodder 
or grain crop that I would rather have for all kinds of 
stock than clover.’’ 

Pror. THOMAS SHAW, University of Minnesota, says: 

““In the timber which grows upon this land, and 
in the character of the soil and subsoil, we have in 
great part at least the explanation of the marvelous 
adaptation which it has to the production of timothy 
and clover, of blue grass and orchard grass, and in- 
deed of almost every kind of grass that will grow in 
a northern country.”’ 

ca 

. 
For further information write to 

W. H. KILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

«+ MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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Berkshire H rkshire Hogs.. 

Also White Holland Turkeys, Peacocks and Barred Plymouth Rock 
Chickens of all ages for sale. 

My cattle are fine milkers. This breed has the best record for crossing on com- 
mon stock for the general farmer. My hogs weigh when one year old about 400 
Ibs. and when matured from 500 to 800 Ibs., smooth and even fleshed, standing well 
on their feet. Prolific breeders and good mothers. - 

The Lincolns are profitable for crossing on other breeds, quick of maturity. 
They stand at the top when mutton and wool are both concerned. Largest of the 
mutton breeds. 

I like the White Holland for the reason that I can tell my own turkeys when 
my neighbors have dark-colored ones. They are very domestic and hardy. 

I don’t know that the Plymouth Rocks are any better than some other breeds, 
but they are good layers, of good size, so that when the minister comes around I 
can please him with a fine plump rooster. 

Correspondence solicited. 

Farm one mile from C. & N. W. depot. 

ALEX. A. ARNOLD, 
GALESVILLE, WIS. 

ae ee oe a 
Mention “ Farmer’s Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers, 
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Cheese and Butter Making Machinery 

CREAMERY, 
CHEESE FACTORY 

......0oR DAIRY 

Hand and Power Separators .. Animal Tread Powers 

Churns .... Butter Workers .. .. Babcock Testers 

Send for Pasteurizing Machinery Catalogue 5 

Large and Complete Catalogue of Machinery 

Mailed Free 

CORNISH, CURTIS & GREENE MFG. COMPANY 
FORT ATKINSON, WIS. 

ALEX. GALBRAITH 
(Formerly Galbraith Bros.) JANESVILLE, WIS. 

a a Clydesdale, 
2 aie Suffolk Punch 

oe ; — | and Hackney 

a ee _(ORSES 

ee eS Toe visemes 
and best collection in the State. If T. F. MURRAY 
interested write for particulars. Manager. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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| Is the 

favorite line for @ ntra 

WINTER 
EXCURSIONS e 
— aurea 7 By its Solid Vestibuled train, the 

| 66 : ‘Chicago and 
ee. 99 New ‘Orleans Limited 

You can reach Quickly and Comfortably 

SEEMS 

Memphis, Vicksburg, Cairo, Jackson, Natchez, 
Baton Rouge, Hammond 

With connections for points in Arkansaw, Texas, and the Southwest, for all points in Mexico, and for Los Angeles, San Francisco and the Pacific Coast via New Orleans, the only true Southern route. 

Its Solid Vestibule Trains ‘“The Diamond Special’’ and the “Daylight Special” running daily between 

CHICAGO »» ST. LOUIS 
Are the Very Best by which to reach 

Hot Springs and Eureka Springs, Arkansas 
And the Resorts of the Southwest. 

The line running the ‘‘Dixie Flyer’’ through sleeping car line between ST. LOUIS and JACKSONVILLE, FLA., via Nashville, Chattanooga and Atlanta. 

For further particulars, address A. H. HANSON, ; Gen. Pass. Agt. Ill. Cent. R. R., CHICAGO, ILL. 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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RAILROAD AND CONNECTIONS 

Between Chicago and St. 

Louis. Between each of 

the following cities—Chi- THE CENTRAL MISSIS- 

cago, St. Louis, Cincin- SL 

nati, Louisville, Evans- 

=a tte Sree, | SUPPL_VALLEY_ ROUTE 
Vicksburg, Baton Rouge, 

— Jackson, New MAINTAINS OVER 

wleams . 0... +s ITS LINES 

Fast and Efficient 
Through Passenger Service 

Between Chicago and Connections for all points beyond its 

Rockford Dubuque,Sioux 

City, Sioux Falls. Be- 34 Important Gateways, 

tween each of the follow- Viz. 

ing cities— Sioux City, CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS, 

Sioux Falls, Dubuque NEW ORLEANS, CINCINNATI, 
and Memphis, Vicksburg, LOUISVILLE, SIOUX CITY, 

Baton Rouge, Jackson, DUBUQUE, CAIRO, PADUCAH, 

Se ase | 3 VICKSBURG, EVANSVILLE, 
MEMPHIS, SIOUX FALLS, 

: MADISON. 

ee 

For Tickets, Rates, and all information apply to any Railroad Agent in the 

United States or Canada, or address the undersigned General Passenger Agent. 

J. T. HARAHAN, 
M. C. MARKHAM, 

2d Vice-President, Assistant Traffic Manager. 

T. J. HUDSON, 
A. H. HANSON, 

Traffic Manager. 
General Passenger Agent. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers. 
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| Dairy Products in Wisconsin. 
A HE word ‘‘Wisconsin’’ in connection with creamery products is 1 synonymous with ‘‘excellence’”’ in the butter and cheese mar- : kets of the world. The State is fortunate in comprising among 

its agricultural population a large body of thorough dairy far- 
mers from this country and Europe, conversant with the best methods 
and ever ready to adopt improvements. There is hardly a state in 
the Union where the people do more to encourage agricultural institu - tions bent upon promoting the spread of knowledge of correct methods. 

SO SS SS 5 
em Vidgeeeiae Se ae eh Tee ! eee Beats: eae ea See set ee i : zit 

a! : E = Be at ia Ci 
ee Nea : : -— ; 

an 

Along the lines of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY COM PANY dairy farming is reaching the highest perfection. 
The efforts made by Wisconsin dairymen during recent years to avail themselves of the richness which nature has bestowed upon the State have been untiring, and as a result Wisconsin butter and~cheese is to-day famed far and wide. For further information, address. 

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, 
Gen’l Passenger Agent, C., M. & St. P. R’y, 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. ee 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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Locations for 
Ind i ndustries. 

The name of the Chicago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Railway has long been iden- 
tified with practical measures fér the 
general upbuilding’of its territory and 
the promotion of its commerce, hence 
manufacturers have an assurance that 
they will find themselves at home on the 
company’s lines. 

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 
Railway Company’s 6,300 miles of rail- 
way, exclusive of second track, connect- 
ing track or sidings, traverses eight 
states, namely: 

NORTH NORTHERN 

SOUTH Pat [een _[ vse 
foe Lom | oe | Trains Throughout 

which comprise a great Agricultural, 
Manufacturing and Mining territory. 

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 
Railway Company gives unremitting : 
attention to the development of local 
traffic on its lines and, with this in view, 
seeks to increase the number of manu- 
facturing plants on its system either 
through their creation by local enterprise 
or the influx of manufacturers from the 

| East. It has all its territory districted 
i in relation to resources, adaptability 

and advantages for maufacturing. 
Specific information furnished mafu- 
facturers in regard to suitable locations. 
Address, 

LUIS JACKSON, 

q industrial Commissioner C., M. & St. P. R’y. 
| 660 Old Colony Bidg., Chicago, Ill. 

| Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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| MILL BROOK STOCK FARM | ; SHORT HORN GATTLE,, SE::S390% SISA carne oF tHe | BEST FAMILIES 
SS Se 

ee == =| NY ae rr ms) Nace PTT PIR at 
Young Hamilton 123084 by Imp. Duke of 

at Hamilton 2d 107363 at head of herd. Choice 
young bulls for sale. Poland Chinas of the : OF as choicest strains. Stock well bred and good | ; a individually, for sale at prices that are right. 

H. B. DRAKE ______iom Beaver Dam, Dodge Co., Wis. ee ee OCS SOs eee 
e s Agricultural Education | 

The College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin, 
, offers instruction as follows: ) 

The Long Course, lasting four years and leading to the degree 
of B. S. in Agriculture, ot 28 vt St 2 ot ut Ut uf ut 

The Short Course, covering two winter terms of 14 weeks each. 
The Dairy Course covering one winter term of 12 weeks. 
Instruction in Agricultural Chemistry; the Physics and vt | 

Mechanics of the Farm; Horticulture; Feeding, Judging 
and Management of Live Stock; Veterinary Science; the 
Economics of Agriculture; Farm Carpentry and Black- 
smithing; Farm Bookkeeping, etc. 21 teachers; over 300 

students in attendance in 1898-99, J wt ut ve vt Ut ut 
The college is maintained jointly by the United States and 

the State of Wisconsin, vt vt Wt st vt ot Ut ot Ut Ut 

FREE TUITION TO RESIDENTS OF THE STATE 

For illustrated circulars address 

. W. A. HENRY, Dean, 

MADISON, WIS. 
a Ee ee 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers. 
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Up-to-date implements 
for up-to-date farmers. 

for Ensilag: \d Dry Fod- 
Cutters Seed wir cee eng 

and corn snapping attachments. 

at any sizeor Badger Round Silos <s;acis: 
Farm Engines, 2, 
4and6h fe : Farm Powers tent onotcnsy 

Sweep Powers, | to 8 horses. 

Small d Battle 
Wood Saws creck wieced ares 
saws, circular saws, and bolting mills. 

. s a Single and double 
ill Grinding, Mills orcs ss 

Root Cutters, Corn Shellers. 
Catalogue, also silo booklet for 1900 mailed 

free, with special introduction prices, if you 
name this paper. 
SMALLEY MFC. CO., Sole Mfrs., 

Manitowoc, Wis. 

_ Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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| CARS . . TO THE.... 

: - | PACIFIC 
IF YOUR TICKET READS COAST 

VIA THE... 

Chicago & North-Western Ry 

First-Class and Tourist 
Sleepers through with- 
out change, every night 
from Chicago... +: . . 

ASK AGENTS FOR PARTICULARS 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers. | 
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FOR HOMESEEKERS” 

Toa large number of points in 
Northwestern Iowa, Geseen 3 

Minnesota, Northern Wiscon- 
sin, Northern Michigan, North 

Dakota, South Dakota, Ne- 

braska, Kansas, Colorado, Utah, 

Wyomin 8 Idaho, British Col- 
umbia, Manitoba, Montana, : 

Oregon and Washington, call 
On agents... 6 eee ee ere eeee 

CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN 
RAILWAY 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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MODERATE MEANS vee ee 

By paying $50.00 dawn a settler can get a contract for 40 acres 

of timbered land from the Wisconsin Central Railway Com- 

pany and when clearing this tract for cultivation can pay for 

the same from the sale of the timber, and at the same time 

comfortably support his family. z 

There are saw mills, planing mills, stave, heading and hoop 

factories, and tanneries at the different stations, always 

offering ready employment at good wages. : 

The logging and bark camps pay good wages, and give oppor- 

tunities for work both winter and summer to those desir- 

ing it. 

A poor man who obtains a small farm in this country has every 

chance to get ahead. 

Write for Pamphlets and Maps to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

..MELWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers. 
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Pror. JoHN A. CRAIG, Professor of Animal Husbandry 

in the Iowa State College of Agriculture, in writing 

of the possibilities of Northern Wisconsin makes the 

following statement: 

“TT were a man of capital with a farm in South- 

ern Wisconsin or in any of the corn growing states, 

I would buy as much of the cheap land in the North- 

ern part of Wisconsin as I could and stock it with 

sheep for the purpose of raising feeders to be fed on 

the home farm. I cannot conceive of any business 

being more certain in its returns than the lamb feeding 

business conducted in this way.’’ 

THE ABOVE IS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO FARMERS WHO WISH 

TO FIND OPENINGS FOR THEIR SONS, OR YOUNG MEN LOOK- 

ING FOR GOOD OPPORTUNITIES : : : : * S ¢ 

Do not hesitate to write for further information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

... MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers. 
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S THE MOST COMPLETE ISSUED BY ANY HOUSE IN THE WORLD. It has more than 16,000 illustrations, about 60,000 quo- tations of prices, weighs 3% pounds, and contains nearly 1100 ages. There's nothing you wear or use but is listed in it; and the Prices quoted place you in a position to buy from us, in large or small quantities, at wholesale prices. We do not sell this General Catalogue and Buyers’ Guide; we give it away. Every out-of-town caller who visits our store is presented with a copy. It costs 27 cents in postage to mail it. We want youto have a copy, and will be pleased to send one to you if you'll send 15 cents to partly pay the postage or expressage. It will tell you what you should pay for everything. You will have more than a million-dollar stock of goods to select from, and when you learn what we offer goods for, and compare our prices with what you are paying, you will open your eyes in astonishment. We guarantee goods as represented. If you don't find them so, you can have your money back as soon as you want it. On request, will tell you just what your goods will cost laid down at your station. .  . .). 

Send for our General Catalogue and Buyers’ Guide; it’s the key that will open the 
door of prosperity for you, and will save you dollars where you spend cents to get it. 

Michigan Avenue and Madison Streets 4 Originators of the Setalogue Business CHICAGO 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin”’ when writing to advertisers, 
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How To Get Good Dirt Roads — 
“IN YOUR TOWN, IN YOUR COUNTY, IN YOUR STATE OF WISCONSIN. | 

That’s what you want to know, Isn’t It? 

Gen. E. G. Harrison, the United States| You can put this plan into operation 

Government Road Expert, says that in your own town right away, 

WATER is the road’s greatestenemy, but} You can have the best kind of dirt roads, 

IT IS A COWARD. | Youcan keep them in perfect condition, 

It will run whenever it gets a chance. Without waiting for town meeting, 
Without raising a dollar more tax 

GIVE IT A CHANCE. : : : z 
Gcaie every foot of your weds. 90 the Without dispensing with the labor tax. 

water will have to run away, and HOW? 

KEEP THEM GRADED, By letting the Road Districts buy and 
d use their own machines and PAY 

for they won’t stay that way. a peace = OUT OF THEIR LABOR TAX. 
‘Traffic wears them down. That’swhere| jy distri ‘ zag 

they differ from stone roads. That’s why | i, fnce tax? istrict buy a machine with 

they require more attention. aa ee : Fe 
Ww! NSIN LEGISLATURE 

eee oe PROVIDED THE WAY. 
It understood the importance and value 

The only way it ever has or ever of such a method, and at its last session 

will be done. passed such a law unanimously, and it 

You can not do it properly or econom- was immediately signed by the Governor: 

ically by hand, or with plows and scoop The districts buy on five annual pay- 

scrapers, and if you could it wouldn’t ments, so each payment will be small. 

stay done. ahey or t pay me than one-half the 

. : road tax for the machine in any one year, 

ce eon ural cay Wd pale so that even while paying for it they will 

ou the hills or in the bottoms, and oie have half their tax left to use it, which 

where the rocks and roots are so thick willio five tisnes a8 ancl aS the whole 

you would think it couldn’t run. _ neg oe a eraes nie 
i eats No district can buy a ine, n 

gt sas iene eae ae will a interest in one, until it presents a petition 

pes ee Se ere 1s to It-| +4 the Chairman of the Town Board, 

WHAT IS BETTER STILL, signed by its Road Overseer or Super- 

I z ‘ intendent, and by a majority of all its 

eee it built, which nothing | taxpayers, and this majority must repre- 

else will do. sent a majority of the road tax. 

Don’t wait till the road gets flat ontop| Could there be any easier method of 

again and full of mud holes, but pare} getting the machinery than this one, 

ff the shoulders two or three times a| whi i i i 
o s v which calls for no increase in taxes and 

year with the machine. makes the labor tax as effective as cash ? 

Don’t dig up the roadbed or fill it with —— 
fresh Gut in the fall, but cut away the WRITE TO 
shoulders, so the water can run off. 

It Can Be Done For Almost Nothing. AUSTIN & WESTERN C0., Ltd. F 

A machine and four horses will ‘‘dress pote ee at aos wee 
” R e we I. - 

up” ten miles of machine-made road | '°"Ooue'or the largest and best line of 
in a day. modern road machinery on earth. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to advertisers, 
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. A GREAT RAILWAY. 

a The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 
| Railway Company now operates over 

{ sixty-three hundred miles of thoroughly ‘ 
} equipped road in Illinois, Wisconsin, 

| Northern Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, 
i Missouri, South Dakota and North 

Dakota, of which 1,647 miles, or more 
| than one-fourth of the entire system, is 

in the State of Wisconsin. 
It reaches all the important trade cen- 

ters of the State, and through the wages 
paid its army of employees, and for the 
supplies necessary to operate the road, x 
distributes an amount of money every 
month that is an important factor in the 

. general prosperity of Wisconsin. 
On all its through lines of travel the 

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway 
runs the most perfectly equipped trains = 
of Sleeping, Parlor and Dining Cars and 
Coaches. The through trains on all its 
lines are systematically heated by steam. 
No effort is spared to furnish the best - 
accommodations for the least money, and, 
in addition, patrons of the road are sure Ks 
of courteous treatment from its employes. 

A. C. BIRD, GEO. H. HEAFFORD, 
General Traffic Manager. General Passenger Agent. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

ee 
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—THE— 

CHICAGO, 

MILWAUKEE & 

= ST. PAUL R’Y 

is the best line to and from Chicago, Mil- 

waukee and all points East. With its , 

6,300 miles of thoroughly equipped road 

it reaches all principal business centers in 

Northern Illinois, Wisconsin, 

5 lowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, 
North Dakota, and Northern 

Michigan. 

Running Electric Lighted and Steam * 

Heated Vestibuled Trains. 

. Time tables, maps and information re- 

garding routes, rates, and other details 

relating to the road will be furnished on 

application to any coupon ticket agent, 

or by addressing Gro. H. HEAFFORD, 

General Passenger Agent, Chicago, Ill. . 

a ae aha en SS a ie ee 
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| se a 
Garden and Farm..... @ ae PUT Coen 

y S E E DS 7 Pil fl il i on sm 
2 we eu tate | De a 5 | Hardy . Herbaceous . Plants LD | 

| and Flowering Shrubs aps ) |S 
a ‘ Si 

Packt = a) PLANTS le Wy Sis 
det PEEIEE bey a rm ‘ \ FOR LAWN AND Panton DECORATION. \uzmzesbeccoece} i Zp 7) ; 

Garden Implements .. we Jui ey } 
we1e.Cut Flowers and Fioral Designs. Fs ek, : j | 

canes as = CURRIE BROS. . ~~ 
Seedsmen and Florists Stores: {88 Seenteng, = 

Send for Free Catalogue MILWAUKEE, WIS. Oe es ae 
; iano eae ee ST? 

For Pure Reliable Dairy Preparations Danish Butter Color, aera ah. A pure Annatto Color. 

Columbian Butter Color, CHR. HANSEN’S LABORATORY The Strongest in the Market. 
LITTLE FALLS, N. Y. Or their Agents Danish Cheese Color, 

, i Rennet Tablets, For Farm = peared Chese Clr Tablets, Se 
pS ens Solicited. Lactic Ferment, 

CHR. HANSEN’S LABORATORY For Ripening Milk and Cream. P.O. Box 1258 Little Fas, N. y. The Marshall Rennet Test, Etc. 

We have for sale Jersey Cattle, - 
Write Us Shropshire Sheep and Poland 
for Prices.. China Swine of royal breeding, 

that we guarantee to give satis- 
faction’ or money refunded... . 

HUDSON W..C. and CHAS. BRADLEY we *YDSC 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin”’ when writing to advertisers. 
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“always In the Lead and Now Better Than Ever.” 

CREAM SEPARATORS. 
HE Improved United States Cream Separators have 

been proven by tests repeated from year to year, 

at all Agricultural Experiment Stations in the 

last four or five years, to be superior to all other Cream 

Separators, many tests of the skim milk showing only .01 

or .02, and are now still further improved and greatly in- 

creased in capacity for 

1900 OR THE NEW CENTURY. 

All experienced Cream Separator operators concede that 

i the United States is unapproached in thoroughness of 

separation and_perfection of manufacture. All gears are 

enclosed; Bowl Spindle covered with brass shield ; have 

ball bearings. The most cost is put into their manufacture, 

and they are therefore better and will wear longer, yet are 

sold for less than others considering capacity and close 

skimming—are therefore the cheapest, because the best. 

= i“ Dy ag: 

Examine “New Century” Prices and Capacities. 
No. 9. Low Frame. ‘Capacity 150 to 175 lbs., $3.00 

| “225 to 250“ $65.00 
No. 7. High * “ 275 to 300 ** $85.00 

No.6. ¢ * “ 350 to 400 * $100.00 
ee 450 to 500 “* $125.00 
fo. 34.4 « “650 to 700 “ $165.00 

Don’t be inveigled into purchasing a Cream Separator 

until you have first sent for the ** New Century ” Catalogue 

of the United States, which will be mailed you free. 

Agents wanted in all towns not at preséntcanvassed — 

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., 
BELLOWS FALLS, VERMONT. 

a aoe ick ta EE 
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a) NEW 20TH CENTURY |fe 
m| CREAM SEPARATORS |R 

EPTEMBER FIRST marks the introduction of the 1900 or improved 20TH CENTURY ae or “Dairy” sizes of De Laval Cream Separators. These improvements denote another great advance in cream separator construction and efficiency, materially increase a * capacities, and render the new “Alpha” disc machines 
simply unapproachable by anything else in the _ of a ; cream separator, either in efficiency, mechanical con- struction or practical cheapness. Overwhelming as has been the conceded — of the De Laval machinés me heretofore their standard is now raised still higher and ae they are more than ever placed ina class by themselves as regardsall possible competition. No effort nor expense has been spared to make the new 20Ta CENTURY Be Laval machines — perfect separators—machines for every- body, that nobody can criticise and nobody ask for any- * thing better or cheaper. ve 

Send for “New Century” catalogue. . 

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR Co. 
Western Offices: | GENERAL OFFices: | Branch Offices : 

Ranoovrn & Canat Sta, 74 CORTLANDT STREET, 1102 Arcu Street, a * CHICACO. NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, } 

> * bd > ¢ 
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ELLWOO6 STANDARD 

Pe 
“Whoo Seay ene 0? aw, 

Rs Sena conneagd en 
£ BhOYy. cageae ef 

r wN Try 

5 If your pastures and fields are Inclosed 

es e with the..... 
x E s 

oS 
ye ELLWOOD 

you have secured absolute efficiency at least expense 
in a practical Fence that will positively turn Cattle, 

Horses; Hogs and Pigs. A Fence that is strong, prac- 

tically everlasting, proves thoroughly efficient under all ; 

ELLWOOD CRIB circumstances. 

. eee x Thoroughly Galvanized. 

ro All Carefully Constructed and Uniformly Perfect 

eo ~~ in Every Rod. 

Field Fence, . Lawn Fence, 

Poultry ai’ Rabbit Fence, 

- 00 pew Corn Crib Fence. 
7 re cy 

; YOU CANNOT GO WRONG IN ORDERING ANY OF THE ELLWOOD FENCES. 

ss ASK OUR AGENT in your town to show you the 
: Ellwood Fences. You will readily see how practical, 

strong, efficient and economical they are. 

* 8G SUPERINTENDENT MCKERROW, of the Wisconsin 

: yoo Farmers’ Institute, is using the Ellwood Fencing on his 

soo? stock farm in Waukesha County. He says it is a first- 
~ class Sheep and Hog Fence, having in fact proved itself 

the right thing for all kinds of stock. 

Should you be unable to find our Agent in your town, write 
direct to the Manufacturers . . . 

. . 

American Steel and Wire Company 
The Rookery, CHICAGO, ILL. 

ag a teresa ee 
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| WoobDsIDE Farm: 
a % IS THE OLDEST, LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED n | ¢ ESTABLISHMENT IN WISCONSIN FOR HANDLING m ¥ MUTTON SHEEP, AND IT IS NOW.........., a ; w . a | ¥ Entirely Devoted a S = . ¥ TO THE BREEDING, IMPORTING and HANDLING OF m 

w s a _ | Shropshire Sheep : 
: OF CHOICEST QUALITY AND BEST STRAINS OF BREEDING. a w EET 

a | 
we a a - SE z | ¥ EP Ef I NOS RRR NQ : ra BIE V9» MAMIE, WARNS ASS SS . \ \ 2 

s ZELMA )\\\\\ \ v \\ AA = w Zaps Wit tially |W ya RAVAN ss 2 : ZZ i, I Tai ‘i \Wisaeae & ’ MA) SOUND aa m % R py} iy ne UN NG ae ea Hs a ¥ BONA a Sta LOPS eR a w BAU daa | (th ba PHRGuey Hen ERR i s Pa ae a OE aie : SR see TE 3 po 
w "Nes leila ge '/,1/) i" R | w RRO ea io sauna gins: GN a | SRI Me aera ee a a u A oe ee Ma Se hi tbs Viet bl 2 } m | Oe 
w TE Vel at ll Pe RAG PS .Rlioaee ae a u WM Nye Hi Cun ut nn DING a al s 
w 

m % For FLOCK S For FOUNDATION w 
m ¥ RAMS HEADERS, EWE FLOCKS, or tor ® * w 

Improving Estab- © BOTH mn % SHOW SHEEP SEXES cael cons oe 
‘ ae ae m ¥ From my large assortments I can make close prices and offer bargains not a w : easily found at smaller establishments. Write for prices, or a . come and inspect the stock personally. a w — 

m ¥ LOCATION—Woodside Farm is 1 mile from Oregon Station on a 4 reais of < = a mntes seeniet Madison. s 
ite urg, on . mn. ley miles west of farm. Ay - TELEPHONES Dane Co, Telephone connects farm with Ore- a ‘ w gon and Madison. Telephone No. 252. Long Distance m w Bell Telephone at Oregon. = | 2 TELEGRAPH—Either Madison or Oregon. m 

v VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME. A. O. FOX, n | % NO BUSINESS DONE ON SUNDAYS. OREGON, WIS. @ 
'4na22399339339333333399333339393323393333333393339 

{ 
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| This book may be kept 

| FOURTEEN DAYS 
A fine of TWO CENTS will be charged 

i for each day the book is kept overtime. .- 
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